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It is the object of this thesis to present the chief stylistic
and structural characteristics of five thirteenth century Norse
sagas selected as representative of Sturla Por6ar son's literary
background; to show in what ways and to suggest why he did or did
not follow their examples; and on the basis of this, to offer a new
interpretation of the style and structure of Sturla's Islendinga
Saga. The five sagas are considered chronologically in the order
they are believed to have been written. Sverris Saga is a
partisan record of an unconventional Norwegian king's reign (1177-1202)
based on the king's personal experience and contemporary witness.
Knytlinga Saga (c. 1260), a celebration of Danish Christian princes
(940-1187), has an unadorned style, at times not unlike Sturla's,
but its concentration on the single theme makes it too constricted
for Sturla's complex material. In Heimskringla (c. 1230), a
history of Norwegian kings up to 1177, Snorri Sturluson freely
adapts and selects from his source material to produce a wellreasoned pattern of events. *< Sturla's material was too close to
him to be manipulated in this fashion. Njals Saga, an almost
wholly fictional work, depends for its unity on complex interactions between figures motivated by their inner temperaments.
Sturla also records diverse human emotions, but his narrative
must depend on actual happenings and therefore lacks the contrived
flawlessness of Njals Saga. Yet Sturla's selection and arrangement of his authentic material - a dense mass of facts - show that
his control is perfect. He writes with awesome sobriety and psychological
insight, and he rejects any artificial structure.
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Introduction

Sturla E>6r6arson wrote Islendinga Saga at the end of his life.
This is the statement critical to an understanding of the shape he
gave the work - its content, style, and structure.

A writer brings to bear upon his work his own experience,
whether consciously or unconsciously, directly or indirectly.

At

the end of his life , Sturla £>6r6arson had behind him a very wide
experience, not only of life in thirteenth century Iceland, but
of its literature, and it was this mature experience that made
him the man in Iceland uniquely suited to write the history of
the country's civil strife during the thirteenth century.

Sturla's own family, the Stur lungs, instigated or participated
in almost every major dispute that wracked the country during his
lifetime.

Particularly active were his father E>6r6r's brothers

and nephews: Snorri Sturluson and his son 6raekja, Sighvatr Sturluson and his sons Tumi, Sturla, and J>6r6r.

As a young man, Sturla

E>6r6arson himself frequently supported his kinsmen and, in his own
middle age, became involved in the activities of Gizurr Porvaldsson,

2

the chieftain who eventually engineered Iceland's submission to
3
Sturla's role in the disputes of
Norwegian sovereignty in 1262.
1.

See below, Chapter Six, pp. 414 ff.

2.

See below, Chapter Six, Gizurr's career, pp. 396 ff.

3.

Sturlunga Saga, volume 2, ed. Jon Johannesson (Reykjavik, 1946)
p~. Ix; herein abbreviated as Sturl. 2 in notes; volume 1 as Sturl. 1,

these men rarely appears to have been primary or critical and he
does not emerge in the saga as an aggressive or heroic warrior.
Nevertheless, he was present at many of the major incidents while
for any conflict in which he himself had no direct part,

the eye-

witness accounts were available of his many relatives and in-laws,
often representing both sides.
equable nature

What appears to have been an

gave Sturla a special perspective from which to

view this wealth of information, sift, sort, and record it with
his remarkable immediacy.

He is neither partial nor flattering toward

the figures of his times.

He avoids making explicit moral judgments

himself and so allows the reader as much as possible to make his own
judgments on the basis of the evidence provided.

Sturla's diplomacy as author and his cultivation of disinterestedness were fostered by the events of his own life.

He had, of course,

the difficult and delicate task of deciding which, if any, of his
feuding relations to support.

His disinterestedness was also

strengthened by his preoccupation with law.

In 1271 he brought

a new code of laws, the Jarnsi6a, to Iceland from Norway and became
the country's first royally appointed logmadur

2

in 1271.

His

interest and knowledge of law is evident in his attention in
Islendinga Saga to the details of events which would be. important
if and when the disputes reached the courts: the names and numbers of
men involved in an attack; the number and nature of any wounds
1.

See Sturlu £>attr in Sturl. 2, p. 227, where the following contrast is
made between Sturla and his son, Snorri: Snorri ger6ist uppiv66sluma6r
mikill, ok helthaunn sveit nokkura. Varu beir fe6gar mjok oskapllkir. u
This accords well with Sturla's unaggressive and non-violent behaviour
in all accounts about him, for instance: in Islendinga Saga, Sturl. 1,
during his dispute with draekja: pp. 382-85, 387; at the settlement of
his and (Sraekja's dispute with Gizurr and Kolbeinn ungi at Hvitarbru:
pp. 466-72; and, in Eorgils Saga Skar6a, in his dispute with Hrafn:
chapters 59, 64, 67, 68, 79, 80.

2.

Sturlu frattr, op. cit. p. 235, says: "Var hann ba skipaor I6gma6r yfir
allt Island." It is not clear whether he held the office alone or with
whom he may have shared it. The last 16gsoguma6r was Porleifr hreim,
1271, nephew of Gizurr E>orvaldsson.

inflicted; the names of the dead and, where known, their killersj
the destruction of property.

Such details appear frequently in the

narrative and reveal Sturla's legal mind at work, ever watchful and
impartial.

It was in middle age, however, when he was sent abroad from
Iceland as punishment for an attempted raid on Hrafn Oddsson by
Sturla's sons,

2

that Sturla's powers of impartial observation were

put to the school of diplomacy.

At that time the Sturlungs were

among the Norwegian King Hakon's bitterest enemies, not only
because of their opposition to his efforts to subdue Iceland to his
power, but also because they had given much support in the past to
Hakon's father-in-law, Skuli Bar6arson.

This man had attempted

to usurp Hakon's throne and was removed in 1242.

It seemed that

Sturla was going from the frying pan into the fire.

3

Fortunately for Sturla, Hakon was on an expedition to Scotland
and the

Orkneys at the time of Sturla's arrival in Norway and in

the king's

place was his son Magnus.

The prince deferred judgment

on Sturla's case until the king's expected return.

In the meantime,

he set the Icelander to work as a crew member aboard his ship in
the royal fleet.

Here Sturla achieved a popular renown as a story-

teller which eventually reached the prince and won his favour.

Thus,

v,hen news of King Hakon's death reached Norway in 1263, Magnus
required Sturla &6r6arson to write a saga about his father's life.
1.

See for instance Chapter Six, the Flugumyrarbrenna, pp. H73 ff.

2.

Sturlu frattr, op. cit. pp. 225-230.

3.

Ibid., pp. 231-232.

This was something of a M hofu61ausn" for Sturla and not an
easy task to perform, for he had to satisfy his royal patron
by praising the dead king without mocking him with exaggerated
flattery.

At the same time, Sturla must have been given access

to a wealth of information, both written and oral,

without

having had any personal experience of the events concerned.

His

selection from this information ranges widely in an attempt to
provide posterity with an authoritative biography of a model king,
both military leader and statesman.

It includes a heavy emphasis

on legal and dynastic matters surrounding Hakon's claim to the
throne, often tedious in the extreme, with what seems to be the
author's own lack of interest reflected in the monotony of his
style.

2

Only at certain moments of intense emotion does Sturla

become absorbed in dramatisation; at these moments he employs
a most effective but very plain style characterised by the
controlled use of brief sentences, co-ordinate rather than
subordinate clauses, and a preponderantly monosyllabic diction. 3
This is a style used more powerfully and more consistently in
Islendinga Saga where it better suits the more frequent tensions,
conflicts, and violence he records.
1.

See below, Chapter Four, pp. 330-31.

2.

These points have also been made by John Simpson of the University
of Edinburgh in an unpublished lecture entitled "Sturla f>6r6arson
as Politician and Writer."

3.

See below, Chapter Four, pp. 322 ff.

The Norwegian sojourn and the experience of writing Hakonar
Saga

may have given him more than a lesson in diplomacy.

For

within Hakonar Saga there are many very brief references to events
in Iceland, some of them major events, some in which Sturla himself participated.

The desire to record these events more fully

may have prompted Sturla to write Islendinga Saga, for there these
same events receive more detailed attention.

2

But Sturla did not

write fslendinga Saga immediately on his return to his own country.
He began only after he had lived in retirement for some years,
abstaining from all faction.

This circumstance gave him some

perspective even on his own personal experience of the events he
recorded.

But this detachment did not diminish his personal

interest in and commitment to the subject.

Instead, detachment

and interest combined with a wide experience of events, the
testimony of eye-witnesses, and the freedom and willingness to
write.

This put him in a specially suitable and capable position

to compose Islendinga Saga.

An author does not write well on the basis of life
experience alone, even when his personal circumstances are
convenient.

He must also have an imaginative and artistic

experience, perhaps of his own and certainly of other people's
writing.

He need not model his own work directly on theirs; he

ray merely select certain characteristics of various works and
1.

Sturla £or6arson, Hakonar Saga Hakonarsonar, ed. Gu6brandur
Vigfusson (London, 1887); herein abbreviated in notes as Hak.

2.

See below, Chapter Four,

p. 328.

adapt and combine them into an individual style, or may even adopt
an approach in direct opposition to his predecessors, finding their
methods unsuitable to his particular task.

Probably he will also

use certain stylistic devices of his own, though such usage is not
necessarily more creative than his adaptation of existing styles.
To work all into a whole that may be said to have an organic unity
is perhaps the greatest of the saga writer's creative acts.

Sturla did all these things.

It is the object of this thesis

to demonstrate how; to present the chief characteristics of the
varied styles of the thirteenth century sagas, especially the
historical sagas, that formed Sturla's literary background; to
show in what ways and to suggest why he did or did not follow
their examples; and, on the basis of this, to offer a new interpretation
of the style and structure of Islendinga Saga.

The other important contemporary Norse history of the thirteenth
century, apart from Jslendinga Saga itself, was completed very early
in the century, probably soon after 1202, having been begun about
1185.

This is Sverris Saga,

written all or in part by Karl Jonsson,

Abbot of Mngeyrar cloister in Iceland from 1169 to 1207.

The saga

traces Sverrir's career from his humble beginnings in the Faroes,
where he received an extensive clerical training, through his early
1.

Sverris Saga, ed. Gustav Indreb^ (Copenhagen, 1920). Herein
abbreviated Sv. in notes, and cited with minimal emendation.

days in Norway, his slow and steady rise to power by military means,
his ultimate usurpation of the throne from Magnus Erlingsson, and
his defence of his kingdom against rival upstarts and opponents
until his death in 1202.

The saga writer is not detached as Sturla

was in writing Hakonar Saga.

He presents a sympathetically partisan view

of Sverrir, but an unconventional one, displaying and demanding from the
audience a high level of intelligence and appreciation of irony.

The

king himself carefully supervised much of the saga and seems to be
the source for the early speeches and dreams.

All of the passages

until chapter 31 are written entirely from his point of view.

The

style reveals much clerical learning, whether Sverrir's or Karl's,
or both, and is marked by extensive but carefully selected detail,
anecdote, and subtle humour.

There is remarkable sophistication

of argument in the speeches, especially the early ones, and much
corresponding evidence of sophistication in the narrative portions
of the saga.

Sverris Saga was little help to Sturla for a number of reasons.
He probably did not have at his fingertips the stylistic resources
of the Sverris Saga author, a man trained to be a priest and therefore
schooled in rhetoric, with Biblical parallels at hand for ready use
in speeches and with a rich clerical vocabulary so familiar that he
could use it ironically.

In addition, although Sverris Saga presented

a model for writing the history of events within living memory, it
was little suited to Sturla's intent in writing Islendinga Saga.
1.

See below, Chapter One, pp.

35 ff.

8

It is true that in his presentation of Gizurr Porvaldsson's career
throughout the saga he presents both negative and positive aspects
of Gizurr's nature, just as Abbot Karl presents Sverrir's foibles
as well as his conventionally kingly qualities.

But Sturla's

portrait of Gizurr is not partisan; the negative aspects of Gizurr's
nature are terrific rather appealing, while the positive aspects reveal
depths of feeling and tenderness in the man which, if present in
Sverrir, always remain cloaked in his saga.

Sturla makes no

attempt to justify the actions of any figure in the saga by his
accounts., and the contrivance so clearly discernible in Sverris Saga,
even though it is subtly disguised and well-tempered with wit, is
entirely absent from Islendinga Saga.

Noticeably too, no hero

emerges from Sturla's work; instead, he offers the reader a window
- quite without rose-coloured glass - on the tangled strife and
violence of his lifetime.

This he presents with an awesome

sobriety contrasting sharply with the delightful wit and intellectual
sophistication of Sverris Saga.

Sturla's own Hakonar Saga, though technically a contemporary
history, was not written from first-hand experience.

It nevertheless

gave him an early ground in which to exercise his particular spare
style in recording the high emotional points of the saga.

In

matters of structure, Hakonar Saga was a model impossible to follow,
being fundamentally annalistic, and, like Sverris Saga, centred
round a single figure, King Hakon.

This focus is maintained not

only by the king's participation in most of the events recorded,
but also by the use of his reign as the basis of an emphatic
chronology.

As the narrative progresses, each year is numbered

from Hakon's accession to the throne.

j[

But when Sturla came to

write Islendinga Saga, no figure in his material could provide such
an insistent shape to the saga.

He does use the figure of Gizurr

to provide some continuity to the huge compass of the narrative
in respect of figures and events and he also mentions the chronological
r)

symmetry of Gizurr's life.

Yet Islendinga Saga is not a Gizurar

Saga, a biography, nor does Sturla set the significant years of Gizurr's
life throughout the saga as distinct signposts in the way he does for
Hakon in Hakonar Saga.

Among non-contemporary histories of Sturla's time was Knytlinga
Saga

3

(c. 1260).

As in Sturla's work, many of its finest passages are

written in an unadorned style, but several aspects inherent in style,
structure, and the nature of the Knytlinga material, meant that
Sturla could not adopt it as a model.

Knytlinga is a history of

Danish kings from Haraldr Gormsson until 1187, so that the author
is much more distant from his material than either Sturla or the
author of Sverris Saga.

Detail was therefore much more limited for the

Knytlinga writer, especially about the earlier kings, so that selection
was sometimes scarcely necessary and invention less open to censure.
1.

See below, Chapter Four, p. 271.

2.

See below, Chapter Six, p. 395 e

3.

Knytlinga Saga, eds. Carl af Petersens and Emil Olson (Copenhagen,
1919-25); herein abbreviated Knyt. in notes.

10

There is also an elitism in Knytlinga Saga - the common man, when
he appears, is portrayed with condescension, while Islendinga Saga_
is about the people themselves in a country where there was
initially no king and no titled aristocracy.

Nor is the theme

of Knytlinga Saga, the celebration of Danish Christian princes and
their supporters and the denigration of their opponents, an
appropriate one for fslendinga Saga.

The figures of both clergy

and layman could not be presented, on the basis of Sturla's personal
experience, in so black and white a fashion as they appear in
Knytlinga Saga.

2

They were too close to him and too complexly human;

many were still alive.

His saga about them could be neither

structurally nor thematically simple.

He therefore presents the

role of the Church more pragmatically, showing how the clergy engaged
in political disputes and wielded excommunication as a weapon. 3

The other collection of kings' sagas of the period is the more
famous Heimskringla,

4

written by Sturla's paternal uncle, Snorri

Sturluson, and for that reason sometimes compared to Sturla's own
Islendinga Saga, usually in Snorri's favour. 5
not, I believe, a just one.

This comparison is

Where Snorri could fabricate and

1.

'Theme' is used in this connection to mean the saga author's purpose
or message in writing the saga.

2.

See below, Chapter Three, pp. 204 ff.

3.

See below, Chapter Six, pp. 424 ff.

4.

Snorri Sturluson, Heimskringla, ed. Bjarni A6albjarnarson.
Islenzk Fornrit xxxvi-xxxviii(Reykjavik, 1941-51); herein
abbreviated as Hkr. 1,2,3.

5.

See below, Chapter Six, pp., 415.
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adjust his source material to his liking because of its distance
from him in time, as well as its relative scarcity, Sturla had to
deal with contemporary eye-witness accounts, the facts of which could
not be altered.

Snorri was also able, by the same freedom of

selection and invention, to make all his material fit into a smoothly
woven pattern of cause and effect.

Yet no matter how lucid and

reasonable the saga may seem, its unity is none the less artificial
and imposed.

Sturla's material was not capable of such manipulation.

There was no distance of time to simplify cause and effect, to
suggest pattern and interpretation, nor would his saga be believable
to his contemporaries if he forced a pattern on events.

Too much

of his material was common knowledge to allow for invention,
adjustment, or interpretive selection.

Sturla's literary background also included family sagas thirteenth century works based on traditional accounts of Iceland's
first settlers and their families in the tenth and eleventh
centuries, and, although written about historical people, highly
literary constructs.

They inevitably provide a precedent for

tracing the course of events on Icelandic soil.

In some of these works it is clear that structural unity
depends neither upon chronology, as in Hakonar Saga; upon a primary
abstract theme as in Knytlinga; or upon the simple engineering of
connections between one event and another as in Heimskringla.

Rather,

unity may be dependent upon the complex interactions of the characters
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In Njals Saga,

for instance, although action and response may seem

to take an inevitable shape and direction, action does not demand
the specific response given to it.

That response, sometimes

unusual, is determined by the individual natures of the characters
involved.

Such a response is in turn answered by further action

also determined by character.

In such a saga, then, the portrayal

of character is extremely important, for the reader must sufficiently
apprehend and distinguish one character from another so that the
actions of individual saga figures can be anticipated to some extent.
It is from this anticipation that part of our sense of the inevitability
of events springs.

The portrayal of character in Njals Saga is not by any means
entirely descriptive.

The author employs dialogue, distinctive

action, and interaction; and, although the characters themselves
may not develop (in the sense of altering or maturing) during the
saga, the reader's apprehension of them does.

He may not reach a

complete understanding of a given figure until the end of the saga
or until the death of that figure in the saga.

He discovers their

natures much as one does those of people in real life.

Although the control necessary to such a complex structure is
clearly very great, the measure of the saga writer's art lies properly
in the apparent absence of any artifice.

The structure is so flawless

and so fluid in Njala that action and reaction assume a natural and
inevitable flow which, except to close and critical analysis,
1.

Njals Saga, ed. E.6. Sveinsson, Islenzk Fornrit xii (Reykjavik, 195M-)
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successfully approximates realism.

It is accepted by Norse scholars today that Njala as we know
it was written very near the end of the thirteenth century, most
probably after Sturla had written Islendinga Saga, possibly even
after his death (1282).

But in spite of the seeming anachronism,

Njala is included here, not as an actual work in Sturla's literary
background, but as representative of a kind of structural unity
not found in thirteenth century Norse histories, but nevertheless present
in some saga writing of Sturla's time.

This character-based form of

structural unity could have been demonstrated by using an earlier
family saga - Laxdasla, for instance - but Njala has been chosen
because it compares well with Islendinga Saga in the comprehensiveness
of its cast of figures, its account of widespread and complex
feuding, and its episode of a major conflagration.

Sturla does not model Islendinga Saga exactly on the Njala
kind of structural unity.

But a unity based in some way upon

character was an alternative he could take.

He was sufficiently

close to the saga figures, very often through personal knowledge,
to apprehend the play of character in individual incidents and in
the relationship between incidents involving a consistent set of
key figures.

This he portrays again and again with considerable

success, not only for the more famous and powerful individuals like
Sturla Sighvatsson, but for the less significant Icelanders as
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well.

With such a range of focus he shows how the civil strife

affected the lives of all Icelanders at every level of property
and influence and he is particularly attentive to the effect of
the strife on the private and emotional lives of the people.
In Hakonar Saga, passages of intense emotional encounter are
rare, though finely wrought; in Islendinga Saga many more such
moments demanded a place.

Sturla fills his narrative with a bewildering array of
factual detail and he seems deliberately to refuse to link all
the events of the saga together in a seemingly continuous stream.
Many of the events recorded occur simultaneously; they take place
in different parts of the country and the focus may shift with
apparent randomness.

Series of clearly connected events? involving

consistent sets of figures, may not be told consecutively, but
rather interrupted by accounts of seemingly unrelated incidents.

2

This contributes a sense of fruitlessness to human action and
indeed, at first reading, the saga may thus seem overwhelmingly
chaotic.

And yet the author himself is in control, not only within the
accounts of individual incidents, where control of the structure is
readily apparent,

3

but throughout the saga as a whole.

What appears

1.

For examples of the importance of the individual natures of large
figures in the narrative, see below, Chapter Six,
Gizurr's career, pp. 395 ff
and Sturla Sighvatsson and Sighvatr
Sturluson, pp. 44.9 ff.
For instances involving less significant
figures, see, pp. 390, 414 ff.

2.

See below, Chapter Six, pp. 424 ff.

3.

See below, Chapter Six, pp. 464 ff.
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chaotic and indiscriminately inclusive at first sight, emerges
after close analysis as a record in which every incident has some
effect upon the direction events take, even though this may not be
clear immediately.

These causal relationships are traced below

among some of the events in the most complex part of the saga

as

an illustration of the implicit structuring and control consistent throughout
Islendinga Saga.

We may see in the absence of any explicitly connected

structure a deliberate attempt to convey the events as they were
experienced and to represent accurately the reality of civil war
as it swept over the Icelandic people, great and small.

In this way,

Sturla remains faithful to his own apprehension of events and
committed to the truth as he conceived it.

Jan de Vries has said that Sturla pursued the work begun by
his uncle Snorri Sturluson: "Sturla ist der Fortsetzer von Snorris
Lejenswerk."

He does not mean by this that Sturla imitated Snorri,

but rather that he furthered him.

In fact, Sturla furthered Icelandic

historiography, not only as represented by Snorri, but by other thirteenth
century writers as well.

In the following chapters, the specific

and individual nature of the saga writer's achievement is demonstrated
for each of five thirteenth century sagas which represent Sturla's
literary background, including Njala.

Out of this literary inheritance,

Sturla has refined his narrative art for the essential purpose of
depicting authentically a society of irredeemable violence and anguish.
1.

See below, Chapter Six, pp. 42M- ff.

2.

Jan de Vries, Altnordische Literaturgeschichte, volume 2,
(Berlin, 1967) p. 305.
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The saga has proved too big for a steady critical analysis
until now.

Petur Sigur6sson,

1

in his long monograph on Islendinga

Saga, has concerned himself largely with historical matters and
with the question of authorship.

His stylistic and structural comments

are rare except when he discusses the Flugumyrarbrenna. 2

These

comments I have acknowledged in the context of my own discussion,
together with the unsubstantiated judgments of other scholars.
English and Icelandic.

I cannot claim in my analysis to have

covered every instance, but I have attempted to provide sufficient
evidence to corroborate my arguments.

The translations given

throughout parallel to cited passages are my own renderings,
although I have taken account of published translations by John
Sephton, Samuel Laing, Gu6brandur Vigfusson, Magnus Magnusson
and Hermann Palsson, and Julia McGrew and George Thomas, as
indicated in the Bibliography.

I have adopted the spelling ee

for etymological ae and ce, except where oe occurs in citation
from a diplomatic text.
1.

Petur Sigur6sson, Urn fslendinga Sogu Sturlu 3?6r6arsonar (Reykjavik,
1933-35).

2.

Ibid., pp. 111-114.

Chapter One

The Sophisticated Style of 'Sverris Saga'

Sverris Saga was begun during King Sverrir's reign (1184-1202)
and completed after his death, which the saga records.

At least

part of the saga was written by Karl Jonsson, abbot of the
Icelandic monastery at Mngeyrar, but the question of authorship
is complicated and unresolved.

Yet whether there was one author

or two, there exists throughout the saga a consistency of style
and structure upon which the unity of the work depends.

The

following chapter offers a selection of evidence demonstrating
this consistency.
1.

See Appendix A to this chapter, The provenance of Sverris Saga,
PP- 120-123.
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I

The structure and content of the saga

A

The proportions of the saga
In Sverris Saga the primary concern is Sverrir's political career.

Detail is most extensive during the eight critical years (1177-1184-) when
Sverrir pitted himself against
in 1184, overthrew him.

King Magnus Erlingsson and finally,

Together with a brief and legend-like account

of his origins, these eight years comprise more than half the saga volume
(pp. 1-107) and include most of the saga's political and battle
1
2
speeches, as well as its finest battle accounts.

For the years 1185-1195, the saga is much briefer, covering them
in a mere 27 pages (pp. 107-133).

For the first few of these years

Sverrir was occupied with a series of minor uprisings against him
led by royal impostors, whom he eliminates.

But for the years

1189-1195, the saga writer gives almost undivided attention to
Sverrir's quarrels with the bishops who frequently opposed him during
his career.

Archbishop Eysteinn led the victorious defence of

Ni6aros against Sverrir at the Battle of Hattarhamar in 1178 (pp.
30-31),

3

and Bishop Nikulas had a hand in the Baglar's uprising

in 1196 (pp. 13M- ff. ) and in their continual battles against
Sverrir; but in both these cases the opposition comes principally
from the baendr and the issues are not ecclesiastical.
1.

See below, pp. 35 ff.

2.

See below, pp. 94-112.

3.

See below, pp. 95-97.
A bishop participating in battle is not
unheard of in other sagas. Most memorable is Bishop Sigur6r, who
sides with Kalfr Arnason and other nobles and bandr to defeat
St dlafr at Stiklarsta6ir in 1030. Hkr. 2, pp. 371-72
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It is only for the years 1189-1195 that the saga writer
records Sverrir's struggles to limit Church control over affairs
of state and to increase his own power in ecclesiastical affairs.
He imposes, for instance, a restriction on the size of the
archbishop's bodyguard (pp. 122-124) and refuses to be bound by
any agreements made between Magnus Erlingsson and the Church (p. 119).
These disputes do not lead to physical battles but to the wielding
of the weapons of exile by Sverrir and of excommunication by the
archbishop, (p. 129).

These ecclesiastical disputes are officially

settled by diplomatic means in 1195.

The last part of the saga, up until Sverrir's death in 1202,
again becomes more detailed and concentrates in particular upon
Sverrir's conflict with the Baglar whom he eventually crushes.
These years comprise about one third of the saga content (pp. 13495) containing several extensive battle accounts but fewer and
shorter speeches than in the first part of the saga.

The only information in the saga concerning Sverrir's administration
of the country are the frequent but very summary references to the
establishment of royal bailiffs in conquered areas.

2

Private and court

1.

Sverrir receives a letter bearing the Papal seal and lifting the
excommunication. This letter is delivered by Danes, whom Sverrir
pays, and it is announced that the Pope's original envoys have
been poisoned by a priest (pp. 133-134). All this seems rather
suspicious, but there is nothing further in the saga to indicate
that the letter was forged.

2.

See chapters 26, 40, 43, 74, 100, 115, 142.
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scenes such as are included in Hakonar Saga, Kny11inga Saga, and
Heimskringla

are, however, altogether absent from Sverris Saga.

Chapter 100 holds nearly all the personal information about King
Sverrir's private life, his wife and children, which the saga
provides, apart from the eulogy to him at the end,

2

and even here

the treatment is cursory:

Einum vetri si6arr en Magnus
konungr fell kvanga6iz Sverrir
konungr oc fecc Margretar
dottur Eirics Svia-konungs sonar
Jatvar6ar hins helga. Eiricr
hvilir i scrini i Svipio6u
at Uppsolum. Margret var systir
Knutz Sviakonungs. Sverrir
konungr atti ii. sonu hinn
ellri var Sigurbr er calla6r
var lavarbr. En annarr het
Hacon. d^tr hani varo baar
Cecilia oc Ingibiorg (pp.
107-108).

One year after King Magnus
fell, King Sverrir married and
took Margret, daughter of
the Swedish King Eirikr,
son of St Jatvar6r. Eirikr
lies buried in a shrine in
Sweden at Uppsala.* King
Sverrir had two sons, the
elder was Sigur6r, who was
nick-named Iavar6r. And
the other was called Hakon.
His daughters Cecilia and
Ingibjorg.
i

B

The chronological progression of events

Although the proportion of detail varies, the saga writer has
attempted throughout to maintain order by connecting the events of the
saga in a chronological sequence, so that one event seems to lead
directly into the next.

This is achieved by bridging gaps in the narrative

with references to specific dates:
1.

See below, Chapters Four, pp.305-6, 323-7;Three, pp. 213-18; 249-57
and Two, pp. 172-8!
respectively.

2.

See below, pp. 85-89.

3.

Page numbers after citations refer to Sv. unless noted otherwise
in this chapter.

4.

Dating by church calendar is extremely common in Sv. The examples
above are selective, but indication of their variety in the saga
may be found as follows: p. 137, 11. 14 and 17-, p. 55, 1. 29; p. 166,
1. 10; p. 138, 1. 32; p. 194, 1. 13.
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Sunrm-daginn eptir hvitadaga var Sverrir konungr i
Biorgyn... (p. 57, 1. 16)

The Sunday after Whitsun,
King Sverrir was in Bergen

Urn haustit eptir for hann
nor6r til Prandheims...
(p. 85, 1. 20)

During the following autumn
he went north to Prandheim...

Vac6i allt Ii6it me6 vapnum
urn nottina til dags. £>at var
urn nottina firir hinn ellipta
dag i iolum.(p. 171, 11. 2728)

All the host were awake with
arms during the night until
day. That was during the night
before the eleventh day of
Christmas.

...Mi6vicu-dag i imbrod^grum
um langa-fostu drapu peir
Bendict syslo-mann Sverris
konungs (p. 172, 11. 27-28)

...Wednesday of Ember Days
during Lent they killed
Bendict, King Sverrir's bailiff,

Gaps between the distinct sections

of the saga have been bridged,

commonly enough, with references to seasons:

1.

Eptir fall Magnus konungs for
Sverrir konungr um sumarit i
Vie austr oc allt til landzenda oc Iag6i allt land undir
sic (p. 107, 11. 20-21).

After the fall of King Magnus,
King Sverrir travelled during
the summer east into Vik and
all the way to the coast and
laid all the land under his
control.

Dm sumarit eptir fall Kuflungs
com Eiricr erkibiscup i Noreg
oc hafpi fengit pallium i
Rumaborg (p. 118, 11. 16-17).

The summer after the fall of
the Kuflungar, Archbishop
Eirikir came to Norway and
had obtained the pallium in
Rome.

Um varit eptir Ieita6i
Hrei6arr vid konung hvert hans
^rindi scylldi pangat ver6a.
konungr svaradi sva. Ecki
litz mer mioc frib-Vcenlict
her i landi...bessi floccr var
calla6r Baglar (p. 134, 11.
7-9,

The next spring, Hrei<5arr
questioned the king what his
plan would be henceforward. The
king answered, "There does not
appear to me to be much promise
of peace here in the land..."
this band was called the Baglar.

See above, pp. 18-19.
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C

The partisan nature of Sverris Saga
1

Legendary origins and dreams

The account given of Sverrir's origins has about it an air of
folk-tale and legend peculiar to this early part of the saga.

He

grows up in the Faroes as the reputed son of Gunnhildr and Unnas,
a comb-maker, but several significant dreams suggest he will be a
man of greater measure than his humble background promises.

Dreams

appear throughout the saga and consistently have the function of
legitimising Sverrir's claim and position in Norway.

All these

dreams are discussed in Appendix D in comparison with the Heimskringla
version of St 6lafr's dreams.

2

Miracles

The miracles recorded in the saga help to emphasise Sverrir's
role as one chosen and protected by God.

Early in the saga Sverrir

receives his own signs of his special nature.

Pursued by an enemy,

he hides in a peasant's oven, and later escapes unscathed, even
though she builds a fire in it:

Kona nokur fal hann i ofni
oc setti hello fyrir ofnsmunnann. Si6an ger6i hon
elld fyrir beir Ieitu6u
hans urn stofuna oc funno
hann eigi (p. 2, p. 36p. 3, 1. 1).

A certain woman hid him in an
oven and set a flat stone
before the oven's mouth. Then
she made a fire before it.
They searched for him in the
room and did not find him.

The saga mentions that men later recognised this incident as a sign of
Sverrir's great destiny:
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Mart bottuz menn nu si6an
hava at merkiom er visso
at hveriom manne hann varb
at hann botti mikillar
naturu vera (p. 3, 11. 1-3)

Men who ha«W certain knowledge
what sort of man he became,
have since thought much of the
signs that he seemed to be of
great supernatural power.

Other miracles, like the dreams, are spaced throughout the saga:
a)

Chapter 13:

When Sverrir and his men are forced to cross

a large lake in a forest using only wooden rafts, Sverrir is the
last to leave the raft on the other side, and when he does,
the raft sinks.

Here it is explicitly stated that his men

then realised Sverrir was marked out for great things:
nu er bat ollum audsynt at
sa floti bar bann farm er
aetla6r var til beira storvirkia er ba varo eigi fram
comin oc hasri tignar aen ba
haf6i hann. er hann flaut
undir mannfarminom. en
sauck bann tima er menn varo
af hanom. (p. 13, 1. 28-31).

b)

Now it is clear to everyone
that when it floated under
the shipload of men, but sank
as soon as men were off it,
that that raft bore that
load which was destined for
those great deeds which had not
then happened and for a higher
title than he yet held.

Chapter 20: When Sverrir's men are caught in a severe

snow-storm and threaten suicide, he persuades them to call
on God's mercy and on the Virgin Mary and St Olafr.

And

even as he speaks the weather abates:
gerbi begar hei6vi6ri oc
scol-scin. oc sva blitt
ve6r sem urn mitt sumar
vasri (p. 23, 11. 4-5).

then -bert weather occurred and
sunshine and such mild weather
as occurs in mid-summer.

c)

Chapter 32: After Sverrir prays to St <5lafr to help

him escape Magnus Erlingsson at sea, a fog comes up suddenly
and hides Sverrir's ship so that Magnus is forced to
abandon the pursuit:
^

sva mik^l boca at ecki scip
sa fra o6ro (p. 35, 11. 21-22).

d)

so great a fog that one could
not see one ship from another.

Chapter 150: When the enemy, the Baglar, set fire to

Bergen while Sverrir is there, the churches in the city
are saved and the fire is controlled because relics are
set in the path of the flames.

Though the saga does not

say that this was Sverrir's doing, the miracle certainly
shows divine favour directed upon him:
gecc elldrinn eigi par
lengra oc var pat allbiort iartegn (p. 157,
11. 37-38).

e)

Chapter 181:

the fire did not go any
further and it was a most
manifest miracle.

Sverrir's body and face, after his death, are

uncorrupted like a saint's or bishop's:
1.

See, for example: Biskupa Sogur, ed. Gu6brandur Vigfusson (Copenhagen,
1858):
frorlaks s. helga (p. 112):
his colour was much brighter
litr hans var miklu bjartari
than other men's, but the vision
en annarra manna, en sjaldr
was so bright in his eyes, like
var sva bjart i augum hans,
a living man's.
sem lifandi manns.
Saga ?>orlaks biskups hin yngri(p. 298):
litr hans var miklu bjartari ok his colour was much brighter and
bekkiligri en annarra manna...
more handsome than other men's...
sar voru morg fallin a horundi
many wounds had fallen on his
hans...en 611 voru bau groin.
flesh...but all were healed.
Gudmundar s. (p. 585):
pottust aldri set hafa dau6s
they thought they had never seen
manns hold jafnbjargt ok
a dead man's flesh so bright and
bekkiligt sem betta.
handsome as that.
Slafs s. helga, (Hkr. 2, p. 387):
andlit konungsins var sva fagrt? the king's visage was as fair
at ro6i var i kinnum, sem pa at and red in the cheeks, as when
hann svaefi, en miklu bjartara
he slept, but much brighter
en a6r var, me6an hann lifdi.
than before, while he lived.
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baru si6an allir eitt vitni um
at engi bottiz set hafa fegra
likama dau6s mannz enn hans.
var hann ok me6an hann Iif6i
allra manna fegrstr a
horundit (p. 194, 11. 16-18).

All since bore unanimous witness
that none thought he had seen a
fairer body of a dead man than
his. While he lived he was also
of all men the most fair in
complexion.

All these miracles point to Sverrir as God's favourite.

3

Sverrir calls upon God

There are many other instances apart from that in chapter 20
when Sverrir in his speeches calls upon or refers to the aid of
God or St (5lafr, with whom he associates himself, not only because
dlafr is his claimed ancestor, but also because 6la.fr> was a king
who like himself fought for his throne in Norway.

Yet these public

declarations of faith throughout his career distinguish Sverrir from
St Glafr as he appears in the Heimskringla, for dlafr very rarely
calls upon or even mentions God until after he has been exiled to
2
Russia.
Clearly it is a righteous and rhetorical habit that
Sverrir has cultivated:
mun gu6 sva sdpta me6 os.
bvi at beir hafa lengi yfir
varo riki oc s«m6um seti6
(p. 39, 11. 36-37).

God shall now decide between
us, for they have long ruled
over our kingdom and honour.

1.

See also Peter Foote, "Nafn gu6s hit hcesta" in Speculum Norroenum,
Norse Studies in Memory of Gabriel Turville-Petre, eds. U. Dronke,
et al. (Odense, 1981), pp. 136-51, esp. pp.

2.

6lafr does not call upon God's support even when converting the
heathen Norwegians. It is only when events begin to turn against
him that he explicitly declares his trust in God and begins to
perform miracles. See Hkr. 2, pp. 323, 343, 352, 357, 365, 383.
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4

pa maelti Sverrir konungr hatt.
at gu6s villa oc bins helga
Olafs konungs. pa buiz per nu
sva vi6 at ec vil at visu
beriaz vi6 Magnus konung. oc
rekaz eigi lengr fyrir land
fram.... Nu mun enn sem fyrr
at vart traust sern allra
annarra er allt undir gu6i oc
bans helgum monnumm. en eigi
undir Ii6s-fiolba. Scyt ec nu
mino mail til almattigs gu6s oc
bins helga Olafs konungs.
oc hinnar helgo Sunnevo (p. 58,
11. 6-8, 20-23).

then King Sverrir called loudly:
By God's will and the holy King
Olafr's, prepare yourselves now,
for I will surely do battle with
King Magnus and no longer be
driven back over the land.
...
It will now (be) as before that
our protection, as that of all
men, is entirely in God's hands
and his saints', and not dependent
on numbers of men. Now I appeal
my case to Almighty God and his
holy King 6lafr and to Saint
Sunneva.

Gu6 sialfan sculom ver lofa
fyrir sigr varn...oc eigi
megum ver kenna os benna fagra
sigr annan veg en petta hafi
farit eptir gu6s vilia oc bans
til-scipin (p. 101, 11. 3-7).

God Himself we must praise for our
victory...and we may not impute to
ourselves this fair victory otherwise than that it has happened
according to God's will and His
arrangement.

Narrative references to God's support for Sverrir

Aside from Sverrir's own direct references to God, there are a
few narrative references which have a similar function in the saga as
documented evidence of God's favour for him.
after the miracle in chapter 20

2

One of these follows directly

concerning the snowstorm:

oc pa er hann haf6i fyrir
scillt heitino. haf6i gu6
sva braba oc haleita
miscunn gert vi6 ba. at
begar bottiz engi vita
hva6an vindr var a. gerbi
begar hei6vi6ri (p. 23,
11. 2-4).

And as soon as he (Sverrir)
had delivered the oath, God
had granted them such speedy
and sublime mercy that no one
could tell from what direction
the wind was. Bright weather
then ensued.

1.

For other examples see pages 86, 11. 16-18; 53., 11. 22-24; 175, 11. 32-33,

2.

See above, page 23.
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Examples of other instances are as follows:

5

oc me6 pvi at almattigr gu6
oc hin helga Maria hava margan
fagran sigr gefit Sverri
konungi. pa kann vera at
ofundar-menn oc ovitrar
vili eigi trua varri saugo
oc calli at ver munim vera
eigi sannfro6ir ef ver segiorn
hann iafanan hava sigr haft
(p. 20, 11. 2-7).

and because Almighty God and
the Holy Virgin Mary have given
King Sverrir many handsome
victories, it may be that envious
and foolish men will not believe
our story and declare that we
cannot be honest if we say he
always had victory.

Sverrir konungr Iag6iz pa
til b?$nar oc het til hins
helga Olafs konungs. oc
tala6i ba fyrir monnumm
morgum fogrum or6um
(p. 35, 11. 19-20)

King Sverrir then bowed in
prayer and called upon St (5lafr
and then he spoke before the
men many fair words.

Sverrir konungr baccadi riu
allsvalldanda gu6i oc
hasilagri gu6s modur Marriu
oc Olafi konungi. benna
fagra sigr er gu6 gaf honum
(p. 16, 11 15-17).

King Sverrir now thanked Almighty
God and Mary, Very Holy Mother
of God, and King (5lafr, for that
handsome victory which God gave
him.

Sverrir's royal title and relationships stressed

Throughout the saga, the saga-writer attempts to convince us of
Sverrir's claimed paternity by mentioning unhesitatingly Sverrir's
relationships with the people who would have been connected to him
if his father had been the royal Sigur6r Haraldsson.

For instance,

when he arrives in Norway, there is a man called Eysteinn leading
the party opposing Magnus Erlingsson.

Eysteinn is or claims to be the

son of Eysteinn Haraldsson, Sigur6r's brother.

He and Sverrir would

therefore be cousins if their paternity claims were accurate.
saga-writer states this with apparent confidence:

The
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Oc er harm kom bangat. haf6i
sa ma6r latit gefa ser konungsnafn er Eysteinn het. £>eir
varo bro6rasynir oc Sverrir
(p. 5, 11. 20-21).

And when he arrived there,
that man allowed himself to
be given the name of kinyz who
was called Eysteinn. He and
Sverrir were the sons of
brothers.

In the same chapter, chapter 5, the author mentions Jarl Birgir,
Sigur6r's brother-in-law, with equal assurance of Sverrir's relationship
to him:

Birgis jarls brosu mags sins
er atti Brigit fo6ur-systor
hans (p. 6, 11. 13-14).

Jarl Birgir brosa, his in-law,
who had married his father's
sister Brigit.

And, in chapter 43, Sigur6r is spoken of explicitly as Sverrir's
father and Hakon her6ibrei6 as Sverrir's brother, in an indirect
speech given by Sverrir himself:

hann tala6i hverso traustir vinir
Prendir hof6u verit Sigur6i
konungi fobur hans e6a Haconi
konungi bro6ur hans e6a
Eysteini Birkibein (p. 46. 11.
33-35).

He declared what trustworthy
friends the Jpraendir had been
to King Sigur6r, his father,
and King Hakon, his brother,
and Eysteinn the Birkibein.

Towards the end of the saga, Sverrir himself recites his mother's
ancestry to show that she, too, was of noble blood.

In the saga

writer's record of public reaction to this declaration, the reader
may detect a wry comment, for it is possible to interpret from
the writer's words that Sverrir's men were as keen to claim
relationship with their successful leader as Sverrir was to convince
them of his nobility:
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ba talbi hann allar kynquislir
hennar firir ollum bingmonnumm
i allir quislir. oc konnu6uz
ba margir vi6 sina frendr til
hans basdi i fo6ur artt oc mo6ur
beir er a6r viso engi scyn a
(p. 138, 11. 9-12).

then he set before all the
bingmen her whol-- ancestry
in all its lines and many then
recognised their own relations
both on the father's and the
mother's side who had previously had
no knowledge of it.

Sverrir himself first receives the title of king in chapter 11
and it appears from the account that the title was forced upon him,
and that he, in all humility, was not anxious to accept it:
villdo hans menn lata gefa
honum konungs-nafn. hann
talbiz undan oc qua6 betr
sama at hans mal vceri a6r
birt vi6 nockorum sannendom.
En beir sog6uz bat eigi vilia
heyra. oc tolbuz eigi vilia
honum biona til bes at hann
vaeri eigi heri en a6rir beir
er honom fylg6o (p. 11, 11.
14-18).

His men wanted to have him given
the name of king. But he excused
himself and said it would better
become his case to be"clear with
some verity. But they said they
would not hear of it and they
said they did not want to serve
him because he was not higher (in
title) than the others who followed
him.

Yet in spite of Sverrir's apparent reluctance, the saga writer drives
home the fact of his kingship by referring to him as "Sverrir konung"
meticulously throughout the saga from this point forward.

6

The presentation of the enemy

The saga writer also wins the reader's sympathy and approval for Sverrir
by presenting Sverrir's enemies in unsympathetic or unflattering lights,
or by making clear their error in opposing the king.
1.

While I have found no precedent for a would-be king refusing the
title, such modest reluctance to accept office is common in the
history of the Church. Several early Icelandic bishops are said
to have shown reluctance and any or all of them could be Sverrir's
model. See Bisk.: Jons s. helga, pp. 159, 231; E>als s. pp. 128-29;
Iporlaks s., p. 273; it is also recorded of Gu6mundr Arason, p. 473,
and Aron, p. 683.
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In chapter 22, when Sverrir descends upon Eystradalr with a
large army to be billeted over Christmas, the basndr's resentment,
true to their traditionally conservative reputation, is not presented
as a reasonable objection to feeding a whole army during a feast
season, but as reprehensible close-fistedness:

En b^ndr «tlu6o at beir mundo
setiaz i costi beira urn jolin
me6 sitt Ii6. oc toco sva vi6
at sia. at engi ma6r let iolaveizlo sina bua. hvartki
mungat ne a6ra costi (p. 24,
11. 23-26).

But the baendr expected that
Sverrir and his troops would
take up quarters during Christmas
at their (the baendr's) expense
and so they saw to it that no
man got ready his Christmas
feast, neither ale nor other
provisions.

We are then told now Sverrir pretends to march off, only to return
and take the baendr by surprise after they have made their feast
preparations.

They original stinginess, as the saga presents it,

destroys our sympathy for the victims of this strategy; we only
see comedy in the way Sverrir achieves his end.

In chapter 107, Archbishop Eysteinn confesses on his death-bed
that he wrongly opposed Sverrir:
ba6 erkibiscup at konungr
scylldi fyrir-gefa honom
allt pat er hann haf6i
of-tekit vi6 hann pa stund
er stadit haf6i peira deila
Magnus konungs oc Sverris
konungs (p. 114, 11. 7-9).

the archbishop requested that
the king should forgive him all
that which he had done to wrong
him during the period that the
quarrel between King Sverrir
and King Magnus had lasted.

This error is stressed a few lines later where the author records how
Sverrir himself spoke of their last conversation together:
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sag6i at erkibyscup haf6i pvi iatat
at hann hef6i meira af tekit urn
motgang vi6 sic en sva at hann
vissi at pat vasri gu6rettlict.
oc eigi hefpi minnr a6rir lutir
til borit er hann pottiz eigi
mega ifra sciliaz Ii6-veizlo
vi6 Magnus konung (11. 15-18).

In chapter 109,

he said that the archbishop
had agreed that he had opposed
him beyond what he knew to
be right before God and that
other things ha-^ been more the
cause of it, namely, that he
thought he could not break his
promise of support with King
Magnus.

Sverrir similarly silences any objection to

his ruthless suppression of his rival Jon Kuflung, by undermingIK
Jon's

claim to royal blood.

Sverrir, after stripping the corpse,

brings forth an old peasant who testifies that Jon is his son and
identifies the body by the scar of an old wound:

Petr sag6i bat til marca ef
hann er minn son Ormr pa er
bat marca at sveinninn liop a
lia oc scien6iz mioc undir
ilinni a h^gra fasti (p. 117,
11. 9-11).

Petr said this of the marks,
"If he is my son Ormr, then
there is a scar from when the
boy jumped on a scythe and cut
himself badly on the sole of his
right foot."

Sverrir konungr lysti pvi
bas6i fyrir b^iarmonnumm oc sinum monnumm
at sa Ion er Kuflungar
hof6u callat konung sinn
het Ormr son Petrs oc
Astridar (p. 117, 11. 15-17).

King Sverrir made it manifest
to both townsmen and his own
men that this Jon whom the Kuflungr
had called their king was called
Ormr, son of Petr and Astri6r.

This rather vulgar method of defaming Jon, and Sverrir's insistence
upon it, make its veracity suspect.

Yet the attempt at self-preservation

which underlies Sverrir's unscrupulous craftiness, wins the reader
to him.
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7

Background events are conveniently omitted

Just as certain details about his rivals are suppressed or
distorted to Sverrir's advantage in the narrative, so are certain
details of background events omitted when close scrutiny of them
might reflect badly on his behaviour or position.

Such omissions

are evident when Sverrir refers to incidents in his speeches about
which the narrative gives no information.

In chapter 9, for instance, Sverrir addresses a scruffy band
of Eysteinn's

(his cousin's,

wish him to lead them.

see p.

27)

followers, who

He refuses to do so on several grounds,

notably his inexperience and meagre acquaintance with Norway, and
their lack of fitness for the task.

But he also expresses the

concern that they might eventually turn on him because he is an
unknown, as they did on Eysteinn:
Nu kann vera at per maelit
slict vi6 mik sem vi6 hinn
fyrra hof6ingia y6arn at
per vissot eigi hvat manna
hann var (p. 8, 11. 17-19).

Now it may be that you say such
things of me as of him who was
previously your leader, that
you did not know what sort of
man he was.

There is, however, nothing in Sverris Saga itself suggesting that
Eysteinn's men did question his paternity.

The matter is, of course,

not of direct importance, but it may have been left out for other
reasons beyond strict adherence to Sverrir's activities only.

For

if Eysteinn's paternity were questioned in the saga, this would
set a precedent for the audience by which they might more seriously
question Sverrir's own.

And, by leaving Eysteinn uncriticised in the
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saga, the author leaves Sverrir another approach by which he can attach
himself to the royal line, by calling himself Eysteinn's cousin.

The

more relatives he can introduce into his claim the better. Sverrir's
own reference in his speech to the question of Eysteinn's origins
indicates that he himself is in no doubt.

He merely remarks that

Eysteinn's men doubted him, and since the saga presents the men as
a mere rabble, their opinion appears to us less creditable than its object,

Another instance of convenient omission is indicated in chapter
38, when, after the death of Jarl Erlingr, King Magnus 1 father,
Sverrir speaks over his grave and reminds his audience of a promise
made to Magnus' men by Archbishop Eysteinn that their souls will be
in paradise before their blood is cold on the earth.

No speech

of the bishop's containing such a promise is recorded in the saga.
Either Sverrir has invented it, or, more likely, he has deliberately
held back mention of it until now so that the irony shall be most
cutting.

A third example of omission is evident in Sverrir's deathbed speech.

Here he mentions Bishop Nikulas Arnason's

expectation that Sverrir will die on the battlefield and be left
as carrion.

Sverrir takes satisfaction in disappointing the bishop

by dying in splendour on his throne:
1.

In Knyt. this same promise, but made by the Pope to some twelfth
century crusaders, appears in a context in which no irony is
intended. The relationship between the Knyt. and the Sv. versions
is demonstrated in Appendix A to Chapter Three below.

hann hefir sagt at ek munda
hogginn nidr sem bu-srnali
firi hund ok rafnri (p. 193,
11. 37-38).

he has said that I wil'l be
cut down like a beast for
dog and raven.

As in the previous example, no other speech containing this statement
appears in the saga.

Clearly, Sverrir quotes his adversaries when he can easily refute
them.

Either he does not give as full an account of such historical

utterances as he could, or he attributes to his opponents utterances
he himself has invented in order to enhance the drama of his own
situation.

II

A

The speeches

Sverrir's speeches
1

Sverrir's long political speeches - sophisticated in argument

In chapter 38, after the Battle at Steinberg in which Sverrir wins
a major victory over King Magnus, Sverrir addresses his men and the
survivors of Magnus' army over the grave of Erlingr skakki, Magnus'
father.

This speech is worth a detailed analysis because its

structure is one of the most complex and controlled among those in
the saga and because we find here ample evidence of Sverrir's

.clerical

background, as well as a rich vocabulary and a familiarity with
the every day life and colloquial conversation of the common man.
Both of these he mocks in this speech.

For his argument, Sverrir takes the expected pious form of graveside speech and, after carrying it to its logical extreme using various
subtle twists of anti-clerical irony, he reverses it and turns it
upon his subject in condemnation.

Corresponding to this shift from

piety to condemnation of Erlingr, is the shift in Sverrir's posture
from hu.nility to arrogance.

For the most part, the arrogance manifests

itself in his forgiveness of the dead enemy for opposition against him.

Sverrir begins by stating that a speech over the great Erlingr's
grave is due:
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Eigi haefir at bagat se, ifir
me6 ollu sva gofugs mannz grepti
sem nu stondum ver ifir (p. 42,
11. 20-22).

It is not fitting that we
should be completely silent
over such an honourable man's
grave as we now stand over.

His audience will expect from this a pious speech; in retrospect,
however, there is irony even beneath this statement, though

the

tone continues very smooth for some time.

Sverrir next remarks the wonderful changes that have taken place,
that one man, namely himself, has become king - in place of Magnus,
jarl - in place of Erlingr, - and archbishop - in place of Eysteinn.
Note the rhythms of the second part of this statement, like the cadences
of a canticle or psalm:
Allda-scipti er mikit or6it sem
ber megut sia. oc er undarix-^
A
liga
or6it.
er einn ma6r
er nu
fyrir iii.
Einn fyrir konung.
oc einn fyrir Jarl. einn fyrir
erkibyscup. oc em ec sa (p. 42,
11. 22-24).

Everything has become very much
changed, as you may see, and it
4* *
A •
hW^'-H.
isAextra-ordinaryillftat
one man
takes the place of three - one
for king and one for jarl and
one for archbishop. And I am that
man.

It will later become clear that Sverrir really thinks these changes fitting
rather than remarkable, but as yet, his audience still accept his mock
humility as sincerity, as he intends.
of his irony by delay.

He wishes to increase the shock

He brings up the archbishop's promise as the

next in a series of points upon which this irony is to be built:
allir beir menn er berbiz me6
Magnusi konungi. oc verbi land
hans. oc letiz me6 bvi. at
salur beira manna allra vaeri
fyrr i Paradise en blo6it
vasri callt a iordunne (p. 42,
11. 29-32).

...all those men who fought on
behalf of King Magnus and defended
his land and lost their lives by it,
that the souls of all these menMDe
in Paradise before their blood was
cold on the earth.
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Taking up this guarantee, Sverrir begins to carry it to its logical
extreme, making it seem ridiculous.

He remarks that they can now

greet many men as saints if the archbishop's promise is true.

The

qualifying clause discloses the irony now to some of Sverrir's
audience, but not likely all:

ef petta er sva sem erkibyscup
hefir sagt. at allir se peir
or6nir helgir menn er fallit
hafa me6 Erlingi Jarli (p. 43,
11. 1-2).

...if it is as the archbishop
has said, that all are become
saints who have fallen with
Jarl Erlingr.

Carrying the logic even further, he speculates how great a saint Erlingr
must now be if the simple soldiers have been admitted to heaven for
supporting Magnus, because Erlingr did most of all to push Magnus
forward and it was his idea to have Magnus made king:

er i fyrsto red pvi er Magnus var
til konungs tekinn pa er hann var
barn (p. 43, 11. 3-4).

who in the first instance
arranged it that Magnus
was chosen as king when he
was a child,

and Erlingr has supported Magnus' power ever since:
hann hefir oc si6an flutt oc stutt
hans riki her til alia stund (p. 43,
11. 4-5).

he has also since promoted
and supported his power
here at all times.

The tone of "flutt oc stutt" betrays Sverrir's irony, for it presents
to the mind's eye a satirical picture of Erlingr running about trying
to shore up a kingdom that is perpetually falling down.

The expression

implies, too, that without Erlingr as a prop, Magnus' position is
severely weakened.
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Continuing his argument, Sverrir suggests that Erlingr's
powers of intercession with God must now be great, provided the
archbishop was not mistaken:

Ef eigi er pat at erkibyscup
hafi noccot vinhallr verit i
malino. pa er hann sag<5i
petta (p. 43, 11. 7-8).

If it is not that the archbishop
has been somewhat partisan in the
matter when he said that,

Having planted this seed of doubt, he mocks their religious belief
in the promise in two ways, by pointing out the logical and
ridiculous extensions that this belief offers and by making conscious
and ironic use of diction and rhetorical rhythms conventionally
homiletic.

First, Sverrir candidly declares his awareness that many

would rather stand over his grave than Erlingr's, even if it were
less honourably decked out.

This remark is in part a subtle indication

that Sverrir has no illusions about their convictions against him,
even if they do not have the courage of them at present.

But the

remark also introduces a mock exhortation on the theme that the v?orld's apparent
evil can be interpreted as God's good.

The evil in this case is the death

of Magnus' supporters, and yet, Sverrir says, both parties - victors and
defeated - may rejoice at this.

Here the homiletic elements are obvious;

the speaker includes himself in the general human condition and refers
the impetus of the action to God:

Syniz mer sem os hvarom-tveggiom
iraetti mikill fagna6r a vera er
sva hefir til scipt urn lif manna
sem sialfr gu6 villdi (p. 43,
11. 15-17).
1.

It seems to me that it should
be a great cause of rejoicing
for both of us when the lives
of men have been disposed as
God Himself wished.

See below, pp. 54-58
for a detailed comparison of certain characteristics
of Sverrir's speech style with those of the Norse homilies.
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His own reason for rejoicing is, of course, the removal of the
threatening Erlingr, but their reason, he says, with an ironic
twist, is much greater, because their friends are dead and can now
reap the benefits of the archbishop's promise:

En y6r ma po miclo meiri fagna6r
a vera liflati peira manna er nu
ero vi6 y6r scilpir licamligri
samvisto. oc ihugit nu vandiliga
fyrir-heitit erkibyscups (p. 43,
11. 20-22).

But you may yet have even much
greater cause for rejoicing in
the deaths of those men who are
now separated from bodily dealings
with youjand now consider carefully the archbishop's promise.

Taking literally the words of the archbishop and thereby making
them ridiculous, Sverrir points out that the blood of the dead will
now be cold and they may therefore expect to witness an abundance
of saints in the town, if not their miracles:
Oc at ver megim eigi fagna peira
iartegnum. pa mun po gott or6it
til kyccsatta i b^num (p. 43,
11. 23-24).

And though we may not celebrate
their miracles, yet there must
be a good supply of holy corpses
in the town.

The phrase "gott or6it til" is a colloquial phrase used quantitatively
of more mundane and wordly objects or persons than saints,
carries the point of Sverrir's irony.

and here

He pursues this irony by

sarcastically suggesting that the deaths of their friends are not
a loss to them, but a gain, if they worship the dead as saints:
1.

The phrase most often occurs in such contexts as these:
var pa basdi gott til f jar ok mannvir6ingar
(there was both ample wealth and fame to earn)
ok var ekki gott til fjar
(and they got scant booty)
var par gott til sterkra manna
(there was an abundance of able-bodied men)
See, Cleasby, Vigfusson, Craigie, eds. , An Icelandic-English Dictionary,
Second Edition (Oxford, 1957) p. 210

muno ber eigi beira mist
hava. helldr muno beir nu
mega syna y6r fagran avoxt
sinna verca ef ber dyrkit
ba sem helga menn. sva sem
ber hafit hugat (p. 43,
11. 24-27).

you will not have lost them,
rather they will now be able
to show you the fair fruit of
their labour if you glorify
them as holy men, as you have
thought.

The last phrase reminds the audience that the promise may not be
believed by all - sva sem ber hafit hugat.

It leads smoothly into

the next sentence, and yet marks the shift in the argument from
irony to open condemnation of the promise and of Erlingr:
En ef sva ilia er sem mer segir
hugr um... (p. 43, 1. 27).

But if it is as bad as my
mind forbodes...

The promise of sainthood, he says, is a false one, and those who believe
it must pay for the lie along with the dead:
pa muno beir #rit lengi golldit
peira lygi. oc allir peir er
pvi tru6u (p. 43, 11. 29-30).

Then they will have suffered
for this lie long enough and
all those who believed it.

Sverrir suggests that far from thinking of the dead as saints they
should rescue the souls of the dead from damnation by praying for them,
and especially for Erlingr, whose support for Magnus Sverrir represents as
a grievous sin.

Though only a "lendir madr", Erlingr had his son made king,

usurped the throne from its rightful heirs, the sons of Hakon and
Eysteinn Haraldsson, and unlawfully ruled with his son Magnus.

Here,

Cverrir assumes a more sincere, but condescending tone and offers,
with an arrogant magnanimity, to pray for the souls of all who have
fallen in the battles during his quarrel with Erlingr and Magnus,
and to forgive all his opponents.

He also encourages his audience to

pray for their dead friends because they have fallen without service
and unshriven, with grim thoughts in their minds:

peir varo bae6i bipnusto-lausir
oc scripta-lausir oc me6 noccorum
minna vi6r-buna6i oc grimmara hug
en sva sem nu myndo peir sialfir
kiosa (p. 44, 11. 6-8).

They were both without sacrament
arid without confession and with
somewhat less preparation and
grimmer thoughts than such as
they might themselves chose.

Sverrir advises them to do all they can to win mercy for their dead
friends' souls rather than suppose they need no prayers.

This ends the direct part of the speech.

The author only reports

that Sverrir went on to give a traditional graveside speech:
pa veic hann sinni rae6u til
beirar si6venio sem par er
ti6 at maela yfir gofugra
manna grepti (p. 44, 11. 11-13).

Then he turned his remarks to
the customary manner at that
time for speaking over noble
persons' graves.

Notice the use of the phrase "gofugra manna grepti", the same phrase
Sverrir used at the beginning of his speech.

It reminds us how Sverrir

undercut his audience's original expectations by subtly intruding
irony into his remarks and accumlating it until its presence became
so explicit that he could shift his attack to a direct one.

Understand-

ably, after such an overture, the reported traditional speech would
have carried little of its customary consolation.
1.

This precise word, the adjective meaning "without sacrament", appears
in Noreges Gamle Love, eds. Munch and Keyser (Christianis, 1846), vol.
I, pT347."Gudspjonusta", meaning the viaticum, appears in
Homiliebog, ed. C.R. Unger (Christianis, 1864) p. 137, 1. 21.

2.

The same full phrase appears in Mariu-Saga, ed. C.R. Unger (Christiania,
1871), p. 83, 1. 7: tok hann brata sott ok anda6ist skriptalauss ok
pjonustulauss.

A little later in his career, at the death of Magnus Erlingsson,
Sverrir makes another long speech (chapter 99, pp. 105-106) in
which he again uses the horniletic style, this time more seriously,
and yet arrogantly.

The saga author first provides a rare description

of the speaker's stance and prepares the audience for Sverrir's tone.
This stance is equally a part of Sverrir's rhetoric, for what
practised orator does not exploit the pregnant pause and power
of a steady eye?:
Eptir petta sto6 upp sialfr
konung. oc Iita6iz urn lengi
oc toe seint til mals oc hof
a pa Iei6 (p. 105, 11. 27-28).

After that the king himself stood
up and looked about for a long
time and was slow in beginning
his speech and began in this way.

The speech itself displays Sverrir's tight control over his
argument as he alternates between a homiletic and a more
colloquial style, using one to check and qualify the other, and
at the same time demonstrating a decorous versatility.

This

discussion will concern itself primarily with the colloquial
aspects of his style.

Sverrir begins his speech with the exhortative style of the
preacher.

He cites a psalm which he interprets as a prophecy of

the power struggle between himself and Magnus.

Presenting himself

as God's agent ("en gu6 leysti mic nu sem fyrr'(p. 105, 1. 35)) and
Magnus as the proud oppressor, he cites supporting Biblical exempla,
instances of humbled pride in the figures of Adam, Saul, Lucifer, and
Pharaoh.

In describing Saul's discomfiture, Sverrir says he roved

about with an unclean spirit, like a beggar:
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flaccaoi hann sioan mea uhreina.'\
anda (p. 106, 1. 6).

he roved about after that
(filled) with an unclean
spirit.

The word "flaccaoi" is normally used ln rather vulgar colloquial
contexts and not biblical ones.

1

It betrays the same imaginative

exuberance with which Sverrir dramatises the domestic life of his
enemies later in this speech.

The comparison with the Bible is just, Sverrir says, because
Erlingr out-stepped his rightful place by making his son king when
Erlingr himself had no royal blood, and by killing all the legal
heirs to the

~hrone

and usurping their domains, points he made ln

his speech over Erlingr's grave.

Erlingr was therefore justly

cast down by God's humble agent, as Saul was by David.

Here the

diction is textured with alliteration and poly-syllabic words
and the syntax of the sentences extended by subordination:
tocu 011 riki konunganna peira
·er cet-bornir varo til. allt
par til er guo sendi utan af
utskeriom einn litinn mann oc
lagan at steypa peira ofdrambi
(p. 106, 11. 14-16).
1.

they took all the realms of
those kings who were by family
born to them altogether, until
God sent out of a distant skerry
a little man and lowly to cast
down their pride.

See Sturl. 1, p. 78: "kvao pat aldri skyldu vera lengr, at gamall
maor flakkaoi mea sva vcena konu." Another colloquial and also
metaphorical expression is used to mark the end of the exempla
and the turn of the argument toward Magnus' and Erlingr's specific
offences of pride:
Enn cann pat vera at yor picki
Yet it may be that you think
upp hefiaz ncer boroi var
our speech mounts close to
rceoa (p. 106, 11. 7-8).
the brim (i.e. goes to
extremes) .
Neither Vigfusson nor Fritzner remark this image and it may be unique
to Sv.
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The next sentence is abruptly curtailed and mono-syllabic in diction.
It acts thus as a natural pause point and focuses all eyes expectantly
on Sverrir himself:

en sa ma6r var ec
(p. 106, 11. 16-17).

and that man was I.

With a pretence at humility, he then draws attention to God's
unlikely choice of agents for the chastisement of Erlingr, and
cites a homely proverb to de<§fc$strate the poetic justice of it:

sart bitr solltin lus
(p. 106, 1. 19).

the hungry louse bites painfully,

This proverb forms another pivotal point in the argument.

For Sverrir

now abandons this humble stance and justifies his aggression as the
son of Sigur6r Haraldsson, by listing his personal grievances against
Jarl Erlingr:

fyrst pat er peir Biorgyniarmenn drapu Sigur6 konung fo6ur
minn er ast-borinn var til
bessa landz (p. 106, 11. 22-24).

First, when the Bergeners killed
my father, King Sigur6r, who was
born to (the rule of) this land
by family.

This last phrase protects Sverrir from the accusation he himself
made earlier against Erlingr: "Eeir hafa upp hefiaz er ecki
*f
varo konunga asttaHF." Here, too, he makes specific the other earlier
accusation: "drapu peir ni6r alia konungaaettir:
1.

Notice that Sverrir used an almost identical conclusive phrase in
his earlier speech: oc em ec sa. See above, p. 36.

En si6an efldu beir flocc me6
Erlingi Jarli imot Haconi bro6ur
minom. Si6an toe Erlingr br$6r
mina. oc festi annan up sem
cracu-unga. annarr var hogginn
(p. 106, 11. 24-26).

And since then they have
raised troops v/ith Jarl
Erlingr against my brother
Hakon. Since then Erlingr
took my brothers and hoisted
up one as a young crow and the
other was slain.

The argument takes now another twist, for Sverrir, wishing to
appear the national hero more than a private avenger of his kinsmen,
puts forth as his greatest incentive in the struggle, superseding
all personal grievances, the bondage of the Norwegian people under
an illegal king:
miclo vsri ver fusari. at
sciliaz fra ef eigi saei ver
eymd a folki varo e6a peir
drotna6i er eigi varo til
bornir (p. 106, 11. 28-30).

We would be much more inclined
to give up if we had not seen
the misery of our people and
that those who were not born
to it were ruling.

At this point there is a major shift in the argument.

Sverrir

ceases to defend his position as the agent of Erlingr's and Magnus'
downfall and begins to take the offensive.

Having presented sufficient

logical reason why he ought to be accepted as king, he assumes the royal
perspective and turns upon all who oppose him.

By making a familiar

dramatisation of their gossip, he indicates that the soldiers'

hostile

mu&merings have reached his ears:
betta maela sumir sigr-sasll
er Sverrir vitr er Sverrir.
pa er svarat. hvat er pat
kynlict. mikit hefir hann
til unnit gefiz fiandanum.
Sumir segia at ec sia
diofullinn sialfr oc cominn
af helviti oc se hans laus
or6inn. (p. 106, 11. 31-34).

Some say that Sverrir is victorious, Sverrir is wise. Then
it is answered, "What is remarkable there? He has paid much
for it, having given himself to
the fiend." Some say I am the
devil himself and am come from Hell
and that he is become loose
(among you).

The image of the gossipers Sverrir creates depends for much upon
his syntax and rhythms.

The first brief remarks made in his praise

suggest a group of supporters having a post-mortem as they rest after
the battle, nodding to each other in weary agreement.

They are then

interrupted by the more energetic critic who interprets Sverrir's
success as Faustian.

Sverrir now returns to logical argument and carrying his
opponents'

criticism to its logical extreme, as he did with the

archbishop's promise, he ridicules their short-sighted foolhardiness.
For if Sverrir is the devil's agent, what are they but the devil's
slaves?:
hvat eru per pa nema praslar
diofulsins ef per pionit
honom....Eru eigi pvilikir
lutir storum folsligir at
m«la oc allra hellzt vi6
konung sinn at ec muna
gefaz fiandanum (p. 106,
11. 36-40).

What are you then but thralls
of the devil, if you serve
him...Are you not such-like things
extremely foolish to say and
all mon oopooiQlly of the king,
that I must have given myself
to the fiend?

He would be a fool to sell his soul for so worthless a kingdom:
fol vaeri Sverrir ba ef hann
villdi bat vinna til bessa
vesla rikis er a engarri
stundo er me6 frelsi. oc
bo Vceri enskis vert at me6
fribi st«6i. Enn tyna bar
i-mot salu sinni oc allri
hialpinni (p. 106, 1. 40p. 107, 1. 3).

Sverrir would then be a fool
if he wanted-^icf win this
miserable kingdom, which at
no time has stood in freedom
and yet were worth nothing
even if it stood in peace,
yet lost for it his soul and
all his salvation.

Sverrir quickly moves away from this train of thought before
his audience questions his wisdom in wasting his efforts on a
worthless kingdom at all.

He returns to the point that there are

traitors among his audience:
Syniz mer sva sem her va6i allt
saman kalfar oc ulfar (p. 107,
11. 3-4).

It seems to me that here there
are roaming calves and wolves
mixed together here.

His audience may think him indiscriminate, he says, to accept
now as declared supporters those who only recently were enemies,
Here he uses a domestic metaphor:
Cann vera at ypr picki rumborat falld mitt, margr lytr
sa nu hendinni er giarna
villdi at af v&ri. Sa
callar nu frendann er fyrir
scommu calla6i fiandann
(p. 107, 11. 4-6).
Such hypocrites have not fooled Sverrir.

It may be that you think my
sieve is coarse. Many bow down
now to the hand which they would
willingly were (lopped) off.
He now calls me a friend who
a short time ago called me a
fiend.
Pie knows just how many there

are, as he makes clear, using another colloquial image with ribald
overtones:
Oc bat hygg ec ef her martti
nu sia hvers mannz hug bess
er her er comminn oc st#6i
hveriom horn or enni er mer
hyggr ilia at margr scylldi
ba her nu £§&flottr fram
ganga (p. 107, 11. 7-9).

And I think that if the thoughts
of each man who is come here might be
seen now and a horn stood out from
the forehead of everyone who thinks
ill of me, that many might go from

The coarse and rather violent images he employs lead up to Sverrir's
final thrust at his secret critics.

Using two domestic anecdotes, he

shows that in their cowardice they must leave their revenge to the
pretence of children and serving girls:

pat maslir oc barn it er bat
gengr ut oc hefir stein i
hendi drepr nidr a griotit.
her scyllde hofu6 Sverris
undir vera. slict kenni
per y6ruin bornuin. bat sama
maelir oc gripkonan vesala
hver er hon gengr ut af herbergino
oc hefir vifl i hendi. lystr a
helluna. her scylldi hofud
Sverrir undir vera segir hon
(p. 107, 11. 9-1*0.

That too says the child, who
goes outdoors and has a stone
in his hand and throws it on
the ground, "Sverrir's head
should be under this." Such
things you teach your children.
The same also says the wretched
serving girl who,when she goes
out of the chamber and has a washing
bat in her hand and strikes it
on the rock, she says, "Sverrir's
head should be under this."

These familiar anecdotes make a mockery of the traitors' threats,
but equally important, they imply that Sverrir's "eyes" catch all
tricks and are ever watchful of men's movements and attentive to
their talk, even within the supposed privacy of their farmsteads.
With such thorough intelligence he may well anticipate a natural
rather than a treacherous death:
En vera ma sva at Sverrir
verpi sott-dau6r eigi at
si6r (p. 107, 11. 14-15).

But it may be that Sverrir
dies of illness nonetheless

With his sensitivity to men's reactions and his manipulative
and persuasive genius, Sverrir is too wise to end the speech on
such note of insult and derision.

Instead, he gives Magnus'

supporters three days grace in which to make themselves scarce, while
to his loyal friends he extends his gratitude, thereby covering
for any offence they may have mistakenly taken and leaving behind
a careful and subtly ambiguous option for any who may wish to
pledge him sincere allegiance:

Viti nu pat oc Magnus konungs
menn peir sem verit hafa a
pessom funde at beir verbi
ibrotu or b^num firir bri6io
sol he6an ifra. hafi allir
varir vinir gu6s laun fyrir
er her hafa commit a betta
bing (p. 107, 11. 15-18).

Take heed now also King Magnus'
men, those who have been at this
meeting, that they get themselves
away from the tovm before three
days hence. May all our friends
have God's rewards, who have come
here to this assembly,

This speech then, though in it Sverrir makes more use of the
colloquial and familiar, has as deliberate a shape as his speech
over Erlingr's grave.

It has, too, a major shift in the argument -

from defensive to offensive - just as there is a definitive break
out of irony into outright condemnation in the speech over Erlingr's
grave in chapter 38.

2

Sverrir's shorter but equally characteristic political speeches

Not all Sverrir's speeches in this saga are so long or so complex
in argument, but they nevertheless demonstrate many of the characteristics
observed in the two longer speeches above.

a)

The righteous aloofness with which Sverrir begins his speech

in chapter 99 (see p. 42

above) is also a feature of his speech

in chapter 125 in which Sverrir pardons the Orcadian Jarl Haraldr
for aiding and abetting Sverrir's enemies.

This speech is preceded

with that same description of Sverrir's steady and quieting gaze:
konungrinn Iita6iz urn ok
tok seint til or6a oc
maelti (p. 132, 11. 20-21).

The king looked about and
was slow in beginning to
speak and said...
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Sverrir says he is

The speech itself is only a few lines long.

granting Haraldr mercy, not because Haraldr deserves it, but because
Sverrir needs mercy from God more than he has deserved:

ec mun bess burfa af allzvalldanda
gu6i at hann miskunni mer framarr
en ec hefi til ger6 (p. 132, 11.
26-27).

I shall require this of
Almighty God that he have
mercy on rne more than I
have deserved.

He qualifies this humility, however, by freely granting God's peace to
Haraldr as well as his own:

ver i gu6s gribum oc minum
(p. 132, 1. 28).

be in God's peace and mine.

Never without his political craft, Sverrir leaves the conditions of
the settlement to be dealt with at his leisure when he may determine
them as he pleases:

en ec mun saett ockra upp
segia i meira tomi
(p. 132, 11. 28-29).

but the terms of our peace
I will declare at greater
leisure.

This last twist reveals to us that the earlier humble stance was purely
for effect and not sincere.

b)

In chapter 121, we have further instance of Sverrir's brilliant

and ironic play on words (see above, p. 37, for instance).

Sverrir is

speaking against the blind archbishop Eirikr who has left Norway for
Denmark and has had the Pope excommunicate Sverrir.
is Eirikr's only and not the Pope's:

Sverrir says the ban
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bat var upp-lost eitt Dana, en
eigi pava or6 (p. 129, 1. 28).

that-^fcs a false rumour of the
Danes, not the Pope's word.

Making a cruel jest at Eirikr's blindness, Sverrir turns the ban about
on him, suggesting that for his opposition to Sverrir, Eirikr has been
made blind, implying this is a punishment from God:

bat sama bann oc blotun segir
hann er hann nefnir mic til.
pat hefir nu dreifz i augu hans
oc er hann nu fyrir pvi blindr.
Munu beir i banni vera er
bannz-verc gera (p. 129,11. 29-32).

That same ban and oath, he
says, which he places on me,
has now driven .itself into his
eyes and he is therefore now
blind. They shall be under ban
who do banning work.

After declaring his legal right to the throne, Sverrir offers.Eirikr
his bishopric back even though he is blind, provided Eirikr will obey
the law:

fari Eiricr enn til stols sins
bo at hann se blindr ef hann
vill hallda landz-log sva sem
her eigo at standa i pesso
landi (p. 129, 11. 35-37).

Let Eirikr go back to his seat
though he be blind, if he will
keep the civil law as it ought
to stand here in this land,

But Sverrir says he will not break the law himself to meet Eirikr's
demands, even if he were not blind, let alone now, when, as Sverrir
puts it, he is blind in eye and in mind's eye, a

clever extension of the

meaning of "blindr":
En po at hann hef6i par bae6i
augu heil er nu er hann ba6um
blindr oc bar me6 sialfu
hugscotinu at sia hit retta.
ba mun ec eigi briota log hins

And even though he had both eyes
whole where now he is blind in
both, as well as in the glance of
the mind itself to see the right,
then should I not break the law

helga Olafs konungs firir hans
sakir (p. 129, 1. 37 - p. 130,
1. 1).

of the saint King 6lafr for his
sake.
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And he adds, repeating the phrase from his earlier remark and thereby
mocking Eirikr's ban:

bo at hann banniz iafnan
urn e6a blotiz (p. 130, 1. 2).

c)

Colloquialisms

though he continually bans or
cursesiA --Hi*-

are more prevalent in the battle speeches,

which are considered below, but there are a few other examples in
Sverrir's political remarks which by their casualness confirm the constant
readiness of Sverrir's tongue.

In chapter 131, taunted by his enemy,

Bishop Nikulas, to go ashore and do battle, Sverrir advises his men
to row away and not bother with this petty rivalry:

pa svara6i Sverrir konungr sva
at hans menn heyr6u. bat myndi
maelt ef vit Nicolas ber6imz
at bat vaeri greyia a-gangr.
er i hvarigom er hugrinn.
let pa konungr roa ibrot oc
til Ii6s sins (p. 136, 11. 17-20).

Then King Sverrir replied so
that his men heard, It would
be said if we fought with
Nikulas that it was a fight
between bitches, where there
is courage on neither side.
The king had them row away
to his host.

The colloquial image of the dog-fight is here especially effective
in its disdain of Nikulas as a military threat.

In chapter 50, in a brief direct remark, Sverrir makes a
pun on the colloquial phrase "hafa i pung".

All Magnus'

men

have offered Sverrir their support in a letter, except Nikolas
Vufungr, Sverrir says to his men:
1.

See above, pp.

37, 39, 44, 47-48.
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Nu hefi ec einn y6r alia lenda
menn Magnuss konungs i pung
mer nema. Nicolas cufung
(p. 55, 11. 22-24).

Now I alone have all you landed
men of King Magnus' in my pocket
except Nikulas Kufungr.

The saga-writer explains the literal meaning, leaving the metaphor implicit
that Sverrir now controls them like the contents of his pocket:

En pat bio i pesso male at
allir lendir menn Magnus
konungs hof6u sennt Sverri
konungi leyndar-bref. oc
Ieitu6u til hans gripa oc
fullkominnar vinattu. pessi
bref haf6i konungr i pung ser
(p. 55, 11. 24-27).

And it was the meaning of this
remark that all King Marfeus'
landed men had sent Sverrir
secret letters and sought his
peace and complete friendship.
These letters the king had in
his pocket.

In chapter 33, Sverrir makes further derisory use of colloquial
expressions when addressing his restive troops at Greninga-sund.

He

throws contempt upon their wanton destructiveness:
Ufallit er go5um buanda-sonum
at fara til pess or Prandheimi
e6a af Haloga-landi e6a af Maeri
oc po at scemra se at komni*1
at beriaz vi6 bugogn buanda
e6a kerolld e6a vi6 a6ra bus
buluti (p. 137, 11. 28-31).

It is unfitting for the sons
of good farmers to travel from
trandheim or Halogaland or Mar
orAeven' nearer (places) to come
aft4 fight^. against household
utensils-"or casks or other farm
implements.

Sverrir makes contemptuous references to domestic tools in some of his

battle speeches as well

and the anecdote has already been mentioned about

the serving girl in his speech in chapter 99, in which he mentions her
washing bat ("vifl").

His familiarity and readiness with such terms

can be easily explained by his early life in the Faroes as the son
1.

For instance, Chapter 147, p. 153, 1. 28: Kirnu-askinum; and chapter
176, p. 189, 1. 22: sem vercmenn vid bust. See also below, p. 63-64.

of a comb-maker.

His men, too, especially at the outset of his

career in Norway, were a rough lot and probably added much to
Sverrir's active stock of colloquialisms, teaching him which
expressions would most sting.

d)

The influence of the homiletic style upon Sverrir's

oratory is considerable and evident throughout the saga, though
it is not always used with such self-conscious irony as in the
speeches in chapters 38 and 99.

Of course, other kings in other

sagas make religious references and use religious arguments in
their speeches.

Hakon, for instance, frequently declares his

But it is
personal trust in God to guide his life and career.
2
only Knutr Sveinsson in Knytlinga Saga and 6la.fr Haraldsson in
Heimskringla,

3

both of them saints, who can be said to sermonise,

and neither delivers an entirely serrnonic speech before a large group of
There Sverrir encourages his men
i±
to perservere against the severe elements of a blizzard.

men, as Sverrir does in chapter 20.

The points of Sverrir's argument reflect a clerical training
and correspond to some points made in Norse homilies surviving from
the end of the twelfth century

arid therefore roughly contemporary

1.

See below, Chapter Four,pp. 308, 309.

2.

See below, Chapter Three, pp. 214 ~ 18 -

3.

See Hkr. 2, pp. 338, 350, 352, 357, 360-361

M-.

See above, pp. 23 anc[ 26.

5.

How much the clerical elements reflect Sverrir's training is
debatable. They may reflect instead that of Abbot Karl.
Holm-Olsen has discussed the likely limits of Sverrir's
education in Studier i Sverris Saga (Oslo, 1953) pp. 15-22.

6.

See Unger, Gammel Norsk Homiliebog, op. cit. p. iii. This is the
text of the homilies cited throughout, herein cited as Horn.
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with Sverrir's speech (1177).

Such a correspondence exists between

Sverrir's speech and a homily:
Sverris Saga:
bo at os bicki strangr gu6s
bardagi, at hann mun eigi
bar mikit a leggia er litit
er til gert (p. 22, 11. 2325).
and let us keep it in mind,
although God's battle seems
difficult to us, that he
will not punish severely
in the place where it is
little deserved.

Homily:
r^ynisc aeigi gort hafa gott
vaerc fyrir aost gu6s, haeldr
fyrir vaerckaupi pessa haeims
saelo, e6a fyrir manna lofe.
Ma6r man r^ynasc af bardagum
gu6s, hvcerium hug hann gerer
go6 vaerc, e6a hvaerri styrct
hann standesc frasistni, er
komr yfir hann (Horn. p. 13,
11. 13-17).
A man is not tested by having
done good works for the love
of God rather than for wages
of this world's wealth, or
for praise of men. A man
is tested in God's battle,
whenever he thinks to do
a good deed or whenever he
stands, .strong against tfeetemptSs^when -tft* comes over
him.

There is also a correspondence between Sverrir's emphasis on
humility as a means of earning rest for the soul, and a homily on
that virtue.

In fact, the homily writer uses precisely the same

Biblical citation which Sverrir himself has used, Matthew 11:29:

Sverris Saga:
kendi hann sva. Nemi per af
mer bvi at ec em litillatr
oc miuclyndr i hiarta. oc
muno ber finna hvild salum
y6rom (p. 22, 11. 28-29).

Homily:
hann maBlte sialfr i gu6spialle:
Neme per at mer, pvi at ec em
litillatr oc miuclyndr i hiarta,
oc pa munu per finna hvild a
salum y6rum (Horn. p. 15, 11. 10-12)

he taught thus:
he spoke himself in the Gospel:
Learn from me because I am meek and gentle in
heart and you shall find rest for your soul.
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The homilies also frequently conclude, as does Sverrir's speech
in this case, with a Christian precept delivered with authority, as
if it had been proved logically rather than on the basis of faith,
for example:
Nu ma hverr ma6r pat sia at
betra er at lata me6 godum
lutom til gu6s miscunnar.
en hrapa me6 uradum i
fiandans hendr (Sv., p. 22, 1,
29-31).

Now every man may see that it is
better to make a good surrender
to God's mercy than to fall by
bad judgment into the hands of
the fiend.

pvi at sva vaer6r oss fyrigasfet, sem ver fyrirgefom
paeim er misbu6u oss af
noccorre illzcu (Horn., pp.
12-13, 11. 19-20).

Because we are forgiven according
as we forgive those who abusedus
with some ill treatment.

Raszla gu6s hon raecr a braut
raszlo haelvitis. R«6omc ver
gu6, sva at ver aelscum hann,
bvi at algorr aost hon raecr
a braut brslsleg raszlo (Horn.,
p. 27, 11. 9-11).

The fear of God drives away the
fear of Hell. Let us fear God,
even as v/e love Him, because
perfect love drives away slavish
fear.

From a later sermonising speech it is evident that Sverrir, or the
saga writer, was familiar with the homilies which preach against
specific sins and are particularly vivid on vice.

For when, in 1186,

Sverrir bans the German merchants in Bergen from selling wine and
spirits in Norway, he catalogues the terrible results of excessive
drink, including physical, social, and spiritual damage:
oc pa er sva er bungliga comit
at firir-farit er af ofdryckiu.
allri eigunni oc heilsunni oc
par me6 vitinu...ba eggiar hon
bess at vanraekiaz allri rettri
si6semi oc rettum bo6or6um.
en girnaz syndirnar oc afhugaz allzvalldanda gu6i oc
ollu hinu retta minnaz a engan
lutinn bann er hann hefir gert.
Litit nu a ofdryckio-menninir
ba er ber sciliz fra ollu i
senn dryckionni oc lifino
hvat licazt er hverr ba
man vi6 gripa salirni(p.
Ill, 11. 14-22).

and when it reaches such an
appalling state that by overdrinking all wealth and health
are destroyed and reason with
them,...it encourages a man to
neglect all proper conduct and <4»
4fff~ Kv?-'tt« ,
.
,
,
,.
proper
ojdcr and, to
lust
for
sins
and forget Almighty God and
all that is right, to remember
nothing which he has done.
Consider now, you excessive
drinkers, when you h*ve depart©^
at the same time from drinking
and from life, who then is most
likely to clutch upon your
souls?
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Many homiletic passages

display a similar relish in telling over

the vices, for instance those that accompany greed:
Oc pa er honom er aengi hatr
at hava, aeigi Vcer6r honom
hof at girnasc. £>a6an
gerasc ofund, stuldir,
viking, mandrap, lygi 5
ae6ar os^rer, ran, ofriki,
oroe, ranger domar,
hafnan sanities, gl^yming
6or6ennar rx'saglo, oc har6laeicr hiarta.. . (Horn. ,
pp. 50-51, 11. 17-2).

And when there is no means of
possession for him he has no
moderation in coveting. As a
result, there
arises envy,
i/if£v«*t
thieving/killing, lying, oathbreaking, robbery, tyranny, restlessness, wrong judgment, forsaking
of justice, forgetfulness of
future happiness, and hardness
of heart...

Sverrir's practice of calling upon the name of God has already
been mentioned

2

and is another obvious rhetorical device borrowed

from clerical styles.

3

Religious elements also appear in Sverrir's

death-bed speech, but even there his self-righteous tone indicates
that he uses them rhetorically rather than sincerely.

He does not,

for instance, ask merely for personal forgiveness, but with his
last recorded words, ostentatiously requests it for his enemies:
margir hafi verit minir
aufundar-menn beir er bat
hafa laatid ganga firir
fullan fiandskap vid mik
sem nu firir-gefi gud peim
pat ollum ok dasmi gud milli
vor ok allt mitt mal (p. 194,
11. 8-11).

many have been my enviers, those
who have let their envy grow into
full enmity for me, for which
may God forgive them all and may
God judge between us and all my
case.

1.

For other examples, see Horn., pp. 41, 52, 53, 54, 122.

2.

See above, p. 25-26.

3.

See Horn., pp. 64, 1. 32; p. 65, 11. 29-31; p. 124, 11. 9-11,
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More sincere is the tone of gleeful delight when Sverrir, in this
same speech, reflects on the disappointment of Bishop Nikulas, who
had predicted a less comfortable end for Sverrir:
mun betta a annan veg fara
edr til spuriaz en Nichulas
byskup Aarnason mun vasnta
ef ek deyr her i haasaetinu
ok standi yfir mer vinir
minir enn hann hefir sagt
at ek munda hoggin nidr
sem bu-smali firi hund ok
rafnn (p. 193, 11. 35-38).

It will happen and be heard
about in a different way than
Bishop Nikulas Arnason will
expect, if I die here in my
high seat and my friends stand
over me. For he has said that
I would be cut down as a beast
for the dog and raven.

This last speech also shows Sverrir's political and personal
concern to establish his son Hakon as his only heir, protecting
him from upstart rivals who claim to be Sverrir's sons, as Sverrir
claimed to be Sigur6r Haraldsson's son, along with a host of others
whom Sverrir crushed.
assailment when

He reveals his weariness after this constant

he says that his reign has not been one of pleasure

hefir ek meira starf ufri6
ok vanda-raedi haft i rikinu
enn kyrr-saeti edr mikit
hoglifi (p. 194, 11. 7-8).

I have had more labour, strife,
and difficulty in the kingdom
than rest, or much of an easy
life.

Here, whether consciously or not, Sverrir uses the same word hoglifi - in the same way Magnus Erlingsson did in his last speech
as it is preserved in the Eirspennill MS.:
Eigi keptumst ek til konungdomsins, ok Iiti6 hoglifi hefi
ek haft innari lands;

I did not fight to gain the
kingdom and little of the easy
life have I had in this land;

and earlier in his speech to the men of Tunsberg, as the MS. AM 327 4°
preserves it:
1.

Konunga Sogur, Eirspennill, ed. C.R. Unger (Christiania, 1873) p. 93.
In AM 327 4" the basis of the Indreb^ text, slightly different words
are used to say the same thing: Eigi keptumz ec til konungs-domsins oc
litit yndi hefi ec haft i konungs-dominum. p. 96, 11. 23-25.
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oc vil ec sskia til bessa
landz oddi oc eggio me6an
er mer deiliz lifit til oc
landz-menn vilia fylgia.
En se ec bat ra6 firir mer
er meira vaeri hoglifi oc
minni mannhaetta at taca
len af Valdimarr konungi
frenda minum (p. 90, 11.
17-20).

And I will hold claim to this
land with fire and sword as
long as I remain alive and the
people will follow me, even
though I realise there is a
course of action open to me that
would be easier and less dangerous
to accept a fief from my kinsman
King Valdimarr (of Denmark).

The significance of this correspondence must remain uncertain.

As

it appears in Magnus 1 last speech in only one MS., and that not
the one thought by Halvdan Koht to be closest to the original,
it may well be a scribal slip or emendation in that place.

The irony

is, however, fitting, since Sverrir's aggression destroyed for both the
"hogllfi" neither knew as king of Norway.

It is clear that in his political speeches in the saga, Sverrir's
style throughout is consistent in spite of the range of subject matter,
His arguments are often complex, always ordered and controlled;
he makes frequent use of the colloquial and of irony; and there is
considerable evidence throughout the saga
and familiarity with the homilies.

1.

2

of a clerical training

While some of these features

Halvdan Koht, The Old Norse Sagas (London, 1931) p. 42: "One of the
texts is more verbose than the other; in a single chapter it
contains forty per cent more words without giving a bit of
additional information. .. .It is the clerical style intruding."
He does not, unfortunately, tell us in which chapter he has been
counting.
Koht has also pointed to the synonymous pairs of words in Sverrir's
and Svina-Petr's speech as evidence of clerical influence (p. 42).
He mentions, too, the writing of ecclesiastical histories during the same
period (p. 61) which "bear the stamp of the interests that produce
them." Something of that stamp may be responsible for the marks of
clerical knowledge and rhetoric in Sv.
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and their consistency could be due to the saga writer, the consistency
in eccentricity suggests the influence of Sverrir himself.

His battle

speeches differ stylistically, but they too are consistent as a
group.

3

They are considered next.

Sverrir's battle speeches appeal to the emotions of his audience

In the speeches Sverrir delivers prior to battles we do not find
the same cool reason and sound logic at the basis of his arguments as
we did in the political speeches.

Sensitive that his soldiers at such

a time are better stirred to valour by direct appeal to their emotions
and desires, he adopts instead a less intellectual approach.

Consistent

with this is his more frequent use of colloquialisms and anecdotes
and the subordination of those elements of homiletic style evident
in his political speeches.

This change in style demonstrates Sverrir's

discretion and insight into what is appropriate to a given audience
and set of circumstances.

Such insight is not learned from rhetorical

textbooks; it is instinctive, and that part of a great leader's
charisma which dismisses hesitation and uncertainty from the minds
of his followers and joins them in a single-minded effort.

Of course,

we, as an arm-chair audience, must make imaginative allowance for the
all-absorbing tension of the expectant and apprehensive state of the
audience in the saga.,

Those who prepare for hand to hand combat

to the death have neither the time nor the inclination for rhetoric
and immaculate logic.

What is brief and clear and uncomplicated

drives home successfully, and, providing their spirits are roused,
some logical contradiction will be tolerated easily by the audience.
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A characteristic speech is found in chapter 47, delivered
by Sverrir before a battle against Magnus Erlingsson on the
plains of Il/a.

Sverrir himself occupies a fortress at the head

of the field, while Magnus approaches by sea.

There are seven

main points in Sverrir's argument, many of which occur in his other
battle speeches, though not always identically expressed.

This

speech, too, like nearly all the others (except that in chapter 88,
mentioned below, pp. 69-71

), is positive; the argument depends

upon the speaker's confidence in victory.

The principle points of Sverrir's argument are these:

a)

He appeals to his troops'

inherent greed for the material

profits of victory, by emphasising the wealth of their opponents:

Standa fylkingar Magnus konungs
urn alia vollu med gylltum vapnum
oc dyrum clffi6um. veri pa vel
syslat ef per b«rit hvartveggia
til boiarins i kvelld (p. 50,
11. 3-6).

King Magnus1 host stands all
around the plain with gilt
weapons and expensive garments. That were work well
done if you carried both
into the town tonight.

The phrase "vel syslat" is a practical one, usually related to business
and to acquisition;

it is therefore appropriate to Sverrir's stress

on the potential booty of this conflict.

He uses the same phrase

in a brief remark in chapter 148 (p. 155, 1. 15) when he is told
that his men have overcome and killed the enemy Baglar's watchman:
1.

See Cleasby-Vigfusson, p. 616, for examples.
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konungr sag6i at ba var vel
syslat.

the king said that was work
well done.

The phrase, as part of Sverrir's active vocabulary, is appropriate
also to his straightforward and unintellectual approach in this
speech.

Sverrir offers his men a mercenary incentive in another battle
speech as well, before the Battle at Steinberg in which Erlingr
skakki falls.

In this speech, in chapter 35, when his men are

still a motley crew of unknowns, he offers them the reward of social
advancement together with material gain.

Every man will acquire the title

of the man he kills, Sverrir promises, as if he were promulgating a
new law:
Sa er lendan mann fellir me6
saunnum vitnum. sa seal lendr
madr vera. Oc bess-kyns ma6r
seal hverr vera sem hann sialfr
rae6r ser til rums. Sa hir6ma6r er hir6-mann drepr. oc
taca bar af a6ra marga go6a
luti i saem6um af os (p. 39,
11. 29-32).

b)

He who slays a landed man,
with reliable witness, such
shall be a landed,man. And
that title shall each man
assume for which he makes himself a vacancy. Thus he shall
be a guardsman who slays a
guardsman, and he shall take
through that isaJc many other
good things in honour from us.

As his second point, and balancing with the mercenary

incentives, Sverrir stresses the honour to be gained from this
battle, since it will not be an easy task fighting Magnus' men and
the victory will therefore be a noble one:
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Eigi er sva sem y6r se visat
i scog til timbrhoggs. er per
sculot iafna hauggom vi6 lenda
menn Magnus konungs. er pat
scamlaust at piggia oc sva
at veita stor haugg. sem
scalldit qua6.
Era sem kol-vid cliufi
carll sa er vegr at iarle
(p. 50, 11. 7-12).

It is not as though you were be-i*iA
idbthe forest to fell trees
when you must exchange blows
with King Magnus' landed men.
It is no disgrace to receive
and to deal out great wounds ,
as the skald says:
It is not as if he were cutting
wood for charcoal when
strikes blows at an earl.

The images of wood-cutting and charcoal-making keep the tone at a
familiar and domestic level and so strike more closely home.

This

indirect appeal to their humble origins must also remind them that
the honour of victory will be <iven greater for them, as they are not
by birth the social equals of their opponents.

Elsewhere in his battle speeches, Sverrir makes further use of
domestic images and colloquialisms

1

to press his points upon men

who have risen from the peasantry into his court.

In chapter 1M-7,

before a battle with the Baglar, he turns the homeliness upon the
enemy, mocking their inexperience in battle and at the same time
subtly reminding his men how far they have come themselves, and so
indirectly praising their achievement:
gerum beim sem har6azt atlaupit pvi at ilia muno peir
kunna hoggum er heiman hafa
laupit fra kirnu-askinum oc
set alldri fyrr hverso Birkibeinar ero vanir at fara me6
vapnum pa er beir beriaz
(p.. 153, 11. 26-29).
1.

Let us give them the hardest of
attacks because they will not
care for blows who have run
from home from churn pails and
have never before seen how the
Birkibeinar are accustomed to
wield their weapons when they
fight.

Other colloquialisms in Sverrir's battle speeches not mentioned
directly in this discussion: p. 81, 11. 26-27: komnir i botnholu;
p. 81, 11. 29-30: sa hefir, er haettir; p. 175, 11. 2-4: opt ver6r
slikt a sae qua6 selr var skotinn i auga.

In chapter 176, when his men begin to complain about hard conditions
during their siege of Tunsberg, Sverrir turns their humble origins
upon them in contempt:
Uhermannlict mal er slict at
kurra at konungi sinum bo at
per penit eigi sva vombina
sem vercmenn vid pust (p. 189,
11. 20-22).

It is unwarrior-like speech
to murmur at the king even though
you do not fill your bellies like
workmen at the

Sverrir is clearly an astute manipulator who can wield his information
as condemnation or praise.

His familiarity with domestic implements

also indicates his own lowly background in the Faroes.

His personal

sensitivity to this origin probably accounts for his exploitation of
the same sensitivity in his men.

Certainly, in his first speech

in the saga, he stresses that both he and those who desire him to lead
them are unknowns:

c)

per ero6 menn snaupir. aen ec
em fe-litill oc y6r okunnr
(p. 7, 11. 31-32).

You are poor men and I am of
small means and unknown to
you.

finnz mer pat eina i sem litil
myni vera manna-graein me6 y6r
(p. 8, 11.
6-7).

I find'tnat there may be
(made) little distinction
between one man and another
among you.

Sverrir's third point is made by means of an anecdote.

He

continues here to appeal to their sense of honour, but this time,
instead of stressing the honour of victory, he emphasises the terrible
dishonour of defeat and death in flight.
immediate and memorable.

The anecdote makes the point

Its plain diction, the predominance of

mono-syllabic words, and the repetition of phrase and structure
(marked here by under-scorings), are all aspects of a deliberate
simplicity which would powerfully affect the troops in their prebattle tension:
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Sva sag6i einn buandi er hann
fylg6i syni sinum til herscipa.
oc re6 honom ra6. ba6 hann
vera raustan oc har6an i
mannraunurn. oc lifa or6
lengst eptir hvern sag6i
hann. E6a hvernig myndir
bu hatta ef bu kaemir i orrosto
oc vissir pu pat a6r at par
scylldir bu falla. hann svarar.
hvat vari pa vi6 at sparaz. at
hogga a tvaer hen dr. karl malti
Nu kynne noccorr ma6r pat at
segia per me6 sannleic at pu
scylldir eigi par falla. hann
svarar. hvat vasri pa at hlifaz
vi6 at ganga fram sem best.
karl maelti. I hverri orrosto
sem pu ert staddr. pa man vera
annathvart at pu munt falla e6a
braut comaz. oc ver pu fyrir
pvi diarfr pvi at allt er a6r
scapat. ecki ksemr ufeigum i hel.
oc ecki ma feigum for6a. i
flotta er fall verst (p. 50,
11. 13-24).

So said a farmer when he
accompanied his son the
battleships and gave him
counsel. He told him to be
forward and hardy in trials
of his manhood and "Reputation
lives longest after a man,"
he said. "And how would you
behave if you came into battle
and you knew beforehand that
you would die there?" He
answered, "What good would
it do to spare myself from
striking with both hands?"
The old man said, "Now
could some man tell you
with certainty that you would
not die?" He answered, "What
good would it do to refrain
from pressing forward as best
I could?" The old man said, "In
every battle you are in it must
turn out either that you die or
come away (alive). And you be
daring for that reason, for all
is shaped beforehand. One cannot
bring a man into hell who is not
fated, nor save *8& who is fated.
In flight is the worst fall."

Evidence of the memorability of this anecdote can be found in Hakonar
Saga, by Sturla Por6arson (see below, Chapter Four, p.312 ), where
Sverrir's grandson, King Hakon, uses a version of the same anecdote and
attributes it to Sverrir.

Sverrir himself makes use of the main

point of the anecdote in other battle speeches.

In chapter 29,

encouraging his men to turn to face Magnus rather than flee his
pursuit after a battle at Nidaros, Sverrir describes their dishonourable
fate if they do not put up some direct resistance:
mun Ii6 vart allt drepit vi6
litlum or6ztir sva sem peir
menn allir er i flotta falla
(p. 33, 11. 8-9).

Our troop will all be killed
without glory just as all
those men who fall in flight
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In chapter 14-7, encouraging his men to face rather than flee the
Baglar, he makes the same point, that flight is equivalent to death:
munu pa Baglar reca os oc
henda af allt slict er peir
vilia oc fa peir menn alldri
orztir er i flotta falla
(p. 153, 11. 11-12).

d)

The Baglar will then put us
to flight and capture all
they wish to and those men
will never get glory who fall
in flight.

Sverrir next incites them to hard and fierce attack upon the

enemy by presenting them with a crude visual image of weapon wielding:
Er af pvi einn ut-vegrinn til.
at standa sem fastast oc lana
peim ecki framganginn. Oc er
y6r Birkibeinum gott at reyna
sver6in a mia6ar-istrurnar peira
Vicveria (p. 50, 11. 28-30).

There is for that reason only
one way out, to stand as steadfast as possible and allow them
no advancement. And it is good
for you Birkibeinar to try your
swords on the meadpaunches of
the Vikverjar.

Sverrir's derisory contempt of the Baglar host in chapter 147, (p.
153, 11. 26-29, see point b above) functions as similar incitement to
Sverrir's men.

Their undoubted laughter confirms them in a single

intent.

e)

Sverrir builds their confidence by attesting to the fitness of

their host:
ver hofum yfrit fritt Ii6 oc
mart at beriaz (p. 50, 11. 3031).

We have a troop exceptionally
fine and large to do battle.

By contrast, he points out the enemy's strategic disadvantages and
the ill-suited physical condition of many of their men:
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En peir hafa pat micla ofreefli
er peir mego ecki pvi olio vi6
koma. hava peir pat flest lid er
betr vasri fallit til bru6-manna
en hir6manna. oc meirr hefir
vaniz mio6-dryckio en herscap
(p. 50, 11. 31-34).

Their habitual ale-drinking

But they have such a large
host that they cannot attack
with all of it at once. Most
of theid? troopA^Ls Better suited
to be bridegrooms than guardsmen, and more are accustomed
to mead-drinking than martial
arts.

corresponds well with Sverrir's earlier image

of their beer-bellies (p. 50, 1. 30).

Such drunkenness among Magnus'

men is a common rallying point for Sverrir,himself a poor drinker.

He

used it in chapter 35 in his speech before the Steinberg Battle:
peir muno vera mioc drucnir
oc syfiapir oc sva ra6lausir (p. 40, 11. 2-3-).

and
drunk
very-te-*v
be ^vtjtf
will ,0.1
They
~ .t-V
.

sleepy and^without any plan.

The contrast between the advantages and fitness of Sverrir's
troops and the lack of them in the enemy host also occurs in
Sverrir's speech in chapter 52 before a sea-battle with Magnus:
pa hofum ver stor skip po
oc sva vel scipu6 at Ii6i
oc vapnum at Heclungum
seal minni-samt vera
hverso Birkibeinar kunnu
beita sverbunum abr en
ver scilim oc latum ba
hafa enn hina somu raun
sem fyrr at varum fundum
at beir ver6e enn a hael
at hopa. Eru peir iafnan
snid-hvasir i fyrstunni.
en verba & udriigir i
allar brautir En per
erut pvi traustari oc
snarpari sem raunin er
meiri oc lengri. kann
ec oc pat segia y6r at
i her peira er sa vist
annarr hverr er pegar
mun ottaz ef peir sia at
per horfit imot. muno
fleiri pess girnaz at
flyia en ganga undir
vapn ydur (p. 58, 11.
9-18).
1.

See below, p, 110,

yet we have big ships and so well
fitted in troops and weapons that
the Heklungar shall be reminded how
the Birkibeinar are able to manage
swords before we part, and let us
let them have the same treatment
as at our previous encountex£> that
they will have to take to their
heels again. They are always
keen-cutting at first, but become
constantly weaker inntimes of
stress. But in that you are the
more reliable and more fierce as
the trial is more severe and
longer. I can assuredly say to you
that in their host every other man
must take fright when they see
that you pursue them. Many for
this reason will want to flee
rather than come under your
weapons.
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The biting of the Birkibeinar swords is an image also used in chapter
147 (see point b above, p. 53 ).

Sverrir makes another such contrast

between the opposing host in a sea battle in chapter 120, using the
colloquial image of toothache:

hafiz vel vi6 go6ir br$6r
eigi munu beir margar slicar
hri6ir gera os. ver6um vel
vid beir munu eigi si6r tannsariren ver (p. 128, 11. 12-13).

Bear up good brothers! They
won't make many such attacks
against us. Let us bear it
well. They will not be less
toothsore than we are.

This same metaphor occurs later in the narrative:

Ur6u beir b^ndr pa enn mioc
tann-sarir sem fyrr. oc
leiddiz bar at vera oc
villdu helldr heim (p.
180, 11. 16-18).

f)

The farmers then again became
very sore in their teeth, as
they did before, and grew weary
of being there and would rather
be at home.

Sverrir, as the sixth point in his speech, sets his men a good

example of courage by promising to put himself and his hir6 against
Magnus himself.

Here we see that in his speech he is more concerned

with persuasion than sincerity, since in the narrative account of
the battle, Gudlaugr and not Sverrir leads the wing encountering
Magnus:
En i annat sta6 bar sem fram
for merki Magnus konungs. rucko
bar fyrir fylkingar Gu61augs oc
b^iar-manna (p. 51, 11. 15-17).

And in another place, where
King Magnus' standard went
forward, the host of Gudlaugr
and the townsmen gave way
before them.

Sverrir encourages them not to flee, but he does so from the sidelines.

While the saga narrative contains many instances of Sverrir's

courage, it also gives much evidence of h'is concern to protect himself,
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g)

Sverrir closes his speech with God's blessing, upholding

even here his reputation as God's agent, but without

homiletic

The blessing is manly and brief:
Gangi nu vel fram go6ir
halsar oc geti gu6 til
(p. 51, 1. 7).

Advance well now, fine fellows
and God protect youJ

In this speech from chapter 47, then, there are no twists in
the argument, no tight movement from point to point.

Indeed, in

point e, when Sverrir describes the strategic disadvantages and
unfitness of Magnus' troops, he is contradicting his point b, where
he says that the task of fighting Magnus' men will be a difficult
one.

But such a contradiction would not be obvious to Sverrir's

audience in the saga; their attention is neither critical nor
reasoning and it demands a consistency only of praise and encouragement
The decorum of the speech is therefore unviolated.

Only one of Sverrir's speeches is not confident and bold.
he delivers before his final battle with Magnus in chapter 88.

This
By

a quirk of circumstance, Sverrir is victorious, but the outlook
before the battle is bleak in the extreme and the intense seriousness
of the speech conveys the sense that everything is at hazard for
Sverrir.

1.

He is surprised in a fjord by Magnus' fleet while most

Similar blessings occur in chapter 147:
hlaupit fram nu gopir halsar
oc gasti gu6 til (p. 153, 11.
30-31).

Spring forward now, fine fellows,
and God protect you'.

and in chapter 120:
.
dugi hverr sem ma gaati pa si6an
gu6 til (p. 127, 1. 11).

*,*Vfi
Each do as he can.r^God
care of the rest.
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of Sverrir's men are away looting and burning in the surrounding
countryside.

Flight into the hostile district would be worse

folly for Sverrir and the small host left with him than facing
the attacking fleet.

Sverrir offers his men the choice to flee

or fight:

I desire that we determine our
plan, whether we shall give
resistance or it seems to you
(better) to abandon the ships
and go ashore.

Vil ec at ver gerim nu ra6 vart
hvart ver scolum veita vi6r-tocu
e6a syniz y6r at leifa scipin oc
ganga a land (p. 9M-, 11. 19-20).

Sverrir offers alternative strategies to his men on other occasions,
but it is always clear what his own wish is, for if they flee and
lose their ships, he says he will never take up the cause against
Magnus again:

It is also true to say that
with so much effort and difficulty
as I had before I acquired these
ships and in the event that I lose
them now, then I think it most
likely that I shall never again
attempt to man ships in Norway.

Er bat oc satt at segia at sva
me6 miclo starfi oc vandra26um
sera ec haf6a abr en ec fengi
bessi scip. oc me6 bvi at ec
lata bau nu. ba bicki mer bat
licazt at ec ra6a eigi optarr
til scipanna i Noregi (p. 94-,
11. 24-27).

His men realise what he wants and support him, presenting him with the
same encouraging arguments he has given them in the past: they will
not flee untried:
qua6uz vilia vist beriaz oc
leggiaz alldri a flotta at
ureyndu (p. 94, 1. 35).

they said they certainly
wanted to do battle and not
flee untried.

and they have often won when outnumbered:
1.

See p. 58, 11. 35-36 and p. 153, 11. 2-4,
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qva6uz iafnan hafa barz vi6
mikinn Ii6s-mun oc unnit bo
sigr (p. 94, 11. 36-37).

they said they had always fought
against a greatr.'force of troops
and yet got victory.

Sverrir acknowledges their choice, but is yet so subdued that he
cannot promise them any certainty - not of victory, booty, or honour
except that one king that day will die:
oc nu cann ec y6r bat at segia
oc verbit ber vi6 at betr oc
drengiligarr at nu munu ber
konunginn i hel setia
(p. 94, 1. 38- p. 95, 1. 1).

And I can now also say to you,
to make you better and more
valiant (in the battle), that
you will today set the king
in Hell.

The saga author records the troops' reaction to this uncharacteristic
attitude:
betla or6 fecc morgum monnumm
mikillar ahyggio hvarr
konungrinn myndi vera (p. 95,
11. 1-2).

These words gave many men
great concern which feiftg J~ ~V** "tuJC
it might be.

Sverrir's humility and apprehensiveness before this most critical
battle help measure the extent of his rejoicing later when he addresses
his own and the survivors of Magnus' troops in chapter 99, after the
victory.

He is now sole king of Norway and his ironic and contemptuous

tone marks the return of his self-confidence.

According to the saga,

it never deserts him again on the battle-field.

B

The speeches of other men contrasted with Sverrir's

1

Magnus Erlingsson

An implicit comparison is made in Sverris Saga between Sverrir
and Magnus Erlingsson both in the narrative

2

and in their speeches.

Here we consider Magnus' speeches in comparison with Sverrir's.

1.

See above, pp. 42 ff.

2.

See below, pp. 94-100.
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Magnus delivers only one political speech, in chapter 84, and
it has military import.

He addresses the men of Tunsberg, trying
His argument is simple

to persuade them to support him in battle.

and sincere; his diction, with few exceptions, plain.

He uses

no irony, no imagery, and does not adopt the homiletic style.

His

points are these:

a)

They are familiar with the hardships imposed upon them by

Sverrir:

kunnict mun y6r vera...hverso
mikil vale [pcj vandr«6i ver
hofum polat i rikino (p. 90,
11. 9-10).

b)

you must be aware...how
much worry and difficulty
we have suffered in the
kingdom.

He asks them for aid and troops for the defence and promises

he will not have to ask again often:
Nu villda ec bei6az af y6r
noccors styrcs til at ver
maettim fa rikit. vil ec
enn beidaz at per fait
mer Ii6 he6an ibrot. En
pvi vil ec y6r heita at
pessa scylldu seal eigi
burfa opt heban ifra a
y6r at leggia (p. 90,
11. 10-13).

c)

Now I would like to request
from you some support that
we might defend the kingdom.
I want to ask you again to
give me some troops to lead
away from here. But I will
promise you that it will
not be necessary to lay this
obligation on you after this
occasion.

He is candid that men understandably tire of sending out troops

because of the destruction involved in war:
Er pat oc eigi undarlict pott
monnumm Iei6iz at roa Iei6angrinn me6 os. pvi at opt
verbr Kca6asamr mioc (p. 90,
11. 14-15).

It is not surprising that men
are tired of joining the levy
with us because it often brings
great injuries.
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d)

Nevertheless, he pursues his request for support because he

is a crowned king and considers it his duty to defend his realm.

His

request is tinged with emotion because it is sincerely personal:
vil ec sa?kia til pessa landz
oddi oc eggio me6an er mer
deiliz lifit til oc landzmenn vilia fylgia (p. 90,
11. 17-19).

I will claim this land with
sword point and edge as long
as life is allotted to me and
landed men will follow.

e) He will defend the realm rather than take the easier and safer
route of accepting a fief from his relative, King Valdimar of Denmark:
En se ec pat ra6 firir mer
er meira vasri hoglifi oc
minni mannhstta. at taca
len af Valdamar konungi frenda
minum (p. 90, 11. 19-20).

There is in Magnus 1 sincerity
appeal.

But I see the alternative before
me which would be more of an easy
life and less dangerous, to take
a fief from my kinsman King
Valdimar.

his unpostured emotion, a certain

He seems more trustworthy than Sverrir because less clever,

and it is understandable that his men love him, as their behaviour over
his grave indicates:
gengu nu margir til oc sa likit
scilbuz oc margir gratandi vi6.
Oc einn af gestum Magnus konungs
cysti likit oc felldi tar vi6
(p. 104, 11. 15-17).

Many now came forward and saw
the body and many wept as they
went away. And one of King
Magnus' courtiers kissed the
body and dropped tears as he did
so.

But it cannot be said that his political speech - if indeed this one
is at all characteristic - is as sophisticated as those of his rival,

Magnus 1
points.

battle speeches correspond to Sverrir's on two

He mentions his own troops' fitness and the disadvantage of

the enemy host in being out-numbered:
ver hofum yfrit mikit Ii6
oc fritt...beir hafa Iiti6
Ii6 (p. 59, 11. 13-14).

We have a very great troop
and a fine one...they have a
small troop.

ekki scortir os Ii6...en Sverrir
hefir nu dreipt Ii6i sinu hingat
oc bingat. ero nu her Iuc6ir oc
inni byrgbir firir os sera sauoir
i kvi (p. 96, 11. 31-32, 33-35).

We are not lacking in troops,
but Sverrir has now dispersed
his troops hither and thither,
They are now closed in and surrounded before us like sheep
in a pen.

And Magnus also either thanks God for his assistance, or prays for it
to be given them:
oc se gu6 bess Iofa6r at nu man
coma enda-dagr lifs beira (p. 59,
11. 14-15).

And God be praised that today
will be the last day of their
life.

Lati gu6 oc sva luca bessom fundi
at ver megim siban hafa frib oc
frelsi firir varum uvinom hvart
er ver erum ba me6 lifi e6a
andabir (p. 96, 11. 35-37).

May God also so end this encounter
that we may henceforth have peace
and freedom from our enemies
whether we are alive or dead.

Aside from the conventional "sem saubir i kvi", Magnus does not, however,
heighten his remarks with the colloquialisms or imagery which we
noticed in Sverrir's battle speeches, nor does he make any use of
anecdotes.

In his two battle speeches he shows - as Sverrir never does a distinct absence of psychological perception.

In the second of the

speeches he begins with an appeal to their reason, and that a negative
appeal:
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veit ec at bat man margs mannz
mal oc scaplyndi at sa orscur6r.
baetti go6r ef fengiz at vit
Sverrir byrptim eigi optarr
ba6ir at krefia bessa Iei6angrs
oc starfs (p. 96, 11. 14-16).

I know it will be said and felt
by many men that such an outcome
would seem welcome if it turned
out that Sverrir and I need no
longer both demand these war
contributions and services.

This is an insensitive remark to make just before a battle, when,
like Sverrir, Magnus would be better to remind them what they have
to gain - be it honour or wealth or revenge - rather than point out
the cost of losing and the weariness of the whole business.
53, however, Magnus goes so far in his sincerity

In chapter

to remark that there

will be no honour for his men at all in the encounter, since they
are nobles and Sverrir's men are mere ruffians and vagabonds:
En bo ero var vi6rscipti
umaclig fyrir pvi at ver
hofum til motz vi6 pa
gaufugmenni oc goba drengi.
En beir hafa ecki nema
biofa oc ransmenn oc
raufara braela aettar oc
stafcarla sem gu6 steypi
peim (p. 59, 11. 6-9).

And yet our dealings with them
are dishonourable because we
have venerable men and worthy
warriors to encounter them. But
they have nothing but thieves and
robbers and marauders of thrallish
descent and poor beggars, may God
abuse theiru

They will not be able to avenge their dead kinsmen even if they
manage to kill all of Sverrir's men:
En eigi er at rettu hefnt
gofugra frenda varra bo at
ver drepim pa alia (p. 59,
11. 9-10).

And our noble kinsmen are
not properly avenged though
we slay them all.

In Magnus 1 speeches, too, not only is there a lack of hearty
encouragement for the men, such as Sverrir offers, but an explicit refusal
to give any:
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En hvat man mer tyia at eggia
pa menn til at-socnar vi6
Birkibeina. ef noccorir
ero beir her me6 os er eigi
vilia nu muna lat frenda
sinna (p. 59, 11. 1-3).

But what use would it be for me
to encourage men to attack the
Birkibeinar if there are some
among us who will not now
remember the death of their kinsmen

En ecki barf ec morg eggianaror6 til at leggia vi6 y6r. allir
megu sia micla naudsyn til bess
at hverr dugi sem mannligazt (p.
96, 11. 29-31).

But it is not necessary that I
give you many words of incitement,
All can see how great is the need
that each do his manliest.

The second speech, in chapter 89, is in fact taken up largely
with Magnus' personal complaint against the hardships he has endured
during his reign (p. 96, 11. 15-27).

This is somewhat softened by

his expression of gratitude to his supporters which follows the
complaint:
En allz-valldandi gu6 launi
minum vinum oc hofpingiom
oc par me6 allri alpy6o
astsamliga fylgd er peir
hafa mer veitt i morgum
prautum (p. 96, 11. 27-29).

And Almighty God reward my
friends and chieftains and
with them all the people for
the affectionate service which
they have given me in many
struggles.

Nevertheless, the whining self-pity of the speech contrasts sharply
with the ebullient confidence characterising all but one of Sverrir's
confidence
battle speeches,/he shares with his men through the familiarity of his
colloquialisms and anecdotes.

Magnus, for all his sincerity, remains

remote from his audience, at least, as the saga presents him.
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2

Asbjorn: exaggerated encouragement

The encouragment of Magnus' troops before the battle at
Norafjor6r is left to one of his captains, Asbjorn.

In his

speech we also find a contrast with Sverrir's battle speeches, but
at the opposite extreme from Magnus'.

Asbjorn's speech has almost

no argument and consists primarily of straightforward abuse,
lavished with a certain eloquence of imagery, but lacking the
control and consequent dignity of Sverrir's speeches.

The speech,

in chapter 90, has only three points:

a)

Sverrir is trapped:
Nu er sa dagr kominn er ver
hofum allir langat til. at
Sverrir oc beir Birkibeinar
eru her nu fyrir os reknir
.
.1
sem saubir i kvi oc er nu
lokit slasg6um hans oc
brog6um (p. 97, 11.

Now the day is come which we
have all longed for, that
Sverrir and the Birkibeinar
are here now before us driven
as sheep in a pen and now his
slyness and craft are ended.

There is undisguised glee in Asbjorn's recognition of this opportunity.
His grin and the excited sparkle of his eyes are almost there between
the lines.

Unlike Sverrir, whose words were calculated to move

his men, Asbjorn's are an expression of his own high spirits; as
he goes on to describe Sverrir's "tricks" this becomes even more apparent,

b)
1.

Sverrir's wrongs are catalogued in strong terms:

Notice that this image repeats that in Magnus' speech which has just
been delivered.
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1

He is the devil's agent:

nu mun sa breg6az honom...
er hann hefir oil rad af
tekit en pat er sa fiandinn
er hann truir a (p. 97, 11.
14-16).

2

He sends his men on destructive errands:

hann sendi fra ser Svina-Petr
til Biorgyniar su6r oc hof6u
beir bangat scapna6ar $rindi
(p. 97, 11. 18-19).

3

misdeeds.

They are also sent into Sogn
who are the worst of the
courtiers, fiend's limbs, and one
who has done the most evil, Ulfr
the peasant's son.

Sverrir has augmented his evil deeds by burning in
Christian lands:

Sverrir hefir nu enn aukit sinar
illgerpir oc herscap er hann
hefir eytt med elldi cristit
land (p. 97, 11. 21-23).
c)

He sent Svina-Petr from him
south to the Bergeners and
they (Svina-Petr's party)
had on that errand their
just deserts.

He has sent the most evil man into Sogn:

peir ero oc sendir inn i Sogn er
verstir ero af peim fiandalimirnir gestirnir oc einn sa
er flasst illt hefir gert Ulfr
porpara-son (p. 97, 11. 19-21).

4

Now he will fail him...^
he has ^5ic^M' all. counsel 3
is the fiendJV/hom he

Sverrir has now further
augmented his evil deeds and
harrying when he has wasted
with fire a Christian land.

Asbjorn vehemently declares that Sverrir will pay for his
His sentences are short and vicious and his images are

particularly visual as he explains how the punishment will be meeted
out:

Saekiom nu at peim Birkibeinum
ii eda iii at einum ef bat
bickir lettara hoggum stort
bat er at os horfir. hirtum
eigi hvar a kemr. bvi at
uvant er at brytia mat
firir hunda eda rafna (p. 97,
11. 24-27).

Let us attack now the Birkibeinar
two or three at once if that
seems lighter work; let us strike
hard at whatever confronts us.
Let us not care where a blow
falls, because it^JLO^o'ocy $o^*
chop meat for dogs and ravens.
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Such a speech must serve its purpose well, but it does so
differently £*aft Sverrir's battle speeches.

Sverrir,by controlled

psychological suggestion, instilled a battle eagerness in his men.
He himself remains cool ; his control makes that evident.

Asbjorn

instills the spirit, not by manipulation, but by the example of his own
eagerness.

Which is most successful is not important here, only the

contrast in style and approach.

Yet it must be said that Sverrir's

control demonstrates his conscious superiority over his audience,
in both intuitive and strategic genius.

This cannot but account for

a great part of the success of his leadership.

3

Svina-Petr: ironic diction

Svina-Petr is the man Sverrir sends to announce the death of
Magnus Erlingsson in Bergen.

His speech, in chapter 96, is full

of vivid and often ruthlessly ironic expressions, but his argument
-tineis straightforward and shows none of* irony evident in the arguments
of Sverrir's political speeches.

In five

simple statements, Petr

boldly declares what Sverrir could not possibly say himself:

a)

Petr announces himself, turning his nickname into a pun which

he levels against them for having once driven Sverrir's men from
Bergen.

He marks the return of the Birkibeinar with a satisfaction

contemptuous in its brevity:
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opt hit sama svin i acri. EC
heiti oc Svina-Petr. En scanrt
er a at minnaz at ver varum
he6an recnir oc keyr6ir or
pessom b$ oc helldr ha6uliga.
oc erum nu enn aptr comnir
(p. 103, 11. 2-5).

b)

Often the same pig in the field
(i.e. a bad penny always turns
up again). I am called Pig-Petr.
It is a short time to remember
that we were driven from here and
flung out of this town and rather
ignominiously. But now we are come
back again.

Petr announces the deaths of Magnus and his nobles, though

it is clear they have already heard the news.

He questions their

apparent sorrow with an exaggerated innocence and, by using rhyming
or alliterating pairs of words in a sing-song fashion to encourage
their prayers for the dead, he makes clear his mockery:
en hverio gegnir petta er allir
menn drepa ni6r hof6i e6a bera
clffi6i yfir hofu6 ser. oc bat
veit gu6 at alldri lati per
rm sva ilia e6a syrgit at eigi
se nu dau6r Magnus konungr oc
bar med allr hans herr. man
peim su eptir-gerbin vera vaenni.
at per latit ringia eda syngia
firir salom peira. e6a gefit
fe fat^cum monnum e6a clercum
til b?faa-hallz (p. 103, 11.
9-15).

c)

But what is the meaning when all
men hang their heads or cover their
heads with cloaks? And God knows _
that how ever distraught you are , «s)Vv
King Magnus is nonetheless now dead
and all his host with him. Such
funeral honours will be more
handsome to them if you have
ringing and singing done for their
souls, or give money to poor men
or clerks for the singing of
prayers.

He points out the futility of resistance to Sverrir, using the same

mocking sing-song tone and wry colloquial vocabulary:
Ecki tyr y6r nu tauta e6a tutla
hann Sverrir af konungdominum.
(p. 103, 11. 15-16).
1.

It avails you not a whit new, to
mutter or tease Sverrir from
his kingdom.

According to Fritzner, Ortbog over det Gamle Norske Sprog (Christiania,
1886-96) the word is only used here in Old Norse. But in modern Icelandic
it is more common and used of fish nibbling or birds pecking.
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For Sverrir has overcome more substantial enemies than they:
firir pvi at Sverrir konungr
hefir nu beygt halsana a
meirom storbuccum en ber
erut b^ndr e6a kaupmenn
(p. 103, 11. 16-18).

because King Sverrir has
already bent the necks of
bigger bucks than you are,
farmers and merchants.

He ridicules their common domestic concerns, implying that those
who fear mere natural elements are no match for Sverrir:
bviat caupma6rinn oc buandinn
•,.,.
._,
kvipir
ser oc sino
fe. hann
kvipir firir vind oc vatn (p.
103, 11. 18-19).

d)

because the merchant and the
£4.*\X.ijt- ' **> ,
,
farmer, -fe-CX
'quiver
for themselves
and their property: they quiver
for the wind and rain.

Petr encourages the Bergeners to accept Sverrir as king by

describing the benefits of his leadership in the most full and
glowing terms, as if Sverrir were liberating them from a great
oppressor.

Again he uses pairs of words and with a conscious enthusiasm.

Sverrir, Petr says, is God's envoy, with every noble attribute:

takit nu vi6 Sverri konungi
er gud hefir sennt y6r pa hafi
per rettan hofpingia oc vitran.
milldan oc malsniallan retlatan oc fripsaman agetan oc
oruggan til land/arnar oc
allrarlands-stiornar (p. 103,
11. 20-23).

Accept now King Sverrir whom God
has sent you that you have a
just chieftain and a wise one,
munificent, eloquent, righteous
and peaceful, renowned and reliable
in defending the land and in all
aspects of the land's government.

Aware of the Bergeners' suspicious resentments, Petr assures them that the
old Sverrir and his men, who once ravaged in the town, are now gone:
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Nu er ibrotu sa Sverrir er
vid herna6i for til margra
caupsta6a. brautu ero nu oc
peir somu Birkibeinar er her
sveimo6u um b$inn oc sopu6u
uhreinliga hondum um hir6zlor
y6rar buanda (p. 103, 11. 2326).

Gone is now that Sverrir who
came with warfare to many market
places. Gone also are those
same Birkibeinar who wandered
about the town here and carried,
off with unclean hands the(Jgoocfs
of you farmers.

There are echoes of the New Testament here, of throwing off the old
dispensation and putting on the new, in the shape of a reformed
Sverrir:

En her muno nu coma me6 konungi
varum miukir hir6menn oc hogvasrir. er vera seal lass oc
lykill firir frelsi oc fripi
pessa caupsta6ar oc annarra
(p. 103, 11. 26-28).

But there will now come here with
our king guardsmen meek and gentle,
who shall be the latch and key
for the .freedom and peace of this
market pTaoo and others.

The irony is, of course, that King Magnus was well-loved by the Bergeners
and, as Petr recognises,

e)

Sverrir is the oppressor in their eyes.

Finally, Petr warns all traitors to depart and offers

Sverrir's peace to any who request it, asking God's blessing on the
new king.

It must seem hard to the Bergeners to be called impostors

and traitors when in their eyes it is Sverrir who deserves these
epithets.

Petr, of course, uses the terms with a deliberate

maliciousness:
latit oc abrot fara pa er
konungr kemr til b?5iarins alia
pa menn er sannir ero at svicrae6um vi6 konunginn e6a hans
menn sva at eigi hafi sidan
til ssttar gengit (p. 103,
11. 30-33).

Let them also be off, when the
king comes to the town, all
those men who of a truth are
treacherous toward the king or
his men, those that have not
since sought reconciliation.
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Petr's final prayer is calculated to antagonise his audience:
firir bat sama man gu6 honom
fagna oc i fri6 Iei6a oc
allir guds helgir menn
(p. 103, 11. 34-35).

for which may God grant
him joy and lead him in
peace, and all God's
saints.

In MS. AM 327 4°, this ends Petr's speech, but in Eirspennill,
a younger MS, he adds a metaphorical remark to his advice to
Sverrir's enemies to flee, reminding them that Sverrir's agents
will not hesitate to kill them:
allir gasta beir sin vi6
umrenningum konungs, beir
sja ekki lengi i augu
monnum ok vapn beirra
eru ekki aettfro6.

All protect themselves
from the king's scouts.
They don't look long into
men's eyes and their weapons
are not wise in pedigrees.

Whether or not this belongs in the original, it is consistent
with the high style of the rest of Petr's speech, and characteristic
of his blunt irony.

Such irony is powerful' but Sverrir's, being

more subtle and sustained by its inherence in the progression of the
arguments of his speeches, has a finer and more sophisticated
cutting edge.
1.

Eirs., p. 101.

III

Evidence of stylistic sophistication in the narrative

Of Sverrir's speeches in the saga, especially that delivered
over Erlingr skakki's grave, Gathorne-Hardy writes:
No imaginative reconstruction could have given so vivid
a presentation of the essential Sverrir - the priest and
mystic, the shrewd tactician, the unscrupulous propagandist
- and, I am afraid we must add, the cad. _L
Sverrir's speech style is the vehicle by which this range of skills
is conveyed, and even beyond his verbal dexterity and versatility,
it reveals a man at once aloof and yet possessed with a rare intuition
for human nature, a strong sense of decorum, a fine and subtly
ironic wit.

The sophistication of his style is not shared by other

speakers in the saga, but we find evidence of it in the saga
narrative: in its diction, ranging, like Sverrir's own, from
the homiletic to the purely colloquial; in the use of anecdote as a
basis for the narrative, introducing drama and a dry humour; and
in the tight control of the narrative in the disposition of the
anecdotes and the deliberate structuring within them.

The narrative

also portrays a Sverrir completely in keeping with the man we meet in
the speeches.

A

This next section demonstrates these points in detail.

Wealth of diction in the descriptions of Sverrir and Magnus
Neither Sverrir nor Magnus is described physically or as to

character until his death, an unusual arrangement compared to other
existing kings' sagas or to clerical works like the Biskupa Sogur.
1- Hardy, M. Gathorne, A Royal Imposter (London, 1956) p. 169
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In Sverris Saga the placing of these descriptions gives them the
function of eulogy.

In both we find a combination of lay and

clerical terms.

1

Sverrir
The description of Sverrir in chapter 181 is remarkable not so

much for quantity as quality of detail, supported by events in the
saga itself.

As a eulogy, it is therefore organically bound to

the saga and is not merely a traditional adjunct.

In this respect,

the description differs from many in the kings' and bishops' sagas, where
characteristics are often included for which the saga provides no
evidence.

The saga-writer also leads naturally into the description

after the account of Sverrir's death, by comparing his appearance
in death with that when he was alive:
baru siban allir eitt vitni
urn at engi bottiz set hafa
fegra likama dau6s mannz
enn nans, var hann ok me6an
hann lifdi allra manna fegrstr
a horundit (p. 194, 11. 16-18).

All since bore unanimous
witness that none thought
he had seen a fairer body
of a dead man than his. While
he lived he was also of all men
the most fair in complexion.

The detail of his appearance in death resembles several accounts
in the Biskupa Sogur (see above, p. 24,

note 1

).

Features of

Sverris Saga also resembling the Biskupa Sogur are Sverrir's deathbed speech (see above, p.

57 ), and the Latin date of his death:

Sverrir konungr anda6iz octauo
idus marcij. anno ab incarnatione domini nostri
lesu Christi. M° CC°.
.,
XV. (p. 195, 11. 18-19).

1.

King Sverrir died the eighth
hour of the day (2 P:M.) on
the fifteenth of March, the year
from the incarnation of our
Lord Jesus Christ 1215 (1202,
by modern reckoning).

For comparative examples see Bisk.: Hungrvaka, pp. 64, 70, 74-75, 85;
Eorvalds s . Vi6forla, p. 112; Pals s. p. 145; Jons s.,p. 176;
£orlaks s., p. 299
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Some of the details in the description proper are, of course,
not especially distinctive:
lagr a voxt, pyckr, sterkr at
afli, breidleitr. vel farit
andlitinu,kyrrlatr, athugasamr, stora6r, djarfr, fraekn
(p. 194).

low grown, stocky, physically
strong, broad-faced, a wellshaped countenance, calm, attentive,
ambitious, bold, valiant.

But many features are less common or even quite unique:

a)

Touching on Sverrir's physical fastidiousness with that

astute fondness for his human weaknesses evident in the anecdotes
(see below,pp.94 ff):
optazt skapat skeggit,
(p. 194, 11. 20-21).

b)

a beard most often barbered,

Reminding us of the striking eyes with which Sverrir subdued

his audiences before he spoke:
raudlitud augun ok lagu
fast ok fagrt (p. 194,
1. 21).

c)

reddish-coloured eyes
also deep-set and handsome.

Offering a unique detail complimenting his voice-projection:

skyrt ordtakit, ok romrinn sva
mikill yfir malinu, at po at hann
paetti eigi hatt masla, ba skildu
allir, pott fjarri vaeri (p. 194,
11. 22-24).

1.

distinct in speech, and the
ring of his voice so great
as he spoke that although
he seemed not to raise his
voice, yet all understood,
though they might be far
away.

The component words of this phrase are non-distinctive, but the
combination is not common. "Mikill" or "litill vexti" are more
common ways of expressing stature and imply the growing process,
while this phrases indicates the final stature only and is
therefore more static, more appropriate to a eulogy.
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d)

Mentioning a prudence for which we find evidence in the

saga itself:

e)

1

aldregi drakk hann afeinginn
dryck, sva at hann spilti firir

He never drank excessive
drink such that he impaired

bat viti sinu (p. 194, 11. 26-27).

his judgment.

Emphasising a similar moderation:
konungr matadiz jafnan einma&llt
(p. 194, 1. 28).

f)

the king ate only once a day

Making a generalisation also supported by saga events:

2

very tough in enduring bad
weather and lack of sleep.

eliunarmadr mikill vi6 vc^s
ok voku (p. 194, 1. 29).

In this description of Sverrir there are also present certain
details of his physical peculiarities.

The saga writer states:

hann var haar i Scetinu
(p. 194, 11. 25-26).

he was tall (when he sat)
on his throne.

This suggests that Sverrir had a long back, but the description
also states that he was short in the leg:
enn sKammr fotleggrinn
(p. 194, 1. 26).

but short in the leg.

It is possible to imagine his legs dangling in an undignified and
conspicious manner, but the saga says nothing.

Perhaps he used a

footstool.
1.

Sv. p. 6, 11. 30-35.

2.

For example, in the snow-storm, p. 21, 11. 27-33-, during the trek
through the forest, p. 12, 11. 21-22, 11. 26-30; and at the
siege of Tunsberg, p. 189, 11. 14-17.
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The second part of the description of Sverrir takes the form of
a comparison between Sverrir and his claimed father, Sigur6r Haraldsson
Such a comparison is rare, but does occur once in Snorri Sturluson's
Heimskringla between Sigur6r Jorsalafari and his brother Eysteinn,
ancestors of Magnus Erlingsson.

Snorri perhaps borrowed the idea

from Sverris Saga, though this cannot be proved.

It is in this second

part of the description of Sverrir especially that pairs of words
appear, often alliterated and similar to those used in descriptions
in the Biskupa Sogur.

In the comparison, Sverrir differs from SigurSr

in most respects and is pictured as consistent, careful, and composed,
beside his father's intellectual looseness.
Where Sigur6r is:
lettlaatur ok aakaflyndar
(of a light-hearted and
impetuous nature),

Sverrir is:
staadfestr ok stilltr vel
(steadfast and composed),

aud-tryggr ok tallydinn
(credulous and easily
swayed),

varudigr ok vin-vandr
(wary and particular as
to friends),

hverfraadr ok mislyndr
(vacillating in decision
making and variable in
temper),

fast-udigr ok iafn-lyndr
(staunch and even-tempered),

odlaatr ok opin-spiallr
(headstrong and garrulous),

fast-ordr ok faalyndr
(true to his word and
reserved),

faa-frodr ok fiolraedr
(ignorant and too ready
to talk)
(p. 194, 11. 32-37).

raadugr ok raaduandr
(shrewd and careful in
discussion).

Of his father's more laudable qualities, Sverrir has a share
Both are:
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stor-raadir ok storlyndir;
hird-prudr ok hegir vid vinni
enn stridir vid u-vini;
aast-saell;
prautgodir;

ambitious and magnanimous;
courteous and gentle with friends
but hard with enemies;
popular;
perservering;

voru peir mestir vinir

they were most the friends of

hvorrutveggio er kunnuzstir
vora peira haattum
(p. 194, 1. 38 - p. 195, 1. 1).

both who were most knowledgeable
of their habits.

The comparison ends with a further ironic ambiguity:
jafn-vel maeltu beir bat er
uvinir hans hofdu verit at eigi
hefdi slikr madr komit i
Noreg a beira dogum sem
Sverrir (p. 195, 11. 4-6).

likewise, those who had been his
enemies said that such a man had
not come to Norway in their days
like Sverrir.

His enemies could well mean "no such man worse than Sverrir."

No

victim of his bitter tongue or his ingenious but often unscrupulous
military strategies could have praised him wholeheartedly.

2

Magnus Erlingsson

The description of Magnus in chapter 98, pp. 104-105, is much
briefer than that of Sverrir at the end of the saga and much less
distinctive in detail.

The differences are understandable and deliberate,

since Sverrir is the main figure and receives the primary focus.

The

physical characteristics are typical of many figures in the kings'
sagas, and do not contradict the Heimskringla description of Magnus:
1. . "Magnus konungr var lettlatr ok leikinn^
kvinna ma6r mikill." Hkr. 3, p. 412.

gle6ima6r mikill ok

3_
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helldrstercr ma6r, aurr ok
stiornsamr snjallr i mail...
vapndiarfaztr scartz-ma6r
mikill...helldr har ina6r
a voxt oc har6 vaxinn
Tni6mior Iima6r vel oc
fagrliga. hann var
fridr ma6r sionum (p.
105, 11. 4-8).

rather a strong man^ a liberal
and wise ruler, eloquent in
speech, most gallant with
weapons...a rather tall man
in growth and tough-grown,
slimwaisted, with fine, shapely
limbs. He was a handsome man
to look at.

The only distinctive physical feature is his mouth, but this is given
no significance in the saga:
hann var nokkot munnliotr
(p. 105, 11. 8-9).

he had a rather ugly mouth,

Ironically, Magnus shares this feature with Sverrir's claimed father,
Sigur6r Haraldsson, at least according to the Heimskringla;
Sigur6r konungr ger6isk ma6r
mikill ok sterkr,...
munnljotr ok yel at 66rum
andlitsskopum

King Sigur6r became a large and
strong man..ugly as to the
mouth but well in his other
facial features.

Personal characteristics mentioned contrast him sharply with
Sverrir as an open, gregarious, and rather self-indulgent man,
given to entertainments and luxury of all kinds:
var [hann] litillatr ok gla6r...
mioc i si6 ungra manna,
drykio-ma6r mikill...kvennama6r mikill botti gott at
leica oc vera urn-fram alia
menn at fimleic...sundrgerba-ma6r at cls6um (p. 105,
11. 2-6).

he was humble and cheerful...
(indulging) much in the customs
of younger men, a great drinking
man...a great womaniser. He
thought it good to sport and
be the foremost of all men in
agility...a showy man in attire.

None of these characteristics was attributed to Sverrir, just as none
of his intellectual qualities is mentioned of Magnus.

This description

then, presents Magnus as something of a foil to Sverrir.
support and strengthen the contrast.
1.

His actions

(See below, pp. 94 ff)

Hkr. 3, p. 330. Readers will also remember that Skarphe6inn is
called "munnljotr" in Nj., chapter 23.
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B

ColloquialiSITE., concrete language and imagery in the narrative

The familiarity with clerical style evident in the narrative Sverris
Saga is not surprising if we accept that Abbot Karl began the saga and
either he or another monk from his cloister completed it.

More

interesting and curious is the wealth of concrete and colloquial
language and imagery throughout the saga and comparable in range
and distinction to that in Sverrir's speeches.

The following

selection of examples demonstrates this:

a)

Chapter 88 (p. 95, 1. 10):
oc festu svar61yckiur allt
innan i bor6unum.

and they fastened coils of
walrus hide rope all along the
inside of the gunwhales.

This - svar61ykkja - is a rare technical term meaning a coil of walrus
hide rope.

Neither Fritzner nor Cleasby-Vigfusson cite any other

instances and it may therefore indicate that the account is based upon
a sailor's detailed eye-witness accout.

It is a surprisingly sharp

detail.

b)

Chapter 102 (p. 108, 11. 34-35):

var skipit sva reist oc
hrist at i sundr brotna6u
brandarnir oc gecc bo eigi
or sta6. ba Iog6u beir elld
i oc brenndu

The ship was so bent and
shaken that the prow broke
off and yet it could not be
budged. Then they laid a
fire and burned it upj

another unique detail concerning ships, here the unwieldy Maria-su6r,
as it meets its end.
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c)

Chapter 165 (p. 180, 11. 11-12):

funda pa b^ndr at peir mundo
smaera steict hafa en peir

Then the basndr discovered they
must have a smaller roast than

aetlu6u.

they expected.

Eirspennill (p. 185):
Fundu pa baendr, at peir

Then the baendr discovered that

mundu smaera steikt hafa en

they must have a smaller roast

haft konunginn a teininum.

on the spit than the king.

The enemy farmer host have captured a man they mistakenly thought was
Sverrir.

This domestic metaphor occurs in no other existing Norse

text, to my knowledge.

d)

Chapter 179 (p. 192, 11. 28-30):
margir kromduz lengi peir er
lifui helldu.

"Kromduz"

Many pined away for a long
time, those who maintained
life.

means literally "were squeezed", but here it is used

metaphorically of wasting away in sickness.

e)

Chapter 23 (p. 25, 11. 8-9):

var han \_SverrirJ pa fyrr
ibrotu oc austr a Vermalandi
en iarl kom upp bannig.
oc atti hann pa at blistra i
spor honum.

He (Sverrir) was then away
beforehand and east in Vermaland when the jarl arrived
there. And then he had to
whistle in his footsteps.

This is probably a hunting phrase and appears also in Kormaks Saga:

2

kvedr Kormaki munu pykkja

He said Kormakr would be thought

audveldra at blistra £ spor

content to whistle in Steinger6r's

Steingerdar ok gera farar
sinar hrakligar en berjask

footsteps and follow his way
wretchedly, rather than fight with

vi6 Bersa.

Bersi.

1.

Vigfusson cites a similar usage in Islenzk Ej66sogur, vol. ii, p. 274,
and Fritzner cites Gunnlaugs saga, ed. Sigur6ur Nordal, Jslenzk Fornrit
volume iii (Reykjavik, 1938), p. 107.

2.

Kormaks Saga, ed. Einarr 0. Sveinsson.
(Reykjavik^ 1939) p. 227.

fslenzk Fornrit, volume viii,
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f)

Chapter 176 (p. 189, 11. 14-16):
Nu Iei6 a vetrinn oc Iag6i a
frost oc isa. gerbiz ba
Birkibeinum verra urn at sopaz
til vista. En b^ndr ger6uz ba
oc har6ari i horn at taca.

Now winter came and frost and
ice set in. It then became
more difficult for the Birkibeinar to gather provisions
for themselves. But the baendr
then became even harder to take
by the horns.

This phrase is used elsewhere, but not in the context of a besieged
town.

All of these terms and phrases enliven the narrative and sharpen
the visual images of the action.

In many cases they may have been

suggested to the saga-writer by the verbal accounts of his informants,
but it is certain from their frequency and effectiveness that they
are used in the narrative deliberately.

Such colloquial language and

imagery, together with the stylistic elements from kings' and bishops'
sagas in the descriptions of Sverrir and Magnus, make clear that there
is in the diction of the narrative a flexibility of style comparable
to that in Sverrir's speeches.

C

Dramatic and anecdotal basis of the narrative

The saga-writer, like Sverrir himself in his speeches, makes
use of the dramatic anecdote, but to a much greater extent, almost
to the exclusion of the straightforward narrative reporting
in other thirteenth century kings' sagas.

used

Using drama and anecdote

the saga-writer focuses selectively on the behaviour of Sverrir and

1

In chapter 30, however, there are no anecdotes and the account is
very brief. Possibly there were no eye-witness accounts available
to the saga-writer.

on that of his enemy, Magnus, to the advantage of Sverrir's image;
he provides, by close and controlled focus, an immediacy of
suspense; he is allowed scope for much dry humour; and through
the selection and careful disposition of the anecdotes, he offers
variety and dramatic contrast, providing all the essential details
and creating links between events.

These features are now

considered in detail.

1
a)

The focus on Sverrir and Magnus in battle
Sverrir's fallibility

In the early part of his career, up to the death of Magnus,
Sverrir displays more an attitude of self-preservation during
battle than one of bravery: at Ni6aros, where he is defeated;
at Il£a; and at Norafjor6r, where Magnus is killed.

One may

easily speculate that his intellect and imagination, keener than the
average soldier's, made the consequences of battle more vivid to
him and therefore more fearful.

It is certainly clear from his

dreams early in the saga that the enormity of the task he set himself often
filled him with dread and awe, symbolised in the dreams by his fear when
carrying St dlafr's standard:
hann bottiz vi6 taca merkino
oc bo me6 nockorri razlo
(p. 5, 11. 2-3 ).

He thought he took the standard
and yet with some fear,

and his apprehensiveness and trembling before the figure of the
prophet Samuel:
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hann bottiz vera ihuga-fullr
hvat bessi ma6r myndi villa
(p. 10, 11. 11-12).

he seemed to be apprehensive
of what the man might want.

gamli ma6r...maelti hit
bri6ia sinn. hrez eigi bu
brobir (p. 10, 11. 18-19).

the old man...said the third
time, "Fear not, brother."

In the battles themselves his behaviour is presented less seriously.
His acts of cowardice, candidly reported by the saga-writer, are indeed
humoy&ous.

Such human fallibility makes Sverrir endearing not only to

the modern audience, but to his own men in the saga, who risk their
lives to save him.

His human side thus acts as a counter to his

aloofness in the speeches and makes him more accessible and more
to us as an historical figure.

In a contemporary history,

this credibility is, of course, more important than in the history
of some figure out of the writer's distant past.

It is a necessary aspect

of the saga's committed approach.

In chapter 28, we find Sverrir in flight at the Battle at
Ni6aros , an encounter his men insisted upon making against Sverrir's
advice.

Sverrir, dressed in disguise and placed at the front of his

ship closest to the land, is prepared from the outset for a quick
and inconspicuous escape:
Sverrir konungr var sva claeddr
at hann var i kufli blam oc
sibum. hann for fram at scipi
mioc sva snemma oc aetla6i til
landgongu (p. 31, 11. 12-14-).

King Sverrir was so clad that he
was in a hooded cloak, blue and
long. He went very early forward
in the ship and intended to go
ashore.
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But as he rushes forward in flight, he slips on a loose plank and
falls into the hold, trapped there by the stampede to safety of
the rest of his crew.

The image is almost slap-stick:

Oc er hann com fram urn siglo
ba scauz ni6r bilia undir
fotum honom oc fell hann i
rumit. en menn liopu sva
byct yfir hann at hann
matti eigi upp standa. oc
dvalbi bat ferb hans mioc
langa stund (p. 31, 11.
14-17).

And when he came forward as
far as the mast, then a plank
slipped under his foot and he fell
into the hold. But men leapt so
thickly over him that he could
not stand up. And that delayed
his journey for a very long time.

Sverrir's face, peering up through the floor boards and no doubt
forlorn in aspect, is finally spotted by the Falstaffian figure,
Helgi Barley-Belly, who assists him from the hold with a wry
comment:
Ilia munum ver sciliaz vi6
varn konung (p. 31, 1. 20).

It would be a bad thing for
us to say good-bye to our king.

The focus now shifts to Sverrir, who, quick to preserve his disguise,
cautions Helgi not to call him King, but betrays a humoyrous sense
for the ludicrousness of his situation:
Oc ba maslti konungr. Helgi
konunga bu nu eigi i meira
lagi fyrst (p. 31, 11. 21-22).

And then the king said,
"Helgi, don't king me any
more for a while."

Once ashore, Helgi must again assist Sverrir by fending off his
assailants as Sverrir meanwhile attempts to scramble up the bank,
But he is hampered by the folds of his disguise and tumbles back
onto the beach:
1.

There is no precise translation in English for this word, a
title used verbally to mean the act of giving a title. A
similar ironic usage (which is probably not verbal) appears
in Hkr. 3, p. 37: Einarr bambarskelfir segir: "Ofjarl, ofjarl,
fdstri".
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En konungr cleif upp i einn
bacca brattan. En er hann
var cominn mioc sva upp a
baccann. pa steig hann a
kufl sinn oc scruppo
honom pa fastrnir hrapa6i
hann ni6r aptr i fbruna
(p. 31, 11. 25-28).

But the king climbed up a
steep bank. And when he had
come a good way up the bank,
he then stepped on his cloak
and his feet slipped from
under him. He tumbled down
back onto the beach.

Again Helgi must defend him, but this time he and Sverrir get away.
The humour of the passage depends upon the unrelenting pace of
the narrative; the saga-writer holds our attention on its edge
with the continuous pattern of "and then...and then...and then...",
over thirteen lines.

Further instances of Sverrir's self-preservationist practicality,
also both humourous and suspense-filled, occur throughout the saga.
At the Battle of Il/La, he only enters the fray when the enemy begin
to flee:
Sverrir konungr sat a hesti
Oc er hann sa ufarar sinna
manna. Ieyp6i hann at peim.
oc calla6i hatt hvi flyi
per. snuit aptr oc beriz
sem bezt. se per eigi at
flyr allr herr beira til
scipanna (p. 51, 11. 18-21).

King Sverrir sat on a horse back.
And when he saw the misfortunes
of his men, he galloped to them
and called out loudly, "Why are
you fleeing? Turn back and fight
as best you can. Don't you see
that all their host is fleeing
to their ships?"

At the Battle of Nordness Sverrir forces his captain's ship into
the most heated part of the battle:
konungr toe pa einn palstaf
oc stacc vi6 kinnungenum a
scipi Gu61augs. oc het nu
a sina menn at peir scylldo
draga pa fram me6 scipino.

the king then took a grappling
iron and hooked the bows of
Gu61augr's ship and told his
men they should drag it forward
off his own ship. They did so.
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peir gerpu sva. oc komu peir
pa til hins fremra austrrums. Oc litlo si6arr var
engi sa ma6r a scipi
Gu61augs fyrir framan
siglu er eigi blaeddi.
(p. 60, 11. 26-30).

And they then came up to
the foremost pump-room. And
a little later there was no
man on Gu61augr's ship before
the mast who was not bleeding.

Sverrir himself then disappears from the battle account entirely
until victory is achieved, suggesting his role was minimal.

At the Battle at Norafjor6r, Sverrir again dresses in disguise

konungr haf6i oil bruno6
clae6i (p. 95, 11. 25-26).

the king was completely
clothed in brown.

He later makes his escape to land where he remains until the battle
turns in his favour:

b)

eigi na6i hann up-gongo a
scip sitt. oc reri han
ibraut oc til landz (p. 98,
11. 28-29).

He was unable to board his
ship and he rowed away to
land.

Sverrir konungr var a landi
oc er hann sa bessi tibindi
gecc hann ofan til batzins
(p. 100, 11. 10-11).

King Sverrir was ashore and
when he saw these happenings
he went at once down to the
boat.

Magnus Erlingsson as heroic foil to Sverrir

Though Sverrir's shortcomings as a warrior are clear enough
from his own behaviour, the saga-writer further marks them and at
the same time points out the advantages of Sverrir's

prudence, by

setting up Magnus Erlingsson .as a foil in direct contrast to the
Faroe Islander.

Magnus is the model warrior-hero in this saga,
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fearless and bold and always foremost in the battles' most dangerous
places, with no bodyguards or horse to protect him.

At Il^a, he is

the last man to flee and makes his presence known with a final blow
in cryptic reply to one of Sverrir's men, who is spreading the
rumour that Magnus is fleeing from the battle:
pa maslti einn ma6r. Flyr nu
Magnus konungr. Ma6r einn
svarar. Eigi enn segir sa
oc liop at honom oc hio hann
banahogg. var par sialfr
Magnus konungr (p. 51, 11.
26-28).

Then one man said, "King
Magnus is fleeing." A man
replies* "Not yet," he says,
and leapt at him and struck
him a fatal blow. That was
King Magnus himself.

At Nordness, however, his conspicous bravery costs him the
victory.

His finery sets him apart from the others, a clear target for

Sverrir's men:
En Birkibeinar kendo hann
at vapnum oc clae6um oc baro
pyct vapnin at honom (p. 61,
11. 17-18).

But the Birkibeinar recognised
him by his weapons and clothes
and rained their weapons thickly
upon him.

Pushing himself forward to the gunwhales of his ship, Magnus is the
recipient of a shower of weapons.

Wounded in the instep, he lurches

back, slips in some blood, and falls:
Einn ma&r scaut sver6i til
hans. oc com pat i ristina
oc liop igegnum ristina.
Konungrinn braz vi6 sciott
.
oc for6a6iz. oc scripna6i
o6rum faeti a piliunni er
blo6ugt var. oc fell a
bac aptr (p. 61, 11. 18-21).

One man cast a sword at him
and it struck his instep and
passed right through the instep.
The king reacted swiftly to that
r- b*fi W-t-^cS;-*^
andj protected himself^/but
on
foot slipped on the planking,
which was bloody, and he fell
backwards.

At his fall, Sverrir's men raise a victory cry, while Magnus' men
begin to flee at the orders of Magnus' brother Ormr.

Magnus himself

is completely ignored when he protests that he is unhurt:
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Magnus konungr liop upp
sciott oc calla6i begar
ba6 ba eigi flyia oc let
sic ecki saca. ba let engi
sem heyr6i (p. 61, 11. 26-28).

King Magnus leapt up quickly
and called out at once, begged
them not to flee and said he
was not hurt. Then no one
behaved as if he heard.

Magnus clearly does not receive the same response to his leadership
as does Sverrir.

Magnus' orders are also disobeyed in chapter 70,

when he forbids all but a few to go ashore at Ni6aros to their
women and their drink, yet many go in spite of him:
Magnus konungr latti ba
alia at fara til b^iarins.
en Iofa6i fam. En margir
foro eigi at si6r (p. 76,
11. 35-36).

c)

King Magnus tried to prevent
all from going to the town,
and permitted only a few.
But many went nonetheless.

Sverrir's acts of courage and prowess

Once Magnus is removed and Sverrir becomes sole king of Norway,
his behaviour in battle reflects his more confident position and is
portrayed in a manner more traditional and befitting a king.

Fighting

against the Baglar in chapter 148, Sverrir rides with his troops and
bloodies his halberd:
Sverrir konungr rei6 hia
Ii6ino ba er flottinn var
rekinn oc var kesia hans
aull blo6ug allt upp a
scaptit sva at blo6it
rann upp a hendr honom
(p. 154, 11. 9-11).

King Sverrir rode with his
troops when the fugitive
host was pursued and his
halberd was all bloody, all
the way up the shaft so that
the blood ran down his hand*

There is also in this chapter a lengthy account of his skilful
encounter with one of the enemy, whom he defeats (p. 154, 11. 12-25).
1.

Sverrir's presence and encouragement greatly inspire his men, in
spite of his own hesitation to fight boldly at times. For instances
of his troops' obedience, see p. 51, 11. 22-23; p. 32, 11. 4-7; p. 98,
11. 20-23; p. 180, 11. 6-13.
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In a later incident, he kills nine men single-handedly, though
it is true they are unarmed:
konungr rei6 at beim er
festunum slogu oc drapu
bar.ix.menn (p. 165,
11. 20-21).

The king rode at those who
were cutting the cables and
slew nine men there.

And in yet another battle, he leads his men into the battle magnificently
dressed in English armour:
hann haf6i go6a brynio oc
stercan panzera urn utan oc
yzt rau6an hiup oc vi6a
stalhufu sva sem Sy6rmenn hafa oc undir bryncollu. sverb a hli6 oc
kesiu i hendi. hann rei6
i ondverbu Ii6inu sva at
hestrinn toe briosti vi6
skiolldum buanda (p. 175,
11. 34-37).

he had a good bernie and a
strong coat of mail on the
outside and a scarlet doublet
over it and a wide steel helmet,
such as Englishmen wear, and
below it a collar of mail, a
sword at his side and a halberd
in his hand. He rode in the
front of the troops so that
his horse set its breast at
the farmer's shields.

The b«ndr want to slay him, but their attempts are futile and they
are presented with some scorn expending their energies in words
rather than action:
B?$ndr kendo fullgerla konunginn oc maslti hverr til annars.
drepi hann hoggi hann. leggi
hann. drepi hestinn undir
honum. petta var maelt en
eigi gert (p. 179, 11. 30-32).

The bsndr full clearly recognised
the king and said to each other,
"Kill him, strike him, attack
him, slay the horse from under
him." That was said but not done,

Even when conspicuously dressed, Sverrir is invulnerable, unlike
Magnus, a further implication that he is God's agent and will die,
not on the battle-field, but in his bed, as he himself prophesied.
1.

See Sv., chapter 99, p. 107, 11. 14-15, or p. 48

above.
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This more heroic behaviour removes the stigma of cowardice
which his earlier more cautious action may have left, in spite of the
wit with which it is related.

On the other hand, the later instances

of Sverrir's courage are made more meaningful because we can see how
much his confidence has grown since the early days of his career.

2

Deliberate selection and structuring of the anecdotes
The saga-writer does not include anecdotes at random.

Though

he may have had many eye-witness accounts available for his use,
perhaps variations of the same event in some cases, he has selected
and shaped them deliberately to present Sverrir in a consistent and
positive light and at the same time to offer a coherent and engaging
narrative.

Some evidence of this has been displayed immediately

above in the anecdotes which focus closely on Sverrir himself and
reveal his character.

Below, anecdotal material is examined for

some of the aesthetic effects the saga-writer achieves by means
of controlled but varied focus, dramatic contrast, the provision
of essential details, and the creation of links between events.
With these effects, the saga-writer deliberately controls the
pace of the saga and supports its unity, which is primarily
dependent upon the character of Sverrir himself.

a)

Controlled and varied focus - the battle at Norafjor6r

In the account of the Battle at Ni6aros, when Sverrir makes
a rather ignominious escape from defeat at the hands of Magnus 1
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men, the focus shifts several times, though only one of those
shifts is a shift of place - from Sverrir's ship to the beach
(see p. 96

above).

But even before that major shift, the focus

has moved from Sverrir's point of view, looking up from the ship's
hold, to Helgi's, looking down from the deck into the face of his
unfortunate king.

Both sorts of alteration in perspective, the

major and the minor, are important control devices.

Their frequency

determines the pace of the saga - the more shifts there are, the
faster the action seems to move - and they also control and
direct the imaginative "eyes" of the audience, determining what
we shall see, how much of it, and in what order.

The saga-writer

exercises this form of control in every anecdote or series of
anecdotes in the saga, but most powerfully in his account of the
Battle at Norafjor6r, where the major shift from one focal point to
another becomes virtually the introduction of a new anecdote.

The account begins in chapter 88 when Sverrir and his men
first discover they are about to be attacked in the fjord by
Magnus.

Here there are several quick but minor shifts in focus:

from a general view of the men at their mid-day meal to Sverrir
over-hearing the news of ships:
En er menn hofpu mataz urn hrip.
pa heyr6i konungr at menn
noccorir maslto peir er gegnt
varo konungs-scipino vi6

But when men had eaten for a
while, then the king heard
some men talking, those who
were opposite the king's ship

sionar-vaur6una. sog6u at
peir sa morg scip sigla utan
eptir Sogn-sae (p. 93,

with the watch. They said
that they saw many ships
sailing out along the

11. 31-34).

Sogn-saer.
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to the speculations of the watch-men
Var6-menn maeltu sin imilli
hvat scipum pat mun vera.
maeltu sumir at vera myndi
ferior oc myndo Syngnir
hafa samflot sunnan or
Biorgyn. En sumir maeltu
at licara potti vera langscipa seglum (p. 93, 1. 36
p. 94, 1. 2).

The watchmen discussed among
themselves what ships these
might be. Some said it must be
merchant ships and the Sogners
must have a fleet sailing together
from the south from Bergen. But
• j $~.i( C*-<fnt-*'+
, .,
some said^tney were more likely
to be the sails of longships.

to Sverrir's reaction to their speculations:
En er konungr heyr6i bessa
re6u sto6 hann upp fra bordino
oc gecc a land upp oc pangat
til var6-manna. drifu pa menn
utan af scipunum til hans oc
gat sinns hverr til hvat
scipum vera myndi. Konungr
sto6 upp um hrip oc sa a oc
maelti. Ecki er at dyliaz
vi6 ufripinn petta ero vist
lang-scipa segl (p. 94, 11.
2-7).

And when the king heard these
remarks, he stood up from the
table and went ashore to where
the watchmen were. Men crowded
out of the ships to him and each
gave his opinion of what the ships
must be. The king stood up after
a while, and looked out and said,
"There is no point in denying
their hostile intent. Those are
certainly longships' sails."

Sverrir then delivers his pre-battle speech (see above, pp. £>*!
Afterwards he gives instructions to his men, which they carry out,
though at first rather abortively in their panic.

A brief interlude

ensues during which the narrative focuses closely on Sverrir as he
washes and robes himself in inconspicious clothing (p. 95, 11. 23-26)
He then addresses his men again, though his words are not reported,
i

standing above his ship winh his hand on the stern:
Eptir pat gecc hann ofan a
bergit bar er hans scip la undir
ni6ri oc maslti pa enn noccorum
or6um oc toe um scipstafnin
(p. 95, 11. 26-28).

After that he went down to the
rock under which his ship lay
and spoke a few words and
grasped the ship's stern,
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His men move his hand because the pitch there is not yet dry:
en menn hans tocu af hendr
hans firir pvi at bra6 var
eigi purt a brandinum
(p. 95, 11. 28-29).

But his men took his hands
off because the tar was not
yet dry on the ship's (rear)
beak.

This luminous detail, rather than shifting the focus, concentrates
it, bringing us very close in to the scene of action and drawing
our attention to a small gesture nonetheless indicative of the
great love and respect for Sverrir existing among his men.

Further

general preparation follows before the scene shifts in chapter
89 to Magnus.

Chapters 89 and 90 contain the speeches of Magnus and Asbjorn,
already mentioned above (see pp. 76-79

).

At the end of chapter

90 comes a static description of Magnus' battle dress and weapons.
This form of close focus is noticeable because its stasis over
several lines is rare in this saga.

The narrative normally has a

remarkable continuity of movement, though the pace may alter.

Chapter 91 describes first the initial encounter between
Sverrir's giant ship the

Maria-sudr and Magnus' ships, following

the general action until the focus closes on Sverrir as he leaves
his ship to advise the others in his fleet and, unable to return,
makes for land.

The narrative leaves him there and returns to the

Maria-su6r where we are given a graphic account of the fierce attack
suffered by Sverrir's men:
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En naliga. varo allir sarir
af vapnum oc grioti. Sva varo
beir mobir oc barbir at beir
voru sumir er annat-tveggia
hof6u litit sar e&a ecki oc
varo daubir af erfi6e (p. 99,
11. 7-10).

But nearWi
nearWit hand all the men
were wounded from weapons and
stones. They were so weary and
battered that some, who were otherwise either little wounded or not
at all, died from exhaustion.

Chapter 92 contains the climax of the battle.

Eirikr, Sverrir's

claimed brother (that is, son of King Sigur6r), acting on Sverrir's
advice, leads thirteen ships out against those loose around the
Maria-su6r.

He then lashes his own ship to the side of

one of

a group of Magnus' ships which are lashed together in a row alongside the Maria-su6r, with their prows toward her gunwhale:
Eirikr konungs-son Iag6i
scip sitt sibyrt vi6 bat
er utarst la beira er teng6
varo (p. 99, 11. 25-26).

Eirikr the king's son laid
his ship alongside that which
lay outermost of those which
were bound together.

The focus now holds to this area of the battle.

After an interlude

of heavy fighting, the Birkibeinar take the lead and board the
enemy ship:
Siban sneruz Birkibeinar til
upgongu (p. 99, 11. 29-30).

Then the Birkibeinar began to
board.

Our eyes now follow only the standard-bearer, Benedictus, who boards
first and is killed, precipitating the Birkibeinar retreat:
Benedictus het ma6r er bar
merki Eirics konungs-sonar.
hann gecc upp fyrst oc beir
stafn-buar. En er Heclungar
sa bat. sottu beir hart imot
oc at beim oc drapu Bendictum
oc enn fleiri ba er upp hof6u
gengit. En racu suma ofan
aptr (p. 99, 11. 30-34).

Benedictus was the name of a man
who carried Eirikr king's son's
standard. He boarded first with
the forecastlemen. But when the
Heklungar saw that, they attacked
them hard and killed Benedictus
and even more who had boarded. But
some they drove back off.
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Encouraged by Eirikr, who for a moment receives our attention (11.
34-35), the Birkibeinar make a second attack and succeed in pushing
Magnus1 men back onto the ship lashed next in line:
Eptir betta eggia6i konungsson Ii6 sitt. ra6a ba i annat
sinn til up-gongunnar oc gatu
ba fengit merkit. Sneru ba sva
at-gonguna at Heclungar hruccu
fyrir. oc liopu beir upp a
bat scipit er nasst beim la.
(p. 99, 11. 34-37).

After that the king's son
encouraged his troops. They
attempted then another time
the boarding and recaptured
their standard. They then
proceeded to attack so that the
Heklungar retreated and they
leapt up onto the ship which
lay next to them.

Now the pace moves even more quickly, speeded by more frequent
shifts in focus so that the see-saw pattern of attack, repulse, and
retreat is accelerated until the individual stages can no longer be
distinguished:
En Birkibeinar sottu eptir
beim fast (intrusion here
by author, p. 100, 11. 1-3,
as given below)
...Nu varb her minne vi6rtacan en a hino fyrra scipino.
oc liopu allir af. oc a bat
scipit er bar var neest oc
sva hvert at o6ru. En Birkibeinar eptir beim me6 opi oc
calli oc mikille eggian.
hioggu allt oc drapu bat er
fyrir beim varb (p. 99, 1.
37 - p. 100, 1. 6).

But the Birkibeinar pursued them
unrelentingly...Now there was here
less resistance than on the first
ship and all leapt off it onto
the ship which was next and so
on, one after the other. But
the Birkibeinar (came) after them
with whoop and yell and much
inciting. They struck everywhere and killed those who were
in their way.

Important is the authorial intrusion in the midst of this:
sem iafnan verbr begar er
felmtr e6a flotti kemr a
menn i orrostum at sialldan
ver6a flott-menn gobir aptrhvarfs bo at allvaskir se
i vi6r-tokunni (p. 100,
11. 1-3).

as always happens when fear
or flight come upon men in battle
that seldom are the fleeing men
good for facing the enemy again
though they were very brisk in
resistance (at first).
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The greater length and more complex grammar of the sentence are
striking compared to those immediately preceding and following it,
and, while giving his audience a pause in which to catch their
breath, the saga-writer here indicates that the battle has turned
decisively in Sverrir's favour.

For Magnus' men, driven back

from ship to ship, are finally forced by their numbers out onto
Magnus' own ship, which is nearest land and from which they leap
into the fjord:
Oc ba er mugrinn flottans
geystiz in a stor-scipin.
ba liopu menn a caf af
konungs-scipino. bvi at
bat la naest landino (p. 100,
11. 6-8).
The others crowd onto the last

And when the crowd of fugitives
burst out onto the great ship,
then men leapt diving from the
king's ship because it lay
nearest the land.

four ships and by their combined

weight, sink them:
En onnur iiii bau er staerst
varo succu niSr undir mannmuginum (p. 100, 11. 8-9).

But the other four which were
the largest of them sunk down
under the crowd of men.

Thus, Eirikr's one crew, has, by strategic genius and bold attack,
wiped out several of Magnus' crews, including Magnus himself, as is
reported after the fact:
Magnus konungr liop firir bor6
af scipi sinu oc allt bat Ii6
er a var besso scipi. tyndiz
bar allr fiolbi Ii6s beira
(p. 100, 11. 20-22).

King Magnus leapt from the side
of his ship and the whole troop
that was on board this ship.
They perished there, the whole
host of them.
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This final encounter, witnessed by us at close hand, is what
Sverrir himself has just seen from shore.

The narrative focus now

returns to him, having left him there in the middle of chapter 91.
He returns to his own ship as soon as possible and there celebrates
a thanksgiving mass.

The remainder of the account gives the

customary list of the important men who died as well as the
actual date and time of the battle, in support of the chronological
sequence of the saga events.

These details decelerate the pace of the

action and prevent an abrupt transition from the battle account to the
immediately ensuing narrative.

b)

Dramatic contrast

A shift in focus from one party to another in the battle
accounts sometimes has the additional effect of dramatic contrast.
This is often achieved by the juxtaposition of battle speeches
delivered by Sverrir and Magnus and by setting in contrast their
battle behaviour.

At the battle of Steinberg, however, the

contrast is more general and applies to the opposing troops at large.
Magnus' troops are unfit and unenthusiastic about the battle.

The

saga-writer mentions that they have been up the previous evening
playing sports:
beir vauc6u ut a Eyrom pessa
somu nott oc hof6u par leic
(p. 40, 11. 9-10).

Many of the men are drunk as well as tired:

they stayed awake out on Eyr
this same night and held
sports there.
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Li6 Magnus konungs la mart
uppi i b^num. oc hafbi verit
dau6a-druckit urn kvelldit

King Magnus' troops lay for
the most part up in the town
and had been dead-drunk during

(p. 40, 11. 12-13).

the evening.

Nevertheless, several captains and their men gather at Christ
Church to meet Jarl Erlingr Skakki, who addresses them briefly.
But when he has the trumpet sounded and they leave the church yard
he sees that he is not well-supported and his response to this
desertion is almost pathetic:

oc pa er beir komu ut urn
stopul sa Jarl a tv«r hendr
ser. oc mffilti. hvar erom
ver nu allir (p. 41, 11. 2-3).

And when they came out beyond
the steeple, the earl looked
on both sides and said, "Where
are we all now?"

In chapter 37 (p. 41), the focus shifts to Sverrir's troops,
who by contrast are much more eager.

The saga-author mentions that

many are ill-equipped and are only workmen sent by farmers, who
fear to oppose Erlingr personally:
Sverrir konungr hafdi or Orcadal. ner .ccc. manna e6a noccoru meirr oc var Ii6 bat
litt vapnat. B^ndr hofdu
gert heiman verc-menn sina
bvi at beir sialfir bor6u
ffligi at fara. oc hraedduz
refsingar Erlings Jarls
(p. 41, 11. 5-8).

King Sverrir had from Orkadalr
nearly 360 men or somewhat more
and that troop was scantily armed.
The farmers had sent from home
their workmen because they did
not dare to go themselves and
were afraid of Jarl Erlingr's
retribution.

But the author makes clear that Sverrir's peasant troops will nonetheless be doughty and willing warriors.

He focuses upon one huge

representative, carrying only a club for a weapon:

Ill
hann var bae6i mikill oc
stercr oc haf6i mikinn
tre-lurc urn oxl oc ecki
vapn annat (p. HI, 11. 9-10).

He was both large and strong and
had a large wooden cudgel on his
shoulder and not another weapon.

One of Sverrir's regulars accosts him and questions him sceptically,
contemptuous of the man's station in life:
pa maslti Ozurr prestr. hvert
villto ma6r e6a hvi leypr
pu sva vi6 trelurkinn. hvar
ero vapn pin. Annan veg er
at beriaz vi6 Erling Jarl en
priskia corn, par ma vel hafa
sust til (p. 41, 11. 11-13).

Then said Ozurr the priest,
"Hey you, why do you rush
ahead like that with the wooden
cudgel? Where are your weapons?
Fighting Jarl Erlingr is a
different task from threshing
corn. There it is good enough
to have a flail."

But the peasant has an equal and ready wit and more good nature:
pessi ma6r het Eyvindr. hann
svarar. Vapn pau er ec astla
at beriaz med muno coma imot
mer or b<^num oc iarls-menn
fara enn med bau (p. 41,
11. 13-15).

This man was called Eyvindr. He
replied, "The weapons I intend
to fight with will come to meet
me from the town and the jarl's
men are still carrying them."

He is recognised by another regular as an ideal soldier and his
heartiness is rewarded with the gift of a good weapon:
E>a maslti Hiarrandi hvida.
Maslpu allra drengia heilaztr.
pu mant vera go6r ma6r. Sipan
fecc hann honom kesio sina oc
hand-auxi. oc maslti. Bersk
pu me6 pessom vapnum (p. 41,
11. 15-17).

Then said Hjarrandi hvi6a,
"Speak most fortunate fellow
of all'. You must be a good
man." Then he gave him his
own halberd and hand-axe and
said, "You fight with these
weapons."
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This dramatic contrast between the opposing forces, though
implicit and facilitated only by the shift in focus, wins our
sympathy for Sverrir's troops and prepares us for his victory at
Steinberg.

The contrast is thus used in a partisan fashion and

as a pointer to the shape and structure of the battle account.

c)

Essential details provided

Even as the anecdotes are themselves selected and placed for
specific aesthetic effects, so are the details within

each anecdote.

Some evidence of this has already been given indirectly: the
details of Sverrir and Magnus' battle dress; of the way in which Sverrir's
men prevent him from soiling his hand on the ship's prow; of the
drunkenness of Magnus' men before the Battle at Steinberg; and of
the author's

intrusion to interpret events.

The saga-writer's

mention of weather conditions demonstrates this feature further.
In some cases, seasonal or special weather conditions give rise
to anecdotes, such as Sverrir's difficult trek with his troops in
the forest:
i pann tima varo vestar ferpir
er snio leysti af scogum en
isa af votnum. peir fara
stundom urn mosa e6a storar
myrar oc prongar merkr eda
brota stora (p. 12, 11.
29-31).

At that time the ways were
worst as snow melted in the
woods and ice on the waters.
They journeyed sometimes on
moors or in great swamps and
dense forests or over great
tracts of felled trees.

their extremity in the snow-storm:
vepr gerpi a sva illt. at
sialdan verpa slic. com pa
sva mikill snior at pat var
or d?$mum (p. 21, 11. 27-29),

Then weather became so bad
that seldom has such been
experienced. Then so much
snow fell that it was beyond
all precedent.
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and the troops' complaint at the siege at Tunsberg:
Nu lei6 a vetrinn oc Iag6i a
frost oc isa. gerpiz pa
Birkibeinum verra um at
sopaz til vista. En b^ndr
ger6uz pa oc har6ari i horn
at taca. Versna6i mioc
matlifit beira oc gerpiz
mikill kurr i Ii6inu (p.
189, 11. 14-17).

Now winter came and frost and
ice set in. It then became more
difficult for the Birkibeinar
to scrape together provisions
for themselves. But the basndr
then became even harder to take
by the horns. Their food supplies
worsened greatly and there arose a
great murmuring among the troops.

Elsewhere, such details make an incident more immediate because
the setting becomes more tangible:
pa var solskin ve6rs
litit vindgul utan a
fior6inn sva at merkit
hof <t> fra stonginni
(p. 166, 11. 25-26).

There was then sunny weather
and a little breeze from the
sea up the fjord so that the
standard rose and fluttered
out from the pole.

pann tima varo frost mikil
oc islog, pa gerbu syslumenn Sverris konungs oc
bendr bat ra6 at fara at
beim me6 Ii6i oc beriaz
(p. 171, 11. 36-38).

At the time the frost was severe
and the waters locked with ice;
then King Sverrir's bailiffs
and the farmers formed the plan
to attack them with troops and
do battle.

Mention of the winter setting of this battle constantly recurs: a
trumpet calls the army out onto the ice (p. 173, 11. 12-14), and the
deep snow made skiing excellent, but a walker would sink in the
drifts if he left the path (p. 174, 1. 17; see also, p. 179, 11. 4, 26)
Such details assist the precision of focus and the realism of the

battle account.

d)

Links created

Details within anecdotes sometimes function to link one anecdote
with another, though this be removed by a short or great distance
in the narrative.

For instance, in chapter 153, Sverrir expresses

a wish that E>orsteinn Kuga6r be given quarter if he asks it, even
though he once defected to the enemy Baglar from Sverrir's troops.
But Sverrir is unsure how successful £orsteinn will be in making his
request if he is met in the streets by Sverrir's men before he reaches
Sverrir himself:
grip man hann hafa af mer en
ec veit eigi ef Birkibeinar
masta honom a straetum uti.
hvern veg pa ferr hans mal
(p. 161, 11. 5-7).

He will receive peace from me
but I don't know which way
his case will go if the
Birkibeinar meet him in the
streets outside.

A few lines later, E>orsteinn arrives in the court disguised in a
deep hood:
E>orsteinn haf6i diupan hott
a hof6i oc kendo menn hann
ecki fyrr en hann com firir
konung (p. 161, 11. 10-12).

torsteinn wore a deep hood on
his head and men did not
recognise him before he came
before the king.

The detail of the hood indicates that Eorsteinn also realised his
danger, perhaps through an informant from the court, and his arrival
is therefore directly linked to Sverrir's words given earlier.

A more distant link operates between chapter 109 and 165.
In the first case, Sverrir arrives in Bergen after defeating his
enemy, Jon Kuflung, and is greeted enthusiastically:
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ba var bat fyrsta sinne at
Sverrir konungr oc 116 bans
com sva til Biorgyniar at
allr Iy6r varb feginn
(p. 117, 11. 22-24).

That was the first time that
King Sverrir and his troops
came to -fc&e Bergene*»s and the
whole people was glad.

This , of course , reminds us that the Bergeners , formerly great
supporters of Magnus Erlingsson, once hung their heads in sorrow
when Sverrir arrived there, after Magnus' death (see above, SvinaPetr's speech, pp.

79-83

)

A stronger link operates forward

to chapter 165, Sverrir makes a timely arrival in Bergen just
after the people have heard of a pending attack by the Baglar.

He

is therefore welcomed again:

Allir ur6u honom fegnir oc
mest firir ba soc at beir
hof6u af noccorn spraca at
Baglar veeri a leid noroan
oc aetla6i til beiarins
bratt (p. 181, 11. 4-6).

All became glad of him and
most for the reason that they
had some rumour that the Baglar
were on the way from the north
and intended to (arrive) at
the town soon.

In the Eirspennill text, this link is made quite explicit:
ba var bat annat sinn, er
allir Bjorgynjar menn ur6u
konunginn fegnir...
(Eirspennill, p. 186).

That was the second time when
all the Bergener men were glad
of the king.

This type of link is also created anywhere in the saga where
the focus of the narrative shifts back to a previously mentioned
location or figure(s).

Such links supplement the purely

chronological sequence of events and provide further evidence that
the narrative is securely under the control of the saga-writer.
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IV

Conclusions

The above discussions sufficiently indicate that the style of
Sverrir's speeches and that of the saga narrative correspond well
in many respects.

A

Both speeches and narrative reflect a tight and unflagging control

over the material.

In the speeches this is evident from the arguments

they present, whether the logic there is aimed at his audience's
reason or their emotions, as ia the battle speeches.

In the

narrative, there is evident control of the chronological progression
of events, of the selection and disposition of details within
individual anecdotes, and of the shifting focus.

In both speeches

and narrative, control is deliberate.

B

Both reflect a flexible range of style.

In the speeches, the

homiletic style is used, very often ironically; as well as a more
political rhetoric, especially when Sverrir introduces personal or
national grievances against the enemy, and the colloquial, especially in the
battle speeches or when he wishes to make a point personal to his
audience.

In the narrative, a similar familiarity with homiletic

language is evident in physical and character descriptions, where it is
often combined with language more traditionally applied to kings; the
colloquial, too, is manifest in dialogue, imagery, and narrative
detail throughout the saga.
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C

In both, use is made of anecdote and dramatisation.

Though this

is clearly a marked and distinguishing feature of the narrative
structure 5 there is considerable instance of it in the speeches as
well, particularly associated with passages abundant in colloquialisms.

D

Both speeches and narrative reflect astute sensitivity to human

nature.

In the speeches this is a corollary of argument control

as well as stylistic flexibility; Sverrir has an unfailing instinct
as to which style best suits a particular occasion or point in a speech,
for the most efficacious manipulation of his audience.

In the narrative

such sensitivity finds voice in the occasional intrusion of the
saga-writer's interpretative statements:, in his use of Sverrir's
fallibility as a subtle means of winning the reader's sympathy for
Sverrir, and in the breathless suspense created in many accounts
by his controlled shifting of focus.

E

Both reflect a sophisticated humour, very often ironic and

nearly always dispensed in such a fashion that the saga audience
may laugh at human fallibility from a superior vantage point.
Humour in the saga treads the careful path of being sharp but
never cruel, and Sverrir himself can be its butt, in both speeches
and narrative.

F

Both the speeches and the narrative assist the task of championing

Sverrir and his cause, and both do so with a delicacy and subtlety
dependent upon all the previously mentioned stylistic features.
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The material in the narrative anecdotes must have come from
eye-witness sources, and some of these men must have been in the enemy
camp at the time of events.

Yet, while the colloquialisms in the

narrative may have been borrowed from such eye-witness accounts, the
saga-writer has for the most part re-worded and perhaps re-shaped
them, selected from them and ordered them, to form a unified whole
reflecting his own consistent style.

Events in the early part of

Sverrir's career receive more detailed attention, but they are
also the most interesting and critical years of his reign.

The

less dense accounts later show the same stylistic features and
therefore need not necessarily reflect a change in authorship.

Yet

the consistency of the narrative style does not rule out a change
in authorship if the two authors had the same training and background,
as would be the case with Abbot Karl Jonsson and a successor from
his own cloister.

But the question has not been decided definitively

on the grounds of existing evidence.

The correspondence between speech and narrative styles begs two
further questions: do Sverrir's speeches reflect his own personal
style or the saga-writer's version of it?

and, vice versa, was the

narrative style heavily influenced by Sverrir's own?

There is

evidence outside the saga that Sverrir had a reputation for fine
2
but this reputation may
oratory which lasted long after his death,
1.

See Ludvig Holm-Olsen, "Sverris Saga" in Kulturhistorisk Leksikon
for Nordisk Middelalder, volume xvii (Malmo, 1972) pp. 551-58.

2.

Hak., p. 215.
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have been based on the saga itself.

On the other hand, if Sverrir

influenced the saga-writer's style, can we reasonably account for
the consistency of that style right to the end of the saga and
long after Sverrir would have been in a position to control the
saga-writer, who, whoever he was, was then back in Iceland?
these questions cannot be answered definitively here.

Again,

We may,

however, with reasonable assurance, assume that both Sverrir himself
and the saga-writer wrote equally sophisticated and versatile styles.
Both had received clerical training, and Abbot Karl, by originally
undertaking the task of the saga, made plain his interest in more
than merely religious composition.

For the immediate concerns of this dissertation, answers to these
questions are unnecessary.

The saga itself remains a rich ground

for the student of Norse historical styles.

The above discussion

is not exhaustive, but is intended to provide a useful standard
against which to measure other contemporary Norse historical styles
of the thirteenth century.
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APPENDIX A:

The provenance of Sverris Saga

Karl Jonsson, Abbot of Mngeyrar
in the autumn of 1185.

in Iceland, arrived in Norway

So says Sturlunga Saga;

Pat sumar for ok utan i
Eyjafir6i a 65ru skipi Karl
aboti ok Ingimundr prestr
£>orgeirsson ok b'gmundr
E>orvar6sson ok margt 1
annat islenzkra manna.

That summer there went out
from Eyjafjir6r on another
ship, Abbot Karl and Ingimundr Porgeirsson and
Ogmundr I?orvar6sson and many
other Icelandic men.

King Sverrir had only just succeeded to the throne of Norway, and,
as Ludvig Holm-Olsen has pointed out,

2 it seems unlikely that

Karl or his companions made their voyage out to go to Sverrir's court.
Indeed, Ingimundr had long been a supporter of Magnus Erlingsson's
party.

3

Karl need not necessarily have shared Ingimundr's sympathies,

but he probably became Sverrir's historian only after his arrival
in Norway.

Holm-Olsen speculates

4

that Karl had come to gather

information for a saga about Magnus Erlingsson, intending to pick up
where Eirikr Oddsson left off his history of Norwegian kings, the
Hryggjarstikki, at 1161, and that Karl went to Sverrir seeking
information.

Sverrir then commissioned Karl to write a separate work

about his early years under Sverrir's direction, as the prologue to
the saga states:
1.

Prestssaga Gu6mundar Go6a, Sturl. 1, p. 133.

2.

Ludvig Holm-Olsen, Studier i Sverres Saga (Oslo, 1953) p. 25.

3.

Ibid., pp. 23-25.

4.

Ibid., pp. 27-28.
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En pat er at segia fra Sverri
konungi syni Sigurpar konungs
Harallz-sonar oc er pat uphaf
bocarinnar er ritat er eptir
peiri bok er fyrst rita6i Karl
aboti Ion-son, en yfir sat
sialfr Sverrir konungr. oc re6
fyrir hvat rita skylldi er su
fra-sogn eigi langt fram komin.
(p. 1, 11. 4-8).

And that is to be told about King
Sverrir son of King Sigur6r
Haraldsson, and that is the beginning of the book which Abbot
Karl Jonsson first wrote and
which King Sverrir himself sat
over and determined what should
be written. Such an account has
not come far.

Sverrir no doubt realised that Karl, as an Icelander, would lend
the work a semblance of objectivity, but nonetheless a semblance: 2

Et verk om Sverre kunne i 1185 ikke skrives i Ares^and.
Det var pa forhand d^mt til a bli et partsinnlegg.

The section of Sverris Saga supervised by Sverrir is known as
Gryla and its length has been debated for nearly three-quarters of
a century.

Holm-Olsen has already summarised this debate.

4

Most

scholars have agreed that Karl wrote under Sverrir's direction at
least as far as chapter 30, since this part of the saga is written
solely from Sverrir's point of view.

After this, there are no

damning facts about his origins left to cover over and the saga
writer could have been safely left to do his own researches.
Gathorne-Hardy has pointed out,

5

But, as

chapter 30 reaches only until the

1.

Sephton,
sentence
source.
directly

2.

The partisan nature of Sverris Saga is discussed above, pp.

3.

Holm-Olsen, op. cit., p. 28.

4.

Ibid., pp. 30-32. See also his entry for Sverris Saga in KLMN,
op. cit., vol. XVII, pp. 551-58.

5.

Hardy, op. cit., p. 158.

in his translation of the saga, suggests this last
means that the account has not come far from its
It seems more likely that it means that the account
supervised by Sverrir does not extend far.
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year 1178, just before Sverrir directly confronted Erllngr skakki
and King Magnus.

This leaves a gap of seven years before Karl's

personal experience of Sverrir's career begins and could account
for the sketchiness of chapters 30 and 31 when Karl may have been
casting about for other sources.

Holm-Olsen also believes that

the Gryla ends at 1178 and that Sverrir exercised close control over
the writing only to guarantee a careful statement of his obscure
origins, in answer to those who doubted the.legitimacy of his claim
to the throne, and of his early career before he achieved notoriety
as King Magnus' rival.

How much more of Sverris Saga Karl wrote is uncertain, though
we may almost certainly believe he covered the period during which
he himself was in Norway, until 1188 (i.e. chapter 106).

It is

conceivable that he finished the saga in Iceland, since he lived
for 11 years after Sverrir's death in 1202.

Some scholars, namely

Miiller, Munch, N.M. Petersen, and Rudolf Keyser, believe Styrmir
Karason wrote the last part under Karl's guidance, when Karl was
too old to write himself.

Whether or not this is true, the writing

is consistently sophisticated throughout, and reveals a remarkable
facility with a wide range of styles, as the preceding chapter
attempts to demonstrate.

Halvdan Koht has suggested

2

that Karl could not have written

all the post-1188 material because a man is mentioned in chapter 151
1.

Holm-Olsen,'Studier i Sverres Saga, p. 83.

2.

Halvdan Koht, "Norsk historie-skriving...serskitt Sverris Saga"
in Edda II (Copenhagen, 1916).
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as Archbishop Guttormr, even though he only received that office
in 1215, two years after Karl's death.

But there is no reason why

a knowing scribe could not have replaced an original "prestr" with
"erkibiskup" at a later date, and the discrepancy is therefore
insufficient as aground for supposing dual-authorship.
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APPENDIX B:

The proportions of Sverris Saga

Narrative space

Events

Chronological period

5 pages

Legendary origins and
early life, 1150-1174,
pp. 1-5

25 years

42 pages

Arrival in Norway until
Jarl Erlingr's death,
1174-1179, pp. 5-46

6 years

62 pages

Events up to and including
Magnus Erlingsson's death,
1179-1184, pp. 46-107

6 years

9 pages

Sverrir versus the Kuflungr,
1184-1188, pp. 107-117

5 years

17 pages

Sverrir versus the clergy,
1189-1195, pp. 117-133

7 years

62 pages

Sverrir versus the Baglar,
1195-1202, pp. 134-195

8 years
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APPENDIX C: Sverrir's claimed genealogy

Haraldr gilli
I

King Ingi
d. 1164

King Sverrir
d. 1202

King Eysteinn
d. 1155

King Sigur6r
d. 1157

r

Cecilia

m(l) Earl Folkvi6
of Sweden

Earl Hakon galin
d. 1214

J

King Hakon
her6ibrei6r
d. 1163
m(2) Bar6r of Reinn

King Ingi
Bar6arson
d. 1217

Jarl Skuli
d. 1241

Earl Knutr
d. 1261

King Hakon Sverrisson d. 1204
King Hakon Hakonarson d. 1263
King Magnus Hakonarson d. 1280

Sigur6r Iavar6r d. 1200
I
Guttormr, d. 1204
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APPENDIX D: The dreams of King Sverrir in Sverris Saga and St 6lafr
in Heimskringla

Seven dreams are mentioned in Sverris Saga, spaced at irregular
intervals, but concentrated in the first part of the saga which
Sverrir himself closely supervised and for which he is the only
or principal source.

Five of the dreams are recorded in detail:

chapters 2, 4, 10, 42, 180; the sixth dream is told only briefly,
but is unusual: chapter 175; and of the fourth, no details whatever are given - Sverrir merely mentions that he had the dream:
chapter 27.

Although the dreams are independent of each other,

within the context of the saga they form a pattern marking Sverrir's
progress to the throne of Norway from his humble Faroese origins:

1

(Chapter 2): a vision of his ultimate earthly kingdom;

2

(Chapter 4): a prophecy of his first victory over his
royal rivals Magnus Erlingsson and Erlingr skakki;

3

(Chapter 10): a prophecy of his becoming king;

5

(Chapter 42): a prophecy of his elimination of Erlingr
and much of Magnus' force;

6

(Chapter 163): a prophecy of the baendr threat to his
established kingdom;

7

(Chapter 180): a prophecy of his ascent to the kingdom
of God.

Dreams one and seven can be seen to. encapsulate Sverrir's earthly career,
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Obvious parallels exist between this dream pattern and the
pattern of St dlafr's four dreams as they appear in Heimskringla:
1

(Chapter 18): a prophecy that dlafr and his descendents will
rule over Norway;

2

(Chapter 188): an encouragement from a dream man (Olafr
Tryggvason) to 6lafr to return to Norway and reclaim his
throne;

3

(Chapter 202): a vision of St 0*lafr's perpetual influence;

4

(Chapter 214): (Slafr's dream of his ascension into heaven.

The pattern of the Sverris Saga dreams is supported by certain
shared elements among the dreams.

Not all these elements are

present in every dream, but rather, a selection of them combines
in each case with other unique elements, so that textural links
are established without monotony.

The recurrent elements are listed

below together with any parallels from St dlafr's dreams where
these occur.

A

Sophisticated Christian symbols
dream 1 The bird:
Hann sag6i pann draum einn at
hann pottiz vera i Noregi oc
ver6a at fugli sva miclorn at
nef hans toe austr til landsenda en vaeli-fjar6ar hans
toku nor6r i Finnbuin. En
me6 vaengionum hulpi hann
landit allt (Sv., p. 3,
11. 3-7).

He told one dream that he seemed
to be in Norway and waif become a
bird so large that his beak reached
to the east to the end of the land
and his tail feathers reached north
into Finland. But with his wings
he covered the entire country,
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The bird or bird-like creature is a very common image in both
testaments of the Bible, perhaps most strikingly in Ezekiel (1:6-11)
and Revelation (4:8, 9:9, 12:14), but also notably in I Kings
(6:27), Isaiah (6:2), and the Psalms

(17:8, 68:7).

The concept

of the span extending over Norway also echoes St Olafr's dream
of the extent of his influence in his third dream:
"Ek sa nu yfir Noreg, er ek
leit vestr af fjallinu. Kom
mer pa f hug, at ek haf6a
margan dag gla6r verit i pvi
landi. Her gaf pa syn, at ek
sa um allan E>randheim °^ l? vi
nsst um allan Noreg..."
(Hkr. 2, p. 351).

"I saw just now over Norway
when I looked west from the
mountains. It came then into
mind that I had spent many
happy days in this land. Then
I had a view such that I saw
over all ]?randheim and then
next over all Norway..."

The bird symbol is, however, unique to Sverrir's dream in Norse
literature in such a context and Turville-Petre has remarked that
birds in Norse dreams are altogether uncommon.

dream 6 The book:
"ek aatti mer bok ok var
laus oil ok mikil sva at
hon tok mikit af landinu ok
var stolit or einu kverinu.
bar hafa baendr tekit menn
mina." (Sv., p. 175, 11. 6-8).

"I possessed a book and it was
all loose and so large that
it stretched out over much of
the land and one sheet was stolen
from (the book). There the
farmers have captured my men."

There is perhaps here another very faint echo of Revelation (10:1-3):
Then I saw another mighty angel coming down from heaven.
He was wrapped in a cloud, with the rainbow round his
head; his face shone like the sun and his legs were
like pillars of fire. In his hand he held a little
scroll unrolled. His right foot he planted on the sea,
and his left on the land.
1.

G. Turville-Petre, "Dreams in Icelandic Tradition" in Nine Norse
Studies (London, 1972), pp. 38-39.
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B

The appearance of a Christian dream man
A man who is or may be construed as being Samuel appears in

three of Sverrir's dreams:
dream 3 honum syndiz pessi
ma6r afar gamall oc snio-hvitr 1
fyrir haerom. hann hafdi scegg
mikit oc clae6i afar si6 rio6r
i andliti oc stutt harr umhvaerfis ochelldr ogorligr. . ,ek
em Samuel, guds spamadr (Sv.,
p. 10, 11. 8-11, 20).

this man seemed to him extremely
old and with snow-white hair. He
had a large beard and very old- '
fashioned (i.e. Biblical)
clothing, a ruddy countenance
with short hair surrounding
it and rather awful..."I am
Samuel, God's prophet."

dream 5
honum syndiz pessi ma6r
ogurligr (Sv., p. 46,
1. 3).

this man seemed awful to
him.

dream 7
"Ma6r kom at mer, . . .
sa enn sami er mer hefir
" (Sv. ,
oft fyrr syniz
p. 193, 11. 15-16).

"A man came to me...the same one
who has often appeared to me
before."

In Clafr's first dream, a man appears to (3lafr described in some
of the same terms used of Samuel in Sverrir's dreams:
til hans kom merkiligr ma6r
ok pekkiligr ok po ogurligr
ok maalti vi6 hann (Hkr. 2,
p. 25).

a remarkable man appeared to
him, handsome and yet awful,
and spoke to him.

In (5lafr's second dream, dlafr Tryggvason appears:
1.

Snow-white is a royal colour in Norse dreams, as well as one
signifying purity. In Halfdans s. svarta in the Heimskringla,
Ragnhildr dreams of a tree with snow-white branches, indicating
the kings who will descend from her, and on p. 2 of Sverris Saga.,
Sverrir's mother dreams before his birth that she gives birth to
a glowing, snow-white stone.
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Hann sa mann standa fyrir
rekkjunni, mikinn ok vegligan
ok haf6i kl«6na6 dyrligan...
par myndi vera kominn 6la.fr
Tryggvason (Hkr. 2, p. 340).

C

He saw a man standing before
the bed, large and magnificent,
and he was dressed in costly
garments...dlafr Tryggvason
must have come there.

Christian rites and rituals
dream 2 Baptism:
Si6an naefndi hann Sverrir
Magnus oc ba6 hann pva ser i
pvi sama vatni. hann pottiz
sva gera sem hann bau6 (Sv.,
p. 4, 11. 27-29).

Then he named Sverrir Magnus
and told him to wash himself
in the same water. He seemed
to do as he WQO Qoke

dream 3

Annointing, implying that Sverrir is one of God's
chosen agents:
Eptir pat toe pessi gamli ma6r
After that this old man took a
horn or screppu er hann haf6i
horn from the bag which he wore
a halsi ser. oc syndiz honum
at his neck. And it seemed to him
sem crismi vseri i hornino.
that there was consecrated oil in
pa maelti sa hinn gamli ma6r
the horn. Then the old man spoke
vi6 Sverri.
lat mic sia
to Sverrir. "Let me see your hands,"
hendr pinar segir hann. Eptir
he says. After that it seemed that
pat pottiz hann retta fram
he stretched out both hands to him.
babar hendr sinar til hans.
The man annointed his hands and spoke
Sa ma6r smur6i hendr hans oc
thus: "May these hands be sanctified
maelti sva helgiz oc styrkiz
and strengthened."
bessar hendr (Sv., p. 10, 11 21-26)
dream 5

Fating human flesh, the central symbolic act of the
eucharist:
madr steic6r la a elldinum.
A roasted man lay on the fire.
pa maalti draumma6r. at
Then the dream man said that
hann scylldi ni6r setiaz oc
he should sit down and eat.
Then he laid the man before
mattaz. leggr sipan
him. He seemed then to begin
manninn fyrir hann. hann
to eat the flesh from the bones,
pottiz pa til taca oc eta
holldit af beinunum (Sv.,
p. 46, 11. 6-9).
1.

dlafr's son was named Magnus, so that the dream suggests that
St dlafr has adopted Sverrir as his son.
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dream 7 The ascension:
"enn mer potti hann pegar
snua a brott fra mer ok
svara a pessa leid. buz
pu vi6 upprisunni einni
Sverrir sag6i hann."
(Sv., p. 193, 11. 18-19).

"Yet it seemed to me he then
turned away abruptly and
replied in this way: "Prepare
yourself for a rising again,
Sverrir," he said.

Sverrir himself points out in the saga that this dream could indicate
an ascension or a second coming, but his companion seems certain
that it means Sverrir will go to heaven.

6lafr's fourth dream

has a similar significance and is also described afterwards to a
single named companion:
hann pottisk sja stiga havan
ok ganga par eptir i lopt
upp, sva langt, at himininn
opna6i ok pangat var stiginn
til. "Var ek pa," segir
hann, "komin i ofsta stig,
er pu vak6ir mik." (Hkr. 2,
p. 368).

D

He seemed to see high stairs and
to climb up into the sky, so high,
that heaven opened, and the stairs
led up to it. "I was then come,"
he said, to the topmost stair,
when you woke me."

The dreamer's fear or humble bearing toward the dream man is
explicitly mentioned
dream 2
hann pottiz vi6 taca merkino
oc po me6 nockorri raszlo (Sv. ,
p. 5, 11. 2-3).

he seemed to take the standard
and yet with some apprehension,

dream 3
hann pottiz vera ihuga-fullr
hvat er pessi maor myndi vilia
(Sv., p. 10, 11. 11-12).

he seemed to be troubled about
what this man might want.

dream 5
oc pottiz ecki o6ru treystaz
en gera eptir pvi sem honum
baud (Sv., p. 46, 11. 3-4 ).

and it seemed he did not dare
to do other than he was asked.
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dream 7
alldri villt firir mik borit
enn ek bottumz vita at ek
var siukr ok mattfarin (Sv.,
p. 193, 11. 16-17).

E

The setting of the dream is in a loft
dream 2
at honum syndiz sem bar vasri fatt
mann hia konungi. eigi meirr en
.xv. e6a .xvi. oc bosk konungrinn
vi6 trapizo i einne lopt-stofa
(sv., p. 4, 11. 22-24).
dream 5
hann bottiz sofa i eino lopti
i bonum (Sv., p. 45, 1. 35).

F

1.

"he has never showed me anything false. And I seemed
to be conscious that I was
ill and weak."

it seemed to him that there
were few men with the king,
not more than 15 or 16, and
the king washed himself at
a table in a loft room.

he seemed to be sleeping in a
loft in the town.

Interpretations and/or public opinion is given with the dream account
dream 1
hann dreymdi stora drauma oc
toku sumir menn bat fyrir
hegoma ok hof6u at spotti...
Sverrir sag6i. Uliclict becke
mer pat at ask verda asrchibyscup. bvi at ec em eigi
vael til fe:rr at vera prestr
(Sv., p. 3, 11. 3-4, 11-13).

He dreamed remarkable dreams and
some men reckoned them to be lies
and made sport of them...Sverrir
said, "It seems unlikely to me
that I will become an archbishop,
because I am not well suited to
be a priest."

dream 2
Sipan vacna6e hann oc
hugleidde draum sinn. Potti
betra dreymdr aen eigi. oc
syndiz bo kynlegr vera.
sag6i si<5an vinom sinum oc
bo fam oc var bvi nasr
radenn sem siban gafz. En
er honum komo slikir lutir
i hug ba styrctiz hann vib 1
bat (Sv., p. 5, 11. 13-17).

Then he woke up and considered
his dream. He thought it better
dreamed than not and yet it seemed
extraordinary. Then he told his
friends, though few, and it was
explained almost as it came to
pass. And when such things came
into his mind he was strengthened
by that.

There is perhaps here a faint echo of Luke 2:19, when Mary ponders
in her heart the words and deeds of the young Jesus.
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St dlafr's dream which is a parallel to this one of Sverrir's is
interpreted more explicitly in the Heimskringla:
Hann skildi pann draumr til
pess, at hann myndi konungr
vera yfir landi ok hans aettmenn
langa aevi. (Hkr. 2, p. 25).
dream 3
Eptir petta vacna6i hann oc
sag6i pegar penna draum peim
xii monnum er par svafo i
pvi herbergi sem hann sialfr.
Ollum potti drauminn mikill
oc merkiligr.
oc ur6o allir
hans menn pessom draumum
noccot sva fegnir. Oc er
hann Ieita6i eptir at peir
myndi ra6a drauminn pa bar
engi traust a. en ollum
potti betra dreymdr en eigi.
Oc er hann fann at draumr
bessi mynde eigi ra6inn ver6a.
ba6 hann pa ecki urn scepta
po at petta hef6i fyrir hann
borit. Allir pottiz peir
finna er vi6 varo staddir at
storum skiptiz hans lunderni
eptir pessa draum (Sv., p. 1011, 11. 31-1).
dream 5
haf6i Sverrir konungr pvi
eggiat sva miok Ii6 sitt i
boinn at ganga, at hann
pyddi sva drauminn at bessi
ma6r er a elldinum la mundi
vera Erlingr Jarl er pa toe
mioc at elldaz. oc Magnus
konungr oc hans Ii6 myndi
ba vera miok ellt at ra6um
oc at proti comnir. myndi
hann ey6a at mestum lut
me6 sinu Ii6i lendum monnum
oc hri6monnum. En Magnus
konungr myndi undan komaz
bar sem hofu6it var uetit
(Sv., p. 46, 11. 17-24).
1.

He understood his dream to
mean that he and the men
of his race would be king
over the land for a long
time.

After that he woke and then
told the dream to the twelve
men who slept in the room he
did himself. All thought the
dream significant and
remarkable. And all his men
became somewhat cheered by
this dream. And when he sought
after them to interpret the
dream, then none trusted himself. But it seemed to all
better dreamed than not. And
when he realised that this
dream would not be explained,
he asked them not to talk
of it, though it had appeared
to him. All who were there
seemed to notice that his
disposition altered greatly
after this dream.

Sverrir had encouraged his
troops so much to march into
the town because he interpreted the
dream that this man who lay in the
fire must be Jarl Erlingr, who was
then beginning to age greatly,
and King Magnus and his host
must then be decrepit in counsel
and feeble. He would then destroy
the most part of the lendir men
and hirdmen with his host. But
King Magnus would escape, just
as the head was unconsumed.

6lafr's third dream-vision is interpreted by the bishop as "heilaglig
ok stormerkilig", (Hkr. 2, p. 351).
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dream 6
bar hafa baendr tekit menn
Tnina (Sv., p. 175, 11. 7-8).

dream 7
Petr maelti. allt muni ber
betta herra kunna giorr at
sia enn nockurr annar. enn
a bat horfir minn hugr at urn
ba muni raett upprisuna er a
enum efzsta domi er. ok
monda ek sva vi6 buaz herra
at bat mune draum ma6rinn
birt hafa. konungr svarar.
ecki er betta u-ar«6iligt
(Sv., p. 193, 11. 21-25).

G

There the farmers have captured
my men.

Peter spoke. "You, lord, will
be altogether more able to
interpret this than any other
man. But my heart tells me that
the resurrection mentioned is
at the last judgment. And I
would so prepare yourself, lord,
as if that is what the dream man
must have revealed." The king
answered, "That is not unlikely."

All Sverrir's dreams are accurate forecasts of later events, as

are (5lafr's, provided the reader is willing to accept that both men
ascended into heaven, which is a matter for faith rather than proof,

Because of these shared elements among Sverrir's dreams and
because of the pattern they help produce, the dreams appear to be
contrived, a combination of Sverrir's own conscious arid unconscious
fantasy, the memory of his clerical training,

and his almost

certain familiarity with the lively clerical tradition of St
(3lafr. 2

Yet it is not Dossible to determine at what level of

consciousness these last two influences acted on Sverrir or to what
extent the final saga versions of the dreams represent refinement and
development of Sverrir's accounts by Abbot Karl.

Nevertheless, it

seems probable that Sverrir did have actual dreams bearing some
3
resemblance, how ever slight, to those recorded.
1.

The patent scriptural elements have been frequently noted in
Sverrir's dreams by others: Turville-Petre, op. cit., pp. 35-36;
and Hardy, op. cit., pp. 90, 92.

2.

Curiously, G.D. Kelchner has not cited the Sverrir-St 6lafr
parallels in her book Dreams in Old Norse Literature (Cambridge, 1935)

3.

Turville-Petre, op. cit., p. 50.

Chapter Two

Snorri Sturluson's 'Heimskringla':
the Interdependence of Style and Structural Design

I

Existing scholarship on the style and structure of Heimskringla
For the purposes of the discussion in this chapter, the most

important scholarly works are those of Hallvard Lie,
2
3
Nordal, and Halvdan Koht.

Sigur6ur

Hallvard Lie's work, Studier i Heimskringlas Stil, deserves a
careful English translation.

His analyses of specific dramatic

passages and their relation to source versions are often sensitive
and acute, and both his general and particular observations are
mentioned below where they support or refine those of this chapter.
While Lie's contribution makes a fine start on the problem, two
criticisms can be made which show the need for further, deeper, and
more patient analysis.

The first of these criticisms concerns Lie's comparative
demonstration of the use of rhetorical devices in the speeches
in Heimskringla and Sverris Saga.

His discussion of the use of

tautology in these sagas is representative of his method.
1.

Hallvard Lie, Studier i Heimskringlas Stil (Oslo, 1937)

2.

Sigur6ur Nordal, Snorri Sturluson (Reykjavik, 1920)

3.

Halvdan Koht, The Old Norse Sagas (London, 1931)

Lie has
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isolated and counted the tautologies

appearing in his selection of

speeches, apparently in an attempt to evaluate the different usage
in each saga.

But without considering these tautologies in their

full context, it is not possible to illustrate the facility with
which the two saga writers employ these rhetorical instruments or to
give insight into their literary purposes.

For instance, from Sverris Saga, Lie lists seven tautologies in
the speech by Svina-Petr in chapter 96:

three nominal:

fyrir frelsi ok fridi pessa kaupsta6ar:
Iati6 per nu i brot fam fIaer6ar ok
falsara ok drottinssvika;
by6ir ollum monnum gri6 ok saett.

one adjectival:

gerizk nu hollir ok truir ok bjonustufullir konungi y6rum;

three verbal:

ver varum he6an reknir ok keyr6ir or
bessum bae;
aldri Iati6 ber nu sva ilia e6a snokti6
ok syrgi6;
ekki tyr y6r nu at tauta e6a tutla hann
Sverri or konungdominum.

1.

Lie, loc. cit., pp. 107-110
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This list does not indicate how skilfully these pairs of words are
used to produce the mocking and derisive tone of the speech.

They

are not mere artistic embellishments for the gratification of the
speaker's or the audience's ears, or for the reader; rather, the
speaker is shown employing them here to bring home to the Bergeners
with a haughty condescension their humiliating vulnerability after
Sverrir's defeat of Magnus Erlingsson.

In Sverrir's speeches

too, tautological pairs depend much, for their effect, upon the
novelty of their usage in context, for instance, his use of "flutt

ok stutt" in chapter 38 of the saga.

2

But if the pairs are taken

out of the full context of the speech as Lie has done, none of
these effects is apparent.

Alongside such instances from Sverris Saga which Lie offers as
evidence of spontaneity and sophistication in the speeches in that
saga, he places four examples of tautology from the speech by
Asbjorn of Me6alhus in chapter 15 of Hakonar Saga Go6a in
Heimskringla (Hkr 1, pp. 169-70).

These, Lie observes,

heavy and formal than those in the Sverris Saga sample.

3

are more
This is

accurate as far as it goes, but only further analysis reveals how
Snorri has deliberately put these more conventional tautologies in
the speaker's mouth to suggest that Asbjorn is attempting to increase
the grandeur, dignity, and loftiness of himself and/or his subject,
as if he is reading a charter or proclamation.

1.

A study of direct speech in Romverja Saga, which I undertook in the
early stages of my work for this thesis (but which I have not
included here for reasons of space), did not suggest any influence
from the writing of Lucan or Sallust on speech and dialogue in the
Icelandic historical writings I have considered. Clearly much
work remains to be done in the comparison of Latin and Norse
historians.

2.

See Chapter One, above, p. 37.

3.

Lie, op. cit., p. 110
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The context of the speech makes this plain.

Asbjorn is the

baendr's spokesman at the Frostabing, presenting to King Hakon their
grievances and the demands which must be fulfilled as a condition
of their continued allegiance to the throne.

Their principal

complaint is that Hakon is trying to force them to receive Christianity, while they insist on their religious freedom if they are
to grant him fealty according to the old law.

The tone is firm but

respectful, the points of the argument are logically arranged and
calmly presented.

In the absence of any humour or emotional appeal

there is a grave and fixed sincerity, which, together with the
emphasis of the tautologies, seem appropriate to the tone and
purpose attributed to Asbjorn.

The first point in the speech emphasises the strong tradition
behind the heathen religious practices:

...atruna6i peim, er fe6r varir
hafa haft fyrir oss ok allt
forellri (Hkr. 1, p. 170)

...the faith which our fathers
have held before us and all
our ancestors.

Asbjorn then acknowledges the tradition of the king's lawful privileges,
indicating the baendr's respect for royal power in a pair of words equally
formal and unremarkable:

...ver hofum bik ra6a latit
me6 oss ollum logum ok
landsrett (Hkr. 1, p. 170)

...we have allowed you to
control for us all law and
constitution.
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Other phrases appear to have been carefully chosen and juxtaposed
to indicate that the bctndr's proper respect for Hakon does not
weaken their own sense of independence and confederacy:
Nu er pat vili varr ok sambykki
bondanna. . . (Hkr. 1, p. 170)

Now it is our wish and the
common consensus of the baendr,

even though they are clearly aware of the king's power to try to
force them to submit in all things:
En ef ber vili6 petta mal taka
...at deila afli ok ofriki
vi6 oss... (Hkr. 1, p. 170)

But if you will adopt the plan,
to vie with us in might and
aggression...

In this speech the tautological pairs help portray Asbjorn as a man
of ordinary powers of speech addressing with much common sense a
formal problem in a formal context.

His speech is well ordered and

his diction, though decorous, is not striking; Asbjorn is, after all,
a farmer, and great oratory is not commonly called for in his station
in life.

According to Snorri's portrait, he has acquitted himself well,

The other criticism which can be made is that Lie's analyses,
where he does offer them, are sometimes too superficial.
particularly true of his comparison

This is

between Magnus Erlingsson's

speech to his men before the battle at Nordness in Sverris Saga,
chapter 53, and the Danish Bishop Sigur6r's speech to the bsndr
rebelling against King 6lafr Haraldsson (1030) in the Heimskringla
(Hkr. 2, p. 371-72).

2
Lie has suggested that Bishop Sigur6r's speech

may have been modelled on Magnus', but he does not mention correspond1.

Ibid., p. 117

2.

Ibid., p. 90
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ences between some points of Sigur6r's argument and those made in
Magnus's other speech, before Njorafjor6r, and in Sverrir's battle
speeches.

Lie also fails to observe the personal and negative tone

in Magnus' speech before Nordness and the preponderance of negatives
within it, features contrasting noticeably with the impersonal
and positive tone of Sigur6r's speech.

Detailed analysis has been offered in Chapter One

to demonstrate

that the immediacy and liveliness of the speeches of King Sverrir
himself contribute significantly to the vivid, flattering image of
Sverrir the saga presents.

These features are absent from Bishop

Sigur6r's speech because Snorri uses the speech primarily to present
information rather than to build or enhance the image of the speaker.
Bishop Sigur6r's personality is entirely confined by his speech and
no other dimension is suggested.

He is important only insofar as he

is a figure of authority who might reasonably be expected to make
such a speech.

As such, he is Snorri's dramatic agent, the vessel

of discourse and the means by which the author most economically
reveals "cause" - the reasons why the baendr oppose 6lafr - without
Snorri himself stepping into the narrative to interpret explicitly.
Through this speech, he links up past and present events in a logically
patterned summary, avoiding by means of direct discourse the dustiness
of a factual account.

Thus both intellectual and aesthetic concerns

are satisfied.
1.

See above, pp. 35 ff.
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Because it has this informative function and because it is
Snorri's literary construct, bearing only coincidental resemblance
to any speech that may have been delivered at the time in actual
fact, the speech reveals deliberate structuring and seems premeditated
rather than spontaneous in the mouth of the bishop.

The facts are

presented with gradually increasing vehemence and in an order
carefully calculated to inspire his men.

The argument itself

bears some resemblance to those in some of the battle speeches in
Sverris Saga:
1 First, Bishop Sigur6r builds up the confidence of his
audience by complimenting them on their size and strength:
Her er nu saman komit mikit
fjolmenni, sva at £ bessi
fataskja landi mun eigi kostr
at sja meira her innlenzkan.
(Hkr. 2, p. 371)

Many men are now gathered here,
so vast a number that there will
never be an opportunity to see
a greater native host in this
impoverished land.

For a comparable point in a speech by Sverrir, see Sverris
Saga, p. 50, 11. 30-31, or p> 58. 11. 9-18, or above^
Chapter One , p . b(e,

2 SigurSr is then shown to disarm his men of complacency by
remarking on the necessity of just such a large force as theirs:
Skyldi y6r nu vel i hald koma
bessi styrkr fjolmennis, bvi
at nu er aarin nau6syn til,
ef 6lafr bessi astlar enn eigi
af lata at herja a y6r.
(Hkr. 2, p. 371)

This stroft^mult
stand you in good stead because
there is now sufficient need of
it if this (5lafr still does not
intend to cease warring upon you.

3 Having pointed out the ample means and need for defence,
Sigurdr cites reasons why they should be offended with
(3lafr, just as Sverrir frequently cites grievances against
the enemy in his speeches.^ Sigur6r begins with 6lafr's
offence against whole countries and kings, but his
catalogue moves on to include those against the nobility:
1.

See above, Chapter One, pp. 37 9

414.-45.
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E6a hverr er sa her rikismanna,
er eigi myni honum eiga at
hefna storsaka? (Hkr. 2, p.
372)

Or who here is a powerful
man who has no great wrong>
to avenge upon him?

4 After taking this offensive turn and making them share
its perspective, he enflames them further by stressing the
indignation they should feel at the trespass in their
territory by such prolifigates as make up Olafr's troops:
Nu ferr hann me6 utlendan her.
ok er pat flest markamenn ok
stigamenn e6a a6rir ransmenn.
(Hkr. 2, p. 372)

Now he trespasses with a foreign
host arid that is mostly border
men, highway men, and other
robbers.

Sverrir also insults the enemy troops, often more colloquially, but.
he is also careful to present the enemy as a worthy opponent to
his own forces, regardless of any logical contradiction this
may necessitate. Such a careful psychological balance is
absent from Sigur6r's speech, just as it is absent from
another battle speech by Magnus Erlingsson which Lie does
not mention here, the speech before Norafjor6r.
5 A rhetorical question is now used to sharpen the audience's
sense of (5lafr's menace now that his followers consist of
unprincipled men:
/Etli6 per hann nu munu y6r
linan, er hann ferr me6
petta illpy6i, er hann
ger6i pa slik herverki,
er allir lottu hann, peir
er honum fylg6u? (Hkr. 2,
p. 372)

Do you think he will be soft
toward you now when he travels
with this evil company, when
he committed such atrocities
even when all who followed him
advised against it?

6 Finally, the bishop encourages his men to oppose 6lafr
actively and to treat his followers with utter ruthlessness,
thus ending the address at a pitch of vehemence:
...ok drepa ni6r illpy6i petta
fyrir orn ok ulf...nema per
vili6 heldr draga hrae peira
i holt ok hreysi. (Hkr. 2,
p. 372)

1.

Sv., p. 96, and above, Chapter One, p.

...and slaughter this rabble
for eagles and wolves...unless
you prefer to drag their corpses
into copses and stoney places.

74-76.
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This resembles in its coarseness Asbjorn's remark in
chapter 90 of Sverris Saga,l when he addresses Magnus'
men before Norafj6r6r and reminds them that the task
ahead is scarcely a delicate one:
uvant er at brytia mat firir
hunda e6a rafna.

it does not require care to
cut meat for dogs and ravens,

Clearly the individual points in Bishop Sigur6r's argument
resemble those made in various places in Sverris Saga, and the
Heimskringla speech is not closely modelled on any particular speech,
as Lie suggests.

The bishop's speech differs from those in Sverris

Saga because it is not intended as the vehicle of personality,
nor does the speaker commit himself personally to the threatening
2
battle, as do both Sverrir and Magnus.
The order of points is also Snorri's
own.

The calculated structure, lacking the features of Sverrir's

speeches - irony, colloquialism, and anecdote - which lend immediacy
and spontaneity, exposes its literary nature and its function as a
seemingly objective means of illuminating the background to a
political situation.

These things can not be discerned from Lie's

brief analysis.

Sigur<3ur Nordal's analysis is largely descriptive, showing the
variety of ways Snorri has improved on his sources in instances of
dialogue.

For this purpose Nordal offers three passages from the

Heimskringla and their corresponding source passages:
1.

See Chapter One, above, pp.

73.

2.

See Chapter One, above, pp.

63-69

74-76.
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1 The conversation between St 6lafr and his young halfbrothers. 1
2 The discussion among his enemies of dlafr Tryggvason's
ships at Svold.

3 The comparison of Sigur6r Jorsalafari and his brother
Eysteinn.
Other passages have therefore been selected for close analysis in this
chapter.

In his discussion, Nordal often points to the seamlessness of
the narrative as a mark of Snorri's pervasive control, even when he
has clearly drawn his material from several places. 4

Nordal also

remarks the connections between the individual kings' sagas

in the
c

collection and suggests that the work was conceived as a whole:

Snorri er ekki a6 skrifa sundurlausar aefisogur konunga, heldur
sogu konungsasttar, landssogu i
aef isagnaf ormi.

While Nordal is well aware of the element of deliberate structuring
in the Heimskringla, he appears to consider this structure the reflection
of Snorri's aesthetic purpose only, and not of a reasoned historical
intention, as I suggest in this chapter.
1.

Sigur6ur Nordal, op. cit., pp. 222-24

2.

Ibid., pp. 224-28

3.

Ibid., pp. 228-32

4.

Ibid., pp. 183-84, 204, 194

5.

Ibid., pp. 195, 198

6.

Ibid., p..195
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Halvdan Koht's treatment is brief compared to Nordal's
and he offers almost no close analysis in support of his observations.
But among these is one which he particularly emphasises and which
begins to take the work of Nordal a step further.

I refer to

Koht's awareness of the architecture of the saga, remarked by him several
times in his discussion.

These statements all lead up to Koht's

important recognition of the interdependence between Snorri's
intellectual or historical purpose and his aesthetic practice.
Koht also fully appreciates

2

the subtlety and power with which this

interdependence shapes the reader's response:
He has worked out his historical system with such mental
power and such exquisite art that it has imposed itself
upon all later generations of historians. He has written
the lives of the kings in so masterful a way that you are
immediately convinced of the truth. It needs an effort to
break loose from his grip on you.
Snorri is not only the greatest artist of medieval
historians., he is the magician of history.

This chapter offers a fuller discussion of the relationship
between structural design and style in the Heimskringla,

supported

by close analysis of selected passages which demonstrate deliberation
and control at every level, from the incorporation of single details
to the shaping of the whole work.

The analyses avoid repetition of

existing scholarship and compare Snorri closely with his sources only
when it illuminates his purpose behind his own design.

For this,

comparison has been restricted to parallel passages from Morkinskinna,
Fagrskinna, and the Legendary Saga of St Olafr.
1.

Koht, op. cit., pp. 105, 107, 108, 111, 115.

2.

Ibid., pp. 117-18.
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II

The rationalisation of myth: Ynglinga Saga

Gustav Storm has said

that Fagrskinna more than any other

of Snorri's sources served him as a model and that the most
striking feature of Fagrskinna is its pure rationalism,

2 omitting

legendary and seemingly detached passages about trolls or miracles,
except in connection with St 6la.fr.

Snorri's rationalism is not so

pure, for he has not forsworn legendary material entirely.

He does,

however, attempt to account for it logically and associates it
as far as possible with saga figures, later events, and in some
cases dramatic contexts.

Sometimes he uses legendary material itself,

in the form of curses and prophecies, to establish connections
between separate parts of the Heimskringla.

This practice softens

authorial intrusion and maintains a continuous narrative flow so
that the account of events does not seem contrived.

The rational approach to legend is nowhere more evident than in
Ynglinga Saga, in which Snorri treats the mythological origins of
the Norwegian royal line and the traditional series of rulers
until c. 870 A.D., frequently interpreting traditional and
rather sparse information for his contemporary Christian readers.
Especially in the very early chapters of Ynglinga, Snorri explains
why various figures such as 6 6inn, Njor6r, Freyr, and Freyja, became
1.

Gustav Storm, Snorre Sturlassons Historieskrivning (Copenhagen,
1873) p. 45

2.

Ibid., p. 47
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deified by pagans.

For instance, according to Snorri, 66inn was

a very great warrior who was never defeated in battle, so that
his men came to believe that he had supernatural powers of protection
which he was able to share with them:
ok sva kom, at hans menn
tru6u pvi, at hann aetti
heimilan sigr i hverri
orrostu. £at var hattr
hans, ef hann sendi menn
sina til orrostu e6a
a6rar sendifarar, at hann
Iag6i a6r hendr i hofu6 peim
ok gaf peim bjannak. Tru6u
peir, at pa myndi vel farask.
Sva var ok um hans menn,
hvar sem peir ur6u i nau6um
staddir a sja e6a a landi
pa kollu6u peir a nafn
hans, ok potti jafnan fa
af pvi fro. l>ar pottusk
peir eiga alt traust, er
hann var (Hkr. 1, p.11).

and so it happened, that
his men belived that he had
the right to victory in every
battle. It was his practice,
if he sent his men to battle
or on other expeditions, that
he first laid his hand on their
heads and gave them a blessing;
they believed that it would then
go well. It was also the habit
of his men, when they were in a
dangerous situation on sea or
land, that they called on his name,
and seemed always to get relief
from it; they thought that they
had complete protection where
he was.

After this explanation, the modern reader is inclined to take
the subsequent accounts of d6inn's other weird powers, such as his
shape-changing, with the proverbial grain of salt.

Snorri would seem

to intend this to some extent, though many original readers would
no doubt have been less sceptical of supernatural powers and events
than we are.

Other explanatory details which help to set the traditional
stories on a more rational footing cover a wide range of subject
matter.

Snorri notes, for instance, when and how the title of king

came to be applied to the Ynglingar and how Denmark got its name:
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Mo6ir Dyggva var Drott, dottir
Danps konungs, sonar Rigs, er
fyrstr var konungr kalla6r a
danska tungu. Hans attmenn
hof6u avallt si6an konungsnafn
fyrir it szta tignarnafn.
Dyggvi var fyrst konungr
kallaor sinna cettmanna,
... Drott drottning
var systir Dans konungs ins
mikillata, er Danmork er vi6
kend. (Hkr. 1, pp. 34-35)

i's mother was Drott,
the daughter of King Danpr,
son of Rigr, who was the first
called king in the Danish tongue.
His descendants have ever since
considered the name of king the
title of highest dignity. Dyggvi
was the first of his family called
king... Queen Drott was a sister of
King Danr the grand, from whom
Denmark takes its name.

Snorri also explains, by tracing its development, how an ill-treated
slave instigates an uprising against one king and manages to secure
the throne for a short period (Hkr. 1, pp. 50-51).

In this example

it is important that Snorri does not make or imply any moral
judgment upon serf or king, that neither figure is individualised,
and that events seem to carry the figures in their sweep with utter
disregard for their inner natures.

This treatment keeps the

audience at a distance from events as if there is no present moral
consequence, and so emphasises the pastness of the incidents.

A

subsequent dispute between the Norwegian king's son and King Fro6i
of Denmark is similarly traced in cause and effect in chapter 27 (Hkr.
1, pp. 53-54).

Other explanations in Ynglinga Saga range from the

origin of a military alliance through a marriage (Hkr. 1, pp. 67-68),
to the origin of a specific nickname (Hkr. 1, p. 54).

The historical

accuracy of these explanations is not important; they are significant in
that they make plain Snorri's desire to rationalise, to show reason
and cause.
1.

This is in complete contrast to the treatment of inner nature
in Njals Saga and Jslendinga Saga. See below, Chapter Five, pp.359 ff
and Chapter Six, pp. 445 ff.
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In Ynglinga Saga there is no single figure on which to focus
the narrative as there are in the individual kings' sagas which
follow, nor is there sufficient material on which to base dialogue
and drama, features so important to the coherence of the
later sections of Heimskringla (see below, pp.186 ff

).

Snorri

nevertheless connects Ynglinga Saga with the rest of the Heimskringla
and informs the shape of the entire work by means of a prophecy
included in chapter 14, when the witch Huld curses the Ynglingar
with everlasting strife within their family:
i>a sag6i Hul6 volva beim, at
hon mundi sva si6a ok bat me6,
at asttvig skuldu avallt vera
£ astt beira Ynglinga si6an.
(Hkr. 1, p. 31)

Then the sorceress Hul6 said
to them that she would so do magic
and with that result that a
murderer of his own family
should always be in the family
of the Ynglingar ever after.

The remainder of Heimskringla can be seen, on a very simple level,
as the fulfilment of this curse.

Snorri also records prophecies and

curses which work themselves out withfrYnglinga Saga (see, for
example, Hkr. 1, chapters 19 and 38).
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III

Dramatic passages reflect Snorri's aesthetic and intellectual
concerns

Dramatic passages reveal that Snorri's literary concerns take
precedence over historical accuracy

A

In at least one place in Heimskringla, it is evident that for
the sake of aesthetic concerns - to enhance the dramatic effect of
an account and to give it added significance - Snorri has operated
unashamedly on his sources without any apparent concern that he
may be misrepresenting history.

The passage in question contains the motif of the breaking of
a skilled archer's bow in battle.

In Snorri's known sources the

motif occurs in the Legendary Saga of St Olafr.

Here, the bow-

breaking incident occurs in the account of St 6lafr's victorious
sea battle against Jarl Sveinn in 1015 at Nesjar, off the western
shore of the Oslo fjord.

Here the bowman is Einarr E>ambarskelfir,

a landed man of noble birth who captains one of Jarl Sveinn's ships.
When Einarr realises that the battle is lost, he urges Sveinn to
flee, but before departing himself, he tries to turn the course
of events by attempting to kill St dlafr.

This is where the bow

enters, and, in brief, these are the elements of the motif in this
context:

1.

Clafs Saga Hins Helga, ed. 0. A. JoUsen (Christiania, 1922)
is a diplomatic edition of the Legendary Saga, an anonymous
work from the early thirteenth century extant in a manuscript
(DG II, 4°) housed in the university library at Uppsala.
JoJUsen's edition is herein abbreviated as Leg.
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1 Einarr strings one arrow and shoots it into the gunwhale
directly in front of King Clafr:
/Einar...tok til boga sins.
Oc Iag6e or a string oc skaut
i skip Olafs oc laust i bor6et
firir konungenn. (Leg., p. 25)

2

Einarr...took to his bow.
He set an arrow to the string
and shot into Olafr's ship and
struck the ship's side in
front of the king.

The arrow becomes embedded in the gunwhale:

Oc sva hart at oren socc i
bor6eno.

...and so hard that the
arrow sank into the ship's
side.

3 The second arrow he shoots straight at 6lafr as he
stands on the poop deck. A man with a shield throws
himself in the arrow's path, but its flight is so swift
that the arrow passes through the shield and the man and
strikes the gunwhale next to the king:
Si6an skaut aeinar annare or
I lyptingena til Olafs oc
liop maSr firir me6 skilldi.
Oc skaut hann igiagnum bae6e
skiolldenn oc mannenn oc
nasti hann ut vi6 bor6et hia
konungenom.

Then Einarr shot a second
arrow at the poop deck at
6lafr and a man ran in
front with a shield. And he
shot through both the shield
and the man...out into the
ship's side next to the king,

4 6lafr is disconcerted and orders the enemy archer to be
shot at:
f>a maelti Olafr. asigi man
ek bi6ia pri6ia. skoz bessa
mannz. Oc vist skilldi
nokcor ma6r liosta bogann
firir hanum.

Then said 6lafr: "I will not
wait for a third shot from
this man.' And certainly some
man should strike the bow from
him."

5 As Einarr sets an arrow to his bow for the third time,
he seems to see two bowmen aiming at him from Olafr's ships.
Then, as he draws, his bow snaps in his hands:
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/Einarr Iag6e bri6ia sinni
or a strceng oKa2tla6ezc
aeigi ba missa konungsens.
ba br£g6r bvi vi6 at hanum
synazc ii men til at skiota.
En er hann dro bogann ba brast
i sundr i tvau firir hanum.
Oc vissi aeigi hvi saette.

Einarr set a third time an
arrow to his string and
intended not to miss the
king. Then it happened that
it appeared to him that two
men shot at him. l And when he
drew the bow then it.broke
apart in two before him. And
he did not know why.

6 Jarl Sveinn asks what has happened and Einarr replies with
one of his most memorable remarks:
ba masllte Jarlenn. hvat er
nu /Einar e6a brast boge binn.
/Einar svarar aeigi brast boge
haelldr allr noregr or hendi ber.

Then the Jarl said: "What
now, Einarr? Or did your
bow break?" Einarr answers:
"Afre bow didn't break, but
rather all Norway out of your
hands."

7 Convinced that the battle is over, Einarr sets sail and
departs with Jarl Sveinn in tow against his will:
pa maelte /Einar vi.6 sina menn
at beir skilldu drega upp
segl a skipi hans. Si6an er
pat var gort. pa laeypti
asinar Akcaari i skip
Jarlsens. oc sigldi me6 hanum
nau6gum or bardaganum.

Then Einarr told his men
to set up sail on his ship.
When that was done, Einarr
flung the anchor into the
jarl's ship and sailed with
him by force from the battle

When Snorri wrote his saga of St (5lafr in about 1230 and when,
in about 1235, he incorporated it into his Heimskringla, he did
not include the bow-breaking motif in his version of the Nesjar
Battle.

Yet he clearly knew the Legendary Saga account, for he

has boldly lifted the motif from its original context and relocated it
5n the Heimskringla saga of King 6lafr Tryggvason.
1.

In the account

This is no doubt a hagiographical detail suggesting intervention
by a divine being in the form of the second archer shooting at
Einarr in order to save St dlafr's life. It may, however, be
interpreted more prosaically that two of dlafr's archers attempted
to answer his command at the same time.
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of that king's last battle (1000), Einarr Pambarskelfir is a
young man (Hkr. 1, p. 346), fighting on the king's side.

He uses

his bow much as he does in the Legendary Saga, but there are
significant differences in Snorri's version.

He has adjusted the

motif by replacing some details with others to restrict the focus
more narrowly to Einarr and his target, and he has avoided the
more casual pace of the Legendary Saga version by introducing
more subordinate clauses and more pithy dialogue.

In the Heimskringla account, Einarr's target is Jarl Eirikr,
a Norwegian allied in this battle with the kings of Denmark and Sweden
in their attempt to overthrow (5lafr.

Snorri omits the leisurely

preliminaries - taking the arrow, drawing the bow.

Only the verb

connects Einarr with his target, and because Snorri leaves the
word for arrow implicit, the action seems to become the instrument of
action, as if the flight of the arrow is so swift that no one actually
sees it until it strikes:
Einarr skaut at Eiriki jarli
ok laust i styrishnakkann
fyrir ofan hofu6 jarli ok
gekk allt upp a reyrbondin.
(Hkr. 1, p. 362)

Einarr shot at Jarl Eirikr
and struck into the rudder
neck above the jarl's head
and went in right up to the
wire that binds the arrowhead to the shaft.

The jarl scarcely has time to glance at the missile and question
its origin when a second one whizzes between his arm and torso,
striking a plank and protruding on the other side.

This detail replaces

the less realistic Legendary Saga version of the second arrow, in which
our attention is distracted from (3lafr to the shield-bearer.
Heimskringla, the focus is held to Eirikr:

In the
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Jarl leit til ok spur6i, ef
peir vissi, hverr par skaut,
en jafnskjott kom onnur or,
sva naer jarli, at flaug milli
si6unnarr ok handarinnar ok
sva aptr i hof6afjolina, at
langt sto6 ut broddrinn.
(Hkr. 1, p. 362)

The jarl looked round and asked
if they knew who shot there, but
just as swiftly came another
arrow, so near the jarl that it
flew between his side and his
arm and back into the headboard
so that the shaft stood a long
way out (the other side).

Eirikr, like dlafr, commands that the bowman be shot, but in the
Heimskringla the order is directed at a specific individual, Finnr,
rather than an anonymous group of by-standing warriors.

Again,

Snorri controls our attention strictly:
maelti jarl vi6 bann mann
er sumir nefna Finn, en
sumir segja, at hann vasri
finnskr - sa var inn mesti
bogma6r -: "Skjottu mann
bann inn mikla i krapparuminu." (Hkr. 1, p. 362)

Then said the jarl to that man
whom some name Finnr, but some
say he was a Finn - who was one
of the most skilled of archers "Shoot that man, the tall one
on the third deck."

In the Legendary Saga it is deliberately left mysterious why the bow
breaks, but in Heimskringla the details are explicit and there is
no room for speculation.

The pace of the action is thus maintained:

Finnr skaut, ok kom orin a
boga Einars mi6jan i pvi
bili, en Einarr dro it
pri6ja sinn bogann. Brast
pa boginn i tva hluti.
(Hkr. 1, p. 362)

Finnr shot, and the arrow hit
Einarr's bow in the middle at
the very moment when Einarr
drew the bow the third time.
The bow then broke in two
parts.

Now the fated (5lafr enters the action:
Pa maelti 6lafr konungr:
"Hvat brast bar sva hatt?"
(Hkr. 1, pp. 362-363)
1.

Then said King Clafr: "What
broke there so loudly?"

Snorri here adjusts the hagiography of the Legendary Saga, replacing
the suggestion of divine intervention with the human figure of the
Finn, often associated in sagas with pagan magic. He thus retains
the supernatural element, but in a more controlled fashion.
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Snorri has reduced the casual reply attributed to Einarr in the
Legendary Saga version, making it more pithy and emphatic and more
appropriate to the context - men scarcely have time for much talk
in the midst of battle:
Einarr svarar: "Noregr or
hendi ber, konungr."
(Hkr. 1, p. 363)

Einarr answers: "Norway out
of your hands, king."

dlafr brushes aside the omen and encourages Einarr to try again, using
the king's bow.

But the bow is too slack for Einarr; in drawing it

taut he pulls the head of the arrow behind the wooden arch of the bow,
rendering both speed and precision impossible:
Einarr tok bogann ok dro
begar fyrir odd orvarinnar
ok maslti: "Of veykr, of veykr
allvalds bogi."
(Hkr. 1, p. 363)

Einarr took the bow and drew
it over the head of the arrow
and said: "Too weak, too weak,
the sovereign's bow."

Casting back the bow, he takes up weapons for hand to hand combat.

It

seems the enemy have boarded dlafr's ship:
ok kasta6i aptr boganum, tok
ba skjold sinn ok sver6 ok
bar6isk. (Hkr. 1, p. 363)

and cast back the bow, took
then his shield and sword
and fought hand to hand.

This element of hand-to-hand combat also appears in a version of
the bow-breaking motif in chapter 55 of Sverris Saga.

Here Sverrir

is engaged in a sea battle against King Magnus Erlingsson, Sverrir's
last obstacle to sole reign over Norway.
is the archer Hallvar6r gasla.

His aim seems less accurate than usual

He shoots three arrows at Magnus'
living mark:

On board Sverrir's ship

ship, but all go wide of any
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Hallvar6r gala...scaut
urn daginn auru til skips
Magnus konungs. oc flaug
firir ofan scipit. pa
scaut hann annarri i bor6
ni6r. oc hinni bri6io
undir kiolinn.
(Sv., pp. 60-61, 11. 36-1)

Hallvar6r g£ela...shot during
the day an arrow at King Magnus'
ship. And it flew above the ship.
Then he shot another into the side
low down. And a third under the
keel.

There follows a brief exchange, between Hallvar6r and an unnamed man> in
which Hallvar6r is criticised for shooting better for prizes at
contests.

Goaded by the man's taunts, Hallvar6r hits his target

every time with his next twelve arrows.

Hallvar6r then breaks his

bow by stepping on it:
Oc er pessi tylpt var uppi.
pa Iag6i hann bogann undir
fot ser oc braut i sundr.

And when the twelfth was used,
then he put his bow beneath
his foot and broke it apart.

King Sverrir now appears and questions this behaviour.

His words

differ from both Jarl Sveinn's and King (3lafr Tryggvason's:
pa maelti konungr. hvi for-pu
nu sva me6 boganum. Enn er os
hin sama Ii6s-barf sem fyrr.

Then said the king: "Why
are you doing that to the
bow? We still have the same
need of help as before."

Hallvar6r replies in self-defence, promising to fight on and acting
on his promise at once:
Hallvar6r svarar. Leyst hefi
ec nu hendr minar me6 scotum
oc enn seal ec veria rum mitt
sem einn-hverr annarra. toe pa
sverp oc sciolld oc gecc ut
a bor6it oc bar6iz nu allra
bezt.

Hallvar6r answers: "I have
done my duty with shooting
and now I will defend my post
as every other man." He took
then sword and shield and went
forward to the side of the
ship and fought now hand to hand
as the best of all men.
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These separate saga passages show that the motif had v;ide
currency among saga writers, although each writer was free to select
from possible elements the combination of his choice.

Clearly Snorri's

selection and his placing of the motif were governed by concerns
primarily literary rather than historical.

Like the Legendary Saga

writer, Snorri uses the motif to give a crescendo to the fighting.
But the different context in which Snorri sets the motif and his alteration
and paring away of unexciting elements in the Leg. version, give that
crescendo more force in the Heimskringla.

B

Snorri reworks source material to produce more precise and coherent
dramatic passages

Snorri's dramatic passages often reveal deliberate adaptations
of source material to produce more coherent and precise accounts less
susceptible to accusations of ambiguity.

A representative passage

is Snorri's version of the events surrounding Magnus 6lafsson's battle
with the Wends in 1043, told in Magnuss saga go6a in the Heimskringla
(Hkr. 3, pp. M-2 ff).

I have chosen to compare it with the Fagrskinna 2

version (Fsk. pp. 209-11) with which it corresponds more closely, but
I have noted details shared with Morkinskinna 3

(Msk. pp. 42-4M-) in

the course of the discussion.
1.

There is nothing comparable to Snoz-ri's adaptation in either of Sturla
i>6r6arson's works, Hakonar Saga and Islendinga Saga. While Sturla
clearly did not have the literary sources for these contemporary
works such as Snorri had for the Heimskringla, he nevertheless does
not seem to manipulate facts purely for the sake of dramatic intensity,

2.

Fagrskinna, ed. Finnur Jonsson (Copenhagen, 1902-03),

3.

Morkinskinna, ed. Finnur Jonsson (Copenhagen, 1931), abbreviated Msk.

abbreviated Fsk
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Hallvard Lie

has noted that Snorri is explicit and specific about

the time at which Magnus' dream of St 6lafr takes place - En er komit
var at degi (p. 43)j

And when it was daybreak - while Fsk. leaves

the reader to infer this from the fact that Magnus gets up and
rouses his troops immediately after the dream (Fsk. p. 210).

Lie

offers this as an instance of Snorri's use of temporal detail to set
the scene for a dialogue sequence.

This is an important observation,

but it leaves unexamined Snorri's extensive and masterful reshaping
of the source material.

His account of the battle preparations is

less prolix than Fsk.'s in many respects, showing very subtle
alterations:
1

Snorri makes clear exactly when Magnus is joined by

Duke 0*tto of Brunswick, that is, after the Danes have
gathered out of Jutland, but before they meet Magnus:
...ok drosk honum bratt herr urn
allt Jotland. £>a kom til hans
6tta hertogi af Saxlandi or
Brunsvik (Hkr. 3, p. 41)

...and an army gathered to him
quickly from all over Jutland.
Then Duke Otto of Saxland from
Brunswick came to him.

6tto's advice to Magnus to fight the Wends appears more
informed than it does in Fsk., where he seems to arrive
at some unspecified time after the Danes have met Magnus:
Eann tima com til hans magr
hans Otte... (Fsk. pp. 209-10)

1.

At that time his in-law Otto
came to him...

Lie, op. cit., p. 18:.".., Snorre gjennem klare, eksakte, tidsangivelser
formar a gi en plajtisk backgrunn for sine dialogiske optrin."
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Snorri is more specific about the nature of Magnus'

2

relationship to (3tto.

Where Fsk. calls him "magr nans",

Snorri writes:

Hann atti pa Olfhildi, dottur (5laf s
konungs ins helga, systur Magnuss
konungs (Hkr. 3, p. 41)

He was then married to
Olfhilda, daughter of
King Olafr the saint,
sister of King Magnus.

This relationship and its origins, as well as the episode
in which Magnus sister incites (3tto to join her brother,
are recorded at great length in Msk. (pp. 38-42).

3

Snorri makes the Danes ask for Magnus' help with

a Christian emphasis:

Danahof6ingjar eggju6u Magnus
konung at fara i moti Vin6aherinum og lata eigi hei6it
folk ganga par yfir land ok
ey6a...(Hkr. 3, p. 41)

The Danish leaders urged Magnus
to attack the Wendish host and
not allow heathen people to
march over the land and devastate
it.

Yet in the Fsk. version, the Danes resent Magnus' call to join
the levy against the Wends when they learn how huge the Wend's
force is (so also Msk. pp. 38, 42):

Var pa illr kurr'i Danurn ok
sag6u at konongr villdi coma
bairn i ofasro (Fsk. p. 209)

4

There was then a discontented
grumbling among the Danes and
<Aj«v*4
.
. j . , , . ,
°,
would
that the ,king
said
they
bring them into an impossible
situation.

In the Heimskringla, Magnus' response to the Christian

request is recorded in the same sentence and thus appears
to be automatic:
...ok var bat ra6 tekit, at
konungr snyr her sinum su6r
a Iei6 til Hei6abyjar (Hkr.
P-

...and that plan was adopted
that the king turned his army
south on the way to Heidabas.
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The author of Fsk., however, indicates that Magnus had
first to quell his troops, who refuse to assist the
previously treacherous Danes, by delivering a speech in
which he argues that Christian people must be defended
against heathen attack.

This makes Magnus appear very

righteous, but in the briefer Heimskringla version he is
more decisive, with unquestionable control over his men.

5

Snorri gives the location of the battle immediately before

the disquieting news of the vastness of the Wends' army (a
disquiet directly answered by the dream), whereas in Fsk.
Magnus' precise location is only mentioned just before
the dream scene itself:
lago paeir Magnus konongr undir
skiolldum sinum a Lyrskogshei6i.
pvi at par var pa h«rs von.
oc sofna6i Magnus konongr
(Fsk. p. 210)

6

The next night King Magnus
and his men lay under their
shields on Hlyrskogshei6r, because
the army was expected there. And
King Magnus slept.

Snorri dramatises the information that Magnus is out-

numbered.

He does not report it as mere fact, as Fsk.

does, but rather as news which Magnus receives on arrival
at the heath.

Though the bearer of the news is not

mentioned, Snorri's handling of the information suggests
an underlying exchange between the king and the messenger:
...pa kom honum njosn af her
Vin6a (Hkr. 3, p. 41)

then news of the Wendish army
came to him.
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The bearer is implied in the word 'njosn',

leading the

reader to imagine him giving his report in the words
Snorri uses in the narrative:
ok bat me6, at beir hof6u
sva mikinn her, at engi fekk
talt ok Magnus konungr haf6i
engan hlut vi6 fjolmennis ok
honum vasri sa einn til at
flyja undan (Hkr. 3, pp. 41-42)

and also, that they had so great
an army that no one could determine
their number and King Magnus had
no ^hance ^gains^^uch an
whelming hoat and it was his only
alternative to flee.

In this Snorri seems to follow Msk.'s version:
]pa var honum sogd her saga ath
Vindaherr gior6izt aa hendr
honum (Msk. p. 38)

7

Snorri makes Magnus seem noble in his decision not to

flee.

In Fsk., Magnus is not yet near the enemy when he

receives the news of the outnumbering and he can therefore
consider and debate his course of action at his leisure.
But in Snorri's version, Magnus must act quickly: without
hesitation he refuses to flee, but only on the condition,
pragmatically added, that his men think there is some chance
of victory.

Notice that in the Msk. version he pledges

himself more rashly: "en konungr vill bo fyrir ongvan mun
flyja" (Msk., p. 38).

Certainly in Heimskringla Magnus' men appear reluctant
and reasonably so, being outnumbered, but there is no
indication, as in Fsk.,
of their assistance:

that they consider the Danes unworthy
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...en flestir lottu, ok sog6u
allir eitt, at Vin6r hof6u
oflyjanda her (Hkr. 3, p. 42)

...but most objected and they
said with one accord that the
Wends had an overwhelming host

(5tto, however, as in Fsk. , supports Magnus' desire to defend
the Christians:
rtv^'-"

en (5tta hertogi fysti heldr
at berjask (Hkr. 3, p. 42)

But Duke (5tto was rather.''eager
to do battle.

Here Snorri tones down the religiosity of his source by
omitting Magnus' speech in reply to these opinions, as given
in Fsk.

Instead, Snorri makes Magnus' decision clear in

his order that the troops sleep in their armour:
...ok let alia manna herklae6ask
ok lagu peir uti urn nottina
undir skjoldum sinum, pvi at
peim var sagt, at herr Vin6a
var kominn nasr peim (Hkr. 3,
p. 42).

8

...and he had all men arm
themselves and they lay out
during the night under their
shields because they had been
told that the Wendish army was
already close to them.

Snorri's phrase "pvi at peim var sagt' 1 suggests a further

exchange between the king and his spies.

The phrase binds the

fact of the enemy approach to the sequence of action and,
by discreetly offering the reader an opportunity to imagine
the exchange, lends to mere fact an immediacy entirely
absent from the Fsk. wording of the same information:
pvi at par var pa h^ers
von (Fsk., p. 210)

because the army was then
expected.
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Snorri's alteration is an example, though slight, of one
of his most powerful stylistic practices, that is, wherever
possible to associate facts with persons and dramatic contexts,

9

In addition to the Fsk. portrait, but in accord with the

more honourable and pragmatic public image of Magnus he is
projecting, Snorri gives a glimpse of Magnus' inner feelings,
After he has arranged his men for the night, the king turns
to his own troubled thoughts:
Ok var konungr allhugsjukr
(Hkr. 3, p. 42).

And the king was very
troubled in his mind.

Snorri appears to have borrowed the adjective from Msk.
(pp. 38 and 42) but he uses it differently, making clear
that Magnus is worried less about possible danger and
death for himself than the likelihood, which his pragmatism
forces him to acknowledge, that he may have to lead a retreat
for the first time in his life:
J>6tti honum illt, ef hann
skyldi flyja ver6a, pvi at
hann haf6i pat aldri reynt.
(Hkr. 3, p. 42).

He considered it unfortunate
if he should have to flee,
because he had never before
experienced that.

This reveals Magnus' sense of responsibility as a leader as well
as his pride in an unsmirched record.

Snorri balances this

with evidence of Magnus' religious faith by recording the
king's sleeplessness in the early part of the night in which
he chants prayers.

Fsk. ("oc sofna6e Magnus konungr" p. 210)

and Msk. ("lagdizth konungr nidr ok sofnar bratt" p. 42)
both say that Magnus actually slept all during the night and
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because of that sleep the Magnus of Fsk. and Msk. seems
to the reader perhaps a little naive and insensitive,
wrapped in a false security.

In contrast, Snorri's

Magnus displays both conscientiousness and an authentic
apprehension of the impending battle.

In introducing the dream itself, Snorri does not commit himself
personally to the miracle.

When the king at last falls asleep, he

dreams:
...pa sofna6i konungr ok
dreymdi, at hann sa inn
helga <5laf (Hkr. 3, p. 43)

...then the king slept and
dreamed that he saw the
holy King Clafr.

Yet in the Fsk. version the vision is presented as a fact; (3lafr
actually appeared:
oc sofnaSe Magnus konongr, oc
vitradezk hanum 6lafr inn
h£lgi (Fsk., p. 210)

and King Magnus slept and
Olafr the holy appeared
to him.

It is never Snorri's practice to commit himself so plainly.

In the Heimskringla

version of the dream itself, 6lafr first

asks Magnus if he is troubled, though the question is clearly
rhetorical.

It acts as gentle criticism of Magnus for succumbing

to the worry he evidently suffers:
1.

Sigurdur Nordal, op. cit., p. 189, remarks that Snorri prefers
dreams to visions, probably because they are not so emphatically
religious and do not necessarily require the personal commitment
either of author or of reader*
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"Ertu nu mjok hugsjukr ok
ottafullr, er Vin6r fara
moti ber me6 her mikinn?"
(Hkr. 3, p. 43)

Are you now very troubled
and fearful when the Wends
come against you with a
great army?

The word "hugsjukr" was used earlier to describe the young king's
troubled mind ("var konungr allhugsukir").

This repetition

connects the dream with the earlier sleepless worry, and may be
intended to suggest that the one springs out of the other, the
product of fatigue.

No such repetition occurs in Msk.

Snorri's (5lafr makes a direct reference to the overwhelming
size of the enemy host, but encourages Magnus not to lose heart:
"Ekki skaltu hrae6ask hei6ingja,
bott beir se margir saman."
(Hkr. 3, p. 43)

You shall not fear heathens,
though they are many together.

In Fsk., however, Clafr tells Magnus his own troops are sufficient,
even though we have been told the heathens outnumber his force very
greatly, by forty to one before Otto joins them:
"(ffi)rit lid haefir bu at
beriast vi6 hei6na menn."
(Fsk., p. 210)
1.

"You have sufficient troops
to fight against heathen
men.

The combination "hugsjukr ok ottafullr" is extremely rare. The
other occurence of which I am aware is in Oddr Snorrason, (5lafs
Saga Tryggvasonar ed. Finnur Jonsson (Copenhagen, 1932) in the
passage reporting the Norwegian reaction to (5lafr's death: "oc
eru nu miok hugsiukr oc ottafullir" (p. 259). But Snorri's
6lafs Saga Tryggvasonar does not use the phrase in that place.
Perhaps he had edited it out but stored it away in the back
of his mind, only to bring it forward here in Magnuss Saga
Go6a in connection with 6lafr inn helgi.
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The Msk. version is almost identical (Msk., p. 42).

In both Msk.

and Fsk. Clafr means that Magnus has enough men because he also
has 6lafr's

support, and it seems from the wording that 6lafr

intends to take up arms like any soldier:
EC man coma at beriast me6
ber (Fsk. p. 210)

I will come to fight alongside you.

Snorri however, has dlafr suggest for himself a role of guardian angel,
' Magnus in battle and protecting him and his interests:
"Ek mun fylgja ber i orrostu
bessi." (Hkr. 3, p. 43).

I will felloV you in this
battle.

In both versions, Clafr tells Magnus to go to battle when he hears
6lafr's trumpet (ludr).

In the narrative following the dream, Snorri's alterations make
his account tighter in structure, quicker in action, and the events
more significant and absorbing because the meaning is left implicit.
Fsk. does not reflect these qualities.

There the narrative after

the dream begins with these words:
ba vakna5e konongrenn oc
sag6e draum sinn ollum
hasr sinum (Fsk., p. 210).

then the king awoke and told
his dream to the whole army.

There follows an excerpt from Magnus' exact words, using the same
vocabulary for fighting as (5lafr did in the dream:
oc mego ber bat til sannz
vita at hinn hselgi Olafr
konongr man beriast me6
oss. (Fsk., p. 210)

and you may know it for a
truth that the holy King
(5lafr will fight alongside
us,
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A space of time then elapses blankly between Magnus' speech and the
1
next recorded incident, as is indicated by the phrase "litlu si6ar".
This leaves the reader to wonder what happened in this interval
and to conjure up a lugubrious picture of the men standing about
waiting for a miracle.

This occurs when they hear the bell,

believed by the Norwegians to be the bell, G166, ringing far away
in Ni6aros:

haeyr6u baeir aller upp i
loptet sem klukku ring6i. oc
bottozk aller Nor6menn kenna
Iio6et at Glo6 ring6i nor6r i
Nidarose (Fsk., p. 210).

they all heard in the air that a
bell rang and all the Norwegians
thought they recognised from the
chime that G166 rang north in
Ni6aros.

Their response is stated explicitly:
Nu hugga6ust aller vi6 bessa
iartegn. sva at engi raeddez
hvart er foro fyrir bceim
marger e6a *^* (Fsk., pp.
210-211)

Now all were comforted at this
miracle, so that no one was afraid,
whether many opposed them or few.

Snorri begins his version of events after the dream by subordinating
the first clause of FsK's initial flat compound statement, and thereby
establishing a more fluid sequence and natural sense of the passage
of time:

En er konungr vakna6i, ba
segir hann draum sinn (Hkr.
3, p. 43).
1.

And when the king awoke, then
he told his dream.

This is not a feature of the Msk. account where the miracle
occurs at once. (Msk. p. 4-3)
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The economy of the last part of the sentence contrasts noticeably with
Fsk.

Since no audience is specified, the reader can assume a general

telling, and since the contents of the dream have just been given, there
is no need to repeat or even summarise them, as in Fsk.

At this point

Snorri adds a small detail which precisely identifies the time of the

dream telling:
Tok pa at lysa af degi (Hkr.
3, p. 43).

Then day began to break.

From this it is evident that the bell is heard in the brief and
magical time of twilight:
Pa heyr6i allt folk i lopt
upp klukkuhljo6, ok kenndu
Magnuss konungs menn, peir
er verit hof6u i Ni6arosi,
at sva potti sem G166 vasri
hringt. (Hkr. 3, p. 43)

Then all the people heard in
the air above them a bell chime,
and King Magnus 1 men, those who
had been in Ni6aros, recognised
it and thought that G166
ringing-,

Notice the clause underscored which is additional to Fsk.

It

functions to explain why some of the men recognised the peal - they
had heard it before.

Snorri thus implies that for the rest of the

troops, all the Danes, any Norwegians who had never been to Nidaros,
and (5tto's men, the peal was merely a peal, any peal, while for a
select group it had a truly miraculous identity.

For, as the next

sentence informs the reader, it belonged to a bell peculiarly
connected with St (5lafr himself:
klukku haf6i 6lafr konungr
gefit til Clemenskirkju i
Kaupangi (Hkr. 3, p. 43).

That bell King 6lafr had
given to the church of
St Clement in Ni6aros.
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This might be thought an instance of authorial condescension to the
reader, and a just criticism if the reader is Norwegian.

But it

must be remembered that Snorri is writing with Icelanders in mind,
many, if not most of whom would not have known this fact about the
saint's gift to St Clement's Church.

The information therefore

explains, without being too explicit, why the peal fulfilled
the promise of the dream that the men would hear Olafr's "Iu6r" , or
war trumpet.

Snorri omits, however, the passage in Fsk. which

describes the troops' reaction, that their spirits were cheered by
the miracle.

(A similar statement occurs in Msk., p. 43). Snorri

gives sufficient information to convey the precise grounds of belief and then
moves at once into the account of the battle itself, indicating by the
men's very readiness to fight that their faith has overcome all previous
fears and hesitation:
Hljop pa upp allr konungsherinn ok stefndi i moti
hei6ingjum (Hkr. 3, p. M-3)

The beginning of the battle account in Heimskringla further affirms
their belief and refers punctiliously back to the dream promise as
the Fsk. version does not.

There, the battle appears to begin

when the Wend's attack:
i n«st sa baeir oc hvar
Vin6a haer for (Fsk. p. 211).

They also saw at once where
the Wendish host approached.

But in Heimskringla it is Magnus who initiates the encounter by calling
for the war trumpet :
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E>a sto6 upp Magnus konungr
ok kalla6i, at blasa skyldi
herblastr. (Hkr. 3, p. 43).

Then King Magnus stood up and
called for the war blast to
be sounded.

This fulfils dlafr's request in the dream vision:

Ra6i6 ber ba til bardaga...
er ber heyri6 Iu6r minn.
(Hkr. 3, p. 43)

Order the battle to begin
when you hear my trumpet.

Only when Magnus has proclaimed war, do the Wends advance; they do
not march up and instigate the battle themselves:

For ba Vin6aherrinn sunnan
yfir ana at beim. (Hkr. 3,
p. 43).

Then the Wendish army moved
south over the river against
them.

The battle action in Heimskringla resembles the Fsk. account
in most respects, except where Snorri treats the miraculousness of
Magnus' victory.

He gives this a succinct tribute, not by laying

out in catalogue the exact claims to miracle as in Fsk., or even by
referring directly to the miracle at all, but merely by pointing to
the unique place the victory occupies in Christian history:
Pat er alby6u mal, at ekki
mannfall hafi or6it jafnmikit a Nor6rlondum i kristnum si6 sem pat, er var6 a
Hlyrskogshei6i af Vin6um.
(Hkr. 3, pp. 44-45)

It is the public opinion that
no slaughter of men had been so
great in Northernlands in
Christendom as that which
occurred on Hlyrskogshei6r
of the Wends.

Any clear explanation, with heavy emphasis on the numbers of heathen
killed, as in Fsk. (pp. 211-12) and Msk. (p. 46), would in the
Heimskringla insult the reader's intelligence, rob him of the
mental satisfaction of inferring from implication, and ultimately strip
the miracle itself of that dignity which Snorri preserves by delicate
and discreet handling.
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Because he leaves much of the meaning implicit, Snorri commands
our close attention and demands that we exercise both imagination
and capacity for logical inference.

Snorri invites us to forget

ourselves temporarily in the immediacy of his narrative.

Snorri uses dramatisation to guide readers' interpretation of events

C

Snorri does not enter directly into his dramatic accounts of
events as an interpreter.

He does, however, carefully select,

arrange, and often re-express his source material so that it offers
a different view of events.

Yet his presentation of such events in

Heimskringla is so credible and immediate that it seems authentic,
and the reader does not suspect, without critical analysis, that his
responses are being manipulated.

Snorri's aloofness and the seemingly authentic quality of his
accounts can be mistaken by the unwary for authorial objectivity.
2
Hallvard Lie has identified this impression of objectivity and
suggests that it depends much upon Snorri's practice of letting the
reader witness events as a spectator without being told the conclusion
beforehand.

This is certainly a marked feature of Snorri's aloofness,

1.

Extended comparison with the sources of many passages in the
Heimskringla reveals similar literary adaptation by Snorri.
Notable examples include the episode in which Jarl Hakon hides
with his slave in a pig-sty in an attempt to escape Olafr
Tryggvason (Hkr. 1, pp. 293-98), and the sighting of 6lafr
Tryggvason's ships by his enemies before Clafr's last battle
(Hkr. 1, pp. 353-54).

2.

Lie, op. cit., p. 37
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but it is not entirely accurate to add to this, as Lie does, that
Snorri's accounts are primarily reports which show the reader what
happens and which allows him to interpret the phenomena for
himself.

This is what seems to be the case, but in fact, Snorri's

control over what information is received, in what guise and in what order,
determines to a pronounced extent the interpretation the reader is likely
2,
to make. Lie acknowledges this elsewhere when he points out that
in some dramatic passages the point of view is entirely one-sided, so
that the reader can scarcely be capable of an objective interpretation
of events.

Comparing Snorri with his sources, the range of his alteration
becomes evident: reducing source material where it seems to him
unnecessarily leisurely or prolix for his purposes, adding details
which make the account seem more natural and credible, and in many
cases sharpening the dialogue for precise dramatic effects.

To illustrate this, Snorri's version of Magnus Clafsson's
feast and subsequent visit with Kalfr Arnason to the battle field
at Stiklarsta6ir is compared here with the version of this
happening in Morkinskinna (pp. 24-25).
is extremely brief:
1.

Ibid., p. 37

2.

Ibid., p. 44

The Fagrskinna version
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For pa Kalfr or lande firir
konongs rei6i oc noccorer a6rer
gofgir menn (Fsk. p. 197)
Agrip

does not mention the quarrel at all.

Kalfr then left the country
because of the king's wrath,
and other noblemen also.
It seems, then that

Snorri constructed his version on the basis of Msk., perhaps using
other sources no longer known to us, written and/or traditional.

In adapting the Msk. material, Snorri has aimed at greater
precision, concision, and implicit meaning than his original possesses.
He thereby creates a much tenser atmosphere, heavily underlaid with
opposing currents of feeling.

This tension is apparent even at the

feast prior to the exchange on the battle field, and arises out of
details added to the Msk. feast account, details which set the
Irt

dialogue <2T a specific spatial and temporal context and mark

several

pregnant silences.

Snorri opens the feast with a disposition of the main participants,
allowing the reader to visualise for a moment a static scene, as he
might in a theatre for the instant after the curtain has gone up:
En er konungr sat at matbor6i,
pa sat a a6ra hond honom
Kalfr Arnason, en a a6ra
hond Einarr Pambarskelfir
(Hkr. 3, p.

And when the king sat at the
feast table, then on his one
hand sat Kalfr Arnason and
on the other Einarr Eambarskelfir.

1.

Agrip af Noregs konunga sogum, ed. Finnur Jonsson (Copenhagen, 1929)
Written about 1190.

2.

Lie, op. cit. p. 28, refers to Snorri 's wide practice of noting
precise time where his sources do not.
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This careful balance seems to hint that diplomatic and emotional
balance is about to be lost, but such a hint is exclusive to Snorri's
rendering, since Msk. merely states that both men were present at
the feast, saying nothing of their proximity to the king's chair:

Ok eitt sinn er Magnus konungr
ba veizslu inn j £randheime ba
var bar me6 honum Einar fostri
hans ok Kalfr Arnason (Msk.
p. 24).

And one time when King Magnus
held a feast at Trandheim, there
was then with him his foster
father Einarr and Kalfr Arnason.

Snorri again goes beyond Msk. to suggest that Magnus slights
Kalfr deliberately, saying very little to him during the feast:

var sva komit, at konungi
ger6i fae6 a vi6 Kalf , en
vir6i ba Einar mest (Hkr.
3, p. 24).

It so happened, then that
the king had little intercourse
with Kalfr, but esteemed Einarr
most.

This detail implies the tension without facile explication and also
indicates that the feast has already been going on for some time
before the reader becomes a spectator, during which time the king's
preference has revealed itself.

The feast is therefore partly over

when Magnus turns to Einarr in direct discourse.

In Msk., however,

the feast has gone on for several days and the king addresses Einarr
only on one of these days:
Pa maellti konungr eirnhvern
dag til Einars (Msk., p. 24).

Then the king spoke one day
to Einarr.

Here there are vast empty spaces of time during the feast of
which nothing is told, not even in summary.

In the Heimskringla,

however, the feast appears to be one meal and the action and dialogue are
in continuous unbroken sequence,
1.

even though some periods are only

Sigur6ur Nordal, op. cit. , p. 246, has remarked that it is characteristic
of Snorri to be less tangential than his sources, although he does not
cite this passage as an example.
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reported briefly, as is the time preceding this direct remark to
Einarr by Magnus:
"Vit skulum ri6a i dag a
Stiklarsta6i. Vil ek sja
bau merki, er bar hafa or6it."
(Hkr. 3, p. 2H).

We shall ride today to
Stiklarstacir. I want to
see the signs of what happened
there.

The remark is reasonably polite, suggesting a companionship in the
"vit skulum", and yet brief, encompassing in the "bau merki" a whole
catalogue of specific things Magnus wants to observe and which
Msk. has him list explicitly to Einarr:
forum j dag jnn a Stiklastade
og seg oss jnneliga atburdi ba
sem bar hafa ordit og bar sem
konungren fiell og j huerium sta6
hverir merkismerm sto6u og segit
mier hvar hvergi tidende hafa
giorzt (Msk., p. 24).

Let us go today^to Stiklarsta6ir
and you tell us exactly events
as they took place where the
king fell and in what place
each standard-bearer stood
and tell me ^vory^l^frg^^
happened.

This catalogue is too revealing in the narrative, while Snorri's briefer
version in the Heimskringla shows what Magnus has been thinking about
and marks the king with a taciturnity which is bred by his efforts to
repress his anger, even while talking to Einarr, and which foreshadows
the later eruption of his wrath on the battle field.

Einarr's reply is equally concise, again pared down from that in
Msk. :
1.

Lie, op. cit. pp. 52-53, notes how Snorri in general edits prolixity
in the dialogues in his sources.
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"Ekki kann ek per par af at
segja. Latt Kalf fara, fostra
pinn. Hann mun par kunna at
segja fra ti6endum (Hkr. 3,
p. 24).

1 can't tell you about that.
Let Kalfr go, your foster
father. He will be able to
tell you there about those
events.

Einar segir. herra kref
Kalf pessa ban mun vita,
nasrre var hann pa stadr or
pessi ti6ende gior6uzt ok
mun honum myklu kunnara par urn
vera og mun hann kunna ath
greina hvar stortidindin
giorduzth i hverium stad
(Msk., p. 24).

Einarr says, "Lord, ask Kalfr
this; he will know. He was
standing nearer when this event
took place. There must be much
more known to him about it and he
must know^in detail where the
great incidents happened in
every place."

There is a knowingness in the Heimskringla reply suggesting that if
Magnus and Einarr are not actually in league against Kalfr and have
not planned this little conversation for Kalfr's greater discomfort,
at least Einarr appreciates the king's suspicions and enjoys
playing along to the full.

In Msk. there is nothing on which we can base the assumption that
Kalfr has overheard Magnus and Einarr.

It is true that directly

after Einarr's reply the text says:
Pa maellti konungr til Kalfs.

Then the king spoke to Kalfr.

Yet there is nothing to indicate whether or not this exchange followed
immediately after the conversation between Einarr and the king.
Snorri, however, tells us exactly when Magnus speaks to Kalfr.

He

waits, in fact, until the feast is over and the tables are being cleared,
having given himself more time to brood upon his anger and Kalfr
time to consider in suspense his response should the king approach
him:
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En er bor6 varu uppi, pa bjosk
konungr til farar. Hann maelti

And when the tables WENS' taken
up, then the king prepared

til Kalfs: "]?u skalt fara me<5

to go.

mer a Stiklarsta6i."(Hkr. 3,

"You will go with me to

p. 24).

Stiklarsta6ir.

He said to Kalfr:

Notice how this command differs from Magnus' more comradely request
to Einarr, a distinction Msk. does not make,

for there Magnus

uses almost exactly the same words the second time:

farnu jnn a Stiklastade og
seg oss jnneliga par urn atburdi (Msk., p. 24).

go now today to Stiklarstadir arid
tell us exactly about events
there.

Kalfr's reply in the Heimskringla again differs noticeably from
the source.

While Msk. gives him a rather long-winded and whining

direct speech in which he protests his allegiance, Snorri records his
reply briefly and indirectly:

Kalfr segir, at bat var ekki
skylt (Hkr. 3, p. 24).

Kalfr said that that was not
obligatory.

This accords with the terseness of the previous remarks between Magnus
and Einarr and also implies that Kalfr is tight-lipped with anxiety.
Magnus' reaction, of which Msk. records only his words - "Konungr
" \ - Snorri presents
segir fara skulum ver" (The king says, " We shall go)
much more dramatically, indicating that Magnus' anger has partly broken
through his restraints already.

His actions are explosive, his words

snapped out like a military command:
1.

Sigur6ur Nordal, op. cit. 9 p. 234, remarks that it is characteristic
of Snorri to adjust dialogue so that it reveals his characters'
thoughts and feelings, although this passage is not cited by Nordal
as an example.
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Pa sto6 konungr upp ok maelti
heldr rei6uliga: "Fara skaltu,
KalfrJ" Si6an gekk konungr ut.
(Hkr. 3, p.

Then the king stood up and said
rather angrily: "You shall go,
Kalfr!" Then the king went out.

In Msk. the reader is not told that Magnus has left the room but
is left to assume that Kalfr has some time alone in which he delivers
instructions to his boy in considerable detail, arranging for his escape
with his possessions after the battle field excursion.

Snorri goes

straight from the king's exit to Kalfr's preparation and instructions,
which he gives briefly:
Kalfr klaeddisk skjott ok
maslti til sveins sins:
"En! skalt ri6a inn a Eggju
ok bi6ja huskarla mina hafa
hvert fat a skipi fyrir
solarfall." (Hkr. 3, p. 24)

Kalfr dressed hurriedly and
said to his boy: "You shall
ride out to Eggja and tell my
manservants to load all my
possessions on board ship
before sunset."

Notice that in this Heimskringla version Kalfr hurries to dress for the
ride with Magnus, a detail which together with the hurried directive
to the messenger, betrays Kalfr's nervousness and provides the
emotional tone for the exchange that takes place at Stiklaf5ta6ir.

In Heimskringla the actual battle field events are more curtailed
and yet more powerfully and precisely rendered than in Msk.

The

latter version mentions that a large number of men went on the
excursion:
Og nu rida beir Magnus konungr
a Stiklestade og mart annara
manna (Msk. p. 25).

And now King Magnus and Kalfr
ride to Stiklarstacar and many
other men.
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Snorri, however, mentions no one else, holding the focus on the
primary participants, Magnus and Kalfr:
Konungr re 16 a Stiklarsta6i.r
ok Kalfr me6 honum (Hkr. 3,
p. 24).

Then king rode to Stiklarsta6ir
and Kalfr with him.

Then, while Msk. describes them strolling about the field in general
discussion, repeating some of what Magnus said during the feast about
what he wanted to see at Stiklarsta6ir Snorri does not dissipate the
tension he has so carefully constructed and maintained up to this
point.

In the Heimskringla, therefore, there is nothing leisurely

about Magnus' behaviour on the field, rather, he springs from his
horse and confronts Kalfr with the critical question at once:
Konungr rei6 a Stiklarsta6i ok
Kalfr me6 honum, stigu af
hestum ok gengu bar til, er
bardaginn haf6i verit. I>a
maelti konungr til Kalfs:
"Hvar er sa sta6r, er
konungrinn fell?" (Hkr. 3,
p. 24).

The king rode to Stiklarsta6ir
and Kalfr with him, they jumped off
their horses and went to the
place where the battle had been.
Then the king said to Kalfr:
"Where is the spot where the
king fell?"

It is significant here that Magnus says "konungrinn" instead of
"(5lafr konungr fa6ir minn" as in Msk.

The Heimskringla version

keeps the inquiry at the official level - there is no undertone of
the intimacy of father and son or of the personal grief felt by
the son at his father's death.

Magnus implies that he seeks to know

^he particulars of a king's death, not just a father's.

The

killer's deed thus wears the colours of a national offence rather
than one personal to Magnus, and the killer himself is by implication
an assassin, an enemy of the state.
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Kalfr's response to this question differs in the two versions
even more significantly.

In Msk. we find this

Hier so segir hann. og stakk
nidr oxarskapteno.

Here, he says and struck the
ground with his axe handle.

But in Heimskringla, Snorri writes:
Kalfr svarar ok retti fra ser
spjotskaptit: "Her la hann
fallinn," segir hann (Hkr. 3,
p.

Kalfr answers and pointed his
spearshaft away from himself:
"Here he lay fallen," he says,

In the Msk. version, Kalfr seems to stand much nearer the place where
dlafr fell, since he can point it out by sticking his axe handle in
the ground, while in'the Pleimskringla version he must reach out with
his spear shaft to touch the spot.

In Msk. he is also very hedgy about

his answers to Magnus 1 questions, something Snorri does not mention:
en Kalfr segir konungi £at er
hann spurde en hvergi leingra
og fanzt bat bo aa at hann
vissi giorla til (Msk., p. 25).

and Kalfr tells the king what
he asks, but nothing further,
and yet it seemed that he knew
precisely.

The king asks where he was during the battle:
Konungr maslti: huar varttu
ba (Msk., p. 25).

The king spoke: "Where were
you then?"

Kalfr replies:
Ecke fiarre b-vi vid stondum
nu herra segir Kalfr (Msk.,
p. 25).

"Not far from where we now
stand, lord," says Kalfr.

After such an equivocal reply, Magnus' next accusation seems reasonable
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taka munde ox bin ba til
fodr mins (Msk., p. 25)

"Your axe would have
reached my father then."

Magnus then turns away with anger mounting in his face - "dreyraudan
yfirlizt" (with a blood-red countenance) - and Kalfr departs
at once, leaving us the impression that his treachery during the
battle is now revealed:
en Kalfr snyr ba til hestz
sins ok skilzt nu bar vid
konungin (Msk., p. 25).

and Kalfr turns then to
his horse and parts there
with the king.

Snorri's account in the Heimskringla allows for Kalfr's innocence.
I have mentioned that at Stiklarsta6ir Snorri places him farther from
the spot where Clafr fell; he also has Kalfr use a spearshaft rather
than an axe handle.

Kalfr's reply to Magnus' first question further

suggests that he was not directly involved in the killing, though a
witness.

He tells Magnus that the king lay dead on that particular

spot; he avoids saying that he died there.

This implies that he

himself only came upon tflafr after he had been struck down, or at
least that he did not approach the king before the death-blow was struck,
Magnus then asks him where he actually did stand, using Kalfr's
name in the question, unlike the Msk. version.

This use of the name

makes the question more pointed and specific, more accusing.
reply to it differs again from that in Msk.

Kalfr's

He is very particular

here and seems more certain of himself, perhaps certain of his
innocency as well:
Hann svarar: "Her, sem nu stend
ek." (Hkr. 3, p. 24).

He answers: "Here , where
I stand now."
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There is none of the uncomfortable hedging as in Msk's "Ecke fiarre
bvi vid stondum."

Snorri then introduces the detail of Magnus'

angry countenance at this point instead of at the end of the
This placing in the Heimskringla seems to

exchange as in Msk.

indicate a moment of conviction in Magnus before he breaks into speech,

When Magnus does make his accusation it resembles the Msk.
wording almost exactly, except that he uses "til bans" instead
of "til fo6ur mins."

This alteration preserves the impersonal tone

established by Magnus' earlier use of "konungrinn" in the Heimskringla
version.

Then, unlike the Msk. version, in Snorri's, Kalfr replies

to the accusation with a certainty and self-assurance equal to his
previous statement of his position:
Kalfr svarar: "Ekki tok ox
min til hans." (Hkr. 3,
p. 24).

Kalfr answers: "My axe did
not reach him."

Of course there is nothing in Snorri's account explicitly
indicating Kalfr's innocence, but he allows for it by his alterations,
as Msk. does not.

Perhaps Snorri wants to imply that while Kalfr

did not reach 6*lafr with his axe, he did so with his spear, as he
clearly might have from where he was standing.

But why does Snorri

present the incident in this way, so much more neutrally than Msk.
as regards Kalfr?

To understand this we must examine Snorri's

account of Kalfr's behaviour at the battle itself as well as the source
versions.

Msk. does not include 6lafs s. helga, in which the battle take:

place, but Fsk. does.
6lafr's death:

There we find only the following account of
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Par var orrasta hor6 oc mikil.
J>ar fell Olafr hinn haelgi
konungr oc marg 116 bans...
Mikill fioldi fell oc af
bondom. oc marger go6er
menn. aeftir fall Olafs konungr
var lik bans flutt ut till
Kaupangs... (Fsk., pp. 182-183).

There was an intense and
large battle. There fell
King Olafr the saint and
many of his troops...A great
many of the basndr host fell
also and many noble men. After
the fall of King Olafr his body
was conveyed to Ni6aros.

Agrip gives only slightly more detail, but also fails to implicate
Kalfr Arnason:
!>at var ok snemma orrosto,
er Olafr konungr fell, hann
hafbi sverb i hendi, en hvarki
hafbi hialm ne brynio, hann
fekk sar af huskarli Kalfs
a kne; J>a hneig hann ok bazk
fyrir ok skaut nibr sverbino.

It was early in the battle when
King Olafr fell. He had a sword,
in his hand but neither helmet
nor breast-plate. He was wounded
in the knee by a servant of
Kalfr's; then he fell forward
and surrendered and dropped
his sword.

Snorri, in his own early independent version of Olafs s. helga, gives
these details, at best ambiguous:
Pat var oc snimma er Olafr
konungr fell oc frasnde Kalfs
arna sunar ungr at alldre
haf6e gott ifirlaete af Kalve
Hann saerde Olafr konong a
farte. 2

It was also early when King
Olafr fell and a young kinsman
of Kalfr Arnason who had Kalfr's
good favour. He wounded King
Olafr in the foot.

Yet it is clear from the Kalfsdrapa, cited by Snorri in his Heimskringla
account, that traditions about Kalfr's role in the death of Olafr were
uncertain.

Following these verses, Snorri explicitly leaves the event

open to interpretation, writing with a neutrality equal to that in the
exchange later in Magnuss s. go6a between Kalfr Arnason and Magnus
Olafsson which has just been examined:
1.

Agrip, op. cit., p. 32

2.

Snorri Sturluson,Olafs Saga helga, eds. O.A. Johnsen and Jon Helgason
(Oslo, 1941), p. 85.
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En pvi jafnskjott snori konungr
i moti peim Kalfi fraendum ok
veitti banasar Glafi, frasnda
Kalf s. . .JOorsteinn knarrarsini6r hjo til 6lafs konungs
me6 6xi...£>a Iag6i Porir
hundr spjoti til hans (6lafs)
...pa hjo Kalfr til hans.
Kom pat hogg inum viristra
megin utan a halsinn. Menn
greinask at pvi, hvarr Kalfr
veitti konungi sar (Hkr. 2,
pp. 384-85).

But immediately the king
attacked Kalfr and his kinsman, and gave a death v.'ound
to Kalfr's kinsman 6lafr...
E>orsteinn knarrarsmi6r struck
at 6lafr with his axe...Then
£>6rir hundr threw a spear at
him...Then Kalfr struck him.
That blow entered on the lefthand side of his neck. Men
disagree which Kalfr gave
Clafr his wound.(i.e. Kalfr
Arnason or Kalfr Arnfinnsson),

By showing that contemporary opinion about Kalfr is not clear, Snorri
is able to give depth to the plot and to link the events of the
battle in CJlafs s. helga with those of the later visit to the battle
scene in Magnuss s. in a way in which the other versions do not.

Kalfr appears again in the Heimskringla in Haralds s. Sigur6ssonar
in an incident which does not appear in Msk., Fsk., or Agrip.

In this

saga Kalfr finally returns to Norway and has restored to him all his
estates and titles through an agreement with King Haraldr
by Kalfr's brother Finnr (Hkr. 3, pp. 133ff).

arranged

Shortly after Kalfr's

return, he accompanies Haraldr on a battle expedition in which Kalfr
is made to go ashore on enemy soil leading the first offensive.
Though he does this without complaint and deports himself valiantly,
he and most of his men are killed.
and take the victory.

Only then does Haraldr go ashore

It is clear that he deliberately sent Kalfr out

to die, for Snorri tells us that Haraldr's pleasure at the results of
this trickery was common knowledge:
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Fannsk pat eitt a, at
konungi potti pat vel
or6it (Hkr. 3, p. 134).

It was easy for anyone to
see that the king thought
it had turned out well.

The sympathy in this case is undoubtedly meant to go to Kalfr, and,
because he has behaved honourably to Haraldr at the cost of his life,
we are perhaps more inclined in retrospect to suppose he spoke the
truth to Magnus at Stiklarsta6ir.

From the Stiklarsta6ir exchange it becomes evident that Snorri's
alterations of his sources, while perhaps seeming individually
unimportant, demonstrate a deliberate re-shaping of source material,
providing an interpretation of events more generous to Kalfr,
especially when we consider such changes in their full context and
in relationship with earlier and later events.

Moreover, the Heimskringla

version is more lively and immediate, exploiting the dramatic potential
of the facts with a minimum of means, and falling logically into a
larger pattern of events extending from one saga into others.

Such

structural unity, not present in Snorri's sources to such a refined
degree, establishes in the Heimskringla a tidiness of historical
progression, a bond of cause and effect between events greatly removed
from each other in both objective and narrative time.

The existence

of this pattern indicates the constant and self-conscious control
of the author.
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IV

Snorri provides structural continuity in the Keirnskringla by a
variety of means

Snorri traces political tensions

A

Snorri deliberately traces the political tension that develops
around the figure of Kalfr Arnason throughout several kings 1 reigns.
This is not a unique instance of such tracing in the Heimskringla for
the sake of continuity.

In dlafs s. helga, for instance, Snorri also

presents several political conflicts between the king and individual
prominent Norwegians in sequences of dramatised incident.

The

connections of cause and effect between these incidents give this
very long saga a coherent, logical structure.

One such sequence of

incidents - in which Snorri traces the repercussive conflict between
King 6"lafr and the powerful lendj/r man, Eorir hundr - stretches, with
some interruption, across half of the saga (likr. 2, pp. 199-387).
The following itemisation demonstrates briefly the relationship between
the events in this far-reaching sequence:
The quarrels of King 6lafr helgi and ]?6rir hundr
Asbjorn Sigur6sson is a nephew of &6rir Eorisson

p. 19M-

1

p. 177

hundr, a wealthy lendr man of King 0"lafr.

pp. 19798

has his cargo of grain confiscated by King 6lafr's
bailiff,

p. 195

£orir Selr, because

Asbjorn

the bailiff believes

that Asbjorn has violated a royal decree prohibiting
the export of grain from the south to the north of
Norway.

1.

Unless otherwise indicated, page numbers refer to Hkr. 2 in this
itemisation.
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p. 200

2

In revenge for this and provoked by Porir Selr's

lies about him, Asbjorn kills i>6rir Selr in King
dlafr's presence, having crept unnoticed and disguised
into a feast I>6rir is holding in the king's honour.
He is captured, but released through the intervention
pp. 20005

of his mother's brother, Erlingr Skjalgsson, on the
condition that Asbjorn takes over the office of
bailiff held by ]?6rir Selr.

p. 206

3

E>6rir hundr advises his nephew Asbjorn to stay

on his own property after his release in fearless
defiance of the king's condition.

Porir promises to

protect Asbjorn from any trouble that ensues.

pp. 21213

M-

Asmundr Grankelsson, a new bailiff of the king's

and anxious to increase his share of royal favour,
kills Asbjorn.

Asbjorn's mother incites E>6rir hundr

to take revenge for her son because Porir had
advised Asbjorn to defy the king.

She forces on the

reluctant &6rir the spear that killed Asbjorn.

p. 213

5

i>6rir hears from his friends how Asmundr is bragging

in Glafr's court about having killed Asbjorn.

p. 228

6

&6rir invites himself on an expedition to the north

undertaken at King 6lafr's request by Karl, a protege
of Asmundr Grankelsson's.

After creating a quarrel over
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the division of booty, E>6rir manages to get Karl
pp. 23233

alone and kills him with the spear that killed
Asbjorn, taking indirect revenge on Asmundr for
Asbjorn 's death.

pp. 25253

7

Porir is forced by Finnr Arnason, on King (Slafr's

behalf, to pay a fine for the killing of Karl.

After

gathering together one third of the money as slowly
as possible with help from his friends, Porir wins
further delay by promising to pay the balance later.
He then escapes to England without paying any more
and joins the services of King Knutr.

pp. 30002

8

Eorir b'lvisson, the son of £orir hundr's sister,

is killed on King tflafr's orders for treacherous
dealings with King Knutr.
pp. 30203

His brother Grptgar6r is

also killed for taking revenge on (5lafr's men

and goods after his brother's execution.

p. 293

9

After winning Knutr's esteem in the form of a

sheriffry, the rights to the Lapland fur trade,
p. 306

fiefs and money, E>6rir is ready to fight against

pp. 345,
373

King Glafr, desiring further revenge for Asbjorn
as well as for Porir Olvisson and his brother Grj5tgar6r.
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pp. 37677

10

P>6rir E>6risson hundr is active against St (Slafr

and his men at the battle at Stiklarsta6ir, leading
pp. 38384
pp. 38485
p. 385

his own troop, exchanging blows with the king himself

p. 386

11

p. 387

attack, lays out the body of King Glafr.

and the king's marshall, Bjorn, and administering some
of the death blows to (5lafr.

E>6rir £>6risson, after repelling Dagr Hringsson's
He notices

the beauty of the king's face in death and his own
wounds are miraculously healed by contact with the
king's blood.
p. 387

E>6rir subsequently becomes one of the

first of 6lafr's former opponents to uphold his sanctity.

Hkr. 3,
12 E>orir leaves the country for Jerusalem immediately
p. 22
after the battle at Stiklarsta6ir and it is widely
believed that he never returned. (Magnuss s. go6a).

B

Snorri sometimes dove-tails together several sequences of political
tension^

Into the sequence involving Porir Porisson hundr, Snorri has dovetailed two separate lengthy sequences of political conflict involving
the lendir men Erlingr Skjalgsson and Harekr of Pjotta.

The events

of Erlingr's career in Heimskringla are here traced to demonstrate
where his career intersects with Eorir's

1.

(marked +):

Hans Kuhn, "Narrative Structures and Historicity in the Heimskringla"
in Parergon XV (Canberra, 1976), pp. 30-42, makes the point (pp. 38-39)
that in fllafs s. helga "there is more crossing of narrative strands"
than in the other shorter sagas in the Heimskringla, but he does
not identify these narrative strands, nor does he trace them or show
the points at which they cross.
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The quarrels of King Olafr helgi and Erlingr
Skjalgsson

Hkr. 1, PP- 30607

1

Erlingr Skjalgsson marries Olafr Tryggvason's

sister Astri6r and although he refuses to accept
the title of jarl, receives control over
considerable lands.
Hkr. 1, p. 348

He supports Olafr Tryg.

faithfully, accompanies him on the expedition
to Vendland, and enters his ships in Olafr's

Hkr. 1, p. 353

fleet at the king's last battle against Jarls
Eirikr and Sveinn and King Olafr of Sweden.

Hkr. 2, pp. 28-29

2

After Olafr Tryg.'s defeat, Erlingr loses all

his districts to Jarl Eirikr, but continues to
collect tax from Rogaland unopposed by Eirikr.
Erlingr supplements this income and maintains
a high standard of living by plundering.

Hkr. 2, p. 58

3

After Jarl Eirikr and his son have both gone

back to England, Erlingr regains control of the
lands Eirikr had taken by forming an alliance
with Jarl Sveinn through the marriage of Erlingr's
son Aslakr to Sveinn's daughter.
Hkr. 2, pp. 67,
70

Erlingr

subsequently joins Jarl Sveinn against Olafr

Haraldsson at the battle at Nesjar and, with
the jarl, is put to flight.
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Hkr. 2, p..78

4

At his friends' advice, Erlingr settles with

King (5lafr Haraldsson on the king's terms and
keeps control of his lands.

Hkr. 2, pp. 19293

5

King Clafr settles a quarrel over the control

of H6r6aland between Erlingr and Aslakr Fitjaskalli,
Erlingr's second cousin and a bailiff of the king's.
Erlingr's son Skjalgr stays in King Glafr's court
as surety for the settlement and Erlingr keeps
control of his lands.

Hkr. 2, pp. 19697

+6

When King dlafr's bailiff, J>6rir Selr, informs

Asbjorn Sigur6sson, the son of Erlingr Skjalgsson's
sister, that he may not buy grain in the south
for his farm in the north, Asbjorn goes to
Erlingr for help.

Erlingr allows Asbjorn to buy

grain from Erlingr's slaves, who are not subject
to the law.

+7

After E>6rir Selr confiscates this grain, Asbjorn

kills him in King 6lafr's presence and is sentenced
Hkr. 2, p. 200

to death as punishment.

Skjalfr, Erlingr's son,

has friends delay the execution while he fetches Erlingr
Hkr. 2, pp. 20305

to the scene, accompanied by a huge force of men.
(5lafr, seriously outnumbered, is forced to free
Asbjorn and be reconciled with Erlingr.
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Hkr. 2, pp. 23536, 246-47

+8

After indicating his opposition to King tilafr,

Erlingr leaves Norway to join King Knutr in England,
Hkr. 2, p. 268

but later returns to Norway where he helps win

Hkr. 2, pp. 29394
Hkr. 2, p. 306

support for Knutr.

He renews his friendship

with Knutr when the English king comes with a
large army to take over Norway.

9
Hkr. 2, pp. 31416

King dlafr Haraldsson, in his attempt to flee

Norway, is pursued by Erlingr and his fleet.
Having deliberately enticed Erlingr to increase the
speed of his ship in the eagerness of the chase and
so out-distance his own fleet, King (5lafr lures
Erlingr's ship into a sheltered bay, where he
surrounds and defeats him.

Hkr. 3, p. 317

10

At the moment when the captured Erlingr doffs

his helmet in a gesture of submission to the king,
he is given a fatal blow on the head by Aslakr
Fitjaskalli, his second cousin and earlier rival.

The career of Harekr also intersects with both Porir Porisson's
and Erlingr Skjalgsson's.

Harekr quarrels with Asmundr Grankelsson

(the man who kills &6rir's and Erlingr's nephew, Asbjorn Selsbani
(Hkr. 2, pp. 212-13)) because King <5lafr has given Asmundr half-control
over lands which originally all belonged to Harekr (Hkr. 2, pp. 252-55)
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Subsequently he deserts King (Slafr's service for king Knutr's

(Hkr. 2,

pp. 290-91; 306) and is made Knutr's lendr man along with Porir hundr
and Erlingr.

Harekr helps in the gathering of forces against (5lafr (Hkr.

2, p. 345) and fights against him at Stiklarsta6ir (Hkr. 2, pp 372-76;
386; 388).

When he comes to meet the new king, Magnus (Slafsson,

Harekr is killed at Ni6aros by Asmundr Grankelsson, who remained
loyal to King 6lafr and is a supporter of dlafr's son Magnus (Hkr. 3,
pp. 22-23).

By dove-tailing sequences such as these, one into another, Snorri
illustrates the fragile balance of principal loyalties upon which
St dlafr's power depends, while at the same time he strengthens the
coherence of the saga.

But such complex structuring is not the

norm throughout Heimskringla.

It depends upon such detailed information

as can rarely have been available to Snorri except from the abundant tradition
about St (5lafr and from surviving contemporary drapur about prominent
lendir men such as Kalfr.

2

Snorri might, of course, have invented

details, but he must have considered that a more extensive use of
such complex structuring would ultimately defeat the access of
coherence and the clarity of connection which his cautious use provides.
His work anticipates only on a small scale the intricacies of Sturla
£or6arson's fslendinga Saga, so bewildering to the casual reader.
1.

Lars Lonnroth, "Ideology and Structure in Heimskringla" in Parergon XV
(Canberra, 1976), pp. 16-29, sees (p. 29) the structure of the
Heimskringla - incorporating political tensions surrounding figures
who are not royal - as part of Snorri's attempt to exemplify "within
a specific historical context, a variety of political attitudes and
social relationships having to do with the imposition of feudal kingship
on a traditional society." This interpretation, if one wishes to accept
it, is easily accommodated together with my analysis of the architecture
of these tensions.

2.

Kuhn, op. cit. , pp. 30-31, makes a point similar to this that Snorri's
narrative structures are only complex where source material was
abundant.
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C

Snorri uses dreams, prophecies and portents to provide links
between events

Portents, prophecies, and dreams foretelling the future are
additional means by which the parts of a saga may be linked.
such ominous occurrences in Njals Saga,
precisely fulfilled by subsequent events.

Like

those in Heimskringla are
In some instances, a

specific event fulfils a single dream or portent.

Sigri6r, for

instance, prophesies (Slafr Tryggvason's death when he breaks his
betrothal to her and slaps her:
]>a mslti Sigri6r: "I?etta
maetti ver6a vel pinn bani."
(Hkr. 1, p. 310)

Then said Sigri6r: "That
might well be your death."

Her prophecy is later fulfilled (Hkr. 1, p. 349) when she incites her
husband, Jarl Sveinn of Denmark, to join forces with Jarl Eirikr
and the King of Sweden in order to overcome (5lafr Tryggvason.
Snorri makes explicit reference to Sigri6r's hatred for dlafr and
suggests that it has inspired her advice to Sveinn:
Sigri6r var inn mesti ovinr
(5lafs konungs Tryggvasonar
ok fann pat til saka, at
dlafr konungr haf6i slitit
einkamalum vi6 hana ok
lostit hana i andlit, sva
sem fyrr var ritit.
(Hkr. 1, p. 349).

Sigri6r was one of the greatest
enemies of King 6lafr Tryggvason
and the reason for that was that
King (3lafr had broken his promise of
betrothal with her and had slapped
her in the face, as was written
earlier.

In other instances, a specific event is forecast by a wave of
dreams and omens like the wave, containing recurring images, recorded
in Njals Saga before the battle of Clontarf.
1.

See below, Chapter Five, pp.

378 ff.

For instance, prior to
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his account of the battle at Stamford Bridge, Snorri records that
one of Haraldr' s crew has a dream of vultures and a witch-wife
on board Haraldr's ship (Hkr. 3, pp. 126-27); while a man on board
another of the Norwegian ships dreams that the

witch-wife rides on

her wolfrsteedbefore the host of the English enemy, devouring corpses;
and Haraldr himself dreams that St 6la.fr comes to him and foretells
his death in the battle, again using the images of the witch-wife,
her wolf, and the carrion bird.

Supporting these ill-boding dreams

is the bad omen which occurs when Haraldr falls from his stumbling
horse as he reviews the Norwegian troops.

He himself interprets

it as a lucky omen:
Hestrinn fell undir honum
ok konungr af fram. Sto6
hann upp skjott ok maslti:
"Fall er fararheill.'" (Hkr.
3, p. 186).

The horse fell under him and
the king came off. He stood
up at once and said: "A fall
is a good omen for a journey."

But in the mouth of the English Haraldr, who witnesses this, Snorri
puts a different view which proves more accurate:
"Mikill ma6r ok rikmannligr
ok er Vcenna, at farinn se
at hamingju." (Hkr. 3,
p. 186).

"A great man and noble in
appearance, and yet it is
more likely that his luck is
gone T!

Of course, Haraldr har6ra6i dies in the battle, struck by an arrow
in the windpipe.

Certain other portents and dreams have distant fulfilment through
several occurrences.

The prophetic curse of the sorceress Huld has
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already been mentioned in this connection.

Later in Heimskringla,

a dream with far-reaching significance is attributed to Sigur6r
Magnusson (c. 1125) in which he sees a tree in the sea whose branches
break upon the shore into many pieces and invade the land of Norway:
"En er treit kom at landi,
£>a braut bat, ok rak brot
tresins vi6a urn landit,
bae6i urn meginland ok
uteyjar, sker ok strandir;
ok J>a gat mer syn, sa at
ek bottumk sja urn allan
Noreg it ytra me6 sja ok
sa ek £ hverja vik, at
rekin varu brot af bessu
tre, ok varu flest sma, en
sum staerri." (Hkr. 3,
p. 265).

"And when the tree came to land,
it broke and the pieces of the
tree drove all about the land,
both the mainland and the outlying islands, rocks, and .
1

J
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strands-, and then it seemed
rr -p c4v» t-V^-h -T J»v«' rwM

" 'I nad vicicn to see over
all Norway along the sea coast
and I saw in every hctybour '. r\p\r
that pieces of this tree were
driven there, and most were
small, but some great."

Sigurdr, when questioned, interprets his dream as the portent' of a new
royal dynasty:
"&at bykki mer likast, at
vera mani fyrir tilkvamu
nokkurs manns i land betta,
ok mun hann her sta6festask
ok hans afspringi myndi vi6a
dreifask urn land betta ok
vera mjok misstort."
(Hkr. 3, p. 265):

"It seems most likely to me
to presage the arrival of
some man in this country and
he will establish himself
here and his offspring will
spread widely over the land and
be very unequal in stature."

This prophecy is fulfilled in the arrival and establishment of
Haraldr gilli, prolific in descendants of unequal power who rule
Norway intermittently even beyond the scope of the Heimskringla and
Snorri's own lifetime.

Sverrir claimed to be a descendant of Haraldr's

son Sigur6r, and through Sverrir the claim extends to his grandson
Hakon Hakonarson (1217-1263).
1.

See above, p. 149 Gustav Storm, op. cit. , p. 93, also points out
the structural significance of Ragnhildr's dream in the Heimskringla
as well as Halfdan's dream. See Hkr. 1, pp. 90-91
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In the religious sphere, the counterpart of these dynastic
dreams is St dlafr's vision of his influence after his death:
"Ek sa nu yfir Noreg, er ek leit
vestr af fjallinu. Kom mer ba i
hug, at ek haf6a margan dag
gla6r verit i bvi landi. Mer
gaf ba syn 5 at ek sa urn allan
l?randheim ok bvi n«st urn allan
Noreg; ok sva lengi sem su syn
haf6i verit fyrir augum mer,
ba sa ek 32 bvi vi6ara, allt
bar til er ek sa urn alia verold,
bae6i lond ok sae. Ek kennda
gorla ba sta6i, er ek haf6a
fyrr komit ok set. Jafngreinliga sa ek ba sta6i er ek
hefi eigi fyrr set, suma ba,
er ek hafi haft spurn af, en
jafnvel hina, er ek hefi engi
fyrr heyrt getit, bae6i bygg6a
ok 6bygg6a, sva vitt sem veroldin er." (Hkr. 2, p. 351).

"I saw now over Norway when
I looked west from the mountain.
It then came to my mind that I
had been in this land many
happy days. I had a vision
that I saw over all Prandheim
and then over all Norway; and for
all the long time this vision
was before my eyes I saw constantly
further and further until I saw
over all the world, both land
and sea; I recognised well the
places which I had previously
been in and seen; equally
distinctly I saw those places
which I had never seen before,
some I had heard of and also
those of which I had not heard
mentioned before, both inhabited
and uninhabited, as wide as the
world is.

This vision is fulfilled in the remainder of the Heimskringla by the many
miracles attributed to St 6lafr after his death, both within Norway
and abroad.

Each of these miracles implicitly refers back to the

vision, connecting the king's saga in which the miracle occurs with
6lafs s. helga.

This, together with other visions and dreams attributed

to St dlafr in the Heimskringla, form a noticeable pattern which
has been compared with the pattern for Sverrir's dreams in Sverris Saga. 2
1.

See Hkr. 2, pp. 395, 403-09; Hkr. 3, pp. 43, 85-86, 104-05, 135-38,
232, 232-33, 271-75, 334-37, 369-72

2.

See Appendix D to Chapter One, above, pp. 126 ff.
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V

Conclusions

Snorri's pervasive control of the narrative in Heimskringla depends
upon the interdependence of style - reflecting his literary purpose and structural design for the work - reflecting his intellectual
purpose.

From his adjustment of passages selected from his sources,

Snorri produces the sequences of dramatised incident that give
Heimskringla its logical and smoothly woven continuity.

Such

manipulation of material in turn depends upon the wealth of record
and tradition only available to the writer of non-contemporary history.
It also depends upon a perspective on events long past, shared by
the saga writer and his audience and uninfluenced by the loyalties and
antipathies of first-hand experience.

This perspective frees

Snorri from the obligation or personal desire, felt by the
writers of contemporary royal biographies,
lives he records.

to flatter the kings whose

His selection and presentation of events are not

limited by diplomacy.

It is clear from analysis that the realism of Heimskringla is
contrived.

The immediacy of dramatised moments and the well-reasoned

structure of events are the products of Snorri's art and not an
indication that his accounts are based on fact.

In this respect

Heimskringla differs sharply from Sturla i>6r6arson's fslendinga Saga.
In that record of events in Iceland during the thirteenth century,
immediacy has its ground in contemporary experience, .while the structure
of the work reproduces the almost overwhelming complexity of actual occurrence
1.

See above, Chapter One, pp. 120 ff. and below, Chapter Four, p. 277 ff.

2.

See below, Chapter Six, p.

414. ff.
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APPENDIX A:

The proportions of Heimskringla

Narrative space

King

Chronological period

40 pages

Ynglinga saga
mythical times to 870
pp. 1-41

0

25 pages

Haraldr harfagri 870-930
pp. 42-67

60 years

2 pages

Eirikr Blodax Haraldsson
930-946, pp. 67-69

16 years

22 pages

Hakon go6i Haraldsson
946-962, pp. 70-92

16 years

21 pages

Haraldr grafeldr Eiriksson
962-974, pp. 93-114

12 years

5 pages

Hakon jarl Sigur6arson
974-995, pp. 115-120

21 years

61 pages

<5lafr Tryggvason 995-1000
pp. 120-181

5 years

1 page

Eirikr and Sveinn Hakonarson
1000-1014, p. 181

14 years

235 pages

6lafr helgi Haraldsson
1014-1028, pp. 182-417

14 years

2 pages

Sveinn Knutsson Danakonungr
1028-1035, pp. 418-420

7 years

25 pages

Magnus dlafsson 1035-1046,
pp. 421-446

11 years

66 pages

Haraldr Sigur6arson har6ra6i
1047-1066, pp. 447-513

20 years

870
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3 pages

Magnus (until 1069) and
dlafr Haraldsson kyrri
1067-1093, pp. 514-517

27 years

14 pages

Hakon Magnusson (until 1094)
and Magnus 6lafsson berfaettr
1093-1103, pp. 518-532

10 years

21 pages

sons of Magnus berfettr
1103-1130, pp. 533-554

27 years

14 pages

Magnus Sigur6arson 1130-1135,
pp. 555-569

5 years

14 pages

Haraldr gilli Magnusson Glafsson
kyrra 1135-1136, pp. 555-569

1 year

25 pages

sons of Haraldr gilli
1136-1161, pp. 570-595

25 years

17 pages

Hakon he?6ibrei6r Sigur6arson
Haraldsson 1157-1162, pp. 596-613

5 years

25 pages

Magnus Erlingsson, grandson Sigur6r
Magnusson 1162-1174 (d. 1177),
pp. 614-641

12 years

Chapter Three

'Knytlinga Saga* ;
A Celebration of Danish Christian Sovereignty 940-1187

Knytlinga Saga is unique in its theme

I

Knvtlinga Saga, written about 1260, is declared by Stephan
2
Einarsson to be a direct imitation of Snorri Sturluson's Heimskringla:
With Snorri the sagas of the kings of Norway come to a
brilliant end. What followed was mostly compilations
with his works as the core. He was, however, directly
imitated by the unknown author of Knytlinga Saga, a
chronicle of Danish Kings covering the period c. 9401187.
Sigur6ur Nordal

3

has made a similar claim:

Paa dette omraade faar Snorri kun en virkelig efterf^lger, Knytlinga sagas forfatter, der baade anvender
Heimskr. som direkte kilde og forbillede for de danske
kongers historic fra ca. 940-1187.
1.

See Gustav Albeck, "Knytlinga Saga" in Kultur Historiskt Lexikon for
Nordisk Medeltid, volume 8 (Malmo, 1963) pp. 615-17 and Kurt Schier,
Sagaliteratur (Stuttgart, 1970), p. 30. The dating of Knyt. is
somewhat controversial, though it is agreed that it must be put
between 1240 and 1270. Those who believe that Snorri Sturluson's
nephew, 6lafr hvftaskald Por6arson, was the author of the saga
must date it prior to his death in 1259, but as the saga itself
speaks of 6lafr in the past tense, it seems he was dead by the
time the saga was complete (See Knyt. p. 287). This assumes, of
course, with Gustav Albeck, Knytlinga (Copenhagen, 1946), who
demonstrates a consistently free use of sources, that there was
only one author for the whole saga. On these grounds 1260 is
given as a working compromise. The likelihood of 6lafr's authorship has also been disputed by A. Campbell, "Knuts Saga" in
Saga-Book of the Viking Society, 13 (London, 1946-53) pp. 238-48.

2.

Stephan Einarsson, A History of Icelandic Literature (New York, 1957)
p. 120.

3.

Sigur6ur Nordal, Sagalitteraturen, op. cit., p. 226.
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The correspondences between Knytlinga Saga and Heirnskringla
are undeniable, but superficial:

1

Knytlinga traces the descendants of a royal dynasty in

Denmark as does Heimskringla in Norway; both continue no
later than c. 1180.

2

Early in its history each dynasty has its saint and

his miracles.

3

Both authors used as sources:
a)

scaldic verse

b)

previous writings

c)

unwritten tradition

1.

For example, in the narrative in Knyt. the reign of Eirikr go6i
Sveinsson (pp. 166 ff.) is heavily dependent on the verses of
Markus Skeggjason, while in Hkr. it is clear that Snorri has
relied on verses about some of the lendir men prominent in the
early eleventh century. See above, Chapter Two, p. 193.

2.

It is clear from Knyt. that the author consulted some form of
Norwegian history, probably Hkr. itself, since he makes many
direct references:
sem ritat er i aefi Noregs konunga (p. 29)
sem sagt er i sogu (5lafs ens helga (p. M-9)
sem ritat er i asfi Noregs konungs (p. 54)
sem segir i aefi Noregs konunga (p. 55)
sem segir i sogu Magnuss konungs ens go6a (p. 57)
ok eru urn pat langar frasagnir £ sogu Haralds konungs (p. 59)
sem fyrr er ritat i bokinni (p. 266)
ok er sagt fra skiptum peirra Valdimars konungs ok Noregsmanna i sogum Noregs konunga (p. 278).
It also seems likely that the author knew Saxo, as he refers to
learned Danish books: "Pat finnz ritat i fro6um donskum bokum"
(p. 218). Albeck, op. cit. , pp. 82, 334, also includes Styrmir,
Jomskvikinga Saga, and ballads as sources for Knyt. and suggests,
p. 109, that the author adopted practically unemended an earlier
Knuts s. helga, written by a different author no later than
1200-20. Campbell, op. cit., has shown that this is not capable
of proof, and it may be that the precise nature of the sources
used by the author for his Knuts s. helga will never be determined
unequivocally.
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M-

Within the limits of broadly accepted traditions of

the past, both authors can exercise the freedom to select
shape, and unify their material as they wish.

There are differences, however, between the tv/o works and their
sources, which are more striking:
1

The author of Knytlinga does not appear to have had

written vernacular sources for his Danish material as
vigorous and Imaginative as those available to Snorri
for the Heimskringla (e.g. Agrip, Fagrskinna, Morkinskinna).

2

The author of Knytlinga has confined his work to the

Christian kings of Denmark and traces a theme of Danish
Christian sovereignty from the conversion of Haraldr Gormsson
to the conquest and conversion of the Wends by Eirikr
eymuni and Valdimarr Knutsson and the assertion of Danish
political independence by Valdimarr's son Knutr against the
Saxon Keisar, Fri6rekr.

3

Though this preoccupation is clearly evident, it is

somewhat fitful and does not form the main basis of
continuity in the work.

It is demonstrable from the saga

that the author of Knytlinga lacked the artistic control
and vigilant aesthetic purpose of Snorri Sturluson.

In this chapter these points of difference are developed and
supported with evidence.
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Evidence of the saga writer's preoccupation with Christian material

II

A

The character and fated martyrdom of Knutr Sveinsson inn helgi are
central to the saga theme

There is no formal description of Knutr in Knytlinga, but he is
frequently described by other figures who most aften attribute to
him the qualities of a proven warrior and absolute monarch:
"...rosknastr i skapi ok
bezt at iprottum buinn...
reyndr at herstjorn..."
(p. 62, the praise of his
father)
"...reyndr i bardogum ok at
stjorn hersins ok bar me6
lands og laga; hafi hann
ok bs6i til vit ok vanda
at vera hof6ingi...snjallr
i mail ok stiltr vel ok
bo har6r til rettra refsinga,
orr at fe, bviat hann tekr
af morgum, skal hann af bvi
mikit gefa.
...fri6r ok fagr, ok saemiligr
i enum bezta buna6i." (p. 66,
the recommendation of a

.most mature in temperament
and best endowed with physical
skills...proven in the commandment of troops..."

1!

"...proven in battle and the
government of troops and also
of the land and laws; he has
bpth the intelligence and the «v
c to be a leader,
eloquent and well composed and
yet harsh in just punishment,
generous with money, because
he (who) takes from many, shall
for that reason give much.
...handsome and fine (looking)
and becoming in the best attire."

farmer)
"...a powerful and a
"...rikan ok stjornsaman...
ruler...wise and bounteous."
vitran ok orlyndan." (p. 121,
the conviction of one of Knutr's
young supporters).
Even Knutr's opponents acknowledge the forcefulness of his character,
which they often describe in terms of slyness and deceit:

1.

This statement has the quality of prophecy, since Knutr will exact
severe fines from the people, who ultimately rise up against him and
take his life.
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"...grimmr ok skapstorr"
(p. 70, the words of
Eyvindr bifra)

and proud of mind"

"...rikr ok refsingama6r"
(p. 99, the opinion of
Danish chieftains)

-powerful and a punisher"

"...otrur ma6r ok agjarn,
sva at hann kann eigi hof
at, ok ma hann rettu kalla
heldr viking en konung;...
ma6r or6snjallr ok brog6ottr ok undirhyggjuma6r mikill;
mun y6r hann ver6a slaegvitr,
ok vandset vi6 honum, ef
ber hly6i6 nokkut bvi,
er hann maslir." (pp. 112-13,
the condemnation of the
farmers' leader, J>6r6r
dorri)

"...a faithless man and
ambitious so that he shows
no moderation, and he may
rightly be called more viking
than king...an eloquent man
and cunning and a very guileful
man; he will become sly with you
and it is difficult to see
through him if you listen at
all to what he says"

".. .prettottr ok slaegvitr"
(p. 125, the opinion of
Jarl Asbjorn).

tricky and sly,

Much of Knutr's behaviour supports these views and accounts for
the eventual uprising against him by farmers and noblemen alike:

1

On succeeding to the throne, he promises to make up for

his brother Haraldr's

soft justice:

ok linr...nu skal ek vera

"...he was most gentle and
lenient with you...now I shall

y6r frekr har6steinn." (p. 73).

be as a rough whetstone with you."

"...hann var y6r helzti hasgr

2

He forces his yoke on the farmers by threatening to deprive

them of access to the royal forests and waters upon which
their livelihood depends (pp. 73-75) and he proves a harsh
and fiercely resented punisher of criminals, whether rich men
or poor:
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Jafnan dom let hann hafa
rikan sem orikan; en bat
var6 mjok ofundsamt af
beim monnum, er letu
gofga frcenda sina at domi
konungs, bo at sakar vaeri
sannar til (pp. 76-77).

3

He always let the rich have
judgment as the poor; and
that became much the cause
of malice from those men who
lost their noble kinsmen at
the kings' judgment, even though
the charges were proven.

After appointing a meeting place for levies from Denmark

and Norway, prior to an expedition against England, Knutr
himself is several days late in arriving.

Yet he exacts

harsh fines from the Danes for dispersing before he arrives,
thereby arousing widespread discontent:
...letu her^margir mikit fe
fyrir, ok botti morgum betta
miklir afarkostir...hann let
bann dom hvern hafa, sem
i
i_ 'j-j.
1
_i_ • i
_c: -i n
honum
bottu
sakar
til
falla,
hvart sem hann var rikr e6a
orikr, en bat botti hof6ingjum
ofrausn (p. 109).

...many lost much wealth on
this account and they seemed
very hard conditions to many...
he let each have.1 judgment ©n<f& Vu
^Qt^&lfifc ~|V¥i Cv^fy^t^ -L^-pSlL^* 7*ZV-L.
wftOffl h& t-ho»gnt blanitr Jul±a
^_
whether he was ri£n or puur,
and that seemed too^ great a p. * £.».(
to the chieftains.

Given this image of a severe judge, it is perhaps not surprising
that Knutr's more saintly qualities are mentioned only rarely:

1.

"...vitr ok gu6hr«ddr"
(p. 70).

"...wise and God-fearing"

"...truan ok si6go6an"
(p. 121).

"...faithful and of good
morals".

Further emphasis on Knutr's relentless justice can be found on p. 76
and on p. 98, where it is directed against the followers of
Knutr's rival, Blo6-Egill.
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And yet, although Knutr, like St (5lafr in Heimskringla, does not
appear as a saint immediately, evidence of his righteousness
gradually accumulates up to his martyrdom:

1

Early in Knutr's career, Eyvindr bifra sets up the

ruse whereby Knutr is distracted at the bing while his
brother Haraldr is chosen king unopposed.

Eyvindr

depends for the success of his plan on the knowledge that
Knutr is too conscious of the religious impediments
against fighting his brother:
"...mun hann sja alia meinbugi,
ba sem a eru bessu mali, at
berjaz vi6 bro6ur sinn."
(p. 70).

"...he will see all the
religious impediments,
those which are against
this case, to fight against
his brother."

This assessment is accurate, as is clear from Knutr's
own response to the situation:
"Pat mun ek af kjosa, er
y6r mun bykkja litilmannligra, at ek mun bann kost
upp taka at leifa konungsnafn heldr en berjaz vi6
Harald, bro6ur minn til
rikis." (p. 71)

"I will choose that which
will seem more unmanly to you,
that I v/ill take the hard
choice to relinquish the name
of king rather than fight against
Haraldr, my brother, for power."

Yet this righteous restraint is not an easy attitude for Knutr.
As the writer allows us to see, it requires a huge effort
from him to control his blood pressure, a reaction which
lends immediacy to his predicament:
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...sumir hug6u, at hann v«ri
sarr or6inn, pviat andlit bans
var sva rautt sem blo6. Hann
settiz ni6r a hasaetiskistuna
ok maelti ekki; engi por6i at
krefja hann mals (p. 69).

2

...some thought that he had
been wounded because his face
was as red as blood. He sat
down on a chest near the high
seat and did not speak; no one
dared to speak to him.

The writer makes the moral point that the king must set

a righteous example to his men, by means of a specific instance
Knutr, exercising his right as absolute monarch, insists on
taking to bed the wife of his host, a priest.

The king is

only prevented from sinning by the timely sermon the woman
preaches to him while they lie together in the bed:
"Gu6 gaeti y6ar, herra!
nu ok jafnan; geri6 nu
sva vel, sem y6arri tign
byrjar; vinn mer eigi
grand, en sjalfum y6r
mein; ok sva vel ok fagrliga,
sem per si6i6 a6ra mann i
pessu landi, pa samir y6r
po at hafa fegrsta si6u,
pviat per eru6 fyrir
ollum monnum her i landi.
Nu vil ek pess bi6ja, pa
er per komi6 fyrir pann
konung er alls a vald,
at hann se y6r sva boena,
sem nu eru per mer."
(p. 78).

"God preserve you, Lord, now
and always; behave now as well
as befits your rank; do not do
me harm and yourself injury; for
since you reform other men in
this land so well and handsomely,
so it befits you to have the finest
moral life, because you are an
example to all men here in the
land. Now I will pray for this,
that when you come before that
king who has power over all, that
he turns an ear to your prayer as
you do now to mine."

To this request Knutr readily acquiesces, but with a forced
piece of reasoning, given his present circumstances:
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"Veita vil ek ber bina baen,
bviat ek se, at bu bi6r bessa
af miklum go6vilja, ok sva
samir betr, sem bu vill vera
lata:, ok bo er nu at sinni
nokkut athald i at gera eigi
sinn vilja, en bo er betta
litit hja storum hlutum, er
varr herra Jhesus Christus
hefir bolt fyrir varar sakir."
(p. 78).

"I will grant your request,
because I see that you ask
this out of great good will,
and it is so much more befitting
as you wish it to be done; and
now, though at present there
is some restraint in not doing
as one desires, yet it is little
beside the great things which
our Lord Jesus Christ has suffered
for our sakes."

This incident is clearly meant to show once again that while
Knutr is subject to normal human temptation, his will power
is of super-human dimensions.

What is humorous about the

passage is the inappropriateness of the discourse to the
setting and of the comparison of Knutr's restraint with
Christ's suffering.

It is not deliberate humour,

but

a consequence of the saga writer's sacrifice of credibility
in order to make a moral point.

3

When Knutr dispatches his brother 0*lafr off to prison

in chains, popular opinion suspects political motives:
"...hyggju ver,...at hann
hrasddiz pat, at hof6ingjar
mundu heldr vilja hafa dlaf
at konungi en hann." (pp.
105-6).

"...we think...that he is
afraid that the chieftains
would rather have 0*lafr as
king than him."

But Knutr's declared motive is a premonition that Olafr
will eventually prove his inherent evil:

"...pat er aetlan min," sag6i
konungr, "at eigi mun langt
lida, a6r en Clafr mun sjalfr
bera ser vitni, hverr hann
er." (p. 105).
1.

"...it is my expectation,"
said the king, "that time will
not long pass before 6lafr
ill himself bear witness to

By contrast, the presentation of Sverrir's foibles in Sverris Saga
is intentionally humorous and realistic as well. See above,
Chapter One, pp. 94-98.
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This premonition is fulfilled in the saga after Knutr's
death when 6lafr* re sent fully refuses to acknowledge Knutr's
sainthoodj Jcf-kv A

o»ks-^ ttyertZ <v 6\^i^f, v»<a

Konungr svara6i, ba6 hann
eigi ver6a sva djarfan at
segja slikt fals..."hann
mundi aldregi heilagr
ver6a." (p. 155).

4

The king answered, told him
not to be so presumptous as
to speak such a falsehood...
"he will never become sainted."

In dealing with his powerful rival, Egill Ragnarson,

Knutr displays remarkable patience, expressing concern
for Egill's religious transgressions and giving him
repeated opportunities to reform.

This confrontation

between an essentially pagan hero and a Christian king
is dramatised and deserves close attention as one of the
finest pieces of writing in the saga.

The background to their conflict is briefly sketched (p. 83).
Though Knutr has a premonition that trouble will come from Egill,
he appoints him his agent in Borgundarholm.

When Egill then harries

like a viking, in order to support an excessively large retinue,
Knutr expresses his objection:
"Petta Iika6i Knuti konungi
litt, ok ba6 Egil minka fjolmenni sitt ok sag6iz af hafa
tekit herna6 innanlands
(p. 84).

King Knutr was ill pleased
with that and ordered Egill
to decrease his large retinue
and said he had forbidden
harrying within Denmark.
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But when Egill wins a victory over the heathen Wends, he is rewarded
with Knutr's warm approval:
Konungr lofar, sem a6rir
men, afrek Egils ok sigr

The king praised, as other
men, Egill's daring deed

(p. 86).

and victory.

The battle itself is briefly presented with little distinctive detail
or phrasing,

except for Egill's

super-human feat v/hich secures

the victory:

...pa hljop Egill af skipi
sinu ok a Vindasnekkjuna ok
hjo til hof6ingjans ok veitti
honum banasar, ok begar jafnskjott hljop Egill ofugr aptr
a sit skip (p. 85).

...then Egill leapt off his
own ship and onto the Wends'
ship and struck at the
chieftain and gave him his
deathwound, and then equally
quickly Egill leapt backwards
back onto his own ship.

More important to subsequent events are Egill's deeds after the
battle is over.

Here detail becomes denser and the narrative sharp

with dialogue.

Egill, after his heroic action in battle, is overcome

2
with exhaustion . and calls for .drink:
Hann var sva mo6r, at hann fell
nasr £ omatt; ok er hann sat
upp i skipi sinu, pa ba6 hann
gefa ser drykk (p. 85).

He was so exhausted, that he
almost fell into a swoon; and
when he sat up on his ship, he
then asked to have a drink
given him.

1.

For instance: p. 8M-: ver6r par bardagi mikill; gengr fram vel ok
drengiliga; p. 85: brestr flotti a Vin6um; faer Egill bar agaetan
sigr ok mikit fe.

2.

This indicates the saga writer's understanding of battle physiology
and fatigue. The sudden exhaustion is probably due to Egill's
adrenalin subsiding. It should not be interpreted as melodramatic;
any competitive ath^lete could also confirm the reaction.
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Direct discourse punctuates the narrative here with the words of
Egill's cabin boy, who explains that there is nothing fit to drink;
"Or6it hefir bat hark her i
dag a skipinu, at brotnat
hafa verplar varir allir, ok
er allr drykkr ni6r hlaupinn
i kjol a skipinu." (p. 85)

"There has been such tumult
here today on the ship that
all our barrels are burst and
all the drink is spilled into
the hold of the ship."

There is a meek and child-like defensiveness in this explanation,
in its length and the repetition of "a skipinu" and "allir - allr."
It captures concisely and yet perceptively the child's manner of
excusing himself when he is innocent, yet fears accusation and
punishment.

But Egill is too thirsty and impetuous to consider

the boy's fear of him or to worry about blaming anyone for the
mishap:
"Eigi mun a si6r drekka
mega'.1 '
(p. 85).

"Nonetheless, one must be
able to drink!"

It then becomes clear that the child meant that the beer was mixed
with more than just bilge water; it is over half blood as well:
"Eigi, herral" sag6i hann,
"bviat bat er meiri hluti
manndreyri ok blo6."
(p. 85).

"Not so, Lord!" he said, because
the greater part is human gore
and blood."

In the moment of crisis, the boy forgets his painstakingly learned
etiquette and, picking up on Egill's "mega", he elides it and
follows with the subordinate clause beginning "bviat", instead of
using a complete sentence.

In this way the writer introduces the

colloquial into a context in which it is appropriate and might well
have been used.
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The pace of the action is maintained by a quick shift of
focus back to Egill who is too absorbed with his physical need to
concern himself with the boy, or with further words.

He replies

only with a gruesome action:
Egill stendr pa upp ok tekr
hjalminn af hof6i ser ok
sokkvir ni6r i kjolinn ok
drekkr prja drykki mikla
(p. 85).

Egill stands up then and
takes the helmet off his
head and dips it into the
hold and drinks three
great draughts.

The conjunction of the actions with the three "ok"' s emphasise that
no one even attempts to stop a man of his prowess and proven
reputation, though they might well have tried between the doffing
of the helmet and the third swig.
reported.

Nor is any further dialogue

This silence must be due to shock, since at least

one of those present must have been sufficiently moved to
report the incident to the king, according to the saga writer's
reconstruction of the episode.

In the following chapter, without any account of intervening
events, we find Egill called before King Knutr, whose handling
of the problem reveals much about his own character and Egill's
and places the matter entirely within a Christian focus.

The

dramatisation relieves the writer of passing explicit judgment
on Egill's deed himself and allows him to remain faceless and
unobtrusive.

This aspect is more consistently characteristic of

Snorri Sturluson's treatment of the Heimskringla material.
1.

See above, Chapter Two, pp. 150 ff.
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Parts of the dialogue are in indirect discourse.

The king

begins in this fashion by asking Egill if the report of the deed
is true.

Here the indirectness of his remark and the jerkiness

of the succession of clauses suggest that Knutr is rather shy
of the matter, self-conscious and therefore gentle:
Sidan kallar konungr hann a
eintal ok spur6i, ef bat
vaeri satt, er honum var
sagt, at hann hef6i drukkit
mannablod (p. 86).

Then the king summoned him to
a private conversation and
asked if it were true as he
was told that he (Egill) had
drunk human blood.

Egill admits that there is a great deal of talk to that effect:
"Mikit er til bess haft"
(p. 85);

"Much is claimed about this."

but he adds that he has not previously given the matter much thought:
...en kvez bo litt hafa
hugsat betta fyrri (p. 85).

...but he said he had still
given it little thought i^-k

The indirectness of this part of the statement suggests Egill's
indifference;

had he possessed much of a Christian conscience,

he

would not have committed the deed at all.

We are further convinced of the king's gentleness and slowness
to wrath by the easy opportunity he gives Egill to defend himself:
"Hv£ var6 sva ilia?"
(p. 86).

"Why did you do such an evil
thing?"

Egill's reply is again in indirect speech, perhaps this time to
eliminate any suggestion of bluster.

His words illustrate the

great viking's total candour as he makes no attempt to hide the
deed by cunning rationalisation:
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Egill sag6i, at porsti sva
mikill kom at honum af nve6i
ok erfi6i, at hann pottiz
varla pola mega, en drykkr
var engi til annarr (p. 86).

Egill said that so great a
thirst overcame him from
exhaustion and the toil of
fighting that he thought he
could scarcely endure it, and
there was no other drink
available.

The king's reply is Christian in content and gesture of
forgiveness, but the structure of it also presents us with a
realistic man attempting to introduce the faith to a people whose
concerns are worldly
contemplative.

and heroic rather than spiritual and

The control and careful arrangement of his points

show that he has not given up the task; they also demonstrate
considerable understanding of the sort of human being Egill
represents.

Knutr begins by describing the crime in Christian

terms, thereby making clear the centre of his argument:
"]?essi hlutr er har61a
pungligr or6inn ok
mikit kristnispell i."
(p. 87).

"This matter is become
very grave and there is
a great breach of Christianity
in it."

But Knutr adds a reminder of his potential power to punish,
suggesting the Old Testament side of the Christian God:
"...ok pat er kallat, at
ver sem refsingasamir um
smaerri hluti." (p. 87).

"...and it is said that we
are a severe punisher
smaller deeds-."

Nevertheless, the "har61a pungligr or6inn" has already indicated
Knutr's awareness that the issue is serious and requires consideration
For there are good practical arguments against punishing a man as
useful as Egill has proved himself:
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"...en me6 bvi at oss likar

"...but because we are well

vel til pin sva buit ok pykkir
pin pjonusta go6 fyrir margs
sakir, pa munum ver eigi sva
stri6an dom a fella at sinni,

pleased with what you tiave ******
ckme and think your service
good for many reasons, then we
will not impose so severe a

sem morgum mun van a pykkja."

judgment this time as many would

(p. 87).

think likely."

There is one obvious reason why Knutr thinks well of Egill's service:
his behaviour in the battle in chapter 35 was all a king could wish
of a soldier.

He may also recognise that to Egill his Christian

scruples may seem pedantic in view of the circumstances.

He there-

fore does not punish Egill, but rather, gives him advice (heilr«6i)
regarding his religious infraction:
"...vil ek pat heilras6i til
gefa me6 per, at pu bastir
vid gu6 ok segir sem fyrir
kennimonnum, ok tak skriptir
fyrir." (p. 87).

"...I wish to give you the
sound advice that you pray
to God and declare as much
before priests and be
confessed."

Knutr willingly and generously pardons any offence to himself:
"...en pat sem varr rettr
hefir brotinn verit £ pessu
mali, pa viljum ver per upp
gefa." (p. 87).

"...but insofar as our law
has been broken in this
matter, we will forgive
you."

The two actions of giving advice and pardoning are connected by the
verb "gefa", used in the two idioms "gefa me6" and "gefa upp".
is no angry castigation.

There

Yet Knutr does not let Egill escape without

emphasising again the enormity of the deed in the sight of God and
the disappointment it causes him personally, for he refers back to
his initial remarks on this:
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"...en eigi syniz mer petta
minna verk, enn pu hafir
etit mannahold so6it, er
pu hefir drukkit mannablo6." (p. 87).

"...but it does not seem to
me any less a deed than to
have eaten cooked human flesh,
when you drank human blood."

Again Egill's reply is given indirectly, as he promises to
abide by Knutr's advice:
Egill heitr konungi at
hann skal sva gera (p. 87).

Egill promises the king that
he would do it.

He is clearly subdued for the moment, though later in the saga his
behaviour shows how little the king's words penetrated him.

Twice

the king asks Egill whether he has confessed as he was requested
(pp. 88, 90) and when Egill insists on looking after his own soul
(p. 90), Knutr is reminded of his earlier premonitions about Egill:
"...ek sag6i per et fyrsta
sinn, er ek sa bik, at pu
mundir eigi me6 ollu vera
gaefuma6r." (p. 90).

"...I said to you the first
time I saw you that you would
not be a lucky man in all
respects."

Claiming to be answerable only to God (p. 96), and refusing to accept
Curjt*' 4, 6c'<f.r»\A , ^
E&v&s — C*>VI*IA iv

money for Egill's life (p. 98), he has Egill executed/I This stubborn
adherence to justice fits Knutr's political image in the saga, but
more important to the saga theme in this conflict is the first
long dialogue between the two men, the simple dramatic presentation of
Christian discipline struggling to assert itself over an essentially
heathen nation.

Knutr and Egill are here representative of the poles

of that struggle, but they are more than mere stereotypes.

The

dialogue demonstrates a specific humanity in each, though not a
complex one, giving us a more immediate understanding of Denmark's
conversion.

The writer's imaginative reconstruction of Knutr's
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speech to Egill attributes to the speaker a resolution and
explicitness

appropriate to the Christian theme, but the writing

here transcends the more transparent presentation of that theme
characteristic of the author.

At the time of his martyrdom, when Knutr is threatened by the
uprising of farmers led by Jarl Asbjorn and Eyvindr bifra, he
seems deliberately to draw his fate upon himself by a number of
his actions:
1

He seems knowingly to ignore every indication of treachery

when Jarl Asbjorn comes to him posing as mediator (pp. 126-27).

He

does not mention Asbjorn's earlier part in the ruse by which Knutr's
brother Haraldr was elected king (pp. 65-68), even after Knutr's
brother Benedikt expresses surprise at Knutr's apparent blindness:
"...ok vi st er undarligt,
herra! er ber hly6i6 nokkur
bvi, er hann segir, bviat ek
se gloggt, at hann er einn
falsari ok drottinsviki."
(p. 128).

"...and it is certainly wonderful Lord, when you listen at
all to what he says, because
I see clearly that he is a deceiver
and a traitor to his master."

Knutr refuses to act on this, although his reply suggests he is conscious
of the threat.

He insists on accepting his fate:

"fetta ra6 bitt munu ver
hafa, Benedikt! at flyja
eigi fund ovina varra;
ra6i gu6, hverr hann
verdr." (p. 128).
1.

"We will adopt the plan, Benedikt,
not to flee from^an encounter
with our enemies ;VGod decides? «o
liu dulbiidj."

In this respect the speech differs sharply from those delivered
by Sverrir in Sverris Saga, where the material is based on
contemporary experience.
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Asbjorn's hypocrisy is, of course, plain to the reader, since the
saga writer has already revealed through the jarl's speech to the
farmer host that Asbjorn seeks to meet with the king in order to
assess the king's strength and plans before attacking him.

Asbjorn's

treacherous nature is also suggested by his blatantly subservient
gesture to Knutr, bowing to him as he departs ("laut hann
konunginum" p. 128), and it is made plain when he reports back
to the farmers, twisting Knutr's offer of a settlement into a threat
of punishment for their opposition (pp. 130-31).

It is significant

that in this speech Asbjorn describes Knutr as "feigr".

2

Only when the attack has become a fact does he admit to

their threat, implying that up until now he has ignored it by
design:

"Nu mun ekki burfa at
dyljaz vi6, at bsndr
munu ekki aetla oss
frid at bjo6a." (p.
133).

"It will not be necessary now
to deny that the farmers will
not intend to ask us for
peace."

His solution to their plight reveals that he is prepared for
martyrdom, acknowledging his responsibility for the uprising:

"...vil ek mikli heldr
gefaz upp einn fyrir alia oss,
bviat ek veit bat, ef beir na

lifu minu audvelliga, at ba
munu gri6 hafa menn minir
flestir." (p. 134).

"...I would much rather give
myself up, one for all of us,
because I know that if they
take my life easily, that most
of my men will have quarter."
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3

He does not protest further when his men insist on defending

im, nor does he offer to take arms alongside them, but takes unistakable steps to prepare himself for death: he prostrates himelf, weeping, before the alta? of the church from which the
efence is being made (p. 135); he is shriven by a priest (p. 135);
e chants psalms (p. 136).

Wounded by a stone thrown through a

iroken window, his reaction is to protect his clothing from blood,
:ollecting it in a basin while he continues chanting:
He took then a basin and set
it on his knee so that he
did not bleed onto his clothing,
and he sang a poalm as before.

Hann tok pa mundlaug ok
setti i kne ser, at eigi
blasddi a kl«6in, ok song
a psaltarann sem a6r
(p. 139).

M-

6i,

He refuses to act against the unmistakable treachery of

]yvindr bifra, who pretends to seek the king with an offer of peace
rrom the farmers.

Benedikt denounces this traitor as he did

^sbjorn:

"...vita allir, at bu ert
hverjum manni utruari."
(p.
But again Knutr ignores the past.

"...all know that you are
more unfaithful than every
other man."

He says of Eyvindr:

"opt hefir Eyvindr mer enn
vel gefiz" (p.

"Eyvindr has often served
me well" 3

lot mentioning Eyvindr's ruse to win the throne for Haraldr.
)lainly Knutr is aware of Eyvindr's intentions.

Yet

When Eyvindr greets

in a typically servile fashion - "pa maelti hann ok hneig6i honum:
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Heill herrl"

(p. 141) - Knutr responds with coldly accusing, expectant

silence:

Konungrinn leit vi6 honum
ok svara6i engu (p. 141).

The king looked at him and
answered nothing.

The writer records no attempt by Knutr to avoid the sword Eyvindr
draws from beneath his cloak.

It is only recorded that he

beseeched God's help, whether for body or soul is not made explicit
Konungrinn hneig upp at
bilinu ok ba6 gu6 gasta
sin (p. 141).

The king bowed up against the
wainscot and beseeched God to
protect him.

All these details combine to make the martyrdom seem inevitable,
if Knutr has consciously sought it.

as

There is nothing comparable in

the behaviour of (5lafr Haraldsson inn helgi in Heimskringla.

B

The writer includes both striking and traditional evidence of
Knutr's sainthood and God's favour for him.
Immediately after the battle, the writer records the nasty

deaths of Knutr's principal opponents.

Eyvindr bifra is severed in two by

one of Knutr's men as he attempts to escape through a window over the
altar:
...hann tok i sundr i mi6ju,
fell hofu6hlutrinn ut or
glugginum, en fo'iiahlutrinn
inn i kirkjuna (p. 142).

...he fell apart in the middle;
the upper body out of the
window and the lower body
into the church.

The other three deaths, however, are offered as instances of divine
retribution.

Jarl Asbjorn is gruesomely killed by a horde of huge

French mice who pursue him across water to his ship:
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...paar hljopu...at jarli ok
re6u pegar i andlit honum
framan ok i nasar; ok sva
lauk par, at paer drapu jarl;
ok pegar eptir petta hurfu
paer ovasttir. . .msltu pat
margir, at pessi hefnd mundi
af gu6i send ver.a (pp. 14546).

...they leapt... at the jarl r^ ., £^_
and attacked him in the face jrirot
and in the nose; and it so ended
that they killed the jarl; and
then after that these monsters
departed...many declared that
this revenge must be sent from
God.

One of the farmer leaders, E>6r6r dorri, is drowned when his cornfat horse throws him into a rushing stream after all &6r6r's
companions have crossed it safely:
...hestrinn var o6r ok
kornfeitr ok breg6r a leik
er hann kemr ut a bruna,
er hlumka6i mjok undir
fotunum, ok riss upp
6r6igr undir honum a
brunni; fell £>6r6r pa
aptr a s661inum ok i
ana ofan ok fekk pegar
bana (p. 147).

...the horse was excited .and
corn-fat and start ed^fwnen n^
came out on the bridge ^where
i*- echoed very much under its
feet, and it reared up on its
hind legs under him (£>6r6r)
on the bridge; £>6r6r fell then
backwards off the saddle and
down into the river and got
his death from .

The other leader, Tolarr verpill, is rotted to death by maggots:
Tolarr verpill daei ok
herfiligum dau6a, funadi
kvikr i sundr ok vail
m66kum (p. 147).

Tolarr verpill also died a
wretched death; he was rotted
to pieces alive and swarmed
with maggots.

The writer openly declares these deaths to be signs of divine punishment, committing himself as Snorri Sturluson would never do:
...ok syndi gu6 pat i dau6a
pessa manna, hversu petta
verk. var raekt ok abyrg6asamligt peim, er ger6u
(pp. 147-48).
1.

See above, Chapter Two, pp. 164,

...and God showed in the deaths
of these men, how that deed was
abominable and momentous, to
those who did it.
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For the most part, Knutr's miracles are not elaborated, as are
St 6lafr's in the Heimskringla, but merely summarised (pp. 168 and
Only the principal miracle is presented at length, concerning

185).

the £orgunnusons, two brothers who are frequently mentioned as
Knutr's supporters (pp. 92, 95, 110, 115-19, 134-36).

After Knutr's

death, these brothers are sent to bring 6lafr, Knutr's brother,
out of the Flemish
him.

2

prison into which Knutr had previously sent

Only able to secure (Slafr's release by giving themselves

up as hostages, the brothers are then abandoned by dlafr, even
though he had promised to ransom them from their chains after his
return to Denmark.

This is the first indication that Knutr's

premonition of dlafr's inherent evilness (pp. 104-5) was correct.
St Knutr then appears to E>orgunnusons in the prison, loosing their
chains and entrusting them to make known his intervention and
powers of intercession:
"...vaenti ek pess, at gu6
hefi mer pa miskunn, par er
menn kalla a mitt nafn me6
go6vilja, at menn fai bo<$*
meina sinna." (p. 158).

"...I believe this, that God
does me this mercy, when men
call upon my name with good
will, that men receive cure
for their hurts."

This miracle is readily accepted and celebrated by Knutr's wife,
the daughter of the Flemish

duke.

She encourages the duke to favour

the brothers, as does Knutr's son, the duke's nephew.

This child

1.

It is recorded that a crippled man is miraculously made whole when
the saint's body is exhumed, but this is only briefly told (p. 183)

2.

See above, p. 209.
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has received from Sveinn Porgunnuson the belt which Knutr had given
Sveinn shortly before his own death, prophesying that Sveinn would
survive the farmers' attack (pp. 135-36).

The duke therefore agrees

to free the brothers on the condition that they return with the
ransom money.

They keep their promise by selling all their

possessions and borrowing from friends, after (Slafr refuses to
help them (p. 163).

The duke, however, matches their good faith

with magnanimity, refusing to accept any ransom money (p. 163).

The Porgunnusons now return to Denmark, but it is pointedly
stated that they give (5lafr no service: "pjonu6u ekki dlafi konungi".
They have no other part in the events of the saga, but the son of
Sveinn £>orgunnuson becomes the first archbishop of Denmark during the
reign of Knutr's brother Eirikr go6i and joins the king on his
military campaigns.

He is succeeded as archbishop by his nephew

Askell, also a fighting bishop.

The miracle in the Flemish

prison

is thus well-suited to lengthy presentation in Knytlinga, since
the figures involved contribute to the continuity of the work.
But the miracle has none of the ironic force of St Glafr's first
miracle in the Heimskringla wrought on Eordr £orisson and converting
him to one of the saint's most ardent supporters after a long history
of defiance.
1.

See below, pp. 231-33.

2.

See above, Chapter Two, p. 189.
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The traditional evidence offered in the saga for Knutr's sainthood is the miraculous preservation of his body:
...var likami hans me6 heilu
liki, sem hann vaeri nyanda6r
(p. 183).

...his body was as a sound
body as if he was recently
dead.

When his byre is burned, the body is preserved even more beautifully:
...en likamr ens helga Knuts
konungs var obrunninn ok sva
alheill, at enguhari var
skatt, en pa var likaminn
miklu bjartari en a6r (p. 184).

...but the body of the holy
King Knutr was unburned and
completely sound and no hair
was damaged and then the body
was much brighter than before.

This element of the exhumation is not common, but many sagas contain
figures with reputations for Christian righteousness who are v/ell
preserved in death, particularly saints and bishops, but including
King Sverrir

C

and Njall.

Knutr Magnusson's death has saintly qualities. 2
Knutr Magnusson has a much less significant role in Knytlinga

than the central figure of St Knutr.

He rules only a third of

Denmark, sharing the kingdom with his son-in-law Valdimarr Knutsson
and his second cousin Sveinn Eiriksson.

Yet the writer has carefully

structured the account of Knutr's death in order to suggest his
saintliness.

After the three kings reach a settlement for peace,

Knutr and Valdimarr agree to invite Sveinn to a celebratory feast,
although Knutr declares suspicions about Sveinn and his advisors:
1.

See above, Chapter One, p.

2.

Knutr Iavar6r is also killed by plain villains, Magnus Nlkulasson
and his men (pp. 211-16). This instance, too, is treated at
length in the saga and Knutr Iavar6r's sainthood is manifest
in miracles (pp. 215, 258, 277).
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"...eru peir nu ok par me6
honum ra6gjafar bans, er
jafnan fysa hann ens verra...
ffitla ek, at honum liki saetti*
ilia, ok muni hann eigi halda
pessa betr enn paer, sem harm
hefir fyrrum rofit...at eigi
muni Sveinn konungr pvi
treystaz at taka annan
okkarn sva af lifi at
annarr se eptir til hefnda
(pp. 249-50).

"...they are also there with
him now his counsellors, who
always persuade him to the
worse,...! expect that the
settlement suits him badly and
he will not hold this one
better than those which he
has previously broken...King
Sveinn will not dare to take
the life of one of us while
the other is alive to avenge it,

These suspicions prove founded and anticipate the treachery
during the feast itself, as do further carefully dropped clues.
At the outset of the feast account, the writer remarks ominously
that Sveinn is accompanied by many men, including the evil
counsellors.

While the kings drink, these men sport outside and

so attract from the hall nearly everyone but the kings themselves,
clearly leaving Knutr and Valdimarr unprotected:
Var pa fatt manna i herberginu nema konungarnir.
(p. 252).

Few men were then in the room
except the kings.

The counsellors' intentions are clear at once when one of them,
£>etleifr, enters the hall and speaks secretly ("leyniliga") with
Sveinn, apparently advising Sveinn to leave the hall and protect
himself in a separate building ("Hann (Sveinn) gekk i hus eitt
ok byrg6i sik par").
favourites of Sveinn's

Just as the three counsellors and other
("virktamenn Sveinns") re-enter the hall,

the writer shifts the focus to offer us a last glimpse of Knutr
and Valdimarr peacefully engaged in harmless pastime before being
attacked:
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Valdimarr konungr lek at
skaktafli vi6 annan mann,
en Knutr konungr sat i
pallinum hja honum
(p. 253).

King Valdimarr played at
chess with another man
but King Knutr sat on the
dais beside him.

As soon as Knutr is aware of the intruders, he turns to Valdimarr,
not in alarm, but to bid him a fond farewell with saintly calm in
the face of death:
...laut Knutr konungr til
Valdimars konungs ok kysti
hann (p. 253).

King Knutr bent over King
Valdimarr and kissed him.

In the moment before he realises their danger, Valdimarr is shown
to be puzzled by the mildness which characterises Knutr's behaviour:
"Hvi ertu nu sva bli6r,
magr?"
Knutr konungr svara6i:
"Vita muntu bat bratt."
(p. 253).

"Why are you now so affectionate?"
King Knutr answered, "You will
see shortly."

The pace now suddenly becomes swift and the action decisive,
Valdimarr, unarmed but using his cloak for protection, charges
at the drawn swords of the enemy, knocking down ]?etleifr and
receiving in the act wounds to his leg and thumb, though not
serious ones:
...Valdimarr..vaf6i skikkjuni
um hond ser...hljop upp ok
fram. . .hann stiklaoi sva hart
upp a Eetleif, at peir fellu
ba6ir utar fyrir dyrnar. I?a
hjo Toli Hemingsson til
Valdimars konungs, ok kom
bat hogg a laerit, ok var
bat sv66usar ok ekki heettligt;
hann vard ok sarr a bumalfingri
(p. 253).

Valdimarr...wrapped his cloak
around his arm£...leapt up
and forward...he sprang so
hard up against E>etleifr that
they both fell outside in front
of the door. Then Toli Hemingsson struck Valdimarr and that
blow hit his thigh and that
was a wound glancing off the
bone and not serious; he was
also wounded on the thumb.
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Valdimarr then escapes, sheltered by his men, but Knutr is struck
down by several blows, it seems without resistance:
J>a komz £>etleifr a faetr
ok hjo begar ofugri hendi
til Knuts konungs, ok var6
bat hogg sva mikit, at
hann klauf alt hofu6it til
hals, ok var bat hans banasar. Annarr ma6r veitti
ok Knuti konungi averka,
sa er Hjalmsvi6arr het.
Knutr konungr fell i einn
skorstein (pp. 253-54).

Then Petleifr got to his feet
and struck then backhanded at
King Knutr and that blow was
so great that clove his head
right to the neck and that was
his death wound. Another man
also gave King Knutr a blow, the
one who was called Hjalmsvi6arr.
King Knutr fell into a chimney.

Knutr's last moments are preserved with equally minute detail,
suggesting that there was an abundant tradition about Knutr.

He

dies in the arms of Valdimarr's faithful friend, Absalon, later
archbishop of Denmark (p. 28M-):
Hann tok ba skinn sin, er hann
haf6i a herSum ser, ok Iag6i
undir hofu6 Knuti konungi, bar
sem hann la a golfinu, ok
spur6i, ef konungr vaeri lifvaenn, ok sag6i, at hann matti
ba undan komaz; en hann
matti ba ekki mala ok
anda6iz i knjam honum
(pp. 254-55).

He (Absalon) then took his fur,
which he had around his shoulders,
and laid it under King Knutr's
head, there where he lay on the
floor, and asked if the king was
with hope of recovery, and said
that he might then get away;
but he (Knutr) could not speak
then and died on his (Absalon's)
knees.

The swift action with which the writer surrounds this scene and the
earlier glimpse of Valdimarr and Knutr before the attack, sets them
in relief and indicates the centre of the writer's interest in the
saintly qualities of Knutr's death.

At the same time, his record

of the action and of Valdimarr's escape anticipates the subsequent
revenge for Knutr.

As Knutr had predicted, there is a threat to

Sveinn when one of them survives his attack.
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D

Detailed account is given of the conversion of the pagan Wends
The writer traces the long series of wars between the Danish

kings and the heathen Wends, including a record of their conversion
to Christianity.

These accounts are not entirely comparable in

number or in detail to the conversion episodes in dlafs s. Tryggvason in Heimskringla.

There Snorri places the emphasis on (5lafr' s

superior force and cunning, converting the Norwegian heathens either
by compulsion or persuasion, depending on the circumstances.

In

Knytlinga the initial unsuccessful conversion of the Wends by
Eirikr eymuni is only briefly mentioned:
...let konungr kristna alt folk
...the king had all the people
i sta6inum...En pegar konungr
in the place baptised...But when
var i brottu pa6an, pa kostu6u
the king was away from there,
beir aptr kristni ok efludu
they threw aside Christianity
si6an blot ok hei6inn si6 (p. 226).and then performed sacrifices and
heathen rites.
The other episode records Valdimarr Knutsson's reconversion of these backsliders,
The writer draws the connection explicitly:
E>a bau6 konungr beim at taka
vi6 kristni, bviat bar var
jafnan hei6it, si6an beir
kostu6u aptr kristni, pa er
Eirikr konungr eymuni let
skira ba...sem fyrir var
sagt (p. 273).
1.

Then the king commanded them to
adopt Christianity because it
was always heathen there since
they had thrown aside Christianity,
with which King Eirikr eymuni had
baptised them...as was said before.
£jk, -»Xt -*V»« V^ff*-

See Hkr. 1, pp. 304-5, 314, 318, 319, 322, 324.
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In the main part of his account the writer describes with evident
delight the destruction of pagan idols.

The passage is too long to

cite in full here, but a selection of the more exaggerated details
demonstrates the writer's

relish for the destruction done and booty

confiscated, and his greedy curiosity in exotic practices:
Sveinn biskup ok Soni Ebbason
ok hjoggu ni6r go6it; si6an
16g6u peir reip urn hals honum
ok neyddu Reinga sjalfa at
draga hann ut.. . E>a gengu
menn til ok klufu hann i
sundr ok brendu hann undir
kotlum sinum (p. 274).

Bishop Sveinn and Soni Ebbason
also struck down the god. Then
they placed rope around his neck
and forced the Reingar themselves
to drag him out...Then men went
at him and clove him in pieces
and burned him under their
kettles.

...skur6go6 bessi ger6u sva
mikil undr, at pegar, ef
nokkurr ma6r atti samlag
vi6 konu innan borgar, ba
loddu bau saman sem hundar,
ok eigi Iosnu6u bau, fyrr
enn bau komu ut af borginni (p. 27M-).

These carven images produced
*3O fnuch^'cui^^n^a^wlTpen if any
man had union with a woman in
the walled town, then they
clove together as dogs and
they did not separate before
they came out of the walled
town.

Par toku peir mikit fe af
go6unum, bae6i gull ok silfr,
silki ok pell ok gu6vef,
hjalma ok sver6, brynjur ok
allskonar vapn (p. 275).

They took there much treasure
from the gods, both gold and
silver, silk and fur and velvet,
helmets and swords, bernies and
all kinds of weapons.

In addition, extravagant boasts are made of the numbers of converts:

This

...skir6u xiii hundru6
einn dag (p. 27M-).

...they baptised 1560 in
one day.

...peir kristnu6u alls a
landinu V pusundir i
peirri fer6 (p. 275).

...they Christianised in the
land altogether five thousand
on that trip.

exuberant approach differs sharply from Snorri's.

The author

of Heimskringla is characteristically aloof and rational.
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E The bishops are great military leaders and the source of confidence
in battle
In Knytlinga the bishops have a prominent political and
military role during the reigns of Eirikr eymuni, Valdimarr Knutsson,
and Knutr Valdimarsson.

In their speeches, these bishops show none

of the heated vehemence of Bishop Sigur&r in Heimskringla

and make

no exaggerated promises comparable to Archbishop Eysteinn's in
Sverris Saga. 2

Instead, their words reveal a cool confidence and

practicality which they attempt to instil in their men.

The first of the two speeches in the work is delivered prior
to Eirikr eymuni's battle against King Nikulas Sveinsson in
revenge for the murder of Eirikr's brother, Knutr Iavar6r.
speaker is Archbishop Ozurr, son of Sveinn Porgunnuson ,

3

The

who

addresses a large troop of clerics in his command ("mikit fj616i
kennimanna" p. 220).

He commands them to accept confessions and

absolve men, pointing out that for many soldiers this will be their
last opportunity to confess to a priest.

He betrays no sorrow,

regret, or alarm in stating this, but proves himself coolly
realistic:
"...eigi se vist, at hann
eigi kost he6an fra at
jata syndar sinar fyrir
neinum kennimanni."
(p. 220).

"...it is not clear that he
hasfc the opportunity henceforth to acknowledge his
sins before any priest."

1.

See above, Chapter Two, pp.

2.

See above, Chapter One, p. 35 , and below, Appendix A: Correspondences between Sverris Saga and Knytlinga Saga, p. 261 wnere an
instance is offered from Knyt. of a Pope using the promise.

3.

See above, p.

223.

141-43.
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As his second point, Ozurr urges the clerics to fight as warrior?
claiming that this is most pleasing to God:
"...ek by 6 y6r i gu6s nafni,
at ber gangi6 fram karlmannliga ok beriz djarfliga;
hugsi6 bat, sem er, at gu6i
bykkja ekki betri huglausir
menn en roskvir drengir."
(p. 221).

"...I bid you in God's name,
that you advance boldly and
fight daringly; consider, as
is the case, that God does not
think cowardly men better than
brave, gallant men."

This sentiment echoes the speech of Benedikt, the brother of St
Knutr, prior to the attack of the farmers:
"...hefi ek bat ok aldregi
heyrt, at gu6i liki betr
huglausir klaskismenn en
hugfullir drengir og
hvatir." (p. 134).

"...and I have never heard
it that God likes cowardly
dastards better than gallant
men full of courage and vigorous."

The correspondence suggests the speeches have been imaginatively
reconstructe d.

Ozurr's final point demonstrates again his cool realism.

He

makes them no promises of heaven or threats of hell, but merely
reminds them that a man can only die once:
"...skal ok eitt sinn hverr
deyja." (p. 221).

"...each shall die one time."

The second speech by a bishop, equally unruffled, is delivered
by Bishop Absalon.

He replies to Valdimarr Knutsson's fleet, who,

surrounded by enemy Wends in a small sound, have blamed the
bishop's strategies for their predicament and challenged him to
provide a solution.

He accepts this responsibility with calm

confidence and a cadence hauntingly Biblical:
1.

See above, pp.218 ff. * am aware of no other instance in which priests
are encouraged to take an aggressive part in battle; even the fighting
bishops in other kings' sagas, though they provide leadership to laymen,
are nowhere described as engaging directly in combat themselves.
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"Med pvi at ek hefi komit
y6r ivandansta6, pa skal
ek ok frelsa y6r fra
vandanum." (p. 279).

"Because I have brought you
into a difficult pass, then
shall I also free you from
difficulty."

He then castigates them for their lack of confidence, reminding them
that they are men and should behave as such.

By using the first

person plural pronoun "ver" rather than the second person "per",
he acknowledges their common lot, while at the same time his superior
tone implies that they should take him as their model of manly
fortitude:
"...en slik ummaeli vil ek
eigi optar heyra; pviat ver
skyldim hafa karlmennis
hjarta, en eigi konu, ok
eigum ver fyrir pvi at vera
6kvi6nir ok maelaz eigi ilia
um, pott eigi pykki jafnan
blitt eitt fyrir liggja."
(p. 279).

"...but such accusations I will
not hear more often; because
we should have bold men's hearts
rather than women's and we ought
to be unconcerned and not complain
although the prospect does not
always seem pleasing."

Thus briefly dismissing their complaint and whipping them into a
fighting spirit with his criticism, he uses the rest of his speech
to explain his strategy: he is to lead the attack against the enemy
ships while the others charge the land force with horses.

This is

speedily executed and achieves a resounding victory:
...aiitilli stundu drapu
peir Ix hundra6a manna,
en annat fly6i (p. 280).

...in a short time they killed
7200 men and the rest fled.

Only the first of these two speeches clearly contains Christian
sentiments, muscular though they are.

Yet it cannot be denied that

these portraits are meant to command respect for the bishops and
to prove the power and influence of the officers of the Christian
Church in Danish history.
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F

Royal visits to Rome are recorded
Accounts of the pilgrimages to Rome made by Knutr Sveinsson

inn gamli (pp. 50-51) and Eirikr go6i Sveinsson (pp. 170-73)
to depend on verses, some of which are included.

appear

In both cases the

writer places particular emphasis on the king's generosity and
benefactions.

Knutr is charitable to the poor:

Me6an Knutr var a Romavegi,
ba. byrfti engi ma6r ser
matar at bidja, sa er bans
fundi matti na, sva gaf
hann ollum noga skotpenninga (p. 50).

While Knutr was on a pilgrimage
to Rome, no man who was able to
gain an audience with him (Knutr)
needed to beg for his food, as
he (Knutr) gave sufficient
subsistence money to all.

He also establishes a hospice of Danish pilgrims:
Knutr konungr setti spitala
bann, er alia menn skyldi
faeda um nott, ba er bar
kaemi af danskri tungu
(p. 51).

King Knutr established a hospice
where all men, those of Danish
tongue who came there, should
tak-e sustenance for the night

And he gives money to religious establishments:
...vi6a gaf harm ok til
storfe, bar sem varu
klaustr e6a a6rir storir
sta6ir (p. 51).

...he also gave large donations
widely where there were cloisters
and other large establishments.

Eirikr is similarly munificent, as is evident from the writer's
repetitive phrasing.
houses:

He also makes substantial donations to religious
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...Eirikr...var6i vi6a storfe,
par sem varu klaustir e6a
a6rir helgir sta6ir (p. 171).

...Eirikr...distributed large
amounts of money widely to
cloisters or other holy establishments.

and establishes a hospice for Danes and gives money for its operation:

...pa setti hann spitala skamt
f ra borginni; en er hann kom
nordr til borgar beirrar, er
Luka heitir, ba gaf hann bar
fe til bess, at allir pilagrimar, er danska tungu maelti,
skyldi nogt vin drekka ok
heimila gisling eiga at peim
spitala, er hann haf6i settan
ok a6r var fra sagt (p. 173).

...then he established hospices
a short distance from the town;
and when he came north to that
town which is called Luka, he
then gave money so that all
pilgrims who spoke the Danish
tongue should have sufficient
wine to drink and free accommodation for the night at those
hospices which he had established,
as v/as previously mentioned.

In addition, Eirikr requests that the Pope establish an archbishop's
seat in Denmark:

Eirikr konungr pa lof til
pess af pafanum Paskalis at
erkibiskupsstoll skyldi
vera i Danmork, er a6r
var engi erkistoll nor6ar en
i Brimum i Saxlandi (p. 172).

King Eirikr then rcqqestea erf
Pope Paskalis, that there
should be an archbishop's
seat in Denmark when before there
was no archbishop's seat further
north than Bremen in Saxony.

Ozurr Sveinsson i>orgunnusonar becomes the first archbishop of this new
see, as the writer records (p. 190).

At the end of his life, Eirikr go6i makes a second pilgrimage
to Jerusalem, but dies having only reached Greece (p. 194).
Nothing is said of benefactions on this journey.
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Later in the saga, the joint kings Sveinn Eiriksson and Knutr
Magnusson agree at the Pope's request to join the crirsade in the Holyland (pp. 234-35).

But when all Sveinn's ships are wrecked soon after

they set out, and Sveinn insists on going home, Knutr also abandons
the journey, afraid to leave Denmark in the control of his rival.

Given all this evidence,

the writer's preoccupation with the

Christian aspects of the Danish kings' reigns is undeniable.

Yet

this theme, while predominant, is clearly not developed fully in
all parts of the saga.

Its fitfulness reveals that the writer

lacked a consistent aesthetic purpose in presenting his material.
The next section offers additonal evidence for this.
1.

Other less substantial evidence is abundant.
A

For instance:

The writer takes interest in Church organisation.

Twice in the saga, the writer records at length the number of
churches in Danish territory. In the first passage, too long to
cite here in full, he provides the locations of the bishops'
sees and the number of ships each contributed to the royal levy:
...£ Sjolands biskupsdaemi
eru xi kirkjur ens fimta
hundra6s, en xx skip oc c
konungi (pp. 80-81).

... in the bishop's domain in
Sjoland are 491 churches and
140 royal ships.

In the second instance, he records the number of churches in a Wendish
district at the time of writing:
Me6an Valdimarr konungr Iif6i,
pa varu reistar xi kirkjur a
Reing, ok vig6i Absalon biskup.
&ar er nu biskupstoll i peim
sta6, er Usna heitir, ok eru
nu i bvi biskupsfiki xxx
kirkna ok c (p. 275).

While King Valdimarr lived there
were then eleven churches raised
in Reing and Bishop Absalon
consecratedT^There is now a
bishop's seat in that place
called Usna and there are now
150 churches in the bishop's
control.

The disposition of churches and bishops in a Swedish district is also
mentioned (p. 242).

(continued overleaf
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continued from previous page:
B

The Norwegian king Magnus tflafsson's victory over the Wends is
attributed to St (5lafr:
...pa bar6iz hann vi6 Vin6r;
par sigra6i Magnus konungr
me6 heilagleik ok jartegnager6 dlafs konungs, f66ur
sins (p. 56).

C

The word "gu&ni&ingr" - traitor to God - is used to describe the
enemy:
Benedikt, konungs bro6ir,
...vard margs manns bani
ok ba6 ba at saskja fast
gu6ni6ingana... (p. 138-19).

D

Benedikt, the king's brother, was
many a man's death and told
them (his own men) to attack
steadfastly the traitors to God.

Details of the succession of bishops is provided:
Ozurr erkibiskup i Lundi
anda6iz einum vetri eptir
fall Eiriks eymuna;...ba
haf6i hann erkibiskup verit
xvii vetr ok
xx. Askell
het bro6urson Ozurar; hann
var bar naest erkibiskup i
Danmork; hann var ok rikr
hof6ingi ok vitr ma6r ok
sat lengi at stoli sinum
i Danmork (p. 232).

E

...then he fought with the Wends;
there King Magnus was victorious
by the holiness and miracle working
of King dlafr, his father.

Archbishop Ozurr in Lund died
one winter after the fall of
Eirikr eymund; he had been
archbishop 37 years. The
nephew of Ozurr was called
Askell; he was the next
archbishop in Denmark;
he was also a powerful chieftain
and a wise man and sat long on
his throne in Denmark.

A peace oath is couched in ecclesiastical terms:
...en beir svor6u allir
konungarnir vi6 gu6 ok
allan helgan dom, at bessi
saett skyldi haldaz, ok sa
skyldi i banni af pafanum ok
ollum biskupum ok I«r6um
monnum, er pessa saett
ryfi (p. 249).

...then all the kings swore by God
and all the holy relics, that this
settlement should hold, and he
who broke this settlement should
be in the ban of the Pope and
all the bishops and learned
men.
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III

A

Evidence that the writer of Knytlinga lacked consistent aesthetic
purpose in selecting and presenting his material

Repetition without discernible aesthetic purpose is a frequent
feature of the narrative
1

The formal descriptions of the kings, where provided, seem to
depend upon haphazard information

The character of St Knutr Sveinsson emerges not from formal
description by the writer but from the words of other saga figures supporters and enemies - in dramatised situations.

Of the other

sixteen Danish kings in the work, only six are described in physique
and/or temperament: Haraldr Gormsson, Sveinn Haraldsson, Knutr
Sveinsson inn gamli, Sveinn Olfsson, Haraldr Sveinsson, and Eirikr
go6i Sveinsson.

Though neither figures large in the events in the

saga, only Knutr inn gamli and Sveinn Olfsson are described at any
length.

This disproportionate emphasis suggests that the writer

lacked a sense of form.

In addition, the very few distinctive features

he attributes to the kings indicates that his information was haphazardly selected, probably for the most part from verses.

Knutr

is memorable for his nose:
...nef hans var bunt ok eigi
lagt ok nokkut bjugt (p. 5M-)j

...his nose was thin and not
low-set and somewhat hooked;

while Sveinn Olfsson is uniquely 2 described (p. 63) as righteous
(rettlatr) and patient (bolinmo6r).

There are no instances in

Knytlinga of the discriminating and lengthy formal descriptions
such as are found in Sverris Saga or Heimskringla.
1.

See above, p. 204.

2.

This is shown below in the index of terms used in formal descriptions,
pp. 497 ff.
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2

Battle accounts are brief and rarely contain distinctive
elements

There is nothing comparable in this Danish kings' history to
the highly dramatised battle accounts in Sverris Saga or Heimskringla.

Only a few memorable incidents spring to mind, all
/

briefly told: the killing of the heathen chieftain by Blo6-Egillj"
the killing of St Knutr Sveinsson and the death of his murderer,
Eyvindr bifra;

3

Valdimarr Knutsson's escape, unarmed, from the

attack by Sveinn Eiriksson's men;

Valdimarr's encounter with

the enemy during the battle against the Saxons, presented breathlessly by the writer by means of a series of "ba'"s:

...bar var Valdimar kunnigt,
ok vissi hann va6 eitt ok
rei6 bar til; ba runnu i
mot honum iiii Su6rmenn
ok I6g6u til hans allir
senn; hestrinn vikna6i
vi6, er beir 16g6u ii framan
i brjostit; ba I6g6u adrir ii
i mot aptan T~lendina, ok
rettiz pa upp hestrinn; pa
komu at menn Valdimars ok
sva fleir Su6rmenn; pa
hjo Valdimarr til Folkra6s
greifa, sva at hann fell
af hestinurn; komu pa til
menn Valdimars ok drapu
greifann (pp. 238-39)}

...Valdimarr was familiar with
the place and knew a single
ford and rode there; then four
Saxon men ran at him and
attacked him all at once;
the horse gave way when two of them
struck its breast; then the
other two attacked from behind
at the rump and then the horse
reared up; then Valdimarr's
men came up and more of the
Saxons too; then Valdimarr
struck at Count Folkra6 so
that he fell off his horse;
then Valdimarr's men came
up and slew the count.

or the unique ordering of troops by Eirikr eymuni, given as an
elaboration of a phrase in a cited stanza:
1.

See above, Chapter One, pp. 95-112

2.

See above, p. 211.

3.

See above, pp. 211.

4.

See above, pp.

227-28.

and Chapter Two, pp. 159-71
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...hann haf6i svinfylkt 1161
...he had drawn his troop into a
sinu, sva at rani var framan
wedge-shaped phalanx so that the
a fylkingarbrjostinu ok lukt
point was at the front of the
utan alt me6 skjaldborg (p. 177).host's breast and it was altogether
closed in from the outside with
a shield wall.

Apart from these instances, the detail is not distinctive.
contrast with Sverris Saga,

In

the writer rarely gives the physical

features of the landscape as the setting for a battle and then only
with the barest of facts.

2

Most often, battles are briefly summarised,

for example:
Knutr konungr atti ena
fyrstu orrostu a England!
i Lindisey, ok vard par
mikit mannfall; pa vann
hann a Hemingborg a
England! ok drap par
mikit folk (p. 38).

King Knutr had the first
battle in England on Lindisey,
and there was much loss of life;
then he attacked at Hemingaborg in England and slew there
many people.

The expressions used throughout the saga are both common and
. .
3
repetitive:

hor6 orrosta (p. 239)
lagdi til orrostu (p. 32)
16g6u peir land alt undir sik (p. 50)
I6g6u til hans (p. 238)
I6g6u ii framan (p. 238)

I6g6u a6rir

ii

i mot (p. 238)

16g6uz a flotta (p. 178)
mikill mannfall (p. 38, p. 179)

drap par mikit. folk (p. 38)
drap mannfolkit (p. 36)
-1 .

See the battles at I0la, Sv. p. 49; Hattarhamar, Sv. pp. 30-32;
and Norafjor6r, Sv. pp. 93 ff. for examples.

2.

For example: bogs and ditches, p. 38; swamps, p. 238; rivers and
bridges; pp. 296 ff.j a sluggish branching river (mo6a ein),
p. 262; and forests, p. 213.

3.

For other instances see pp. 42-44 where "orrosta" occurs five times
and "leggja" four times; pp. 55-56 where "orrosta" appears again
five times. Other instances of summary accounts may be found on
pp. 218, 219, 221, 232-33, 239, 266-73, 283-84, 289.
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Although the conversion of heathens is mentioned in connection with
two battles (pp. 266, 273), and the bishops play a prominent role
in military expeditions during the last parts of Knytlinga, 1 the
Christian theme is not otherwise developed in connection with
battles.

3

Repetition appears to be used as a substitute for other detail
about the setting of individual incidents

Repetition of a single detail of the setting of an incident
suggests that the writer had no further facts from his sources and
has not attempted to invent any.
St Knutr's feast at Saevarendi.

An example is his treatment of
The writer mentions this place name

four times without any more distinguishing details (pp. 114, 115, 117,
122).

Some dramatic encounters are characterised by similar repetition,

for example, the writer's presentation of the merchant Vi6gautr
arriving at the court of Knutr lavardr in Hei6abaer (pp. 201-2):

1.

...tok pat bo ra6 at sigla
a haf ok austan til Danmerkr
(p. 201).

...yet he adopted the plan to
sail into the sea and from
the east to Denmark.

]?a ras6r hann pat af, at hann
sigldi til Hei6abasjar. En er
han sigldi at sundunum...
(p. 201).

Then he made up his mind to sail
into Hei6abaer. But when he
sailed into the sounds...

...sag6i, at hann vildi
leggja inn skipi sinu i
sundin (p. 201)

...said, that he wanted to
anchor his ship in the sounds,

"Ekki by6r Knutr Iavar6r oss
at
upp hafnir."
(p. luka
201).———————

"Knutr Iavar6r 44-a not ask us
to open up the harbour."

"...letid upp hofnina, bviat
ek vil hann finna." (p. 202).

"...open the harbour, because
I want to meet him."

See above, pp. 231-33.

2U2

Sidan luku peir upp sundiri,
ok Iog6u peir Vidgautr inn
skip! sinu ok foru si6an a
fund Knuts (p. 202).

Then they opened up the sound and
Viogautr and his men anchored his
ship and then went to meet Knutr.

Such repetition suggests that the incident is based upon a traditional
story shaped from a few details, which have been extended by making
every step explicit.

B

Some political issues are treated unevenly

1

The political force of the bsndr is only acknowledged and developed
in Knuts saga helga

In Knuts saga helga, the writer makes it plain that the farmers
have a legitimate grievance against the king and are justified in
their uprising.

After being called up for an expedition against

England and kept waiting for days with no sign of the king's arrival,
they disperse in anger:

Bondamugrinn hljop upp allr
med einu sampykki ok ba6a
pann aldregi prifaz er par
lasgi lengr (p. 106).

The farmer crowd leapt up altogether with
one
accord and
^j
j
declared l-tyySy^should never
thrive who waited

When the king arrives, he makes no apology, but becomes furious with
what he sees as the farmers' treachery:
...Knutr...veitr peim storar
atolur fyrir pa svivir6ing,
er hann kallar, at peir hafi
gort honum (p. 108).

Knutr...gave them severe reprimand
for that treachery, as he called
it, which they had done to him.
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He remains stubborn in his resentment oven when his brother Eirikr
(later King Eirikr go6i and described as "allra konungra vinselastir"
p. 169) pleads the farmers' case:
Talar jarl her urn langt ok
drengiliga erendi fyrir bonda
hond. Konungr var heldr
styggr ok var ekki hasgt
at koma or6um vi6 hannj sag6i
po at baendr skyldi na saettum,
en hann skyldi einn ra6a
peirra i millum (p. 109).

Here the jarl presented the
case on behalf of the farmers
long and.boldly. The king was
Very angryatufi" it was not easy
to talk with him; yet he said
that the farmers should obtain
a settlement, but he alone should
judge between them.

Knutr then imposes heavy fines in every district, insisting that the
blame is entirely the baendr's (p. 110).

It is therefore not surprising

that one group of farmers in Jutland, led by the eloquent E>6r6r
dorri, resist with force (pp. 111-22) the king's agents, who come
to collect the penalty money.

With this taste of success in their

mouths, £or6r an<^ n ^ s men are followed in the narrative as they send
word to the local chieftains, Jarl Asbjorn and Eyvindr bifra, to
gather for an attack against the king.

These men respond to the

suggestion, but the writer makes plain that there was considerable
surprise at the audaciousness of the farmers:
E>etta pykkir ollum mikit
undr, er pessir menn hafa
gorz til sliks storr«6is,
er naliga varu me6 engum
merkjum (p. 123).

It seemed a great wonder to
all when these men, who were
almost without distinction,
set about such great undertakings,

The writer also shows us that, ultimately, the farmers' leaders
are not equal to their ambitions.

They slink off unnoticed before

the attack on the king, leaving the final orchestration of the assault
to the noblemen:
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...ok gaf engi ma6r at bvi
gaum; miklu var meiri byss
ok kail um allan herinn
(p. 126).

...and no man paid any
attention; the roar and
shouting among the host
was greater by far.

Because the writer has presented the farmers as a significant
force in the events leading up to Knutr's martyrdom, building around
these commoners several dramatised incidents and attributing speeches to
their leaders, it is both noticeable and surprising that their political
force figures nowhere else in Knytlinga.

Although the farmer class

may have been most volatile during Knutr's reign, it seems unlikely
that they were altogether unresisting to other Danish monarchs between
940 and 1187.

The omission suggests that the writer, unlike Snorri

Sturluson in Heimskringla, had little interest in this aspect of
history except where it was critical to a king's fate, 0V"

2

Among the few instances of opposition to a king by a nobleman,
justification is only offered once

In Knuts saga helga no rational motives are offered for the
treachery of Jarl Asbjorn and Eyvindr bifra.

There is no evidence in

the saga that Knutr punishes them for supporting his brother Haraldr
in his bid for the throne against Knutr, and indeed, Knutr refuses to
recognise that they are traitors until it is impossible to deny it.
i

Asbjorn and Eyvindr are stereotypes of the tricky villain.

Similarly,

the only apparent motive for Egill Ragnarson's opposition to Knutr
is Egill's greed for power and independence; he is shown to have no
just grievance.
1.

See above, pp. 218-19.
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Justification is only offered for a lendr man's opposition
in Eiriks saga eymuni.

As a prince, Eirikr seems to be a good

Christian, gaining the support of six bishops and an archbishop (p. 220)
and with their help avenging the murder of his saintly brother Knutr
Iavar6r (pp. 221-24).

But once in power, public opinion turns

against him because of his unjust tyranny:
Sva mikit ox grim6 ok ofriki
Eiriks konungs i Danmorku,
at rikismenn pottuz varla
bola mega, en po bor6i engi
i moti at mas la pvi, sem hann
vildi vera lata; het hann beim
jafnan afarkostum, ef nokkurir
varu beir, er eigi vildu begar
sambykkja bat, er hann vildi
(p. 229).

The grimness and tyranny of King
Eirikr grew so great in Denmark
that powerful men thought they
might scarcely endure it, and
yet none dared to speak against
it as he wished to be permitted;
he always promised them hard
terms if there were any who
would not consent to what he
wanted^.

A specific instance of this resentment forms the climax of Eiriks
saga, in chapter 103.

Eirikr has had the father of a lendr man

executed for speaking out against the king:
Eirikr konungr let drepa f66ur
hans, ok eigi fyrir meiri tilgerninga, en hann maslti i
moti honum a einu bingi
(p. 230).

King Eirikr had his father
killed and for no other provocation than that he spoke against
him (Eirikr) at an assembly.

The dead man's son, Plogr svarti, though outraged, quietly bides his
time.

In the meantime, no compensation is offered to Plogr,

although as the writer stresses, the king is at fault:
Plogr kunni bessu ilia, en
sa po engan sinn kost annan
en lata vera sva buit ok
kyrt....Eirikr konungr let
hann eigi njota bess, bott
hann hef6i honum harm unnit
(p. 230).

Plogr was ill-pleased with this,
and yet saw no alternative other
than to let matters stand as they
were, undisturbed...King Eirikr
did not let him have compensation
for this, although he had done him
harm.
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The revenge itself is sympathetically presented.
clearly a Christian.

Plogr is

He insists on being absolved by a priest before

he kills Eirikr, and even though he forces the priest to comply "Ger sera ek maeli, ella man ek drepa bik" (p. 230) - he regains our
warm approval by rewarding the priest and apologising for his
expedient threat:
Pa tok hann fingrgull af hendi
ser ok gaf prestinum ok ba6
hann fyrirgefa ser, er hann
hafoi heitaz vid hann (p. 230).

Then he took a gold finger
ring from his hand and gave
it to the priest and begged
him to forgive him that he
had threatened him.

Plogr then kills Eirikr with a spear in broad daylight at an assembly,
but his identity is not discovered because of the crowds of people:
Pa var6 brong mikil, ok vissu
menn ogloggt, hverr betta
verk hafdi unnit, bviat
bra6an bar at (p. 231).

The throng was then great and
men knew unclearly who had done
that deed, because it happened
so quickly.

Plogr is able to continue his life as a man of some importance
("var mikill ma6r fyrir ser" p. 232), apparently unopposed, until
he is slain by one of Sveinn Eiriksson's evil counsellors.

The

writer does not explain how the identity of Eirikr's killer came
to be known, but he does make plain that the murder of Plogr is a
nefarious deed:
...hann kollu6u Danir Sveinn
svi6anda, bviat hann var vi6

...the Danes called him Sveinn
the trickster because he was

alt folk har6r ok grimmr.

har^i^n4^¥i^'^th a11 pe°P le '

Hann re6 Plog svarta, f66urbana sinn, en Yngvarr kveisa

He punishgfl Plogr svarti, his
father's killer, but Yngvarr

drap hann (p. 236).

kveisa killed him.
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The writer mentions again that Yngvarr was Plogr's killer to point out
the justice of Yngvarr's death when he is killed in a battle which
Valdimarr Knutsson wages against Sveinn:
t pessi orrostu fell Yngvarr

Yngvarr kveisa, who had killed

kveisa, er drepti haf6i Plog
svarta (p. 260).

Plogr svarti, fell in this
battle.

Even though the writer has so carefully developed this instance
of a lendr man's justified opposition to a king, he offers no other
in the whole of the saga.

This is a further indication that his

interest in political issues is erratic.

C

Some specific political incidents receive detailed presentation
but have little or no issue of significance

1

St Knutr's expedition against England never takes place, although
the writer records detailed preparations

The gathering and dispersal of the Danish levy for Knutr's English
expedition is an essential episode in Knuts saga helga, since it
ultimately leads to the basndr uprising.

But no explanation is

apparent for the extensive treatment of the Norwegian role.

In

chapter M-l, the writer records a meeting between Knutr and the
Norwegian King 6la.fr kyrri at which Knutr attempts to persuade
6lafr to join him on his expedition against England.
a long speech.

Each king gives

Knutr stresses the need to regain the former Danish

and Norwegian control in England, reminding (5lafr that the English
killed his father Haraldr:
1.

Widespread dissatisfaction with St Knutr is repeatedly mentioned in
Knuts saga helga - pp. 77, 98-99, 106 - but no specific instances
of justified active opposition are offered.
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"...hafa varir forellrar
haft par mikit vald, sem
y6r mun eigi vera okunnigt."
(p. 99).

"...our ancestors have had
great power there, as you
will not be unaware."

"...pviat per eigu6 mikilla
harma at reka vi6 pa
Englismenn." (p. 100).

"...because you have great
injury to avenge upon the
Englishmen."

In reply, 6lafr refuses to involve himself personally because of his
father's bad luck in England, but offers ships and men, provided
Knutr furthers Norwegian ends as well as his own:

"...me6 pvi...at per leitia
eigi minnr eptir min.ui saemd
ok nau6syn i sliku en y6arri."
(pp. 100-1).

"...on the condition...that
you look after my honour
and need in this no less than
your own."

The Norwegian force duly appears at the meeting place, and,
unlike the Danes, awaits Knutr's late arrival (pp. 106-7).
though angry

Knutr,

with his countrymen, treats his allies well:

...konungr...stilti po vel
or6um sinum...svara6i, at
peir hof6u vel haldit bo6
sins herra ok hof6ingja,
bad pa fara heimtil Noregs
ok hafa mikla pokk fyrir
sina kvamu. (p. 107).

...yet the king arranged his
words well...he answered that
they had made good the promise
of their lord and chieftain (i.e.
(3laf r kyrri), told them to go home
to Norway and have great thanks
for coming.

Nothing is mentioned of the Norwegian king's reaction to this costly
waste of time.

The Norwegians have no subsequent part in Knuts

saga helga and no subsequent expedition is planned.

The writer seems

to have included the lengthy preliminaries indiscriminately.
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2

The careful dramatisation of Knutr Iavar6r's visit to the Saxon
- keisar is in disproportion to its significance in Knytlinga

In his narrative about Knutr Iavar6r, the writer introduces
the figure of Vi6gautr, a heathen merchant who becomes converted by
Knutr and goes as envoy to Holmgar6r to arrange the betrothal of
Knutr and King Haraldr's daughter (pp. 203-5).

Vi6gautr first

comes to Knutr's court at Hei6ab*r after fleeing from pirates
(p. 201) and after encountering the toll Knutr has set up at the
mouth of the harbour..

The background to this toll is given in

chapters 84 and 85 of Knytlinga in a dramatised passage, characteristic
of the writer's unsophisticated style at its best and worthy of
analysis.

After hearing that his uncle, the Keisar of Saxony, is dead, and
that his son, also Heinrekr, has succeeded him, Knutr decides to pay
the new ruler a visit, ostensibly to honour their kinship:
...gerdiz hann fuss at finna
hann fyrir frsndsemis sakir
(p. 198).

...he then became eager to visit
him for the sake of kinship.

However, in his speech to the Keisar in chapter 85, we discover that
the excuse of kinship is really only an honourable cover for another
aim: to gain financial assistance for the defence of Hei6aber.

In Knutr's speech to the Keisar, the writer implies this
through clear, logical progression of thought and plain diction.
Knutr acknowledges at once that he is making the visit for other
than social purposes, but he is not so indiscreet as to introduce
vulgar economic questions into the court setting; he uses instead
the euphemistic language of honour:
!

See above, p. 241.
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"Herral" sag6i hann, "ek
hefi veitt y6r heimsokn i
minni tilkvamu at Scekja
at y6r heil ra6 fyrir
fraendsaemis sakir."
(p. 198).

"Lord!" he said, "I have visited
your home on my arrival in order
to seek your sound advice, for
sake of kinship."

Notice that he is respectful to Heinrekr, calling him "Herra" and thereby
acknowledging the superiority of Heinrekr's power, and also referring
to his counsel as "heil ra6", thereby introducing a compliment without
any attendant suggestion of false, because excessive, flattery.

But

Knutr neither simpers nor fawns before his rich relative; he is
careful to balance these marks of respect with a mark of his own worth
when he says "fyrir fraendsemis sakir", the same phrase appearing at
the end of chapter 84.

(This repetition suggests that the speech is

an imaginative reconstruction.)
this way at the beginning

By mentioning their relationship in

of his speech, Knutr achieves two things:

first, he establishes between them the shared pride which no other
members of the court have a part in, a pride of family which determines
that their individual reputations are not mutually exclusive, that
they have an indissoluble bond which sets them in league together
against the court and gives each certain responsibilities and rights
over the other's fortunes - Knutr the right to claim advice and
financial assistance, Heinrekr the right to give it.

Second, the phrase

"fyrir frasndsaemis sakir", while marking their bond, also implies
their separateness, the unshared portion of their lives on which
self-pride depends.

Thus, Knutr implies by the phrase:

'Here I

am, your kinsman, come to pay you a visit out of respect, but worthy
of respect myself for what I am in my own right.!
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The implicit acknowledgement of these opposing attitudes, on
the one hand their shared distinction, on the other their proud
separatenass as individuals, underlines the style of both men's
speeches.

Knutr has established both attitudes in his statement,

and does so further in his next remark:

"...vaenti ek her saem6ar, sem
ber eru6, ok at ber muni6 meira
meta vi6 mik fraendsemi en
vi6rskipti enna fyrri
hof6ingja (p. 198).

"...I hope for honour here
where you are, and that you
will value more my kinship
thanfrrelationshipc with <Jformer chieftains." l

The logic is clear, the diction not distinctive - "fraendsemi" is
repeated.

Knutr does not attempt to ingratiate himself with rhetoric,

nor lower himself with colloquialisms.

Knutr now comes more explicitly to the point by explaining his
difficulties, but at the same time preserving his own dignity with
the reticence of his statement and an emphasis upon noble aspirations.
His territory is threatened and he wishes to preserve it for the sake
of honour, though he does not go into the specific details of the
threat to that honour, nor does he lament the threat:
"...en riki vart stendr mjok
til audnar, en hugr minn fysiz
bo at halda s«m6inni, ok
vilda ek eigi lata bat vald,
er fa6ir minn fekk mer i hendr,
ef sva maetti ver6a." (p. 198).

"...our power is much in risk
of being desolated, but my
heart is eager to maintain
the honour and I would not
give up that <gfr»ff8ifowhich my
father placed in my hands,
if it might be possible."

The straightforwardness of this statement and the repetition of
"ssmdinni" assist our impression of Knutr's self-confident demeanour,
made human by the slight edge of emotion in the phrase "hugr minn
fysiz".

At the same time the phrase "ef sva maetti ver6a" marks

his deference to Heinrekr, in that Knutr makes plain that he
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himself cannot with certainty achieve his aim.

,
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That acknowledgement prepares us for his repeated request for
Heinrekr's advice, a request which respects the Keisar's individuality
as separate from Knutr's,

since his assistance is not taken for granted,

while the fact of the request proves Knutr's right as a kinsman to make
it:
"...ok vildi ver par til
piggja af ydr heilrae6i hversu
med skal fara." (p. 198).

"...and we would for that
purpose accept your good
counsel, how to do that."

Knutr's repetition here of "heilras6i" introduces again the decorous
compliment, while his use of "ver" instead of "eg" suggests that the
request is in part the request of all Knutr's subjects.

The image of them

taking the Keisar's advice 'en masse', so to speak, as if Heinrekr were
addressing the multitude, is a verbal bowing to his power; but Knutr
is careful to limit the scope of that power by the words "bar til".
In short, he would appreciate Heinrekr's advice in this matter, but
is not offering him a free licence to meddle in all his affairs.

Knutr's final statement makes plain why he asks any advice at all.
He is in difficult financial straits:
"...en fjarafli minn geriz
nu ekki mikill." (p. 198).

"...but my wealth is not
at present increasing."

This is tacked on the end of his address, almost as if he says it
under his breath, perhaps for Heinrekr's ears alone.

And yet, even

though it touches the more sordid side of the matter, the reticence
of the statement and its position in the address mark Knutr's
decorousness in the court and his concern to preserve not only his
own dignity but the family's as well, in which Heinrekr shares.
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It also acts as a clue to the threat ("stendir mjok til au6nar")
which Knutr's people face, the threat of state poverty, and
consequently is a cue to Heinrekr as to what sort of "advice" is
really wanted.

The Keisar responds to that cue admirably, replying in a style
much like Knutr's and preserving in his remarks the opposing attitudes
of family pride and self-pride, distinguishing his own character from
Knutr's by expressing his self-pride in small tokens of condescension
and aloofness.

He begins by acknowledging Knutr's reputation which must

necessarily reflect upon the Keisar's own as belonging to his kinsman:
"Ek hefi spurt vinsasld
y6ra, ok at per hafi6
hvers manns lof." (p.
198-99).

"I have heard of your
popularity and that you
have every man's praise."

This recognition is as restrained in its praise as Knutr's was of
Heinrekr and thus preserves the distance between them.

Heinrekr then

adds that it is necessary to maintain the honour of his dukedom,
though he is not explicit in this statement about what part he himself
will play in that maintenance, just as Knutr did not disclose at
once the economic nature of the threat:
"...ok er en mesta nau6syn
a at per fai6 riki ydru
haldit ok s&md." (p. 199).

"...and it is most necessary
that you succeed in keeping
hold of your power and honour."

Notice that he uses Knutr's word "saem6" here, implying that he
recognises that it is a euphemism for financial stability, but perhaps
implying too that the honour or dishonour attendant upon Hei6abaer
reflects upon Heinrekr's own reputation too, especially now that his
aid has been sought.

He cannot have his relatives living in rags.
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Heinrekr's next remarks offer a practical suggestion for
replenishing the coffers of Hei6abaer, but he is careful to preserve
the tone of honour, first by pointing

out how widespread the practice

of taking tolls is, implying the sanction of the majority:
"Pat er si6r," sag6i keisarinn,
mi 6k
"her i Saxlandi ok enn mjok
vi6a annarsta6ar, at laesa
hafnir fyrir landinu ok taka
par tolla af ok lata engan
leggja skip sin i hofnina
nema leigu leggi eptir. "
(p. 199).

"It is the .custom," said the
Keisar, "here in Saxony and
even more widely in other
places, to close the harbours
of the land and take duty there
and let no man place his ship
in the harbour except the toll
is paid for it."

This mention of its widespread use carries forward Heinrekr's condescending
tone, since it suggests that Knutr is a little behind the times.

At the

same time, the co-ordinate structure of the clauses and plain and
partially repetitive vocabulary militate against any suggestion of
underhandedness or lack of scruple, in the practice of this form of taxation,

Heinrekr is careful, however, to defend the practice more
explicitly, though without seeming to protest its legality too much.
He candidly acknowledges the possibility that accusations of unethicality
may be made:
"Nu kann vera, at betta
pykki heldr hart, par er
menn eru a6r ovanir peim
pyndingum." (p. 199).

"Now it may be that this will
seem rather hard when men are
previously unaccustomed to
these taxes."

By putting it in this way, he implies that Knutr will make such a
protest, so that the arguments he then gives in favour of the harbour
toll make his own insight appear superior, suggesting that he can
view the matter from a larger and clearer perspective.

The points
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of his argument carry the same undertones.

He refers back to Knutr's

popularity arid says it will not diminish - as if Knutr had expressed
a fear that it might - because many powerful men have adopted the
toll scheme.

These powerful men include, of course, Heinrekr himself,

implying by extension that Knutr cannot be quite so powerful as yet
because he had not joined them in this practice:

"...en sva mikin framgang
hefir y6ur vinsaeld adr fengit,
at hon mun ekki vi6 petta
minkaz, pviat pat er rikra
manna sidr vi6a i londum,
at laesa hafnir fyrir landi
sinu, ok taka menn par
storfe eptir." (p. 199).

"...but as great as you were
advanced in popularity before,
it will not grow less for this,
because it is a custom of powerful men in very many lands to
lock the harbours of their own
lands, and men take great sums
from it."

Heinrekr's repetition here of the phrases "vi6a i londum" and "at l&.sa
hafnir fyrir landi" as in his opening remarks about the toll, again redeem
his argument from associations of crafty greed.

This seeming integrity of

purpose is supported by his final point in favour of the practice, which
has nothing to do with economic gain.

This attention to the activity

in the harbour will also be a great protection to the dukedom in time
of war:
"...en pat er po mikil gszla
rikisins vi6 6fri6i." (p. 199).

"...but that is moreover a
great protection for the realm
in time of war."

Though his speech up to this point has provided an economic
solution to Knutr's problems, Heinrekr has not once stepped down
from his dignified position to deal in coin with his own hands,

and

thus he has respected the court situation and protected his own and
the family honour from too close an association with common activity
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and with the grasping touch of the masses.

He has kept the discussion

to one of policy, in which only rulers themselves have a right to

participate, even though he has continually indicated that his rulership
is superior to Knutr's.

But he knows as well as Knutr that this advice

about setting up tolls is not quite what Knutr meant by "heilrae6i",
though Knutr does adopt the practice, as is clear from the Vi6gautr incident.
What Knutr really needs is ready cash, and Heinrekr is willing to supply
it.

In order to express that willingness, without lowering either himself

or his family name in the eyes of the court, Heinrekr adds it almost as
an afterthought to his speech, as if the advice about the tolls were
his most important assistance to Knutr:

"...bar me6 skal ek ok styrkja
y6r nokkut i f jarhlutum, at
ber haldi6 soma y6rum fyrir
ba sok." (p. 199).

"...therewith I shall also
give you some support with
respect to money, that you
maintain your honour because
of that."

The position of the remark as an afterthought and the absence
of any specific indication of the size of the gift are marks of
Heinrekr's continued condescension; he himself is above these petty
matters of depleted coffers, since his own never give him any worry,
and gifts can be dispensed from them with the wave of his hand.

He

never bothers with budgets and accountability - such is the
impression the writer creates by giving him this speech.

Yet

Heinrekr makes clear that the gift, though nothing to him, will be
1.

See above, p.

241.
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sufficient income for Knutr to live upon with honour ("soma").
This distinguishes Heinrekr's honour from Knutr's with a polite
and yet devastating precision.

Nevertheless, he has not treated Knutr

as a mere courtier; the two men are still kinsmen, no matter how
wide the financial gulf between them.

The detailed treatment of this encounter is not necessary
to provide the background either to the Vi6gautr incident or
to Knutr's second visit to the Keisar in chapter 90, in which
Knutr receives from him clothing with special protective powers.
Here again the writer of Knytlinga has developed an incident without
regard for its limited historical or thematic significance.

Yet the passage

is important to any discussion of the work, as an instance of the
writer's plain style at its best, and for the insight it offers into the
writer's fascination with and conception of courtly life and diplomatic
-kocfc^Hdemeanour early in the teft-th century.
I.

The Keisar warns Knutr never to part with this gift and when Knutr
later presents it to Magnus Nikulasson, his death at Magnus' hands
follows swiftly.
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IV

Continuity arises primarily from the historical connections between
events recorded and not from theme or structural design

The theme of Danish Christian sovereignty in Knytlinga, though
it provides some continuity in the work, especially in Knuts saga
helga, does not inform all parts of the saga equally.

Instead,

the continuity of the work as a whole depends primarily upon the
historical facts of the saga material.

The heirs to the throne

are all descendants of the first Christian king, Haraldr Gormsson,
so that the line of succession is not broken by usurpers as in
Heimskringlji.

In addition to the strong genealogical bonds between

them, the reigns are also closely interwoven for most of the saga
by the rivalry for the throne among the sons of Sveinn Olfsson Haraldr, Knutr, dlafr, Eirikr, Nikulas - and their descendants.
The writer also traces any relationships by blood and by marriage
which account for the relations between the Danish kings and foreign
leaders who appear in the work.

For instance, St Knutr asks (5lafr

kyrri to support him in his plan to attack England, in part because
6lafr is Knutr's brother-in-law (p. 91).
that Knutr chooses the Flemish

Similarly, it is clear

prison as the place in which to
£|£

incarcerate his brother Olafr because the Feimish

Duke Baldwin

is Knutr's father-in-law (p. 104); and Eirikr eymuni is evidently
influenced in his choice of Malmfri6r as his bride by the fact
that his brother Knutr Iavar6r had married Malmfri6r's sister (p. 224)
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The repeated presentation of political conflicts also helps to
connect events in some parts of the work.

For instance, in Nikulas

saga, the writer makes frequent explicit reference to Nikulas' and Magnus'
jealousy of Knutr Iavar6r's popularity:
...6fundu6u peir fe6gar
mjok vins&ld hans ok potti
peim hann gorr ekki si6r
at athvarfi en peir (p. 197)

...father and son became very
jealous of his popularity and
they thought he did not receive
less courteous attention than
they did.

...peim fe6gum ox ofund
a vinsasldum hans, ok potti
peim hans vinir holzti
margir (p. 207).

...the father and son's jealousy
of his popularity grew and his
friends seemed far too many to
them.

...peir fe6gar kunnu pvi
sva ilia fyrir ofundar
sakir, at fyrir pat sama
I6g6u peir opekt til
hertogans ok marga hans
vina (p. 209).

...the father and son were so
displeased because of jealousy
that for that same reason they
exhibited dislike for the duke
and for many of his friends.

Clearly this jealousy is being offered by the writer as the simple
motive for the murder of Knutr (pp. 212-15).

In addition, the writer presents with the utmost simplicity
the treacherous truce-breakings of Sveinn Eiriksson (pp. 236-56)
2
The writer also
which lead up to the murder of Knutr Magnusson.
traces the repeated role of the !>orgunnusons and other followers
in the affairs of St Knutr (pp. 110, 134, 137, 142-43, 144).

But

there is nothing comparable to the pattern of complexly interwoven
political conflict constructed by Snorri in Heimskringla.
1.

In each of these cases the interpretation is offered with disarming
straightforwardness; there is no attempt here, as in Heimskringla,
to lead readers by subtle artifice, so that we seem to interpret events
for ourselves. See above, Chapter Two, pp. 171-85.

2.

See above, pp. 225-28.
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V Conclusions

1

Though predominant, the Christian theme in Knytlinga Saga is

fitful and not brightly polished.

It has not been used consistently

as a basis on which to structure the saga material.

2

There is an absence of vigilant artistic purpose in Knytlinga,

The writer lacks the judgment and artistic skill of Snorri Sturluson
in selecting significant incidents and presenting them in dramatised
form.

3

There is no indication, as there is in Islendinga Saga, that

the writer of Knytlinga was capable of an unflagging control over a
huge mass of complexly interwoven material.

Rather, he seems to

have smoothed away many complexities by simplification.

4

At its best, the style of the dramatised incidents in

Knytlinga has qualities not unlike Sturla Por6arson's:

plain and often

monosyllabic diction, and rhythmic co-ordinate clauses used to slow
the pace of the narrative and focus it.

But the writer of Knytlinga

has not been able to capture with his imaginative reconstructions the
same degree of immediacy which Sturla achieves in Islendinga Saga,
»vuwt;waJ2 $w eMx*f- -fe>
where dramatised passages are based upon"actual experience.
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APPENDIX A.

Correspondences between Knytlinga Saga and Sverris Saga

There is evidence that the writer of Knytlinga Saga knew
Sverris Saga, in certain correspondences between the two works
in rare diction and imagery.

4hese have aefc-been specifically

remarked on before, QQ fay QG I knoir. They are as follows:
1 Sv.,p. 103:
Sverrir konungr hefir nu beygt
halsana 'a meirom storbuccum en
ber erut bondr e6a kaupmenn.

King Sverrir has now bent the
necks of greater bucks than
you are, farmers or merchants.

Knyt., p. 121:
"...mun y6r bo ver6a mikill
hamingjuskortr vi6 Knut
konung, pviat sva hefir peirn
or6it, er meiri storbokkar
ok rikari hafa verit en ber."

"...you will yet be very short
of luck with King Knutr because
it has so happened to them who
have been greater bucks and
more powerful than you."

Knyt., p. 91:
Konungr svaradi: "Ekki barftu
Egilll at gera bik sva storan,"
segir hann, "beygt hefi ek
svira a feitari buH^im, en pu
ert..."

The king answered: "You do not
need, Egill, to make yourself
so great," he says, "I have
bent the necks of fatter
bucks than you are..."

2 Sv., p. 153:
...ilia muno peir kunna hoggum
er heiman hafa laupt'fr fra kirnuaskinum oc set alldri fyrr
hverso Birkibeinar ero vanir
at fara me6 vapnum pa er peir
beriaz.

...they will take little
pleasure in blows who have run
from home from milk pails and
have never before seen how the
Birkibeinar are accustomed to
wield weapons when they fight.

Sv., p. 41:
Annan veg er at beriaz vid
Erling Jarl en priskia corn.
Knyt., p. 136:
"...betra skal honum bykkja
borparanum, er heiman hefir
hlaupit fra kirnuaskinum, at
vera penna dag heima ok
beysta korn en skipta hoggum
vid oss konungsmenn."

It is another thing to fight
with Jarl Erlingr than to
thresh corn.
"...it will seem better to him
of the village, who has run from
home from the milk pail, to be
this day at home and thrashing
corn, rather than exchanging
blows with us king's men."

f
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3 Sv., p. 128:
ver6um vel vi6 peir munu eigi

si6r tannsarir en ver.
Knyt. , p. 140:
"...en nu, er peir hafa nokkut
tannsarir or6it af skiptum vi6
y6r konungsmennina."

4 Sv., p. 42:
Eysteinn erkibyscup oc margir
lendir menn. hafa iafnan sagt
at allir peir menn er berpiz
me6 Magnusi konungr, oc verpi
land hans. oc letiz me6 pvi.
at salur peira manna allra
vaeri fyrr i Paradiso. en
blo6it vaeri callt a ior6unne.

Knyt., p. 234:
...sva haf6i pafinn,fyrir
maelt ok heitit pvi af guds
halfu...fyrri skyldi ond
hans i himinriki, en blo6 hans
vaeri kalt a jor6u, ef hann
letiz i beirri fer6.

Since this Pope (Eugenius)
before the archbishop,

2

Let us respond v;ell. They
cannot be less toothsore
than we are.

"...and now, when they have
J
ttvajevMeir
,
become*tootnsore from the
exchange with you king's men."

Archbishop Eysteinn and many
lendir men have always said
that all those men who fought
along with King Magnus and
defended his land and lost
their lives at it, that the
souls of all those men would
be sooner in Paradise than
the blood would be cold on
the earth.
...so has the Pope declared and
promised on behalf of God...
sooner should his spirit be in
heaven than his blood be cold
on earth, if he lost his life
on that journey.

would have made such a promise slightly

it may be that Eysteinn knew of the Pope's

crusade promise in these terms and used them himself when addressing
Magnus' supporters.

It is more likely

3

that the Knytlinga writer

1.

Pope Eugenius III held the office from 1145-1154.

2.

The crusade appeal is made in Knytlinga at the beginning of Sveinn's
reign as joint king with Knutr Magnusson, probably about 1150.
Archbishop Eysteinn might have made the promise any time during
Magnus Erlingsson's reign before Erlingr skakki's death, that is,
between 1162 and 1179. Sverrir, in his speech over Erlingr
skakki's grave in 1179, refers to the promise having been made.

3.

Henry Treece, The Crusades (London, 1978) mentions that in 1045
both Archbishop Turpin (p. 71) and Pope Urban II (p. 98) promised
the first crusaders a martyr's crown if any of them died on the crusade
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expresses here a conventional idea, having borrowed the phrasing
from Sverris Saga.

We cannot be certain, but there is neverthe-

less sufficiently strong evidence in the other examples to indicate
that the Knytlinga writer knew Sverris Saga well.

The words and

phrases which the two works have in common in these passages are
rarely recorded
1.

See Fritzner:

and no such parallels are found in other texts.
kirnuaskr, vol. 2, p. 288.
storbokkar, vol. 3, p. 562.
tannsarr, vol. 3, p. 568.
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APPENDIX B:

The Proportions of Knytlinga Saga

King

Chronological period

4 pages

Haraldr Gormsson
(940-985), pp. 29-32

45 years

2 pages

Sveinn tjugu-skegg
Haraldsson (985-1014),
pp. 32-34

29 years

Knutr Sveinsson inn gamli
(1014-1035), pp. 34-54

21 years

Narrative space

20 pages

7 years

2 pages

H6r6a-Knutr Knutsson
(1035-1042), pp. 54-55

9 pages

Sveinn Olfsson (1042-1076),
pp. 55-64

7 pages

Haraldr he in. Sveinsson
(1076-1080), pp. 65-72

4 years

77 pages

Knutr Sveinsson inn helgi
(1080-1086), pp. 72-149

6 years

15 pages

6lafr hungr Sveinsson
(1086-1094), pp. 149-164

8 years

31 pages

Eirikr go6i Sveinsson
(1094-1103), pp. 164-195

7 years

1.

34 years

The page can be taken only as a rough guide to the length of narrative
content, since in this edition the critical apparatus varies slightly
in amount on each page.
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28 pages

Nikulas Sveinsson (1103-1130),
pp. 196-224

31 years

20 pages

Knutr Iavar6r Eiriksson
(1103-1130), pp. 196-216

27 years

16 pages

Eirikr eymuni Eiriksson
(1134-1139), pp. 217-233

5 years

2 pages

Eirikr spaki Hakonarson
(1139-1147), pp. 231-233

8 years

23 pages

Knutr Magnusson (1139-1155),
pp. 233-255

27 pages

Sveinn Eiriksson svi6andi
(1147-1156), pp. 233-260

9 years

42 pages

Valdimarr Knutsson (31471182), pp. 245-287

35 years

7 pages

Knutr Valdimarsson (11821202), pp. 287-294

16 years

5 years
(the saga ends
at 1187)
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The Genealogy of the kings of Denmark (940-1187)
(years of reign)

APPENDIX C:

Haraldr Gormsson (940-985)
Sveinn tjugu-skegg Haraldsson (985-1014)
I
Astri6r Sveinsdottir

Knutr Sveinsson inn gamli
(1014-1035)
______
I
I
H6r6a-Knutr Knutsson
(1035-1042)

Haraldr Knutsson
d. 1040
(king in England only)

Haraldr hein
Sveinsson
(1076-1080)

Knutr
Sveinsson
(1080-1086)

Sveinn dlfsson
(1047-1076)

Eirikr go6i
Sveinsson
(1094-1103)
____I

tflafr hungr
Sveinsson
(1086-1094)

Nikulas
Sveinsson
(1103-1134)

Eirikr eymuni
Eiriksson
(1134-1139)

Ragnhildr
Eiriksdottir

Knutr Iavar6r
Eiriksson
d. 1130
never king

Magnus
Nikulasson
(joint-king
1134)

Sveinn svi6andi
Eiriksson
(joint-king
1147-1156)

Eirikr spaki
Hakonarson
(joint-king
1139-1147)

Valdimarr
Knutsson

Knutr Magnusson
(joint-king
1139-1155)

(joint-king
1147-1156;
sole king
1156-1187)

Knutr Valdimarsson
(1182-1202; saga ends 1187)

Chapter Four

Hakonar Saga Hakonarson: Portrait of an Ideal King

I

Introduction
Scholars have suggested that the relationship between Hakonar

Saga and Sverris Saga is simple: either one of contrast:
I Sverris Saga, den andre store
norrjzSn kongesagalitt. , oppveies
mangier av dramatisk og livfull
fengsler sjelden pa samme mate;
mekanisk-redigerende, ofte t^rr

samtidssagaen i
komposisjonelle
fortelling. H.s.H.
fremstillingen er
og direkte kjedelig.

The quaint racy style of Sverris Saga...is
entirely distinct from that of the other kings'
lives, and has a marked individuality of its own...
Sverris Saga is remarkable, alike for subject and style,
standing alone among the Kings' lives, as indeed it
was most meet it should.^
or one of correspondence:
This official biography of King Hakon...is modelled on
or inspired by Sverris Saga.
1.

Knut Helle, "Hakonar Saga Hakonarson" in Kulturhistoriskt for
Nordisk Medeltid, volume 6 (Malmo, 1961) p. 53

2.

Gu6brandur Vigfusson, Prolegomena to Sturlunga Saga, volume 1,
(Oxford, 1883) p. Ixx

3.

Ibid., p. Ixxi

4.

Hermann Palsson, "Hakonar Saga - Portrait of a King" in
Orkney Miscellany 5 (Kirkwall, 1973) p. 50
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While there is some substance to each of these remarks, none is
exact or supported with evidence and all fail to consider that
both, as contemporary sagas, are intended to provide the
authoritative record of a king's life for future members of his
dynasty.

Both Knut Helle and Hermann Palsson appear to appreciate

this as a purpose of Hakonar Saga:
Sagaen ble satt sammen med Kong Magnus' rad (Sturl. s.)
og er i mangt et taler?$r for Sverraaettens ideologi,
saerlig i underfitrekingen av Hakons kongsrett og a
konged^mmets glans og overordnede stilling i forhold
til andre samfunnsmakter.
King Magnus... Perhaps he not only wished to have a
permanent record of his father's achievements to
immortalise his name; it was also politically expedient
for King Magnus to possess such a document which
described the power struggle during the reign of his
predecessor.
But only Gunnar Benediktsson has recognised it as the common
purpose of both Sverris Saga and Hakonar Saga :
Hakonar saga fykir urn sumt hli6stas6 Sverris sogu,
sem Karl Jonsson aboti a fdngeyrum haf6i ^a ritad.
]?aer eiga sammerkt i £vi, at }}£Er eru rita6ar af samtimamonnum islenzkum sem heilsteyptar asvisogur, hin fyrri
urn afa, hin si6ari urn sonarson, og konungsferill
beggja er bce6i vi6bur6arikur og afdrifarikur fyrir
samti6 J)eirra og framti6.
1.

Helle, loc. cit.

2.

Palsson, opt. cit., p. 51

3.

Gunnar Benediktsson, Sagnameistarinn Sturla (Reykjavik,
1961) pp. 173-174
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Certainly Hakonar Saga is less lively and engaging in style
and substance than Sverris Saga, in part because Sturla £or6arson
was more constrained by his patron than Abbot Karl and less
interested in his subject, of whom he had no personal knowledge
and for whom he possessed a family antipathy.

But the differences

between the sagas are determined more by the different natures
and careers of the two kings themselves than by their respective
biographers, as Sigur6ur Nordal has noted:
... Hakon var fjarri bvi a6 vera svo frumlegur afbur6amadur sem afi hans og asvi hans flatneskjulegri.
Such a contrast in presentation reflects the different circumstances
of each king as well as the change in the public conception and
expectation of an ideal king between the late twelfth and midthirteenth centuries, as Norway grew from a collection of loosely
bound districts into a sovereign state.

While Sverrir was able to

win his throne largely by military means and independent charismatic
leadership, Hakon had to be more cautious.

He courted both

ecclesiastical and legal support in so far as he could without
surrendering autonomy and he attempted to win popular backing
by presenting himself as a model of royal dignity rather than by
3
attempting the subtle forms of persuasion Sverrir employed.
1.

For evidence of this, see Sturl. 1, pp. 409, 444; Sturl. 2,
pp. 112, 231-232. Hakon had ordered Snorri Sturluson's
death, while the Sturlungs had long been friends of Jarl
Skuli, who had attempted to usurp Hakon's throne. See
below, pp. 286 ff.

2.

Sigurdur Nordal, Plateyjarbok (Akranes, 1944-45) Introduction

3.

See above, Chapter One, pp.

35 ff,
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These differences determine the range of subject matter in each saga.
Whereas in Sverris Saga the political and military are almost
inseparable, in Hakonar Saga significant attention is given to
colonial and international affairs and to formal court scenes,
often involving lengthy meditative speeches.

Less space is given

to battle accounts, simply because Hakon fought fewer battles and,
of those he did fight, fewer were large or critical.

In the following chart, the most important years of Hakon's
reign are listed with the most significant event in each period and^
ranged in descending order according to the amount of information
given.

This provides an index of the wide scope of material in the

saga and the proportion of non-military events (marked +):

1.

1263

Hakon's last year, in Orkneys

- 29 pp./yr

1238-40

Jarl Skuli's opposition to
Hakon

- 63 pp.; 31J

1223-25

Expedition into Vermaland

- 36 pp.; 18 pp./yr

1246-47

Hakon's coronation +

- 13 pp.; 13 pp./yr

1260-61

Magnus Hakonarson's marriage +
and coronation +

- 13 pp.; 13 pp./yr

1256-57

Dispute with Denmark and the
marriage + of Hakon's daughter
into Spain

- 13 pp.; 13 pp./yr

pp

1217-18

First year of Hakon's reign, + - 11 pp.; 11 pp./yr
including speculation about his
paternity

1220-23

Skirmishes with the Ribbungar

- 31 pp.; 10 pp./yr

1255-56

Death of Hakon's son Hakon +

-

9 pp.;

9 pp./yr

Some examples of court formalities in the saga: Bridal feasts,
pp. 128, 274, 309. Bridal journeys, pp. 290, 294, 306. Reading
of a papal bull, p. 247. Court ceremonials, pp. 252, 254.
Court announcement of an earl's death, p. 243
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Compared with Sverris Saga, the compass of Hakonar Saga
is clearly wider and this has several consequences:
1. Many figures other than Hakon are introduced
into the saga and demand the attention and often
the sympathy of the audience.
2. Although Hakon is involved in the majority of events,
his direct participation is less significant than Sverrir's
in his saga; events do not revolve round Hakon in the
same way as Sverrir.
3. Although told in chronological order, as is Sverris
Saga, the variety of events recorded often necessitates
that several sequences of related events be interspersed,
one interrupting the other. For instance, chapter 177
presents a tense confrontation between Jarl Skuli and
King Hakon at the bing at Bergen; chapter 178 tells of
a quarrel between Hakon and the Bishop of Hamr; chapter
179 reports the building of the ship (5lafssu6r and
the death of Hakon's mother; chapter 180 is concerned
with Icelandic affairs; chapter 181 continues with the
developing friction between Jarl Skuli and Hakon.
Sometimes interruptions occur in the middle of a
chapter, as in chapter 79, where an account of an
expedition against the enemy Ribbungar is divided in
the middle by news from Iceland. Sturla has avoided
here a more selective and tightly interwoven account,
such as is characteristic of much of Snorri Sturluson's
presumably because it would not then be
Heimskringla,
history.

In Hakonar Saga the major unifying principle is the chronology,
time itself.

This feature is marked more frequently and more variously

than in Sverris Saga:
1. By the successive recording of the years of Hakon's
reign, tolling like a bell through the saga. Not a
single year is missed from the first year of his reign
in 1217 until his death in 1262.
1.

See above, Chapter Two, pp. 186 ff.

2.

See pp. 37, 48, 50,
149, 151, 152, 156,
239. 240, 241, 254,
303, 306, 308, 311,

54, 65, 74, 85, 93, 121, 130, 141, 144, 145,
157, 164, 167, 171, 173, 194, 236, 237, 238,
259, 264, 265, 271, 273, 277, 279, 281, 290,
324, 331.
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2. By the mention of.external events contemporary with
the Norwegian action.
3. By precise dates, provided at various places throughout the saga to mark important events, from the death of
King^Ingi in the year Hakon became king of Norway (p. 18)
to Hakon's burial^in Norway after his death in the
Orkneys (p. 357).
4.

3
By references to high days in the church calendar.

5.

By measuring the passage of time in relation to events.

In this connection, Sturla often uses the phrase "sem fyrir var
rita6".

Less frequent variations include:
j_.
nu er*segja fram (pp. 299, 3^7/;
ok mun ver6a fra sagt (p. 258);
ok mun^enn ver6a sagt fra
peim si6arr ( pp. 175, 237'
Munu ver par letta at sinni
at segja fra peirra fer6um (p. 292)

now there is to tell...
and it must be told...
and it will be told about
them later.
We will there stop talking
about their journey for a
while.

From this heavy emphasis on the chronological progression of
events, the proportions of the saga may be determined.

This

can be seen to some extent from the chart given above on page
as well as from Appendix B, below, page 332.
1.

See pp. 1, 141, 169, 236, 237, 251, 258, for a sample.

2.

For other precise dates, see pp. 200, 217, 234, 271, 328.

3.

For a sample of similar references, see pp. 86, 94, 98, 103,
108, 110, 138, 141, 164, 177, 205, 217, 313, 351.

4.

These references occur with a remarkable frequency, too
numerous to list for the whole saga, ranging as follows:
pp. 17, 18, 33, 36, 38,43, 50, 51, 55, 105, 140, 160, 202,
209, 236, 252, 269, 303, 323, 355.
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II Evidence of Selection

Undeniably, attention to detail is very uneven in Hakonar
gaga.

Some minor facts are included almost casually, without

any discernible function.

In most cases such facts, which seem

to be reliable, appear to have come direct from contemporary accounts
Twice in the middle of siege

without adjustment to the new context.

accounts Sturla includes details, concerning the availability of
provisions in foreign territories under Norwegian attack, which
are specific out of proportion to the rest of the account:
En ekki var at drekka nema
blanda; ok hvergi fengu beir
mungat i" Vermalandi; en slatrvist skorti bar eigi, bviat
buit var hvergi uridan rekit.
(p. 102)
!>eir logdu gjald a Manverja,
prja penninga Enska af hverri
ku, ok fae6a allan herinn um
vetrinn. (p. 148)

But there was not anything to
drink but sour whey mixed with
water; and they could get ale
nowhere in Vermaland; but there
was not a shortage of meat because
livestock was nowhere driven away.
They laid a ransom on the men of
Man, three English pennies for
every cow and the feeding of
all the host during the winter.

Earlier in the saga, in chapter 111 (p. 96), Sturla lists
and enumerates in full the men in the king's expedition to Vermaland,
using simple, repetitive phrases to distinguish each section of the
troop as the mind's eye reviews it from first to last:
konungs-merkit skyldi fyrst
fara, ok par me6 atta tigir
manna...ok fylgdi hverjum
hesti hlaupandi sveinn...
Her naest foru tvau hundru6
manna. En eptir pat sle6amenn... ok voru pat sex
hundru6 manna. En par naest
rei6 Nikulas... ok hof6u
prju hundru6 ri6andi manna.
1.

the king's standard should go
first and with it eighty men...
and folTot££%^jb a eh horse a boy
running... next went two hundred
men...And after that sledge-men
... and that amounted to six hundred
men... and next rode Nikulas...
and had three hundred horse-men.
Next there went all the sledge-men
up from the sea, more than eight

Helle, opt. cit., p. 52 and Vigfusson, Prolegomena, opt. cit., p. cvi
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£>ar naest foru allir sle6amen utan fra sjo, meirren
attu hundru6 manna. Si6ast
rei6 Lo6inn Gunnason... ok
hof6u fimm hundru6 manna.

hundred men. Last rode
Lo6inn Gunnason... and
had five hundred men.

Having precisely established the extent and formation of the army,
Sturla outlines equally plainly the strategy for defence during
the expedition.

This is clearly marked off from the travelling

order, not only by the word "si6ast" beginning the last sentence,
but by the introductory statement to the strategy:
E>a var bessi skipan a gor

This arrangement was
adopted^

which resembles the introduction to the marching order:
£>essi skipan var a gor
fer£inni.

This arrangement was made
for the journey.

Each section of the troop is again catalogued:
ri6andi-menn foru fyrst, ok
pa sle6a-menn. Ef 6fri6r kasmi
moti peim, pa skyldi ri6andimenn verjask me6an sle6a-menn
taeki vapn sin; skyldu hvarirtveggju sle6a-menn hjalpa, ef
a a6ra yr6i hlaupit, peir sem
fyrir fasri ok eptir.

horsemen went first and then
sledge-men. If an attack
came against them then the
horsemen were to defend themselves while the sledge-men
got their weapons. Those
sledge-men who came in the van
and those in the rear should
help each other if the attack
was made against one of them.

The explicitness of these remarks suggests that there may be direct
discourse underlying them, recalling the precise strategy in the
words of either Hakon or one of his commanders.
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Up to this point the material is logically arranged, presenting
a detailed and unconfused picture of the troops and capturing with
the simple structure and diction the predominant tone of the
military discipline.

However, Sturla undermines the success of

this arrangement by going on immediately to tell of the total
number of choice men (vildis-li6s) and armed men (vapna6ra manna)
and something more of the different troops within the army, the
grooms (rei6skjota-manna) and sledges (sle6anna), material
which seems to belong to the travelling order at the opening of
the account.
i

Sturla then sums up with a view of the whole host in motion:

En bo at iss vseri tveggja
rasta langr a einhverju vatni,
ba var fyrri annarr endir
hersins af isinum en annarr kom
a. (p. 97)

And though the ice was two
rasts long on one lake, yet
one end of the army was off
the ice before the other end
came onto it.

As it stands, the passage lacks a logical arrangement of its
individual parts, a marching order of its own so to speak, for
there is a jumble of general and specific instead of a controlled
movement from one to the other.

A simple re-arrangement, without

altering the details themselves, would supply this movement and lend
that grace which is wanting.. That Sturla does not adopt any more
effective structure indicates a singular inattentiveness here to
the aesthetic potential of carefully arranged information.

It must

also be pointed out that no subsequent action makes the review
significant or justifies its length in the saga.

Some eye-witness

must have described the troops and he used the version without
thorough refinement or editing.

1.

Sturla uses a description of troop formation for deliberate
aesthetic effect in Islendinga Saga, when presenting the
attack on Flugumyr. See below, Chapter Six, pp. 475-76.
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Even less integral to the narrative thread is the passage
about the king's bailiff, Andress skjaldar-band,

and his

unfortunate expedition to Bjarmaland with fvar utvik (Chapter 81,
pp. 70-71).

Their journey in 1222 has no significance for the rest

of the saga and the close focus on their misfortune makes the
incident loom ineptly large in the narrative.

2

Yet even though selection has not been practised consistently
in the saga, there is evidence for it.

Instances can be divided

into three groups, depending on the reasons behind them.

A

Omissions made to avoid Monotony:
In some instances, Sturla has clearly summarised material

whenever a fuller account would have been uninteresting:
Her eptir ur6u margir peir
hlutir milli Birkibeina ok
Ribbunga at ymsir ur6u~
brog6um fegnir. (p. 66}

Hereafter occurred many incidents
between the Birkibeinar and the
Ribbungar, the strategems of
which each in turn rejoiced in.

1.

Andressis only mentioned again in the saga in chapter 164- when
his disappearance in the Holy Land is reported. This is
briefly told and important because it becomes clear after the
disappearance that Petr, the son of Andres,' wife Ingibjorg, is
also the son of Jarl Skuli. Petr appears later in the saga
when he supports his father against Hakon and dies at the
hands of the king's men during the battle at Oslo in 1240 (p. 230)

2.

Other instances of casually included facts may be found on pp.
29, 54, 126, 183, 327.

3.

For other examples see pp. 72, 140, 178-79, 203. That Sturla
sometimes tired of his task is evident from the monotony of
his diction in places where no aesthetic effect can be intended
by the repetition: the use of leyniliga on pp. 3-4; drengiliga
on pp. 64, 103, 107, 108, 220; it beinsta or beinsta veg on
pp. 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 112, 136, 183, 195, 212;
and akafligast on pp. 120-128, 198, 203, 217, 218, 233. For
confirmation of this feature, see also Helle, op. cit., p. 53;
and Benediktsson, op. cit., p. 173.
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Diplomatic selection:

B

Central to the purpose of the saga is the material selected
or rejected for diplomatic reasons, in order to present Hakon as
an ideal king without mocking him by exaggerated flattery or
alteration of well-known facts.

Sturla's attempts at such partisan

presentation are uniformly serious and much more transparent than
Abbot Karl's in Sverris Saga.

Hakon is never treated with the

irony or the warm, fond wit frequently applied to Sverrir.

Yet

much of the partisan material corresponds superficially to that
used in Sverris Saga and evidence occurs in many forms throughout
the saga:
1

Legendary origins.

In Hakonar Saga there are no fantastic dreams about Hakon's
birth or omens of his future power; rather there is a lengthy
account of the secret journeys of mother and small child through
Norway in flight from the enemies of the Birkibeinar (chapter 3,
pp. 3-7).

Sturla relies on literary parallel, making an explicit

comparison with the story of dlafr Tryggvason's infant flight:
Sva hafa vitrir menn sagt, at
pat hafi likast verit, vas pat
ok ervi6i er Birkibeinar hof6u
i bessari fer6, me6 otta beim
er beir hof6u af sinum ovinum
adr en beir komu me6 konungs
son nordr £ Prondheim, bvi
vasi ok ervi6i er 6la.fr> Tryggvason ok Astri6r mo6ir hans
fengu i sinum fer6um pa er bau
fly6u or Noregi austr til Svibjo6ar fyrir riki Gunnhildar
konunga-mo6ur ok sona hennas.
(p. 5)
1.

So wise men have said, that the
physical hardship and difficulty
which the Birkibeinar had on this
journey together with that fear which
they had of their enemies before
they came with the king's son
north into Prondheim, had been
most like the hardship and difficulty
which dlafr Tryggvason and his
mother Astri6r suffered on their
journey when they fled from Norway
east into Sweden before the power of
Gunnhildr the queen-mother and her sons

Abbot Karl clearly recognised and recorded Sverrir's foibles,
balancing the saga presentation of Sverrir's sophisticated
intellect with an appealing human dimension, no doubt with
the king's encouragement. See above, Chapter One, pp. 914-93.
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Sturla also takes the opportunity to compare the two kings' Christian
endeavours:
Eigi megu menn undrask po at
Men must not be astonished though
alls-valdandi Gu6 hafi framarr
Almighty God has granted his
veitt sina miskunn pessum
mercy more to these kings' sons,
konunga-sonum, 6lafr Tryggva6lafr Tryggvason and Hakon, who
syni ok Hakoni, er her er nu
is here now told about, and
af sagt, ok frelsta pa af
delivered them from the power
valdi sinna ovina, til sva
of their enemies, to such
mikillar fraeg6ar sem hann
great fame as he had assigned
hafdi hvarn-tveggja skipat,
both, the one to raise up
annan til pess at hefja at
Christianity for the first time
upphafi Kristnina i Noregsin the Norwegian king's realm
konungs riki, en annan til pess and the other to strengthen it
at styrkja hana framarr enn
more than any other Norwegian
engi annarr Noregs- konungr me6 king by the help of Holy Saint
inum helga 6"lafi i kirknaCdafr, in the building of churches
ger6um ok laga-skipan ok morgu
and the shaping of the law and
66ru uppheldi Gu6s Kristni,
many other supports of God's
sem peim monnum var kunnigt er
Christianity, as was known to
samtida voru vi6 hann, ok
those men who were contemporary
with him and knew fully his
gorla vissu hans hattu ok
conduct and undertakings.
atfer6ir. (pp. 6-7)
There is nothing so blunt in Sverris Saga.
2

Popularity and acceptance of Hakon when a child

The child king's popularity and acceptance of his paternity are
continually protested

in the saga in terms almost Biblical, with

constant reference to Birkibeinar loyalty:
Allir fornir Birkibeinar
elsku6u bvf meirr sveininn
sem beir sa at honum ox meirr
vit ok afl. ( p. 13)
1.

All the old Birkibeinar loved
the boy the more as they saw his
intelligence and strength
developing.

Though Sverrir himself frequently defends his paternity claim in
Sverris Saga and the writer assumes its veracity in the narrative,
there is no incident in the saga where any other figure explicitly
supports Sverrir's claim or makes plain his popularity by showing
personal regard, with the exception of Svina-Petr, who does so
with a witty and biting sarcasm (see Chapter One, pp. 79-83).
Sverrir himself mentions in a speech the enmity some of his
alleged supporters bear him (Chapter One, p. 47).
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Allir fornir Birkibeinar ur6u
mjok fegnir sveininum, ok
gengu hvers-dagliga at finna

All the old Birkibeinar were
very fond of the boy and went
each day to meet the boy on

sveininn fyrir astar sakir

account of their love for his

vi6 f66urinn, ok eigi si6r
f66ur f66urinn. (pp. 7-8)

father and no less for his
grandfather.

Other indications of Hakon's childhood popularity and acceptance are
so heavily and repetitively stressed"that they seem forced and arouse
the suspicion that the emphasis may be artificial.
3

Miracles

Like the accounts of miracles in other kings' sagas, the three

2

in Hakonar Saga are necessarily explicit expressions of partisanship,
since the miracle makes plain that the subject is favoured by God.
To one of these miracle accounts Sturla adds the authority of public
opinion:
... var a stort ve6r, ok letu
nokkurir menn styri sin. Ok
er beir komu a Hvini, ba brast
styri a konungs-skipi, ok gekk
af allt bla6it naliga....
Ok er beir komu til hafnar, var
upp lagt bat er eptir var af
styrinu. Ok botti monnum miklar
jartegnir, er med sliku skyldi
styrt ver6a a miklu skipi.
(p. 210)

... there was heavy weather
and some men lost their
rudders and when they came to
Hvin, then the rudder on the
king's ship broke and the
blade fell off almost entirely.,
And when they came to the
harbour, what was left of the
rudder was brought up. And men
thought it a great miracle that
a great ship should have been
steered with such a fragment.

Such mention of public opinion is often made in the miracle accounts in
Sverris Saga.

The recording of contemporary testimony authenticates the

1.

See the saga text, p. 14, when Jarl Hakon keeps the boy by him in his
last illness (Vigfusson thinks the boy was really Jarl Hakon's son);
p. 17, when King Ingi finds Hakon entertaining during his sickness;
p. 21, when Hakon's supporters remind Skuli of King Ingi's and Jarl
Hakon's ready acceptance of Hakon; p. 41, when Hakon himself recalls
their favour; and p. 74, when support is given the young king
because of his paternity, which is accepted.

2.

See p. 43, when Hakon's mother carries the hot iron to prove his
paternity and she is not marked by it; p. 121, when Hakon is
protected by God from being killed by a falling mast; and p. 210,
as given above.
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miracle and insures that the audience does not miss the significance
of events or misinterpret them, but it does not require the author
himself to intrude directly into the narrative.
4-

God's

support for Hakon

Apart from the miracles, other claims to divine intervention on
Hakon's behalf occur regularly throughout the saga in the narrative,
bl&fa/ve^W
and less blaiillyi in Hakon's speeches:

"Gu6 ok inn helgi 6"lafr
konungr, peim hefir ek
fengit mitt mal i hendr, ok
beir skulu sja hlut til handa
mer urn landa skipti ok
hamingju." (p. 12)2

Sverrir, too, claims God's

"God and the holy King 0*lafr,
to them I have entrusted my case,
and they shall look after the
division of the land and of luck
on my behalf."

support in his saga, but such claims in his

speeches are so frequently involved in his ironies or set within a
dramatisation that it is never certain how far he believes them
himself and how far they are used against his gullible audience.

3

This makes Sverrir a hidden and elusive character, more interesting
and provocative than the rather wooden figure of Hakon.

Whether or

not their saga portraits are true reflections of the men themselves,
it nevertheless remains that Sturla was content to present Hakon in
this monotonously accessible fashion.

1.

See pp. 86, 135, 208, 211, 222, 318, 355

2.

See also pp. 17, 19, 20, 40, 42, 59, 79, 81, 96, 105, 111, 113, 116,
191, 203, 204, 208, 211, 213, 215, 218, 240, 255, 281, 294, 318, 319

3.

See Chapter One, pp. 25-26.
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5

Direct compliments to Hakon or Magnus Hakonarson

Sturla's compliments to Hakon or to his patron, Magnus, are
frequent and, in their obvious attempts to flatter and ingratiate,
rather tasteless.

Such compliments cover a variety of features

of Hakon's reign, from the quality of his assemblies
practice of keeping his word.

2

to his

Magnus is the recipient of a

corresponding diversity of compliments ranging from his
resourcefulness in quenching fires
wedding.

4

3

to the magnificence of his

Such compliments are more direct than those in

Sverris Saga, where accounts of events or Sverrir's speeches
draw praise and respect for Sverrir by their very nature and
substance, without explicit solicitation.

There the author

guides judgement but seems to allow the reader to decide to
like Sverrir, whereas in Hakonar Saga, support seems to be
begged for and therefore is never warmly offered.
6

5

The eulogy

As in Sverris Saga, a eulogy on the king is set at the
end of Hakonar Saga, though it is much longer.

Hakon's

physical appearance is described, and while many of the terms
are not distinctive, a few mark unusual features, some of which
are meant to demonstrate his blood relationship with Sverrir:
1.

See p. 75

2.

See p. 307

3.

See p. 274

4.

See p. 317

5.

For other instances of flattery to these two kings see pp. 74,
110, 322, 324, 329-335, 350, 357. The greatness of Hakon's
fleet is praised on pp. 331-332
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vaxinn mjok a bann hatt sem
verit haf6i Sverrir konungr
(p. 357)
.1
Tni6mj6r, heldr bar £ sessi

built much in the way that
King Sverrir had been
slender in the waist, sitting
rather tall on his throne,

ekki fot-langr

not long-legged

nokkut ut-skeifr

somewhat bandy-legged

These features are not all handsome ones and presumably must be
accurate, since Sturla could not otherwise have included them
without censure.

Personal qualities mentioned are all positive, but there is
little supporting evidence for them in the saga itself:
Hann var hverjum manni katari,
ok vakrari, ok lettari a ser;
bli6r ma6r var hann vi6 fataska
menn ok burftuga, sva at aldri
var hann i sva bungu skapi, at
eigi svara6i hann beim bli61iga.
Hann var tiguligr ok lat-godr
ba er hann sat me6 66rum hof6ingjum, hugat-latr ok veglatr,
snjallr ma6r, ok vel tala6r a
bingum. Manna var hann vitraztr,
bce6i til laga ok ra6a-gjor6a.
Pat maeltu beir vitrir menn, er
sendir voru til hans af 66rum
hof6ingjum, at beir hef6i all-dregi
hof6ingja set, bann er beim
baetti heldr vera b«6i konungr, ok
herra, ok felagi. (pp. 357-58)
1.

See Sv. p. 194; Chapter One, p. go.

2.

Ibid.

He was more merry than any
man and more alert, and more
gladsome in himself; a kindly
man he was with poor and needy men,
so that he was never in so heavy
a mood that he did not answer them
gently. He was princely and
courteous when he sat with
other chieftains, engaging and
high-minded, an eloquent man,
and spoke well at assemblies.
Of men he was one of the wisest,
both in law and counsel. Those
wise men said, who were sent to him
from other chieftains, that they
had never seen a chieftain who
seemed to them to be more king,
lord, and comrade.
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There is some attempt here to convey the man as genial, but this
cannot outweigh the formal and impersonal nature attributed to
him by most of the saga events.

He remains distant and

He is never seen on comradely terms with anyone,

featureless.
as Sverrir is.

The remainder of the eulogy fills two full pages in Vigfusson's
text and is comprised entirely of a catalogue of Hakon's legal
reforms, and, in greater detail, his benefactions and building
projects.

The style is heavily repetitive, with the phrase "let

gora", or either of these two words separately, appearing no less
than thirty-five times.

The catalogue is clearly a convenient

means of expanding the eulogy without Sturla having to speak
explicitly of his subject.

But it does not extend proportionately

the reader's knowledge of Hakon's character, private or public,

2

and perhaps is meant to suggest his determination to keep his
nature to himself and appear as a figurehead with a controlled
inner life.

As it stands, the eulogy reveals more about Sturla's

attitude to his subject and relationship with his patron, task, and
original audience, than about the man whose life he purports to
celebrate.
1.

In Sverris Saga the description of Sverrir balances such features
with the closely focused fondness in details such as Sverrir's
habit of trimming his beard and his attention to personal finery.
Other details in the description are supported by evidence in the
saga, of his eloquence, his voice projection, his cleverness, as
well as his ability to speak with common men as fellows, binding
Sverrir's eulogy more strongly to the rest of the narrative than
Hakon's is^W'his saga.

2.

Palsson, opt. cit., p. 56 has observed this also: "the king's
personality remains curiously enigmatic and elusive, despite
all the detailed descriptions of his words and actions." Palsson
also notes that "this failure to characterise the various
personalities is very untypical of the saga" (p. 53) but he
does not draw the contrast with Sverris Saga.

7

The presentation of one of Hakon's minor opponents, Hi6i

Hakon's only enemy, other than Jarl Skuli (see below, section
II:C), who delivers a speech in the saga is Hi6i, a man who had
served Sverrir

but had since deserted to the Baglar.

He finds

his way into the court of Jarl Hakon, where the young Hakon is
staying, and suggests to the jarl that he dispose of the heir
to protect the interest of his own son.

Hi6i's over-conscious

style, his deliberate leading from suggestion to suggestion, so
that the possible is made to seem probable as well as threatening,
point him out as a slippery character, the stereotype arch-villian,
Behind the presentation of such a figure lies Sturla the storyteller.

Hidi's argument progresses insidiously:
a) The young Hakon may grow up and receive support
because of his father and grandfather:
"...ok kann-bat vera, at hann
vaxi her upp, at margir menn
elski hann, bas6i fyrir sakir
f66ur ok f66ur-f66ur"(jp. 13)

"...and it may be, if he grows
up here that many men love him,
both for the sake of his father
and his grandfather."

b) Jarl Hakon's son will then not find it easy to oppose the
young Hakon in order to retain his inheritance:
"ok man y6rum syni eigi au6vellt at stiga til rikis
eptir y6r, ef hann stendr i

"and it may not be easy for
your son to step into your
power after you, if he stands
in opposition."

c) In other lands chieftains do not fear for their offspring,
rather, they make the way clear for them by removing any
obstacles:
1.

This man is mentioned in Sverris Saga, p. 187, 11. 35-36, as the
man Sverrir put in charge of the Ribbaldr in Uppland. These were
men sent to Sverrir by King John of England.
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"...ef sva vaeri utan-lands
vi6 vaxit, ba mundi bar ra6
fyrir gort, at eigi byrfti
Iands-hof6ingi at ottask urn
sitt afspring!; ok mundi bessi
vera sendr i onnur lond til
beirra hof6ingja er onga
vinattu aetti honum at gjalda;
ok mundi hann ba vera annathvart meiddr e6r inn settr,
at eigi byrfti hrae6ask hann
optarr." (p. 13")

"...if such had arisen in
foreign lands, then would the
plan be adopted that the chieftain
of the land need not fear for his
offspring; and this boy would be
sent into other lands to those
chieftains who had no friendship
to repay him, and he would then be
either maimed or imprisoned, that
there should be no need to fear him
any longer."

d) Hi6i offers to take the boy away for the purpose:
"Ok ef ber vilit, ba bjo6umsk
ek til bessarar ferdar; ok mun
ek sva syst fa at y6r liki."

"And if you wish, then I offer
myself for this journey; and
I will have it accomplished in
a way that will please you."

It is clear that such a man would apply the knife quite willingly to
the boy himself, should Hakon commission him.

Sturla makes the most of the suspense created by our curiosity
to know how the jarl will respond:
Jarl haf6i fyrst fatt urn;
...En si6an er jarl haf6i
bagat nokkura stund tok hann
sva til or6s. £_p. 13)

The jarl at first made little
response to this...But when
. the jarl had been silent for
some time he began to speak thus

When he finally speaks, his remarks are direct, brief, and final:
"Vili eigi Gu6 bat," sag6i
hann, "at ek kaupa me6 bvi
moti riki minum syni, at
ek fyrir koma bess manns
syni e6r sonar-syni er ek
aetta bezt at gjalda."
Eessu ras6u sag6i jarl fam
monnum. En aldri var honum
jafn-vel vi6 Hi6a sem a6r.
(pp. 13-14)

"God does not wish," he said,
"that I buy in such a manner
power for my son that I overthrow this man's son or grandson
whom I ought best to repay."
This conversation the jarl told
to few men. But he was never
again as well disposed toward
Hi6i as before.
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This exchange does more than stereotype the enemy figure Hi6i.
It implies by the jarl's response Hakon's popularity and it
sets the moral tone against all opponents of Hakon.

Sturla has

selected this exemplary incident to stand for all insidious
attempts at treachery aimed at the young heir to the throne.

C The Portrait of Skuli Bar6arson:
Related to instances of diplomatic selection, but sufficiently
important to constitute a category of its own, is Sturla's presentation
of Skuli Bardarson.
complicated.

The demands of this task were particularly

On the one hand, Skuli was a traitor, but on the other

he had an undisputed royal ancestry going back to St dlafr and,
through the marriage of his daughter to King Hakon, was grandfather
to King Magnus Hakonarson, Sturla's patron.

The author of

Hakonar Saga had therefore to make clear the treachery without
discrediting the man altogether.

This was made even more

difficult for Sturla E>6r6arson because he had also to suppress his
personal sympathies for Skuli.

Knut Helle believes that Sturla failed

in the attempt:
Som Kgl. historiograf matte han dessuten tra
varlig pa mange felter, saerlig i fremstillingen av
forholdet mellom Hakon og Skule Bardsson, den ene
far, den andre morfar til hans oppdragsgiver.
Resultatet er blitt en Vag og utilfredsstillende
skildring av motsetningene mellom de to, uten
klargj^ring av arsakene til striden. Her ligger
forklaringen til de temmelig motstridende tolkningene
historikerne-har gitt av Hakons og Skules personligheter
og livsverk.

1.

Helle, opt. cit., p. 53
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Yet close examination of the presentation of Skuli's career in
Hakonar Saga refutes Helle's judgment and reveals the ways in
which Sturla has achieved by selection a fragile balance in his
portrait of Skuli between the faults and merits of the man.

1

In a speech before the battle at Oslo, Hakon himself

reveals the alleged roots of his quarrel with Jarl Skuli by
making a statement of specific grievances against him.

Sturla has

probably selected this form of presentation as a convenient means
of revealing the official royal attitude without having to
associate himself with it or pass judgment on it.

The grievances

are these:
Skuli has taken the title of king:
"...pa let hann gefa ser
konungs-nafn at 6sog6um
gri6um (sundr) mi Hi var,"
(p. 214)

"...then he let himself be
given the name of king when
the peace was not declared
broken between us."

Skuli has killed those who had sworn oaths to both king
and jarl:
"...ok let drepa eidsvara ok sver6-takara
beggja okkar" (p. 214)

"...and had killed the oathswearers and those who had
carried swords for both of us."

Skuli would have killed Hakon and his son if he had been able:
"...gor6i hann su6r at oss
fjortan skip, at lata drepa
oss, e6r inni brenna, ef
bvi kaemi heldr vi6, oss
edr sonu vara, ef Gud
hefdi bat lofat." (p. 214)

"...he sent south against us
fourteen ships to have us
slain or burned indoors, if that
proved more opportune, us and our
sons, if God had permitted it."
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Skuli has abused the power that Hakon has given him:
"Nu hefir hann fengit mikinn
framgang si6an, sva at
varla finnask daemi til,
at nokkurr ma6r hafi
bvilikan fengit me6 jamnmiklum rangindum." (p. 214)

"Now he has achieved great
advancement since, so that
scarcely is example to be
found that any man has achieved
the like with so much iniquity."

Skuli is responsible for the deaths of many of the friends
and the relatives of Hakon's men who have died fighting him:
"...bvi at bar fellu margir
go6ir drengir, beir sem frasndr
ok vinir munu seint bcetr bi6a."
(p. 215)

"...because there fell many
good warriors, those for
whom relatives and friends
must long await redress."

Skuli's men have also been responsible for much destruction:
"ok minnisk menn a fraenda-lat
ok f jar ok bann ska6a er Varbelgir hafa oss gort" (p. 215)

"and let men remind themselves
of the loss of relatives and
property and that harm which
the Varbelgir have done to us."

Skuli's opposition threatens freedom and possessions together:
"Birti6 nu...hversu
einar61iga ver eigum
at verja frelsi vart
ok fe." (p. 215)

"Make clear now...how singlemindedly we ought to defend
our privilege and property."

Though it is mentioned that Skuli listed his own grievances at
the time he took the title of king, this list is not given directly,
but only summarised.

We are not allowed to appreciate the force

of his feeling:
1.

This is a reference to the title "hertogi" or duke, which Hakon
gave to Skuli in 1237, p. 169. It was the first time such a
title was given in Norway.
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Next the duke himself stood up
and said how much shame and trickery
he had had for his good will
from Hakon; and he had allowed
him both land and liegemen;

E>vi naest sto6 upp sjalfr
hertoginn, ok sag6i hversu
mikla skomm ok svivir6u
hann haf6i haft fyrir sinn
godvilja af Hakoni; ok
hann haf6i bas6i Ie6 honum
lond ok begna; en konungr
6mbuna6i honum nu sva, at
hann vildi taka af honum
bann bri6jung sem honum
haf6i aetla6r verit. Margar
sakir a6rar gaf hann konung(pp. 178-179)
inum.

2

but the king now rewarded
him by wanting to take away from
him the third (of Norway) which
had been intended for him.
Many other charges he made against
the king.

During the same assembly at which this speech is delivered

another incident is recorded in a fashion designed to deflect the
reader's sympathy from Skuli's cause, that is, the taking of the
shrine of St Olafr from the cloister.

Dramatisation is deliberately

avoided and the account is kept flat as if to hold the reader at
a distance from the actual tension of the scene:

Ok ba er lesit var gu6spjall
kom hertogi £ kirkjuna, ok
mart Ii6 me6 honum. Hann
gekk begar upp a kor, ok
let kalla sin Kors-brae6r.
Var6 ba sta6r a messunni
me6an beir tolu6usk vi6,
ok ur6u beir eigi a eitt
sattir...beiddi hertogi,
at Kors-brasdr gaefi leyfi
til, at ut vasri borit
skrin ins helga 6lafs konungs.
...Gengu beir ba su6r i
korinn; ok kom beim varla
a samt. Kunnu ver ok fatt
fra beirra tali at segja
annat en beir ba6u syngja
messuna. (p. 177)

And when the Gospel was read,
the duke came into the church and
a large troop with him. He went
straight up to the choir and had
the canons called to him. The Mass
then stopped while they talked
together and they did not come to
one accord...The duke asked the
canons to grant leave for the
shrine of the saint, King dlafr,
to be carried out...Then they
went to the south of the choir; and
they could scarcely agree. We are
able to say little about their
talk other than that they ordered
the Mass to be chanted.

The words attributed to Skuli, both indirect and direct, are repetitive
and conventionally indignant, making him appear blunt in his approach
to the monks:
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Hertogi spur6i, hvi peir
veitti sva sein svor mali
bans....Hertogi spur6i,
hvi peir g«fi sva sein
andsvor til pessa mals.
...Hertoginn spur6i Eystein:
"Hvi viltu jafnan standa
i moti minum malum ok varri
saem6, ok vilja annarra
Kors-brae6ra binna?" (p. 177)

The duke asked why they gave such
a slow reply to his request...
The duke asked why they gave such
a slow answer to this petition...
The duke asked Eysteinn: "Why
will you always stand against my
endeavours and our honour and the
wishes of your other fellow canons?"

Skuli himself is not directly involved in the forceful removal of the
shrine, but Sturla makes no attempt to disguise the crudity of his
men's behaviour:

Peir toku til; ok var fast
Petr hljop upp a altarit,
ok skaut a knjam, ok fcer6i
sva skrinit or sta6. (p. 178)

They grasped it and it was
fixed. Peter jumped up onto
the altar and shoved it with
his knees and so shifted the
shrine from its base.

The shrine is used at the assembly to support Skuli's oath once he
has taken the title of king, and it is meant to symbolise his
right as a descendant of St 6la.fr.

But in his account of the

incident and the speeches at the ping, Sturla repeatedly mentions that the
original audience was uneasy and sceptical:

Si6an tala6i Arnfinnr
£>j6fsson orendi, ok
potti monnum ekki mjok
sannligt pat er hann
sag6i. (p. 178)

Then Arnfinnr Thiefsson
delivered his speech, and it
seemed to men that what he
said was not very true.

...ok par eptir foru
fleiri rce6ur peirra;
ok potti fam sannligar
nema hertogans monnum.
(p. 178)

...and afterwards came more of
their speeches and they seemed
credible to few except the
duke's men.
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The same disapproval of Skull is implicit in the mute fashion in
which the canons receive the shrine back into the cloister,
although Sturla notes that a stronger protest was anticipated:
Eingi processia var moti
gor, ok ekki hringt. Tveir
korsbrce6r komu i mot
skrininu jafn-gengt (5lafskirkju, ok leiddu beir
Skula. Minna opokka bottusk
peir finna a K6rs-br«6um
en van potti a vera. (p. 179)

No procession was formed to
meet it and bells were not
rung. Two of the canons came
to meet the shrine opposite
St 6lafr's Church and they
escorted Skuli. It was thought
that they found less opposition
from the canons than was expected,

These selected features tilt the balance against Skuli and emphasise
the ludicrousness of his struggle.

It is notable that when Hakon

takes the title of king in 1217 (p. 23), the monks also refuse him
permission to remove the shrine, but here Sturla records no protest.
Instead, Hakon takes the title without the aid of the shrine.

3

There are several indications in Hakonar Saga that Skuli

was not entirely to blame for the conflict between himself and
Hakon.

The first of these comes in Hakon's own words in the speech,

already cited, which he delivered before the battle at Oslo.

Couching

his admission in the obliquity of a proverb, Hakon indicates that he
himself is not entirely blameless in their dispute:
"Mun her bo vera, sem
vi6ast, at 'Sjaldan veldr
einn ef tveir della1 ' (p. 214)

"Yet it must apply here,
as most often, that 'Seldom
is one responsible when two
quarrel. 1
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Though any objective arbiter would no doubt agree with this, it
is a remarkable statement for a king in a Norse saga and a clear
mark of this saga's contemporaneity.

In more traditional accounts

the kings are not regularly noted for their honest self-assessment,

Sturla has chosen to give further indication of Skuli's
partial innocence by including an incident during a meeting of
After a

reconciliation between Skuli and Hakon at Prondheim.

settlement is reached, one of Hakon's bailiffs, a kinsman, quarrels
with guests of Skuli's, and when he leaves Prondheim for his
district, it is specifically reported to the king that
the jarl has sent his guests to kill the bailiff.

A potential

confrontation between king and jarl is avoidea and it is quickly
discovered that the news of the death was only a false rumour,
deliberately spread:
Var pa ok vist or6it, at
petta var ekki nema Iyg6
ok upplost vandra manna.
(p. 169)

Then it became evident that
it was nothing but the lying
and false rumour of wicked
men.

Several other references emphasise the part, played by others in
aggravating the conflict between the king and the jarl, for instance:

Foru bann vetr 611 skipti
vel milli peirra, sem jafnan
er beir voru ba6ir saman,
bviat

pa voru faeri Iyg6ir

milli bornar, er sva skamt
var at reka, at beir mattu
begar profa sjalfir. (p. 167)

326.

1.

See below, p.

2.

See also pp. 152, 159, 171

That winter all the dealings
between them went well, as
always when they were both
together, because then few
lies were carried between
them when tnc-y.fluq. so short .

\
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which to proliferate
a
that they could test them
themselves ajr
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U

Skuli's skill as an orator is evident in at least two places

in the saga, where this does not reflect badly on Hakon.

The first

instance consists in a diplomatic triumph over the upstart Sigur6r,
the leader of the Ribbungar.

Sigur6r, having suffered several

defeats at the hands of Hakon's and Skuli's forces, has offered
in 1222 to end his opposition to the king provided he receives a
third of Norway and the hand of Skuli's daughter in marriage.
The jarl's- response is

cleverly presented.

He begins by shielding

himself conveniently behind the figure of King Hakon:
"Hakon konungr a vald a pvi
hvat hann vill mi61a Sigur6i
af landi." (p. 73)

"King Hakon has the power
over what he will share of
the land with Sigur6r."

Having declared his deference and at the same time shifted the
responsibility for the final decision, Skuli makes plain his own
independence from that decision as well as his disdain at the
pretentiousness of Sigur6r's demands:
"en ekki vaentir mik,
at ek gipta dottur
mina ut i skoga e6r
markir; ok ekki mun
ek mi61a minn pridjung
af landi." (p. 73)

"but I see no expectation that
I shall marry my daughter out
into the woods or forests;
and I will not share my third
of the land."

After these well-aimed verbal blows, Skuli adopts the smooth and
now somewhat empty courtesy of the diplomat, offering Sigurdr a
great deal less than he had requested, with an inexpensive
generosity of words and phrases prefaced by a conditional:
"En hinu vil ek heita
Sigur6i, ef hann ferr
a mitt vald, at hann
skal hafa gri6 ok allir
hans menn. Ek skal ok

"On the other hand, I promise
Sigur6r, if he goes into my
power, that he and all his
men shall have quarter. I
shall also guarantee that
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pvi valda, at hann skal
finna Hakon konung i
gri6um; ma hann pa flytja
sitt mal, me6 peirra
manna fulltingi sem hans
mal vilja flytja, urn
landa-skipti e6r a6rar
saem6ar; en eigi skal ek
pa moti honum; heldr hitt,
at konungrinn saemi hann."
(p. 73)

he shall meet the king with
safe conduct; he may then plead
his own case with those men's
help who will assist this case,
about the division of the land
or other honours; and I shall
not then be against him; but
rather (desire) that the king
honour him."

The wit and the lordly disdain of this brief speech are also
features of Skuli's speech at E>rondheim in 1223, after Hakon and
a flood of accusers on his behalf confront Skuli with their
grievances and suspicions of treachery.
given

directly, nor is most of Skuli's,

Hakon's own speech is not
and while Sturla says that

both men spoke eloquently, he may be deliberately removing here
the opportunity for comparison between them, since Skuli has clearly
been more trenchant.

Yet the author cannot resist including in his record the
opening of Skuli's speech, containing what appears to be the
refrain of a verse, possibly from a children's game, mocking the
repetitive monotony of his accusers and implying that he is a
scapegoat, always blamed for everything:
...ok hof a bessa Iei6 r«6u
sina:

...and began his speech in
this way:
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"Eina kann ek visu:
'Ari sat a steini,'
ok ina a6ra:
'Ari sat a steini,'
611 er sem ein se:
'Ari sat a steini,'
Her er sva i dag," segir
hann, "at a sina Iei6 hefr
hverr orendi; en luka
einn veg, at bera sakir
a mik." (p. 155)

"I know a verse:
'An eagle sat on a stone,'
and another one:
'An eagle sat on a stone,'
all are as one:
'An eagle sat on a stone,'
So it is here today," he said,
"that each speech goes its road;
but they end in one way, to
blame me."

In summarising the remainder of the speech, Sturla mentions that Skuli
opted for a diplomatic but

undemeaning reply, exonerating himself

from the charges made against him and submitting to Hakon, but not
without castigating his accusers for their part in fostering the
conflict between himself and the king:
Hann veik sva til i rae6unni,
at hann vaeri skyldr at
vaegja til vi6 konung. En
pess kva6 hann visa-van,
at hann kunni lendum monnum
fullum opokk fyrir sitt rog
ok vanda me6al-gongu milli
konungs ok hans. (p. 155)

He indicated in his speech that
he was under obligation tcyVtne
king. But this he said was
certain, that he felt utter disgust towards the lendir men for
their slander and wicked interference between the king and
himself.

Sturla has supported this remark with several statements in the
narrative (see above, p.292)

Skuli is answered in the saga by Gunnarr, the king's kinsman.
He uses involved grammar to put across a humiliating point:
1.

It is not clear whether Skuli knew three poems containing such
a line or three verses with such a refrain, or whether he has
invented the line as an implicit reference to£ls isolation as
scapegoat. Though eagles and stones appearVin some extant
poems, this line does not. Skuli may know it from a song or
ditty, however, which has not survived. Vigfusson makes no comment
here, nor can I find any elsewhere.
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...tala6i Gunnarr konungs-

...Gunnarr the king's kinsman

fraendi,

spoke: "We think that you will

"Oss bykkir bu bvi

at eins skyldugliga hly6ni

only offer dutiful obedience

veita konunginum, at bu leggir

to the king if you take off

af ber yfir-klae6in, ok fallir

your robes and fall at the king's

til fota konungi, ok gefir bik

feet and put yourself and your

ok allt bitt mal i konungs vald

entire case into the king's

ok miskunn." (p. 156)

power and mercy."

Skuli's reply is haughty and suggests that Gunnarr is a low-born upstart,
more accustomed to farm labour than courtly protocol:
Pann svarar jarl: "I?a kunna
ek hof6ingjum bjona, Gunnarr,
er bu vannt annat." (p. 156)

Then the jarl answers: "I
knew how to serve a chieftain,
Gunnarr, at a time when you
were doing different work."

Skuli is implicitly casting disdain here on Gunnarr's ancestry.
He is a relative of Hakon's through his mother, eker who was
concubine to King Hakon Sverrisson and not of aristocratic birth
(see Chapter One of the saga).

Such a jibe therefore touches the king

as well and he rises to show he has felt it.

It is evident from what is given of the speech that Skuli had
the upper hand that day and took the last word.

As presented, the

encounter does nothing to increase Hakon's stature, though it offers
no direct criticism of him.

King Magnus Hakonarson must have realised

that the incident could not be omitted from the saga entirely without
an uneasy want of historicity, but his potential censure has
undoubtedly restrained Sturla's hand here.
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5

At the battle at Oslo, when the two men are opposed in

violent confrontation, the contrast in their behaviour favours
Hakon.

Skuli is presented in a panic, hurrying through the

streets of Oslo in the dead of night, gathering his men and
dispersing them in units.

The sentences are short and unsub-

ordinated, suggesting a breathless pace and abrupt action.

At

the same time, Sturla's continual references to Skuli himself hold
the passage together and prevent the panic of the action from invading
the style:
Ok er honum var sagt, at 6fri6r
mundi vera, kleeddisk hann skjott
ok vapna6isk; stemndi si6an upp
eptir strastinu. Ok er hann
kom upp til Hallvar6s-kirkjugar6s, kom par til hans mart
hans manna. Var pa talat um
hvat lidi pat mundi vera.
S6g6u fiestir at vera mundi
Knutr jarl ok lendir menn.
Gor6u peir pa ekki annat ra6
en stefndu upp a Mortu-stokka.
Kom par pa allt Ii6it til
beirra. Raeddu ba um hvat til
ra6s vaeri. Vildi hertogi bar
fylkja, ok taka i moti Birkibeinum...Skipti pa hertoginn
Ii6inu, ok skipa6i 6lafi af
Vigdeild, ok nokkurum monnum
me6 honum, a it vestra straeti6;
en hertogi ok hans merki, ok
mestr pori Ii6sins, sneri ofan
moti Hallvar6s-kirkju-gar6i.
(p. 216)

And when he was told that it
must be war, he dressed himself
at once and armed himself; then
he turned up the street. And
when he came up to Hallvar6r's
Church yard, many of his men
came there to him. It was then
discussed what troop that must
be. Most said that it must be
Jarl Knutr and lendir men. They
did not make any other plan
than to turn up to Mortustokkar All the host came to
them there. Then they discussed
what plan should be followed.
The duke wanted to form a troop
there and attack the Birkibeinar..,
The duke then divided the host and
directed 6lafr of Vigdeild and
some men with him to the western
street; but the duke and his
standard and the most part of
the host turned down towards
Hallvar6r's Church yard.

Later on in the battle (p. 222) Sturla focuses on Skuli again as
he confronts Hakon at a moment when Hakon could have been annihilated
but for God's grace.
men to attack:

No doubt seeing his advantage, Skuli urges his
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Ok er harm sa bessi ti6endi

And when he saw this situation

bet hann a sina menn, at beir
skyldu fram sskja. (p. 222)

he called to his men that they
should press forward.

Even after one of his own men expresses second thoughts about attacking
the king, Skuli's reckless zeal does not flag, as is made evident by
his terse reply and action:
"Eigi skal fram at si6r."

"Advance nevertheless."

The same man, named as Soni, restrains Skuli's horse and soon after
Skuli turns away in flight:
Soni tok i taumana, ok belt
aptr hestinum. Birkibeinar
skutu ba at hertoga nokkurum
spjotum, ok flugu naer honum.
...Ok bratt eptir betta sneri
hertoginn undan ok allir beir
er honum fylg6u. (pp. 222-223)

Soni took the reins and held
back the horse. The Birkibeinar shot then some spears
at the duke and they flew near
him...And soon after that the
duke turned away from the
fighting and all those who were
accompanying him.

Sturla implants by this account the supposition that Skuli retreats
in anger and despair.

Hakon, on the other hand, manifests a controlled determination
from before the battle until it is over.

This is evident from

a number of passages:
a) Chapter 228, p. 213: Hakon arranges that his son
and heir be protected during the battle and taken
quickly away should misfortune befall Hakon himself.
This precaution illustrates his careful readiness for
all eventualities. He is completely and explicitly
realistic about the possibility of defeat:
"And if you become aware of
"ok ver6i ber bess varir til
sanns, at ver faim nokkurn 6sigr,it for a truth that we are
suffering any defeat, then
ba dvelisk ber her ekki."
do not remain here."
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b) During the battle, Hakon restrains his man £orsteinn
from leading the host to battle in a rush and ignoring
those incapable of the pace:
Konungr kallar a ]?orstein,
ok ba6 hann eigi fara sva
akafliga; sag6i, at beim
eir6i bat eigi, er minnr
voru faerir i Ii6inu. (p. 217)

The king called to f>orsteinn
and asked him not to go so
fiercely; he said it did not
spare those who were less
capable in the host.

c) A little later, Eorsteinn suggests rather long-windedly that
they attack a certain bridge ahead of them. Hakon's negative
reply, given here indirectly, suggests a stern urgency:
Konungr kalla6i pat ekki ra6.
(p. 217)

The king called it unadvisable.

He supports this cryptic registration of annoyance with
action rather than explanation, in contrast to E>orsteinn's
verbosity. He leads his men back to another vital bridge
just in time to save it from destruction by Skuli's men.
d) A similar grave concentration is marked by Hakon's
pithy criticism of his trumpeter when the man fails to
sound the horn properly:
"Betr blaess bikkju-hvalprinn
binn a Bjorgynjar-bryggjum er
bu tekr silfr af monnum."
(p. 219)

"Your bitch's whelp howls better
at Bergen quay when you win silver
from men."

e) After the battle, when Sturla's account presents Hakon
pursuing Skuli, it appears that the king is almost
demonically possessed with the desire to capture the
treacherous fugitive:
pa snerisk konungr or kirkjugar6inum, ok hljop a hest einn
svartan. E>eir menn Ieitu6u at
hestum er honum fylg6u, en
sumir runnu. Rei6 konungr or
bcenum, ok var gyr6r sver6i,
en haf6i blodugt sver6 i hendi,
er Varbelgir hof6u att. (p. 226)
1.

then the king left the churchyard and jumped on a black
horse. These men sought horses
who followed him, but some ran.
The king rode from the town, and
was girt with a sword and held
a bloody sword in his hand which
the Varbelgir had had.

This reference to the winning of silver rings very much like a
passage in Sverris Saga in which one of Sverrir^ archers is
chided for not performing in battle as well as he did with his
bow when there was money to be won. See Sv. Chapter 55
, or
Chapter TWO, above, p. 155 where this same incident is discussed in
connection with Einarr Eambarskelfir in Hkr.
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But even here the role of rational authority asserts itself.
Hakon makes sure, before leaving the town, that any men who
have not received quarter are in the church, and safe from
the enthusiasms of the victorsj during the pursuit of
Skuli, he gives quarter to any he meets who ask it; and
as soon as it is clear he will not capture the prey he
seeks, he turns back. His decision to abandon the chase is
perfectly self-controlled and reasonable:

"Ef Skuli, magr minn, hefir
her undan ri6it, ba mun harm
sva hafa fyrir hugat, at oss
mun ver6a ekki gott til hesta;
...en ek vil fyrir^ongvan mun
kirkju-fridinn brjota lata."
(p. 226)

6

"if skuli my father-in-law
has ridden away here, then he
will have thoughtfully provided
that we shall find it hard to
get horses...and I will on
no account let the sanctuary
of the church be broken."

Skuli is not a foil for Hakon in the same way.that Magnus

Erlingsson is for Sverrir in Sverris Saga.

Magnus' weaknesses are

made clear, but he is never presented dishonourably, he never
behaves in the saga in a fashion morally culpable.

Skuli, on the

other hand, does much in the saga that must raise eyebrows, such as
sending suspicious letters,

1

2
.
using the King's seal without leave,

making terms with the Baglar, the Birkibeinar's enemies, without
the king's consent,

q

and insisting together with the archbishop that

Hakon's mother bear the iron to prove Hakon's paternity, even
though they had earlier declined Hakon's offer that the ordeal take
place.

Sturla also implies that Skuli sends a man from his own

retinue to try and fix the outcome of the iron-bearing by offering
the queen mother some suspicious ointment, but the man is intercepted
5
There are
?nd turned away by the faithful Dagfinnr, the lawman.
6
many other indications of Skuli's underhand behaviour.
1.

See p. 25

2.

See p. 25

3.

See p. 30

4.

See p. 40

5.

See p. 42

6-

See pp. 47, 48, 62, 64, 70, 81-82, 83, 159-160, 161, 162, 165, 166-67,
170, 171, 173, 176-77, 178-79, 180-81, 193, 207, 216, 228-231, 232-233,
205
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And yet, from the instances given above, it is clear that Skuli's
actions are interpreted from Hakon's or Hakon's supporters'
of view.

points

Skuli's personal thoughts or intentions or explanations

are never revealed, as are Magnus' in Sverris Saga, mainly in his
speeches.

Skuli seldom speaks (see above, pp. 287ff.) and is nearly

always close about his true views.

Thus, while his behaviour may

have been capable of a more honourable interpretation when viewed
from a wider perspective, there is no opportunity to explore it.
The interpretation is made for the reader and perspective is
obstructed by the restriction and bias of the facts given.

But

when he can do so without violating his responsibilities as Hakon's
biographer, Sturla presents Skuli as sympathetically as Magnus
is presented in Sverris Saga.

This is particularly true of the passage

describing Skuli's death.

Skuli has been pursued from the battle at Oslo and is finally
cornered in the cloister at Eyr.

In spite of the bishop's attempt

to intervene, Hakon's men decide to set fire to the cloister.

The focus

shifts to Skuli as soon as the fire begins and does not leave him until
the end of the chapter.

Very little is said of his companions

throughout, while Sturla's spare style lends an austere dignity
to Skuli's last actions.

We discover the most noble motives in

him, first, in his wish to save the cloister from destruction:

Ok er hertoginn sa, at beir
vildu brenna klaustri6, raeddi
hann vi6 sina menn, at beir
skyldu ut ganga. (p. 233)

And when the duke saw that
they intended to burn the
cloister, he suggested to
his men that they should
go out.
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and second, in his wish to preserve in death the rights due to his
title, not out of personal vanity, but from a larger respect for
noble lineage and demeanour:
Hann maelti pa: "Hoggvit
eigi i andlit mer, pviat
pat er eigi si6r at gora
vi6 hof6ingja" (p. 234)

Then he said: "Don't strike me
in the face, because it is not
the custom to do so to chieftains."

Sturla distances himself and his personal sympathies from the portrait
by refusing to interpret these acts and words, while his respect for the
victim is implicit in the discreet omission of any details of the
wounds inflicted.

The image of a handsome and aristocratic

warrior is preserved, rather than that of a mutilated corpse:

Eptir pat baru beir vapn a
hertogann ok pa alia er ut
gengu me6 honum. (p. 234)

After that they struck the duke
with their weapons and then all
who had gone out with him.

To end the scene, Sturla turns the reader's gaze back to the cloister
as it burns out of control, a powerful instance of pathetic fallacy
and a symbol of the waste and futility of the quarrel between king
and duke:

£egar sem hertogi var fallin,
foru menn ok vildu slokkva
eldinn; en bvi var6 ekki a
Iei6 komit, ok brann upp allt
klaustri6. (p. 234)

7

When the' duke was slain,
men went and tried to put
out the fire; but they did
not succeed and the cloister
burned down completely.

The treatment of Skuli in the eulogy on him (chapter 242)

is less gentle than that of Magnus Erlingsson in Sverris Saga and
it is clear that a comparison in Hakon's favour is intended.

The
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terms used to describe Skuli are general and vague and not altogether
positive.

He was mourned by his friends, a most unilluminating and

conventional statement, applicable almost to anyone:
Skuli hertogi var morgum manni
harmdau6i, ok serliga sinuin
vinum. (p. 234-235)

Duke Skuli was mourned by
many men and especially by
his friends.

Reasons for his popularity with his friends are common ones: kindness
<y*e*£ru(f>,>ei£,

(bli6a), good fellowship (go6r vi6r-vistir), mildness (me6 mildi),
and generosity (orleikr).

Sturla elaborates the last quality, but

in such a way that Skuli appears to have bought and bribed his
friends:
Morgum monnum gaf hann nafnbot,
e6r fekk go6 kvan-fong, e6r
kom til annars broska, beim er
til hans stundu6u; ok var6 hann
af slikum hlutum mjog vinsaell.
(p. 235)

He gave many men titles, or got
them good marriages, or brought
about other prosperities for
those who cultivated his friendship; and he became from such
deeds very popular.

Skuli's generosity to religion is also mentioned, but only one specific
instance is recorded.

The rest are summarised to avoid any emphasis

upon Skuli's acts of sincere magnanimity:
Margir a6rir hlutir eru at segja
af athofnum hans afbrag61igir,
bott her se eigi rita6ir. (p.
235)

There are many other remarkable things to say about his
deeds though they are not
written here.

None of the features of his appearance or personality are
distinctive or unusual:
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...var heldr bar ma6r, ok
grann-vaxirin, Ijos-jarpr a
bar, ok haer6r mannabezt,
rett-leitr, ok Ijoss i andliti, eyg6r forkunnar-vel.
(p. 235)

...be was a rather tall man,
slender of stature, with light
chestnut hair, and the finest
hair of any man, of regular
features, fair complexion, with
remarkably handsome eyes.

As Sturla himself admits, he was much like any good chieftain:
Fiesta hluti haf6i hann ba
me6 ser er fri6a skyldu
go6an hof6ingja. (p. 235)

He had most qualities which
should adorn a good
chieftain.

Such a statement avoids explicit praise, which in this case would
be an indirect slight to King riakon if it were generous.

The remainder of the eulogy is composed of statements that turn
the focus flatteringly upon Hakon and Magnus.

Skuli, men say, would

have been the best man in Norway but for his unlucky experience in
the year of his death:
Ok bat mundi menn hafa maelt,
ef eigi hef6i bat 6giptu-ar yfir
komit, er hann lif"6i si6ast, at
eigi hafi sa ma6r verit faeddr
i Noregi, er betr hafi manna6r
verit... (p. 235)

And men would have said, if
that unlucky year had not
overcome him, the last of
his life, that such a man
has not been raised in Norway
who has been better bred...

He would have been the best man, that is, who was not of direct
royal descent:
beirra sem eigi voru komnir
af sjalfri Iangfe6ga-tolu
konunganna. (p. 235)

of those who were not themselves descended from the line
of kings.

This stresses Skull's treachery in assuming the title of king and also
implies that the royal line are in fact better men than Skuli.

Sturla

also mentions that he had no surviving son, a caution to pretenders;
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yet the hope is expressed that his descendants, notably Magnus Hakonarson,
Skuli's grandson and Sturla's patron, will long adorn Norway:

En pess er at vasnta, me6 gu6s
miskunn, at lengi mun Noregr
pry6ask af hans afkvaemi. (p. 235)

But it is to be hoped, with
God's mercy, that Norway will
long be adorned with his
descendants.

It is noticeable here that Sturla attributes all these statements to
others, quietly abstaining from personal commitment on the subject,
while lending authority to his statements.

In this way, the force of

the comparison between this eulogy and the one on Hakon (see above,
pp.281-83) has the appearance of being based upon fact rather than contrived.

8

The record of people's reactions to Skuli's death is couched

in ambiguity.

When he first hears the news. King Hakon is explicitly

non-committal, leaving it open whether it is to be considered bad news
or not, but with a clear hint that it is not:
"A brefi bessu eru mikil ti6endi
tvenn; ok eru bat ill ti6endi er
klaustri6 er brunnit a Elgi-setri;
en bau eru onnur er Skuli hertogi,
magr minn, er dau6r." (p. 236)

"In this letter are two very
important pieces of news; and
it is bad news that the cloister
at Elga-setr is burned down; and
the second piece of news is that
Duke Skuli, my father-in-law, is
dead."

Sturla does not report the king's words as he announces the news
to the court at large, only that he does so personally:

sag6i konungr sjalfr allri
hir6inni ti6endin. (p. 236)

The king himself told the news
to all the court.
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But the mixed response to this news is implied by the verb "fannsk
til" which does not necessarily mean joy or sorrow, but rather
an emotional reaction which the reader must interpret by the
context:

Ok fannsk monnum mikit til
(p. 236)

And men were greatly moved
by it,

Of course, the context here is doubly charged.

The burning of

the cloister is decidedly bad news, but Skuli's death is a problem.
It represents the conquest over a traitor, which is good news, but is
also represents a death in the royal family, bad news.

Perhaps what

move the court most are their torn feelings as the whole past is brought
before them by Hakon's announcement.

It is clear, however, that the

element of sorrow is present, for Sturla adds that the queen was
moved most of all and hardly by joy:

ok drottningunni eima mest
(p. 236)

and the queen the most,

This remark ends the scene, which rounds Sturla's portrait of the jarl
perfectly.
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King Hakon's speeches project the image of the ideal king

Hakon speaks more often than Sverrir does in his saga, but
his style is much less

varied

, characterised by a serious and

heavy logical formality, a blatant self-righteousness, and an
absence of subtle argument, wit, irony, or humour.

He always

maintains a moral distance from his audience; he never dramatises.
Ironically enough, these features also distinguish his from Skuli's
rhetorical skills and help to produce and sustain the image of
Hakon as an ideal king, a man of probity.

This image is established early in the saga.

In chapter 10,

when Hakon is only ten years old, some of the Birkibeinar approach
him and ask him to become their king and leader in opposition to
King Ingi Bar6ason.

Hakon's reply is simple in structure.

He

gives a catalogue of the points against his accepting their offer:
1

He is but a child:

"Mjok em ek bernskr undir slik
storr«6i at ganga." (p. 17)

"I am too much a child to
undertake such great plans."

2 It is not right to fight against any Birkibeinar who
remain with Ingi, since they are the men who supported
his own father and grandfather:

"...vaeri bat ok eigi sannligt, at ek ber6imst i moti
Birkibeinum; bvi at bat veit
ek sannliga, at bat er mikill
fjo!6i af Birkibeinum, at eigi
skilsk fra Inga konungi, ok er
bat 6ra61igt at etja beim
saman er allir a>tti eins
skjaldar at vera." (p. 17)

"...and it would not be
fitting that I fight against
the Birkibeinar, because I know truly
that there is a great group of
Birkibeinar who will not part from
King Ingi; and it is unwise to make
them fight each other who ought all
to be under one shield."
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3 Hakon then states his decision, at once self-righteous
and pragmatic; he leaves the matter to God, realising
that nothing can be achieved at present:
"Vil ek heldr ]pess bi6ja, at
Gu6 gefi mer slikt af minum
f66ur-arfi sem hans er mildi
til, hvern tima sem ]pat kemr
fram; ok er J^ess engi van, at
ek reisa nokkurn herflokk i
Noregi at sva skipu6u sem nu
er." (p. 17)

"I wish rather to ask this,
that God give me such of my
paternal inheritance as His
munificence finds fitting
at whatever time it comes
about, and there is no hope
of this, that I shall raise
any war-host in Norway in
present circumstances."

The sentence structure throughout is uncomplicated, with little
subordination and no striking or colloquial diction.

At the same

time, this child speaks with a gravity of political and moral
awareness that belies his youth and attributes to him the
conventional precocity of the saintly child.

Later in his life, in chapter 247, Hakon discusses the terms
of his coronation with a papal delegate.

He has been asked to swear

an oath of submission to the Pope, as did Magnus Erlingsson, and he
refuses, presenting a reasoned argument against it in which he
carefully weighs the honour to be gained or lost:
1 He cannot increase the archbishop's honour by swearing,
the oath:
"Sva hafa konungar a6r jata6
y6r rettar-botum, at varla veit
ek at vaer megim a ]?at auka."
(p. 240)

"Kings have previously
allowed you such legal
privilege, that I scarcely
know how we may increase it."

2 If he swears the oath he will decrease his own honour,
because such a step would indicate, as it did in the case
of Magnus Erlingsson, that Hakon had no lawful claim to
the throne but had to win support by making concessions:
1.

According to Snorri's account Hkr. 3, pp. 395-98, Magnus did
swear an oath concerning ecclesiastical legal powers in order
to be consecrated. The details of the oath are not given, but
the matter of Magnus' non-kingly descent is brought up in the
negotiations.
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"...pa vir6isk oss sva sem
minnka6isk var S£em6 i pvi
heldr en yxi; pvi at Magnus
konungr hirti ekki hvat hann
vann til, ef hann fengi pat er

"...then we think that as such
our honour would be decreased rather
than increased; for King Magnus
did not care what he swore to,

hann var ekki til kominn."
(p. 240)

not born to by inheritance."

if he got that which he was

3 Hakon will not need to buy the honour God has already
given him:
"En med Gu6s miskunn pa
pikkjumsk ver pat eigi af
y6r purfa at piggja e6a
kaupa, er Gu6 hefir oss
rettliga til kosit eptir
varn f66ur ok forellri."
(p. 240)

"But with God's mercy then we
think that it is not necessary to
receive from you or to barter,
when God has chosen us justly
after our father and ancestors."

4 Hakon will not take the crown at all, rather than limit
his autonomy in order to do so:
"Ok pat skulu per vita, at
me6 Gu6s miskunn skal ek sva
frjalsliga at koronu komask,
ok an allra afar-kosta, at
ver si6an megim hana frjalsliga
bera sem go6ir konungar, ella
skal hon aldri a vart hofu6
koma, ef Gu6 vill at sva se."
(p. 240)

"And you shall know that with
God's mercy I will acquire the
crown freely and without any
hard terms, that we may hereafter wear it freely as good
kings do, or it shall never
come upon our head, if God
wills that it be so."

This speech shows that Hakon is no fool.
the concision of Sverrir's,

But it does not possess

the liveliness of diction, the speed and

counterpoint of movement from one point in his argument to the next.
All the force of Hakon's speech lies in his logic and the sheer
weightiness of his words and his determination.

His authoritative

attitude is evident in the phrases "at varla veit ek" and "ok pat
skulu per vita".

Yet at the age of forty-one, the style Sturla has

attributed to him has not changed from that of his boyhood speech.
It is characteristic of his political speeches throughout the saga.

1.

See Chapter One, pp. 35-49
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Hakon is shown to adopt no less formal style for his few battle
speeches in the saga.

Representative is his speech in chapter 111,

delivered before an attack on Vermaland, the district at the
northern border with Sweden.

Here his men are likely to encounter

both the Ribbungar and the Vermar, who have been supporting the
Ribbungar raids on Norway.

The speech is very brief, comprising

four points loosely connected, but forming an authoritative record
of Hakon's declaration of right:
1

Their attack is not one of unprovoked aggression:

"Engi ofkasti dregr oss til
bessar fer6ar." (p. 96)

"No frivolity drives us out
on this expedition."

2 They will not fear the opposition even of two enemies
because they seek what is justly theirs:
"En bo at Ribbungar ok Vermar
standi i moti oss, pa ottumst
ek ekki peirra motst66u; pviat
ver maelum eptir voru fe ok
frelsi." (p. 96)

"And though Ribbungar and
Vermar oppose us, yet I do
not fear their opposition,
because we are claiming our
property and privilege."

3 Even if they are opposed by the Swedish king himself,
they will stand up to him and accept the outcome as God
ordains:
"Kemr ok sjalfr Svia-konungr i
moti oss, pa ver6r annat-hvart,
at ver ssttumsk skjott, ella
skulu var skipti fara sem Gu6
vill." (p. 96)

"And if the Swedish king
comes against us, then it
will happen either that we
settle for peace between us
quickly or our dealings shall
go as God wills it."

M- It is only certain that they will avenge the wrongs they
have suffered at these enemies' hands:
"En at vissu skulu ver hefna
beirra ska6a er oss hafa gorvir
verit or Sviaveldi utan varrar
tilgor6ar." (p. 96)

"But we shall certainly avenge
those wrongs which have been
done to us out of the Swedish
domain without our provocation."
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Hakon's habitual tone of authority ("En at vissu") and selfrighteousness ("sem Gu6 vill") is again present, as in the political
speeches.

There is no encouragement offered to the men, no personal

rewards of honour or material goods.

Hakon provides, according to

Sturla, only the example of his confidence, determination, and
moral superiority.

In his speech before the battle at Oslo, Hakon adopts some of
Sverrir's devices, perhaps in an attempt to bolster the spirits of
his troops in the face of a more substantial enemy than the Vermar,
that is, Jarl Skuli.

That this is deliberate the narrative makes

explicit:
tala6i Hakon konungr fyrir Ii6inu
ok haf6i slikan hatt a rae6u sinni
sem Sverrir konungr var vanr at
hafa a6r hann ber6isk. (p. 214) _

Some of these features common to both kings'

King Hakon talked before the
host, and had a similar
fashion to his speech as
King Sverrir was accustomed
to have before he did battle
speeches have already

been cited - Hakon's use of a proverb (see above, p. 291 ) an<^ n ^- s
catalogue of personal and public grievances against Skuli (see above,
pp.287-88).

In addition, Hakon declares his host to be superior to

Skuli's and even uses two colloquialisms in his enthusiasm:
"...Skuli hertogi hafi go6a
drengi me6 ser, pa hofu ver
it bezta mann-val er til'er,
...ok er pvi meiri vanvir6ing,
at varir ovinir fai nokkurn
bug a oss e6r aptr-hnekking,
at ver eigum at vera yfir-menn
peirra i ollum st66um." (p. 215)
1.

"...Duke Skuli has good warriors
with him, yet we have the best
force of men possible, and it is
therefore more disgrace if our
enemies make any dint or bending
in our lines, since we ought to be
their superiors in all respects."

For corresponding features in Sverrir's speeches, see Chapter One, PP.M-2-4M-.
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Hakon also borrows Sverrir's anecdote about the farmer advising
his warrior son, though it is evident from the parallel texts given
below, that Hakon's version is not an accurate retelling and loses
much of the force of the original.

The important alterations are

under-sco red:
Sva sagdi ein buandi er hann
fylgdi syni sinum til herscipa.
oc red honom rad. bad hann vera
raustan oc hardan i manraunum.
oc lifa ord lengst eptir hvern
sagdi hann. Eda hvernig myndir
bu hatta ef bu kaemir i
orosto. Oc vissir pu pat
a6r at par scylldir pu
falla. hann svarar.
hvat vaeri pa vi6 at sparaz.
at hoga a tvaer hendr. Karl
maelti. Nu kynne noccor madr
pat at segia per med sannleic
at pu scylldir eigi par
falla. Hamsvarar: hvat
vaeri pa at hlifaz vid at
ganga fram sem bezt. karl
maelti. I hveri orosto sem
bu ert staddr. ba man vera
annat-hvort at bu munt falla
eda braut comaz...ecki kaemr
ufeigum i hel. oc ecki
ma feigum forda. i flottu
er fall verst.
(Sverris Saga, p. 50)
So said a farmer who he
accompanied his son to
the battle ship and gave
him counsel. He told him
to be stalwart and hardy in
trial, and "Reputation lives
longest after a man," he said.
"And how would you behave if
you came into battle and you
knew beforehand that you
would die there." He answered:
"What good would it do to
spare myself from striking
with both hands?" The farmer
said: "Now if some man could
tell you with certainty that
you would not die?" He answered:

...ok sag6i beim daemi-sogu ba
er Sverrir konungr var vanr at segja
af bonda-syni nokkurum beim er
fara skyldi til Ii6smanna fra~fe6r
sinum: "Nu spyrr karl son sinn,
a6r beir skilisk," sag6i konungr;
'"Hversu mun nu,1 sag6i karl, 'ef
pu kemr i orrostu, ok veiztu
pat vist, at par skaltu deyja?'
Karls-son svarar; "Hvat mun ba
tjoa annat en berjask sem
fraeknligast ok falla me6 saem5?'
'Nu mun bat sva,'segir karl,
'at bu vissir til viss at bu
skyldir brott komask?' Hann
svarar: 'Mundi ba eigi hofu6nau6syn at duga sem drengiligast?'
- Nu megu ver sja," segir konungr,
"at bessir tveir eru fyrir hendi,
ok engi er til enn pri6i."
(p. 215, Hakonar Saga)
...and told them a parable which
King Sverrir was accustomed to
tell of a certain farmer's son
who had to go to the army, leaving
his father: "Now the farmer asked
his son before they part," said
the king," 'What would happen,'
said the farmer, 'if you came
into battle and knew for certain
that you would die there?' The
farmer's son answers, 'What good
would it do except to fight as
valiantly as possible and fall
with honour?', 'Now it may be,'
says the farmer, 'that you know
for certain that you will come
away?' He answers: 'Must not
then the chief need be to do
one's manliest?' - Now we may
see," says the king, "that
these two things are before us
and there is none as a third."
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"What good would it do to refrain
from pressing forward as best I
could?" The farmer said: "In
every battle you are in it must
turn out either that you die or
come away (alive)...
A man does not go to hell
,. . ,w<;»v ,
*n .,
_c- . ,
unfated, nor a*»e the fated*saved.
In flight is the worst fall.

In the Sverris Saga version, the speaker's axiomatic advice is made
memorable, at the beginning and the end, by a flood of alliteration.
In keeping with his proverbial tone is the idealised common sense
of the basic man, conveyed in this version by the plain diction
and straightforward parallels of the argument.

The emphasis

throughout is concrete, kept upon the vigour of the fighting and
the victory.

By contrast, there is little alliteration and the

force and variation of proverb are lacking in the Hakonar Saga version,
while the phrasing is much more ornate, conventionally heroic, and
rather stale: "berjask sem fraeknligast", "falla me6 saem6",
"hofu6-nau6syn at duga sem drengiligast".

In addition, the

emphasis has become personal and abstract, concerned with fame and
death but with no concern for the outcome of the battle.

Whether

or not this second version represents Hakon's actual words or those
of Sturla's informant, it is significant that Sturla himself has
made no effort to make it conform more strictly to the Sverris Saga
version.
limits.

His sense of duty as Hakon's official biographer clearly has
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Finally, Hakon follows Sverrir by giving his men St dlafr's
war-cry:
"Kennisk sem bezt, ok hafi bat
akall sem Birkibeinar voru
vanir: 'Framm Kristz-menn
ok Kross-menn; ins hplga
(p. 215)
dlafs konungs menn"'

"Know each other as best
you can and have that cry to
which the Birkibeinar were
accustomed: "Forward Christ's
men and Cross-men, the Holy
King 0*lafr's men."

Because the correspondences with Sverrir's speeches are only
superficial, this speech in Hakonar Saga does not possess their
vitality and force.

Other features of Hakon's speech contrast it

with Sverrir's style.

First, the diction is monotonous without

aesthetic effect and is sometimes reminiscent of Hakon's earlier
speech in chapter 11.1, for instance:
p. 215:
"...the wrongs which the Varbelgir
have done to us."
"...we ought to defend our
privilege and property."

"...ska5a er Varbelgir
hafa oss gort"
"...ver eigum at verja
frelsi vart ok fe."
p. 96:
"...skulu ver hefna beirra
ska6a er oss hafa gorvir
verit."

"...we shall avenge on them the
wrongs which have been done us."

"...ver maelum eptir voru fe

"...we claim our property and
privilege."

ok frelsi."

Such monotony is greatly exaggerated by the sentence structure, regularly
lengthened out with co-ordinate clauses.

Finally, Hakon practically

undoes all the good of his speech, when, after the anecdote, he
cautions them not to fight each other:
1.

See Sv. chapter 163 9 p . i75 } n. 32-33.
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Si6an sag6i hann beirn hversu. .
l^eir kasmi til orrostu , at
]peir gaeti sem bezt at eigi
berizk beir sjalfir vapn a,
ok at menn gefi gaum at.
(p. 215)

Then he told them how when they
came into battle that they do
their best not to wield their
weapons against each other and
that men take care.

This scarcely demonstrates confidence in his troops.

Its negative

emphasis is more characteristic of Magnus Erlingsson's approach
than Sverrir's.

1

Out of context, Hakon's speeches seem by comparison to
Sverrir's less forceful, yet their restrained quality and the
absence of any Sverrian

exuberance help to project the formal

image of the royal figure which is appropriate to a more established
Norwegian monarchy than Sverrir knew.

Protocol and convention

have taken the place of Sverrir's bold, political adventurism.
1.

See Chapter One, p. 75.
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IV The flat documentation of action

It has been pointed out that there are fewer battle accounts
in Hakonar Saga than in Sverris Saga.

In those cited, the reader

will have noticed that Sturla's style is much more flat and serious,
much less vigorous than Abbot Karl's in recording Sverrir's battles.
Close focuses, such as those on Skuli and on Hakon in the Oslo
battle account (see above, pp.297 ff.), are brief and isolated
unlike the continuous series of related anecdotes which form the
Sverris Saga.

records of

1

Passages of general battle action in

Hakonar Saga are characterised by monotonous and repetitive diction
(see above,

p. 276 note 3 ).

These features are characteristic of

Sturla's documentation of action scenes throughout the saga.

A

lengthy passage of such bare, untextured reporting can be found in
the saga on pages 132 to 136, chapters 151 to the end of 153.

The

passage is too long to be cited entirely, but consider this extract
from the beginning:
Ribbungar letu pa eptir 611
skip i Mjors; ok voru flestir
farnir or vatninu ok austr a
Markir til mots vi6 Knut.
Konungr for or Oslo upp til
Ei6s-vallar ok atti ping vi6
baendr. Gengu beir ba i samheldi vi6 konung a nyja-leik.
Konungr snori ba pa6an ut a
Raumariki ok austr yfir Elfi;
pviat honum var sagt, at Knutr
leti draga skip or Hellisfir6i,
ok £tla6i upp a Markir ok
pa6an i Elfina. Ok er konungr
kom i byg6ina ba er Heggin
heitir, var honum sagt, at
bat vaeri Iyg6, Snori konungr
pa aptr, ok for ut a Follu...
Knutr...let hann draga skip
or Hellisfir6i, par sem aldri
hof6u skip dregin verit, ok
kom peim upp a Markir ok

See Chapter One, pp.

102 ff.

The Ribbungar then left all
their ships behind on Lake Mjors;
and most were gone from the lake
and east to Markir to meet Knutr.
The king went from Oslo up to
Ei6a-v£llGr and held an assembly
with the farmers. They then
joined together with the king
in a new compact. The king
turned from there out to Raumariki and east over to Elfr,
because he was told that Knutr
had had ships drawn from Hellisfjor6r and intended to go to
Markir and from there to Elfr.
And when the king came to the
settlement called Heggin, he was
told that it was a lie. Then
the king turned back and went
out to Folia...Knutr...had ships
dragged from the Hellisfjor6r
where ships had never been dragged
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before and brought them up to
Markir and then north to Elfr
and came upon Ivarr and his men
by surprise and drove them from
their ships; and they went from
there out to Oslo to meet with
King Hakon.

si6an nor6r £ Elfi; ok kom
a ovart at peim fvari, ok
eltu pa af skipum; ok
foru peir si6an ut til
Osloar a fund Hakonar
konungs. (pp. 132-133)

Pace is scarcely varied; detail consists in general troop movements;
and there is an absence of dramatic connection between events so that
the facts seem loosely hung together.

The verbs are commonplace and

lack vividness - fara, snua, lata, draga, koma, spyrja, segja while most of the phrases specify directions.

The same or similar

verbs and phrases appear repeatedly throughout the account.

Some attempt is made to provide local interest a little later
when Sturla records (p. 134) the direct discourse of two opposing
captains as they cast taunts at each other in the conventional
manner:

1

Pa hljop Haraldr af Lautyn
ut a ar-bakkan, ok spurdi
hverr fyrir 1161 re6i.
Haraldr stangar-fylja svaradi:
"Kennask nunu ver frsendr; en
ver erum her kuslungar, ok
syslumenn af Upplondum."
Hinn svarar: "Sjaldan hafi per
sva mikit Ii6 e6a jafn-vel
buit; e6r hvar er Hakon
konungr?" "Her er harm,"
segir Haraldr. Hinn svarar:
"Hvi vildi hann taka a
sik sva mikla vesuld at lani,
at rekask allt a Markir austr
at oss Ribbungum?" "Meirr
ffitla ek nau6syn til pess
en ofkeski," segir Haraldr,
"at stokkva slikum oaldarflokki or landinu sem per
hafit." (p.
1.

Then Haraldr from Lautyn leapt
out on the river bank and asked
who led the troop. Haraldr
filly-goad answered: "We should
recognise each other, kinsmen;
but we over here are calves and
district men of Uppland." The
other answers: "Seldom do you
have such a great company or so
well outfitted; and where is
King Hakon?" "He is here,"
says Haraldr. The other answers:
"Why does he take upon himself
such misery for his pains that
he drives all the way east into
Markir against us Ribbungar?"
"I expect that the reason for
it is more necessity than caprice,"
says Haraldr, "to drive such
rascally troops from the land
as you have here."

See for instance, exchanges between Hrutr^and Atli in chapter 5 of
Njals Saga; one of Sverrir's men and Magnus Erlingsson in Sverris
Saga at the battle at il/a, p. 51; and 6lafr Tryggvason and Olfr
Hkr. 1, pp. 356-57
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These remarks are too long and their content too abstract to possess
the spice and epigramatic punch characteristic of such exchanges in
other sagas.

It is also notable that Hakon's captain echoes a statement

of royal right made by the king himself earlier in the saga (see
above, pp.

310

).

The captains' exchange is nevertheless a rare

instance in the saga of what seems to be a conversation told to Sturla
by an eye-witness, perhaps one of the captains himself.

These representative passages show a dry, humdrum documentation
which seems to be kept flat deliberately.

It lends to the narrative

the authority of apparent factualness and it is also consistent with
the restrained, serious, and formal presentation of the king himself.
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V Actuality and dramatisation

One of the most distinctive positive features of many of Sturla's
accounts in Hakonar Saga is their actuality.

Sturla captures this

by documenting events with an historian's thorough and serious
attention to facts, by including details which convey precisely and
immediately a specific human predicament, and by recording moments
of intense personal emotion among the saga figures with solemn and
delicate dramatisation.

A The authority of facts
Some mention has been made of the wide range of subject matter
in the saga, but range and variety do not in themselves convey
actuality.

This depends upon the specific factual nature of the

individual details Sturla records about events, details which suggest
eye-witness sources and which have a role primarily informative
rather than aesthetic.

Such details most frequently occur as

catalogues of participants in an event, for instance:
...Gu6olfr var hofu6-ra6gjafi hans, en Erlingr rumstafr merkisma6r hans. En
bessir komu fyrstir sveitarhofdingjar til beirra,
Sondulfr Hauksson, Porleifr ,
bru6r, Erlingr hringr, Helgi
a Solbjorgum, Gauti gottsmjor, Gassi undan Fjallinu,
Grimarr svangi. (p. 51)

Gu6olfr was his principal
strategist, but Erlingr bedpost
his standard bearer. But these
captains of companies came first
to them: Sondulfr Hauksson,
Porleifr bride, Erlingr ring,
Helgi from Solbergr, Gautr
good-butter, Gassi from below
Fjall, Grimarr the hungry.

or information about the weather conditions, especially where these
affect the outcome of a specific event, even if the event is not a
significant one in the saga as a whole, for instance:
1.

For other examples, see pp. 74, 96, 146, 161, 162, 175, 176, 245, 275,
331-332. This naming occurs frequently in the Islendinga Saga accounts
sometimes with great aesthetic effect, as in the record of the Flugumyrarbrenna. See Chapter Six, pp. 473-74.
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Var Birkibeinum ohaeg atgangan,
bvi at snjor var mikill, ok
illt at fara, en Varbelgir j5ku
har6fengiliga vi6. (p. 201)

It was a difficult offensive for
the Birkibeinar because there
was much snow and it was hard
to advance, but the Varbelgir
stood up to it valiantly.

B Luminous details
There are certain details in the narrative which are described
here as luminous because they capture precisely and with a powerful
immediacy the impression of a specific moment or a specific condition
Such details convey not only the facts

associated with a larger event.

of a particular moment but also a participant's response to them.

The

style does not differ from the rest of the narrative except that the
details appear to be included with greater deliberation than usual
and with greater control.

In all cases the details are few and

plainly presented, so that there is never any effusiveness, but rather
reservation and restraint.

A brief sketch is given, for instance, in chapter 112, of the
hardships Hakon's men undergo during the winter expedition into
Vermaland.

In Sverris Saga, such hardships are also mentioned,

but with so much more detail that they seem almost a boast, suggesting
that the sufferings were a fair price for the pleasure afforded in
the telling of them afterwards.

2

Here in Hakonar Saga, the brevity

and plain diction present a more grimly realistic picture:
1.

For other examples, see pp. 57, 61, 64, 67, 90, 106, 107, 108, 110,
121, 130, 195, 208, 209 ; 210, 212, 213, 238, 255, 285, 316, 331, 334,
340

2.

See, for instance Sv. Chapter 20
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Ve6r var vindligt ok mjok
kallt. 1 mot degi gor6i
konungrinn fram a skoginn
mi6jan (menn). far var
mikil saelu-huss-stofa vi6
kirkjuna. Hann ba6 bar gora
elda stora i gar6inum. Pat
var allt senn, at dagr rann
upp, ok konungr kom til eldanna, ok verm6u menn sik bar
urn hri6; bviat flestir voru
nokkut frosnir a hondum e6r
fotum e6r andliti. (p. 97)

The weather was windy and very
cold. Just before day the king
sent his men forward to the
middle of the woods. There was
a great hostelry beside the
church. He commanded large
fires to be made in the enclosure
All of a sudden day broke and
the king came to the fires and
his men warmed themselves there
for a while because most were
somewhat frozen in the hands
or the feet or the face.

There is no glory in this aspect of the expedition.

The short sentences

and co-ordinate clause, as well as the catalogue of frozen parts hondum e6r fotum e6r andliti - conveys the spareness and monotony
of the soldier's life with a grim specificity.

Even more visual than the scene around the winter fires is
Hakon's arrival with his men at Oslo, just before
Skuli.

the battle with

Here the simplicity of sentence structure and the unobtrusive-

ness of the diction help to capture the dark stillness of the
night, as well as the immobility of Hakon's troops as he hesitates
before attacking, uncertain for a moment whether his enemy is still
in the town:
E>a er Hakon konungr kom fram
a brekkuna £ syn vi6 baeinn,
ba tok at lysa sva at beir
fengu skilt hvat er titt var
i baenum. Var allt tvist ok
hljott til at sja. Pa mslti
konungr, sva at beir heyr6u
er naestir voru, "Pat ottumk
ek nu, at Varbelgjum muni
hafa komit njosn urn fer6ir
varar, ok se beir i brottu
or banurn." (p. 216)

When King Hakon came forward
on the hillside within sight
of the town, then it began to
grow light so that they could
distinguish what was happening
in the town. It was altogether
silent and still to see. Then
the king said, so that they heard
who were nearest him, "Now I am
afraid that news of our journey
must have reached the Varbelgir
and they are gone from the town.V
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The luminous detail here is in the shortest sentence: "Var allt
tvist ok hljott til at sja".

The reader shares their hilltop

perspective, their gaze running down over the silent and motionless
town.

The whole troop seems to halt and gaze with them, and in the

soft hiss of Sturla's word 'tvist' lies his recognition of the
inclination to whisper, as the king evidently does,
stand above the sleeping enemy.

while they

The focus here is perfectly precise and

controlled, instantly recognised by anyone who has ever watched from
a hillside the slumber of town or farm or cottage.

The actuality

lies in the community of experience upon which the detail draws.

C Dramatisation
The above examples illustrate how single details can function to
present individual moments with visual and psychological vividness.
When Sturla selects and consistently controls his facts in this
fashion and incorporates dialogue, he creates a rare narrative tension.
Sturla's dramatisations are moments of intense inner emotion rather
than moments of critical and fast-moving action, which is kept
subordinate in the Hakonar Saga passages.

One of the most striking of such moments, and characteristic of
Sturla's style at its best, is King Hakon's meeting with his queen in
chapter 207 (p. 190).

He has just learned that Skuli, the queen's

father, has taken the title of king, and so he goes at once in the
night to her bedchamber to tell her.

Sturla conveys here the

king's tension and concern for his wife, the night atmosphere, and
the queen's welling sorrow, all with the plainest of syntactic
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structures and diction.

The solemnity of the occasion is captured

in the ceremonial step-by-step approach of the king to the chamber:
Si6an gekk hann til herbergis
drottningar, ok ba6 upp lata.
Var sva gort; gekk konungr i
herbergit. (p. 190)

Then he went to the queen's
chamber and asked for the door
to be opened. It was done. The
king went into the chamber.

Here there is a pause in the action, slow and heavy as it is, where
it seems that Hakon himself has paused just inside the door, as if
to determine whether the queen has any companions other than the
servants of her chamber.

These are all asleep, as Hakon could discern

by the light burning there.

Sturla does not explain all this; he

gives us only what we need to determine these things for ourselves:
brann bar Ijos. £>ar svafu
sveinar nokkurir, ok bjonustu-meyjar drottningar.
(p. 190)

A light burned there. There
slept a few boys and serving
maidens of the queen.

We have gazed round the room with Hakon; now he moves forward into
the light himself:
Konungr gekk at rekkjunni
(p. 190)

The king went to the bed
closet.

The verb "gekk" repeated from above, suggests the same solemn pace
he used before.

The queen is there, awake, but clad only in her

nightdress, over which she casts a red robe.

The shyness and

nervous formality of this action make her the picture of vulnerability:
en drottning stod i silkiserk, ok kasta6i yfir sik
tugla-motli rau6um. (p. 190)

and the queen stood in a silk
nightdress and cast over herself
a red robe, bound at the waist
with a thong.
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The dialogue is divided between direct and indirect discourse, with
the most distinctive remarks rendered directly.

At first, however,

their remarks are mere formalities, a tense see-saw exchange
punctuated by periods, which imply embarrassing silences.

Notice

too, how Hakon is called the king throughout, emphasising his courtly
presence rather than that of lover or husband:
Hon fagnaSi konunginum.
Hann tok bvi bli61iga.
Hon tok einn silki-kodda,
ok ba6 konunginn sitja.
Hann kvezk pat eigi vilja.
Hon spur6i, ef konungrinn
hef6i frett nokkur ny
ti6endi. (p. 190)

She welcomed the king. He
received this cheerfully.
She took a silk pillow and
invited the king to sit
down. He said he did not wish
to. She asked if the king had
heard any recent news.

This last piece of small talk demands Hakon's errand, and suggests
she must suspect what has preceded his visit.

In answering he cannot

be explicit, whether through tension or in an attempt to be gentle
and protective of her, and instead he gives an elliptical understatement
It is the first direct statement in the passage and also marks the
crisis of the tension which will now begin to unwind itself between
the speakers:
"Sma eru ti6endin," segir
hann, "tveir eru konungar
i Noregi i senn." (p. 190)

"The news is insignificant,"
he says, "there are two kings
in Norway at once."

For a moment she does not or will not understand what he means:
Hon sag6i: "Einn mun vera
rettr konungr, ok erut per
bar; ok sva lati Gu6 vera
ok inn helgi Olafr konungr."

She said, "Only one will be
the lawful king and that is
you; and him may God maintain
and the holy King 6lafr."
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So he must tell her what her father has done, but this time in
indirect speech, suggesting an even greater restraint in his
voice:
Pa sag6i konungr, at
fa6ir hennar hef6i Iati6
gefa ser konungs-nafn a
Eyra-bingi. (p. 190)

Then the king said that her
father had given himself the
title of king at the Eyrabing.

Now she knows for certain, but even as she refused to acknowledge
any but an explicit statement, so she now appeals to Hakon not to
believe the news until events insist he must.

Her elaborate expression

of desperation is emotional rather than logical, implying the fear that
she, too, will be broken by the sundering of the Hakon-Skuli alliance,
for her marriage to Hakon was an early pledge of that alliance:
"Betr mun vera," segir hon,
"ok gorit fyrir Gu6s sakir,
truit bessu eigi, me6an ber
megit vi6 dyljask." (p. 190)

"It will be better," she said,
"and do it-for God's sake doynfrt trust this as long as you
are able to remain in ignorance."

That marks the end of the direct discourse; the crisis is over;
the tension breaks £.nd floods out through her tears:
Kemr ba npp gratr fyrir henni,
ok matti hon ekki fleira urn
tala. (p. 190)

Then her tears overcame
her and she could not
speak any more of it.

Hakon's initial attempts to comfort her, though gentle, are perhaps
a little crude, a little insensitive in offering her the conventional
consolation "vera katr".

This failure to find the best words indicates

that his self-control is being overcome by his own tension:
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Konungrinn ba6 hana vera kata;
sag6i, at^hon skuldi ekki
gjalda fra honum tiltaskja
f66ur sins.

The king begged her to be
cheerful, saying that she
would not suffer through him for the
designs of her father.

(p. 190)

Sturla does not record how they resolve the matter, or whether
they are able to comfort each other in the end, but he mentions
that the king does not leave abruptly:

Litlu si6arr gekk konungr
i brott. (p. 190)

A little later the king
went away.

This incompleteness may not be Sturla's doing, but it is in
excellent taste.

The passage has a subdued purity about it

preserved by the spareness of the style and the careful placing of
the pauses.

1

Indication of the queen's affection for her father, her complete
recognition of her difficult position as Hakon's wife and Skuli's
daughter, is provided in chapter 189, a passage already referred to above
(see p. 292).

When Hakon hears the rumour that his bailiff has been

killed, he calls out his men and sets up his standard against Skuli:

Konungs-menn gengu ut i
gardinn ok settu upp merki.
(p. 168)

The king's men went out into
the enclosure and set up
their standard.

The promptness and control of Skuli's reaction is conveyed by the brief
co-ordinate clauses Sturla uses.

He remains succinct throughout the

passage to aid the intensity:

1.

Because of this private atmosphere and because of certain details in
the passage, I am led to suspect that Sturla's source here is the
queen herself. The account suggests that the couple were, for all
intents and purposes, alone, provided the servants really were asleep,
as we are told. The queen was still alive as Sturla wrote.
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Harm vakna6i vi6 gnyinn
ok hljop upp, ok gekk ut

i svalirnar. (p. 168)

He woke v/ith the din and
jumped up and went out
onto the balcony.

The focus now moves at once to the figure of his daughter in the
yard, the first indication that she has come on this occasion:

Hann sa at drottning sto6 bar
lit i gar6inum (p. 168)

He saw that the queen stood
there out in the enclosure.

The conversation between them is given indirectly and without
anything excessive, suggesting its private and circumspect nature,
as well as the queen's anxiety to warn her father of the trouble.
His attempt to reassure her marks their bond of affection:

Jarl spur6i hana hverju gegndi
petta. Hon segir honum hvat
titt var. Jarl ba6 hana vera
kata, ok sag6i at ekki muni
saka. (p. 168)

He asked her why she was
standing outside. She told
him what was happening.
The jarl told her to be
of good cheer and said that
no harm would come of it.

Skuli then dresses and is met by an illegitimate son of the king,
who accompanies him out.

The matter is settled peacefully, having

been caused by a false rumour, deliberately spread.
1.

Other notable dramatic scenes in the saga are the account of
Skuli's death and the record of its announcement in the court
of Hakon, both of which have been discussed in connection with
Sturla's portrait of the jarl in the saga. (See above, pp. 302,
305-6).
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VI

Conclusions

Several of the distinctive features of the style and structure of
Hakonar Saga contrast with Sturla's later work, fslendinga Saga:
1 The diplomatic considerations which account for Sturla's
constrained and often laboured approach to his subject are
not applicable to the writing of fslendinga Saga, so that
a much more balanced view of events is offered.
2 The Icelandic events which are mentioned only in passing
in Hakonar Saga are given much fuller attention in Jslendinga
Saga. The Flugumyrarbrenna, for instance, merits but one
sentence in Hakonar Saga:
Ok er peir komu til Islands,
spur6u peir at par hof6u or6it
mikil ti6indi urn hausti6 a6r,
at beir Eyiolfr E>orsteinsson,
ok Hrani Kooransson, ok Kolbeinn
gron, haf6u brennt inni sonu
Gizurar brja ok marga menn a6ra
a Flugu-myri. (p. 278)

And when they arrived at Iceland,
they learned that much news had
happened the autumn before, that
Eyjolfr ^orsteinsson, and Hrani
Ko6ransson, and Kolbeinn gron,
had burned in the three sons of Gizurr
and many other men at Flugu-myrJT.

In fslendinga Saga, the account of this burning forms the climax
of the saga and fills ten pages of intense dramatic action, both .
on the ground of battle and in the hearts of several participants.
Other instances include Snorri's journey to Norway and his relations
with Skuli and Hakon in 1218 (Hakonar Saga p. 49; Islendinga Saga
p. 321); and Snorri's death in 1241 (Hakonar Saga, p. 237;
Islendinga Saga pp. 453-454). Of course the majority of events
in Islendinga Saga are not mentioned in Hakonar Saga at all.
3 The overt connectedness of events in Hakonar Saga is
abandoned for the structuring of Islendinga Saga; phrases such
as "sem fyrir var rita6" are rare. And yet Sturla practices
selection and controls his material more consistently in the
later work.^ There the factual detail is never excessive and often
has an aesthetic as well as an informative function.
4 Whereas Hakon is represented as a formal, distant, and
rather cold figure, in tslendinga Saga Sturla makes the full
warmth and individuality of many people's inner natures emerge,
principally through more extensive dramatic presentation than he
uses in Hakonar Saga.
1.

See Chapter Six, pp.

473 ff.

2.

See Chapter Six, pp.

414 ff.

3.

Benediktsson, opt. cit., p. 179: "Hann dregur fram serkenni
einstakra persona vi6 hvert tcekifaeri."
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Other features of Hakonar Saga show it to be a working ground
for Sturla and anticipate his mature style.

His serious approach

is equally characteristic of fslendinga Saga, in which he no more
glorifies the violent confrontations of his own countrymen than he
did Hakon's battles.

In addition, his style remains distinctively

spare, though somewhat refined by the experience of writing
Hakonar Saga.

He has overcome monotony in his later v/ork and

distilled the practice of succinct narration for the sake of
dramatic intensity.

These features of fslendinga Saga are

discussed more fully in Chapter Six.
1.

Helle, opt. cit., p. 53: "Det fortellertalentSturla legger for
dagen i sin Islendinga saga, r?$per seg bare her og der i H.s.H."
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APPENDIX A:

The Provenance of Hakonar Saga

Hakonar Saga, like Sverris Saga, was written by an Icelander
under the direction of a Norse king, but here the similarity in
the provenances of the two sagas ends.

For Sturla E>6r6arson,

in writing Hakonar Saga, laboured under much different circumstances
than did his fellow countryman, Abbot Karl Jonsson.

Sturla had

been forced to leave Iceland in 1263 because of a quarrel arising
out of his opposition to Norwegian rule in Iceland, and he fled
to Norway as out of the frying pan into the fire, finding there
no friends and lacking financial means to

win them.

The only

circumstance in his favour was that King Hakon, who considered
most of the Sturlungs his bitterest enemies, was absent on an
expedition to Scotland and the Western Isles.

His son, King

Magnus, still a young man, was only slightly less indisposed to
the Icelander than his father, but nevertheless allowed Sturla
his life and a position on board his ship as a crew member,
postponing judgment in the matter until his father's return.

Hakon did not return alive; he died of illness in the Orkneys
in December of 1263.

By the time this news reached Norway in

March 1264, Sturla had managed to ingratiate himself with the
new king by his poetry and story-telling.

Thus, Magnus, perhaps

directly following the precedent set by his great-grandfather,
King Sverrir, commissioned the Icelander to write a saga of
King Hakon.

Magnus supervised the work himself and gave Sturla
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access to letters in the Royal Archives,

some of which appear in

the saga itself, and to eye-witnesses among loyal court retainers
who had served under Hakon.

Poems about King Hakon were also

extant, composed for the most part by Sturla and his brother
(5lafr Hvitaskald, some of which appear in the saga in support
of the narrative, but add little factual information.

We must keep in mind, then, that Sturla did not write the
saga as a free artist.

He himself bore no love for the old

king and yet his delicate relationship with Magnus Hakonarson
required that he present Hakon in the best possible light
without mocking him with exaggerated praise.

And, with Magnus'

close supervision and the quite possibly questionable accuracy
of the eye-witness reports, we should not be surprised if the
2
saga style seems constrained.

1.

Narve Bj^rgo, "Om Skriflege Kjelder for Hakonar Saga" in
Historisk Tidsskrift, Volume 46 (Oslo, 1967), pp. 185-229.
BJ5$rgo, "Hakonar s. og Boglunga s" in Maal og Minne 1968,
pp. 8-25, also makes a strong case that Sturla used Boglunga
Saga as a source for the early part of Hakonar, Saga when he
was establishing Hakon's right to the throne. This seems
extremely likely, although its importance as a source is
confined to the first few chapters and it is less significant
than the documents from the Royal Library which form a basis
for most of the legal detail that appears throughout the
saga, very often in lengthy and unenlivened speeches.

2.

Gu6brandur Vigfusson, Prolegomena to Sturlunga Saga,
(Oxford, 1878), p. cvi

Volume I,
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APPENDIX B:

The proportions of Hakonar Saga

Narrative space

Events

Chronological period

36 pages

14 years prior to Hakon's
taking the throne, 12031217, pp. 1-36

14 years

18 pages

the first three years of
the reign, 1217-1220,
pp. 37-54

3 years

31 pages

skirmishes with the
Ribbungar, 1220-1223,
pp. 54-85

4 years

26 pages

Vermaland expedition,
1223-1224, pp. 85-121

1 year

52 pages

miscellaneous events and
the rise of Jarl Skuli,
1225-1238, pp. 121-173

63 pages

direct conflict with Skuli
1238-1240, pp. 173-236

2 years

miscellaneous events,
1240-1246, pp. 236-241

6 years

13 pages

Hakon's coronation, 12461247, pp. 241-254

1 year

27 pages

miscellaneous events,
1247-1255, pp. 254-281

8 years

death of Hakon ungi,

1 year

5 pages

9 pages

13 years

1255-1256, pp. 281-290

13 pages

marriage of Hakon's
daughter into Spain;
dispute with Denmark,

1 year

1256-1257, pp. 290-303

miscellaneous events,
1257-1260, pp. 303-311

3 years

15 pages

marriage and coronation of
Magnus Hakonarson; other
events, 1260-1261, pp.
311-324

1 year

36 pages

expedition to Scotland and
Orkneys and the death of
Hakon Hakonarson, 1261-1263,
pp. 324-360

2 years

8 pages

Chapter Five

Literary Device and Artistic Control in *Njals Saga'

I

Introduction
In this chapter an attempt is made to demonstrate how saga style

is affected in a specific case when historical constraints are removed
For the Njala author, this freedom allows him to control and shape
the narrative in an imaginative and subtle fashion, making deliberate
use of literary device, inverted convention, and structuring.

Such

sophistication and manipulation as are evident in Njala represent a
style almost contemporary with Sturla E>6r6arson's in Islendinga
Saga and another among those styles which Sturla might have adopted
for his own work, altogether or in part.

This, in addition to the

parallels of subject matter between the two works, gives Njala place
in this dissertation.
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II

The complex and deliberate patterning of a series of related
incidents: Hallger6r's marriages

A Recent critical opinion
The Njala author exploits his freedom from historical constraints
by creating and controlling complex patterns of action which are at
once delicate and tightly interwoven.

Recent critical opinion

has over simplified this patterning, as reviewers have pointed out.
T.M. Andersson has suggested that patterns of action in the family
sagas in general are built up from basic structures which are saga
writers' common equipment:
An analysis of the saga plots leads to the conclusion
that there are recurrent structural features and patterns.
The patterns are in fact so repetitive and the similarities
so great that, without doing undue violence to the plots,
one can abstract from them a standard structure to which
all sagas under study, with the exception of Vatnsdasla
Saga, conform to a greater or lesser degree.

Though he does not acknowledge it, Andersson's outline patterns
of action are critical constructs, not creative ones.
1.

They have been

T.M. Andersson, The Icelandic Family Saga: An Analytic Reading
(Cambridge, Mass., 1967) p. 29
Liars Lonnroth, in Njals Saga: A Critical Introduction (California,
1976) p. 19, criticises Andersson's approach, acknowledging that
individual authors may have patterns unique to their own works.
However, he emphasises, just as Andersson does, the common elements
in "individual stock scenes" (p. 47), gives examples (for instance,
the travel pattern, p. 71), and provides a scheme of saga
structure similar to Andersson's (pp. 68 ff).
Some reviewers have merely described the content of Andersson's
book, offering little or no opinion of his approach and method:
Carl F. Bayerschmidt, Germanic Review XLII, 1967, pp. 227-28;
Jacqueline Simpson, Folklore LXXVIII, Autumn, 1967, p. 223. A
more discerning review has been published by Richard M. Perkins
in Scandinavica VI, pp. 137-139, who writes: "The author's conception
of saga structure itself is very interesting, but his attempt
to generalise it to the whole corpus is misguided and cannot
fail to give an erroneous impression to the uninitiated. If
any structural pattern has any genuine and general applicability
to the whole genre it should be possible to show it by subtler
and gentler means than those used here."
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abstracted from the literature in order to describe its superficial
Yet close reading reveals

structure in a simple and rational manner.

that specific incidents in a series are more complexly related than
this crude critical approach allows.

Conventional or repeated

elements are present, but they are used, as a refrain is used in a
ballad, to set in relief what is distinctive in each incident.

The

pattern the Njala author establishes is not therefore repeated
exactly, but rather constantly developed, refined, and made to
emerge, as much by contrast as by correspondence and with specific
artistic intent.

In his accounts of Hallger6r's first two marriages, the saga
author makes use of this patterning to show that Hallger6r only
behaves in the manner of a wilful, spoiled child when she is
treated badly; to kindness and respect she responds with sincerity
and decorum.

Andersson and Lonnroth have clearly missed this point.

Andersson speaks of "Hallger6r's equally ill-fated marriages to
two successive husbands"

2

and of the established pattern of "quarrel,

blow, vengeance,and death of her husband."

3

The brief outline sketch

which he offers of this pattern scarcely acknowledges the differences
between the two accounts.
1.

lan Maxwell recognised this even before Andersson wrote The
Icelandic Family Saga, in his article "Patterns in Njals Saga
S-BVS Vol. XV 1957-59, p. 22, where he says there is "on every
page evidence of precise shaping and subtle linking...planned
crescendo...calculated echoes...pointed crises."

2.

Andersson, op. cit. p. 291

3.

Andersson, op. cit. p. 30M-
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Lonnroth, even though he allows that for the second marriage
"The prospects thus look excellent, much better than the first
time,"

still insists:
...when she marries another man, Glumr, the same
disastrous pattern is repeated: Hallgeror is slapped
after a quarrel, and Pjostolfr promptly kills the
husband. Again, a settlement is arranged, and
Hallger6r - like Unnr in the previous episode - is
available for marriage.
...we get a distinct feeling of recurrence. Each of
Hallger6r's husbands, for example, goes through the
same series of experiences.

This superficial view is matched by his fixed opinion of Hallger6r,
quite unshaken by the author's demonstrable attempts to present
her blameless behaviour during her second marriage.

4

Lonnroth

speaks authoritatively but without specific instance, of Hallger6r's
"harsh, unfeminine nature, which is repeatedly demonstrated in the
5
stories about her marriages" and he suggests that her mind is
equally as

evil as the Clontarf

viking Bro6ir's, because they

are both described as tall, with hair sufficiently long to tuck under
their belts.

The absence of any other common features between the

two, together with their separation in the saga in both objective and
narrative time, makes it unlikely that any comparison was intended
by the author.

The very different contexts and diction of the descriptions

confirms this.

In Hallger6r's case, the four references to her size

1.

Lonnroth, "Structural Divisions in the Njala Manuscripts" in
Arkiv for Nordisk FilologiXC, p. 76

2.

Lonnroth, Njals Saga, op. cit. p. 25

3.

Ibid., p. 32

4.

See below, pp. 338 ff.

5.

Lonnroth, Njals Saga, op cit. p. 37
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and hair (pp. 6,

29, 44, 85) are set in scenes in which her physical

attractiveness clearly wins male notice, whether her father's, Glumr's,
Porvaldr's, or Gunnarr's.

2

The sketch of Bro6ir, however, presents

a figure made repellent by apostacy and swarthiness.

The detail

of the long hair here contributes a suggestion of unkemptness to
the portrait (p. 446).

In addition, the verb used in the case of

Bro6ir's hair is "vefja", but in the descriptions of Hallger6r,
the author uses "bat tok ofan a belti," and "drap hon undir belti
ser," and "hon matti hylja sik me<5."

B

There is no verbal echo.

Analysis of the two marriage accounts:
Closer reading, as just applied to the descriptions of

Hallger6r, shows that the two marriage accounts are not constructed
as mirror images of each other.

Rather, the author has shaped

them from a deliberate selection of comparable scenes and details
3
in such a way that the similarities point to significant differences.
These distinctive features can be seen to proceed from the inner
natures attributed to the saga figures through description, action,
and direct discourse.
1.

Richard Alien, Fire and Iron (Pittsburg, 1971) p. 80, writes that
the silence about Hallger6r's manners here may be deliberate and
is "appropriate in light of Hallger6r's later behaviour." Yet,
she behaves with excellent manners during her courtship and
marriage to Glumr.

2.

Ibid., p. 149. Alien remarks this function of each description,
which, he says "dwells on her remarkable hair and perhaps suggests
the strong element of sexuality residing in her."

3.

seems to recognise this when he writes that
Ibid., p. 63, Alien
the two accounts share "the same structure, although the details of
each motif are different." He goes on, however, to suggest that
these differences are not as significant as my reading indicates:
"closer examination reveals that their structure is virtually identical."
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1 Initial character sketches present the very qualities which
determine each figure's subsequent behaviour.

The effect of Hallger6r's beauty has been mentioned.

Of the

features referring to her inner nature, her open-handedness (orlynd)
will manifest itself as wastefulness during her first marriage but
as uncriticised generosity during her second.

The severity of her

temperament (skaphor6) will emerge prominently during her marriage
to Porvaldr, strengthened by the encouragement and unscrupulous
eagerness for violence mentioned in the sketch of Pjostolfr.

The two prospective husbands, Porvaldr and Glumr, are both
described as wealthy and strong (p. 29: vel au6igr at fe; vel styrkr
ma6r; pp. 40-41: vel au6igr at fe; mikill ma6r ok sterkr), indicating
a comparable social class and anticipating the final physical
contest each man has with £>j6stolfr.

Only in E>orvaldr's case is

a source of his wealth mentioned, the fish and meal from the
Bjarnareyjar, precisely because these goods form the basis of the
quarrel between 5>orvaldr and Hallger6r and because the island will
be the scene of Porvaldr's death (pp. 34-35).

Glumr's only distinguishing feature is his handsomeness (fri6r
synum) which is probably intended as a

match to the refinement

(kurteiss, p. 30) attributed to Porvaldr.

More important to Glumr's

image are his connections with his warrior brother Ragi and his law-
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speaker brother Porarinn, who will have a significant role as counsellor
in subsequent events.

In addition, Glumr is said to be well-travelled,

a feature which clearly attracts Hallger6r to Gunnarr later in the saga,
as the reader may suppose it does here.

In this case, Glumr will seem

to Hallger6r less provincial than Porvaldr.

The only negative quality included in either description is
attributed to Porvaldr, his quick-temperedness (bra6r £ skaplyndi, p. 30)
This aspect of his inner nature prepares the reader for his clash with
Hallger6r.

2

Further significant qualities of each husband's nature emerge from

his consultation with a male relative about marriage prospects,
E>orvaldr with his father Csvifr and Glumr with the wise E>6rarinn.
In the first consultation, Porvaldr's choosiness among possible
brides clearly depends upon conceit rather than long consideration
(honum botti ser 6vi6a fullkosta, p. 30), while his snappish refusal
to heed his father's caution ("Ron er kona skapstor en pu har61yndr
ok 6v«ginn" p. 30) reveals a stubborn insensitivity anticipating the
later clash with Hallger6r:

"mun mik ekki tjoa at letja"
(p. 30)

"nothing will succeed in
dissuading me".

Glumr displays none of Porvaldr's conceit, but demonstrates the
consideration for Hallger6r behind his choice when Porarinn protests
on the basis of precedent:
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"Ma, at hana hendi eigi slik
ogipta i annat sinn, ok
veit ek vist, at hon r«6r
eigi mer bana." (p. 42)

"It may be that such bad luck
will not befall her a second
time; and I know for certain
that she will not cause my
killing."

Glumr's respect for his brother is evident in the more polite tone of
their discussion compared to Porvaldr's with Gsvifr, and in Glumr's
repeated attempts to win tdrarinn's support for the suit:
Opt kom Glumr a urn betta mal
vi6 Porarinn (p. 42)

Glumr often brought the matter
up with E>6rarinn.

Although l?6rarinn's initial opposition is stronger than Osvifr's
his ultimate support is positive rather than resigned.

Unlike the

silent 0*svifr, E>6rarinn declares Glumr's suit to Hoskuldr and he
also argues strongly for the potential success of the second marriage
"...eigi skal einn ei6r alia
ver6a, ok ma betta ver6a vel,
bo at hitt yr6i ilia, enda
spillti Ejostolfr l> ar roest urn."
(p. 43)

3

"...one broken oath does not
invalidate all, and this may
turn out well even though the
other turned out badly; and
indeed, £>jostolfr spoiled it
most of all."

The contrast between the two consultations is continued by the two

wooing scenes, boding ill for the first marriage and well for the second,

1.

Elements of E>orvaldr's wooing
scene:

Elements of Glumr's wooing
scene:

a) The suit is declared at
once and the matter settled
briefly, showing imprudent
haste on both sides.

a) The suit is not declared
until the suitor's party has
spent the night, showing a
promising attentiveness to
social niceties.

Alien, op. cit., p. 75 has also recognised this: "this hastiness is
unseemly and runs counter to the usual motif of polite delay proper
on such occasions."
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b) Hoskuldr arranges the
betrothal without consulting
anyone else because he is
anxious to have Hallger6r
married:

b) Hoskuldr consults Hrutr
at once and shows a readiness
to take his advice ("Hvat bykkir
ber ra6?" p. 42) which betrays
his anxiety not to make a mistake
a second time.

...ok spur6i Hoskuldr dottur
sina ekki eptir, bvi at honum
var hugr a at gipta hana (p. 31)
c) When cautioned about
Hallgerdr's nature, &orvaldr
exposes an insensitive businesslike approach to the marriage,
ominous for his bride's
happiness:

c) Porarinn's arguments against
Hoskuldr's hesitation to consent
reflect his own and Glumr's more
considerate and welcoming
attitude toward Hallger6r.

"Ger bu kostinn, bvi at ek
mun skaplyndi hennar ekki
lata fyrir kaupi standa."
(p. 31)
d) Porvaldr's party depart
before Hallger6r is told of
the betrothal.

d) On Hrutr's advice, Hallger6r
is consulted before the betrothal
is fixed.

e) Hrutr foresees the failure
of the marriage and implies
that their temperaments will
be the cause:

e) Hrutr warns Glumr that the
marriage will be successful
only if Pjostolfr is not allowed
to interfere (p. 43). This
warning indicates the external
basis of the couple's later
quarrel.

"...hvarigu mun i bessu kaupi
gipta, honum ne henni." (p. 32)

4 Hallger6r's reaction to each betrothal is distinct, revealing
separate sides of her nature.

Having had no say in her first betrothal,

her annoyance and depression (var henni skapbungt, p. 31) are justified,
but her challenge to her father's love for her discloses a particularly
girlish spitefulness.

£j6stolfr's consolation only encourages this,

while at the same time it poses an implicit threat to ^orvaldr's life:
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"you will be married a second
time and you will be consulted
about it; because I will carry
out your wishes in every respect."

"bu munt vera gefin i annat sinn,
ok muntu ba eptir spur6; bvi at
alls sta6ar mun ek gera at binu
skapi." (pp. 31-32)

When she is in fact consulted before her betrothal to Glumr,
Hallger6r behaves with an enchanting decorum.

Her conversation is

polite, she indicates her attraction to Glumr with coy discretion, and
she acknowledges her father's and uncle's decision with a pointed
magnanimity:
"Sva vel sem ber hefir farit
til min, fa6ir, urn betta mal,
ok ber, Hrutr, at ek vil betta
at ykkru radi gera." (p. 44)

"You have treated me so well,
Father, in this matter, and
you, Hrutr, that I will do
what you advise."

This behaviour rewards Glumr's confidence in choosing her for his wife
and accounts for the pervasive peace which precedes the wedding: Er
nu kyrrt bar til, er menn ri6a til bo6s. (p. 45)

5

The comparable elements of the brief wedding accounts promise

failure and success, respectively:
£orvaldr's wedding:

Glumr's wedding:

a) The bride behaves in a
markedly coarse fashion, too
boisterous for her position:

a) The bride behaves with
dignity:

...sat Hallger6r a palli, ok
var bru6rin allkat. (p. 32)

Hallger6r sat a palli ok
sam6i ser vel, (p. 45)

b) Ejostolfr is present and
behaves suspiciously with
sorcerer uncle,
Hallger6r's
Svanr, as people notice:

b) E>jostolfr, but not Svanr,
is present and behaves in a
menacing fashion which is
deliberately ignored by the
guests:

...gekk Pjostolfr jafnan til
tals vi6 hana, en stundum
talar hann vi6 Svan, ok
fannsk monnum mikit urn tal
beira , (p. 32)

Pjostolfr gekk me6 oxi reidda
ok let it dolgligsta, ok let
bat engi sem vissi.(p. 45)
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c) In cautioning Hoskuldr not
to waste money on gifts to the
guests, Hrutr foresees the
need to pay compensation
for Porvaldr after his death.

6

c) No mention is made of gifts,
either given or withheld, and
no shadow is cast over the couple's
prospects.

Pjostolfr's presence or absence from the marriage home affects

Hallger6r's behaviour:
First marriage, £>j6st6lfr
present:

Second marriage, I?jostolfr
absent at first:

a) Hallger6r ignores torvaldr
on their journey home from the
wedding and loudly enjoys
E>j6st6lfr's company. Porvaldr
is insensitive to this.

a) £>jostolfr does not go to
Hallger6r's new home with
the couple.

b) Hallger6r takes over the
household and manages it
wastefully: hafoi aliti
sukki.(p. 33)

b) While E>6rarinn remains at
the farm, Hallger6r does not
take over the household and her
subdued conduct is noticed with
approval:
Hallger6r sat mjok a ser urn
vetrinn, ok lika6i vi6 hana
ekki ilia.(p. 45)

Several elements are added to the account of the second marriage
to reinforce its success and Hallger6r's new responsible attitude,
springing out of love and respect for Glumr:
a) When l?6rarinn sets the conditions of inheritance on
the brothers' farms, Hallger6r shows a gracious respect
for him by acknowledging the couple's debt to him and
agreeing with great dignity to his request: "Makligr
er i>6rarinn bess fra oss." (p. 47)
b) Her management of the household after Porarinn's
departure is still characteristically open-handed (orlynd
ok fengsom, p. 46), but she is not criticised for waste.
c) She and Glumr have a child, an indication that their
physical relationship is good.
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E>jostolfr arrives on the scene as it were out of the blue, having
provoked his own dismissal from H6skuldssta6r:
Pjostolfr haf6i barit huskarl
Hoskulds; rekr hann E>jostolf
i braut, (p. 47)

Pjostolfr had beaten a servant
of Hoskuldr's; he drove f>j6stolfr
away.

His intention to interfere in the marriage is evident from his query
about Hallger6r's happiness, but it is also clear that he knows
Hallger&r will not welcome this interference from his false suggestion
to her that he was driven from H6skuldssta6r without cause-sand told
'bo seek
Hann sag6i Hallger6i, at fa6ir
hennar hef6i hann a braut rekit,
ok ba6 hana a sja,(p. 47)
Initially, events seem to indicate that Pjostolfr will not be able to
ruffle the bliss of the marriage, for Hallger6r's behaviour remains
irreproachable.

She requests permission from Glumr for Pjostolfr

to stay with affection and deference and it is precisely because she
behaves so well that Glumr grants her request.

She continues in the

role of supporting wife, even when E>jostolfr causes trouble, by never
taking his side.

7

Although Hallger6r quarrels with both her husbands, she is only

responsible for the provocation and consequences of the first.
Quarrel with Porvaldr:

Quarrel with Glumr:

a) After wasting her husband's
substance, Hallger6r accuses
him of stinginess.

a) Hallger6r takes E>j6stolfr's
side in a quarrel he has with
Glumr for which Glumr is partly
to blame. His self-control is
undermined by the trouble
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Ejostolfr causes and by his
brother E>6rarinn's disapproval
of Pjostolfr's presence.
Glumr therefore tactlessly
provokes £>jostolfr by ordering
rather than requesting him to
search for sheep:
"Gakk pu a fjail med huskorlum
minum." (p. 48)
b) Eorvaldr ^ s 3 us "tly
annoyed at Hallger6r's
accusation and his quick
temper makes him slap her
sharply: Laust hana i
andlitit, sva at blaeddi.
(p. 33)

b)Glumr slaps Hallger6r for
defending E>j6stolfr because
he can make no reasonable
argument on his own behalf.
His blow is, however, clearly
less harsh than £orvaldr's:
Glumr drap til hennar hendi
sinni ok maslti: "Ekki deili
ek vi6 bik lengr." (p. 48)

c) Hallger6r is depressed
because of the quarrel, just
as she was with her betrothal.
The author uses the same term
"skappungt" in each case to
show that her mood is the
same.

c) Hallger6r weeps, not because
of the blow, but because of heartfelt grief, springing uncontrollably out of her love for Glumr:

d) Hallger6r explicitly challenges I?j6st6lfr to take
revenge for her on l?orvaldr,
playing upon his love for her
as a goad:

d) Hallger6r explicitly forbids
E>jostolfr to interfere in the
quarrel, although it is plain
from his grin that he will in
any case:

"...stottu mer pa fjarri,
ef per poetti nokkut undir
urn mik." (p. 34)
("you stood rather far from
me then, if you cared anything for me.")

"Ekki skalt bu pessa
segir hon, "ok engan
eiga, hversu sem me6
Hann gekk i braut ok
(p. 48)

Hon unni honum mikit ok matti
eigi stilla sik ok gret
hastofum,(p. 48)

hefna,"
hlut i
okkr ferr."
glotti vi6.

She does not question his courage at all, nor does she later in the saga,
but rather uses him as an example of manly behaviour in order to incite
her chosen henchmen, KolT (chapter 26) and Brynjolfr (chapter 38) against
Bergpora's agents.

She also challenges Gunnarr's courage at the beginning

of that feud when he does not defend her (p. 91).
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8

Porvaldr stands less chance than Glumr in his final contest with

pjostolfr because he is quick-tempered and is confronted without
much warning.
£>orvaldr's death:

Glumr's death:

a) Pjostolfr does not
accompany Porvaldr on his
trip to gather supplies,
but arrives at the site
later when, by chance,
Porvaldr is alone aboard
his boat.

a) Pjostolfr accompanies Glumr
on the sheep gathering and
Glumr makes no attempt to avoid being
isolated with Pjostolfr.

b) Pjostolfr provokes Porvaldr
by accusing him of being a bad
husband and by insulting his
skill as a worker and his
ability to provide for his
household. This is an
implicit reference to his
quarrel with Hallger6r.

b) Glumr and Pjostolfr begin to
argue because some sheep escape
them. Only in the course of this
spontaneous argument does
Ipjostolfr begin to insult Glumr,
accusing him of an exaggerated
sexual appetite and revealing
his own jealousy of the couple's
happiness.

c) £>orvaldr responds at once
with a blow.

c) Glumr engages in a further
exchange of insults before
resorting to a blow.

d) I?j6st6lfr disarms E>orvaldr
with one blow from his axe and
kills him with a second blow
to the head.

d) ]>jostolfr strikes Glumr's
shoulder with his first and
only axe blow, and is saved
from being throttled by Glumr
because Glumr suffocates on
his own blood.

e) ]>j6stolfr disguises the
deed and prevents pursuit by
scuttling torvaldr's boat.

e) £>jostolfr is not threatened
by immediate pursuit and takes
time to bury Glumr's body under
stones, taking his armring as a
token.
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9 The reactions to the killings reveal the extent of Hallger6r's
responsibility in each case.
After Porvaldr's death:
a) Hallger6r betrays no
emotion whatever when she
realises Eorvaldr is dead,

b) Hallger6r's plan to send
Pjostolfr to Svanr for
protection is entirely premeditated and it appears she
sponsored their friendship
before her marriage with
this plan in view.
Certainly she has gauged
Svanr's response exactly:

After Glumr's death:
a)f>j6st6lfr declares he is
uncertain of Hallger6r's
pleasure at the news and
Hallger6r is only able to
control and at the same time
disguise her distress by her
laugh (Hon hlo at, p. 50).

b) When Hallger6r suggests
Pjostolfr should go to her
uncle Hrutr, he begins to
doubt her intentions, but
not sufficiently to refuse
her plan.
"Eigi veit ek," sag6i f>jostolfr,
"hvart petta er heilras6i, en
bo skal ek binum ra6um fram fara
um petta mal." (p. 50)

"mun Svanr taka vid per
ba6um hondum."...
tok Svanr vi6 honum
ba6um hondunu (p. 36)

c) Hrutr points out to
Hoskuldr that Hallger6r
is to blame for Porvaldr's
death and that compensation
must be paid to (Ssvifr.

c) Hrutr recognises that
Hallger6r is not to blame for
Glumr's death and that she
wants him to punish I?j6st6lfr
for her:
"Eigi veldr hon bessu pa." (p. 51)

d) Hrutr supplements
Hoskuldr's payment in an
attempt to discourage
gossip and so protect
their reputation, (p. 39)

d) Hrutr suggests that he and
Hoskuldr give Glumr's brother
presents in order to encourage
favourable gossip and so
increase their reputation.(p. 52)
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Hallger6r's innocence in the case of Glumr's death is also
acknowledged implicitly during the exchange of insults between Bergpora
Bergpora accuses Hallgeror of

and Hallger6r at the feast (p. 91).

plotting E>orvaldr's death, but lays no blame on her for Glumr's:
"...en eigi var skegglauss
Porvaldr, bondi binn, ok
rett pu honum po bana."

"...but your husband Porvaldr
was not beardless and yet you
contrived his killing."

C This patterning prepares the reader for Hallger6r's behaviour as
Gunnarr's wife.
The complex patterning produced by the author's deliberate balance
of common and distinctive elements in the two marriage accounts has a
significance reaching beyond the accounts themselves and giving them
function and purpose in the saga.

This significance lies in the figure

of Hallger6r, for it is out of the very patterning of these two accounts
that her nature emerges, revealing precisely those qualities which will
help shape the events of her marriage to Gunnarr of Hlioarendi:
1 She is aware of her physical attractiveness and
exploits it. She did so with Glumr (p. 44) and she
does again when she meets Gunnarr for the first time
(p. 85), and when she makes a favourite of Sigmundr
Lambason, in order to use him as an agent against
Bergpora (p. 106).
2 She reacts strongly and rather like a spoiled child
to bad treatment, holding a grudge a long time, and
willing to have her opponents killed for revenge. She
treated £>orvaldr and Pjostolfr in this way and later
pits herself with equally childish spite against
Bergpora, because of her insults, and against Gunnarr,
because of his slap (p. 124),
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3 She responds well to respect and kindness. Her
relationship with Glumr shows Hallger6r at her best, and
she will behave equally well as Gunnarr's wife until
she is slighted by Bergbora. Only then does she take
her defence into her own hands.
4 She is astute in assessing other people's weak
points and she exploits them as a precocious girl might
exploit her parents. The success of her plan to rid
herself of Porvaldr depended upon Porvaldr's shorttempered conceit and E>j6st6lfr's jealous possessiveness
of her. She persuades Glumr to let Jpjostolfr stay by
combining good behaviour and affection, but it must be
remembered that this behaviour, though knowing, is not
false. With Gunnarr, she will play subtly
upon his
pride in his reputation.
1.

See below, pp. 36M-, 365.
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III

The systematic fulfilment of dreams and prophecies in Njals Saga
It is characteristic of many family sagas,

that the individual

elements of the dreams recorded correspond exactly to the details of
the events they foretell.

The writer of Njals Saga has deliberately

engineered such correspondence to give the impression that the course
of events in the saga is fated; he uses dreams in this way as a foil
to the true springs of action which lie in the temperaments he has

attributed to the saga figures.

2

The dream elements are elaborate as well as emblematic.

For

instance, in the dream preceding the burning at Bergborshvall, a
black man is seen riding in the midst of a circle of fire: "bottisk
hann sja hring ok eldslit a ok i hringinum mann a gram hesti...
honum syndisk hann svartr sem bik" (p. 321).

After reciting a verse

in which he compares Flosi's plans with the flaming brand he carries,
the dream man hurls the brand.

It erupts in the east, blotting out

the mountains: "hann skjota brandinum austr til fjallanna, ok botti
honum hlaupa upp eldr sva mikill, at hann bottisk ekki sja til
fjallanna fyrir." (p. 321)
1.

Further examples in Njals Saga include Flosi's dream (pp. 346-48)
in which the naming of some of the burners indicates those who
will be killed in revenge; and Gunnarr's dream before the death
of his brother, Hjortr, in which Hjortr is killed by a pack of
wolves which attack the brothers (pp. 155-56). Examples from
other family sagas are abundant. One which also includes an
attack by wolves occurs in Droplaugarsona Saga (p. 161) when
Helgi Droplaugarson dreams his chin is mutilated by a wolf.
This corresponds to the wound he receives in subsequent attack
(p. 164). See Droplaugarsona Saga, ed. Jon Johannesson,
Islenzk Fornrit, volume XI (Reykjavik, 1950).

2.

See below, pp. 359 ff.
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In this instance, the dreamer is named as Hildiglumr Runolfsson,
although he is not connected with the burning in any other way and is
otherwise unknown.

His dream seems to have been given to him

There is nothing to indicate that the dream springs
1
from apprehension of impending violence.

gratuitously.

The prophecies in Njals Saga are also highly particularised and
carefully interpreted, and they always prove true in their significance.
For instance, the old woman foretells that chickweed will be used in
the burning (p. 320); Bergpora prophesies on the evening before the
burning that the meal she serves them will be their last (p. 324);
and Njall has a vision of their home being destroyed (p. 234).

Like

the dreams in the saga, such prophecies appear throughout the saga
rather than characterising one particular period.

The systematic fulfilment of dreams and prophecies in the saga
contrasts with Sturla £>6r6arsson's use of them in Islendinga Saga.
His presentation of dreams is concerned not so much with fulfilment
as with the pervasive apprehension they reflect in men's minds.
1.

But see the use of dreams in fslendinga Saga as discussed below
in Chapter Six, pp. 440-44.

2.

This is shown below in Appendix A for all the dreams and prophecies
in the sasa.

2
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IV The often eccentric use of conventional words and phrases in
Njals Saga to achieve a calculated artistic effect
A Critical opinion
Lonnroth has suggested that the Njala author uses common words
and phrases "for presenting recurrent but fairly trivial motifs" and
This

"as a kind of cement between the larger building blocks."

confirms Denton Fox's view that the Njala author uses a formulaic
word or phrase "whenever the appropriate situation recurs."

2

Close

reading exposes the crudity of these statements and discovers the
Njala author's highly individual and often inverted use of conventional
3
The following
elements, always to convey specific points implicitly.
have been selected from numerous examples to indicate the varied
manifestations of this calculated use of convention in Njala:
B "Si6an" and "en pegar"
These prepositions (or conjunctions) are deliberately repeated
in the passage describing Hrutr's departure from Norway, landfall
in Iceland, and subsequent activity, in order to convey Hrutr's
business-like approach to his tasks.

This approach is appropriate

to six of the seven activities it prefaces: meeting the king before
departing, boarding ship, riding home from his ship, leaving Ozurr
to unload the ship, returning to the ship with his brother, housing
the ship, and transporting the cargo west (p. 21).

But when the

author makes unconventional use of one these words, with its pragmatic

1.

Lonnroth, Njals Saga, op. cit. p. 45. The second expression cited
is not only inaccurate but ironic, given that Lonnroth has elsewhere
accused Andersson of being "a little too rigid in his approach",
cf. Review, Speculum, 43 1968, pp. 115-119.

2.

Denton Fox, "Njals Saga and the Western Literary Tradition" in
Comparative Literature vol. 15 1963 (Oregon), pp. 289-310, especially
p. 292.

3-

It is principally because the phrases are used idiosyncratically as
literary device that they do not seem monotonous. Novelty is not
primarily due, as Fox says, to "a skilful manipulation of rhythm which furnishes another link between the sagas and epic poetry."
Ibid. p. 292, note 8.
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connotations, to describe Hrutr's approach to the arrangements for
his marriage to Unnr, he provides a clue to the source of the
couple's subsequent incompatability:
Si6an sendu beir mann austr
til Mar6ar gigju at buask
vi6 bo6i... (p. 21)

Then they sent a man east to
M6r6r fiddle to arrange for
the wedding.

Hrutr's behaviour throughout his marriage to Unnr will be as businesslike as it appears in this passage and is matched later by the
pragmatism of his advice to Hoskuldr over Hallger6r's marriages (see
above, p.3H9").

He treats Unnr irreproachably by material standards,

as the household testify: sog6u hana eina ra6a ollu pvi, sem hon
vildi (p. 23).

But the author gives the reader no indication that

this treatment includes those marks of affection, public and private,
which distinguish a woman from her husband's other possessions.
Even without Gunnhildr's spell, the insensitive attitude implied by
this omission sufficiently accounts for the failure of their lovemaking and the breakdown of their marriage.

The spell itself poses

a more obvious threat to Hrutr's marriage by suggesting that his
virility has become too exaggerated for normal sexual relations (p. 21).

C "j>at var einu hverju sinni"
This phrase appears in Njala at least fourteen times

and is

always used to introduce incidents which seem to appear in the
narrative out of the blue, but have significant repercussions.
1.

It

pp. 6, 7, 30, 106, 107, 147, 198, 211, 225, 226, 236 (twice), 276,
318 and considerably more frequently - at least 24 times - if the
variants are included: bat var eitthvert haust, p. 48; pat var
einn dag, pp. 85, 279, 320, 374; pat var eina nott, p. 446; as
well as the phrase sa atbur6 var6, pp. 112, 175, 192, 272, which
has the same function as einu hverju sinni.
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introduces, for instance, the scene in which dsvifr and £>orvaldr
discuss £orvaldr's potential marriage (see p. 339 above), and,
later in the -saga, the scene in which Njall meets the child
Hoskuldr krainsson and is prompted to offer to foster him:
Einu hverju sinni ri6r Njall upp
i Mork, ok var tekit vi6 honum
vel; bar var hann urn nottina.
Urn kveldit gekk sveinninn at
honum, ok kalla6i Njall a
hann (p. 236).

One time Njall rides up to
Mork, and he was received well;
he was there during the night.
During the evening the boy
(Hoskuldr) went up to him and
Njall called him by name.

As the saga progresses this phrase acquires an idiosyncratic conventionality and heralds for the reader those scenes which will set the
course of subsequent events.

This use of the phrase is therefore

another indication of the author's deliberate structuring.

Like his

emerging patterns of related incidents, such usage incorporates both
the common and the distinctive; the same phrase is repeated from
incident to incident, but each incident referred to is unique.
D The unconventional chapter opening
The Njala author is clearly not cramped by formulaic phrases
into a corner of common conventional usage.

He demonstrates his

freedom and easy mastery still further where he dispenses altogether
with formulas at the beginnings of certain chapters which introduce
new action in a new location.

One instance of such an abrupt

transition has already been cited (see above, p.344).

When £>j6stolfr's

name appears at the opening of chapter 15 in a context that demonstrates
his truculent nature, and follows directly after the portrait of
1.

Lonnroth has presented a systematic survey of the principal Njala
MSS in Arkiv 1975, op. cit., pp. 49-79. He concludes that all the
divisions in Sveinsson's text are the original ones intended by the
author except the following: 7, 12, 14, 16, 44, 49, 130, 142, 149,
152, and 159. None of these exceptions affect my argument.
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Hallger6r's happiness in chapter m, a threat is posed.

Any

introductory formula at chapter 15 would only diminish the immediacy
and instrusive power of that threat, captured by the opening as it
stands.

Absence of formal opening is also used by the Njala author to
limit rather than alter the focus, as, for instance, between
chapters 76 and 77:
chapter 76:
...hundrinn kva6 vi6 hatt,
sva at pat botti me6
odoemum, ok fell hann
dau6r ni6r. (p. 186)

the dog cried out so loudly
at the blow that it seemed
almost unearthly, and he fell
down dead.

chapter 77:
Gunnarr vakna6i i skalanum
ok maslti: "Sart ertu
leikinn, Samr fostri."
(p. 186)

Gunnarr woke in the hall and
said: "You are ill-treated,
Samr, fosterling."

Here the transition is achieved with a phrase giving the specific
location - i skalanum - while the precise time is evident from
Gunnarr's remark: he wakes at the dog's howl.
is required and is accordingly avoided.

No traditional opening

The Njala author has the

habit of using every word purposefully.

These examples indicate that chapter divisions in Njala become
literary devices in the author's hands, a point already made and
substantiated by Lonnroth:
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...these techiques and principles are rather sophisticated.
Instead of just using the chapters as a potential index for
readers leafing through the manuscript - as many other
Icelandic scribes did - he used them to increase the
artistic effect of his saga.^While Lonnroth has observed this use of unconventional chapter openings
in Njals Saga, he has failed to notice that conventional words and
phrases have also become sophisticated literary devices in the hands
2
of the author. What Lonnroth has termed inconsistency might better

be seen as innovation and variety.
1.

Lonnroth, Arkiv 1975, op. cit. pp. 78-79

2.

Lonnroth, Njals Saga, op. cit. p. 53: "the author is inconsistent
in his use of transition formulas and other devices for making
structural divisions."
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V The Njala author exploits with artistic purpose the saga convention
of the introductory character sketch
Brief introductions sketching the physical and personal qualities
of saga figures are a common feature of the family sagas, including
Njala.

Instance has already been given of how the Njala author uses

these sketches to capture the saga figures' inner natures and establish
the potential for their subsequent behaviour.

(See above, pp. 338-39).

The extent and individuality of the qualities in each sketch depend
upon the importance and individuality in the saga of the figure
introduced.

For secondary figures such as Pjostolfr, £>orvaldr,

and

Glumr, a few features are sufficient, some of them distinctive in
context, while figures with very minor roles, usually as agents
acting once for more important figures, are described entirely conventionally in order to indicate a mere type:
Svanr: Hann var odaell ok
illr vi6reignar (p. 32)

He was difficult and unpleasant to deal with.

Kolr: Hann...var it mesta
illmenni (p. 92)

He...was one of the greatest scoundrels.

Brynjolfr: Hann var illmenni mikit (p. 100)

He was one of the greatest
scoundrels.

Skjoldr: Hann var saenskr
ma6r ok illr vidreignar
(p. 105)

He was a Swede and unpleasant
to deal with.

Skanwkell: Hann var illgjarnr ok lyginn, odaell
ok illr vi6reignar (p. 120)

He was a man who lied, difficult
and unpleasant to deal with.

Shared features are also included in the sketches of primary
figures, often to encourage the reader to make comparisons and, by
corollary, distinctions among them.

Hallger6r and Bergpora, for

instance, are both described as nokkut skaphor6 (pp. 29, 57),
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pointing to each woman's refusal to relent in their dispute.

But

the superlative degree of this same quality is reserved for Hildigunnr - allra kvenna skaphor6ust (pp. 238-239) - who displays it first
in her refusal to marry any but a go6or6sma6r (p. 241) and more
memorably in her manner of securing revenge for her murdered husband,
Hoskuldr fcrainsson (pp. 289-291).
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The inner nature attributed to the saga figure determines his
career in the saga: Skap and Skop in the career of Gunnarr of
Hli6arendi

VI

The world of Njala is a created world rather than a world reproduced
on the basis of historical fact.

Abbot Karl did not create Sverrir;

he observed and described him very astutely.

And in tslendinga Saga,

Sturla E>6r6arson may emphasise men's irrational natures and behaviour,
but he does not invent them.

The minds of men and women such as

Gunnarr, Skarphe6inn, Hallger6r, Flosi, and Hildigunnr are, however,
of the Njala author's imagining.

The differences among their

natures account for their different behaviour and reactions in
comparable situations.

The action develops as it does only because

of the combinations of features and figures the saga author selects.

Of all the natures given to principal saga figures in Njala,
none more clearly determines his career than that of Gunnarr of
Hli6arendi.

The saga author reveals Gunnarr's nature and its

consequences primarily by dramatic presentation.

But even in the

descriptive introduction, he gives a clue to the feature of Gunnarr's
personality which brings difficulties upon him: he is "har6gorr i
ollu" (p. 53).
'fearless' ,

Magnusson and Palsson have translated this as

one interpretation of the literal meaning, 'resolute

and tough in all things' , for certainly Gunnarr proves and reproves
his courage where he appears in the saga.

Yet here the implication is

of a naive courage, based upon the physical strength, agility, and
handsomeness on which his reputation rests.

The mental qualities

which temper such courage, such as judgment, wisdom, and far-sighted1.

Njal's Saga, translated by Magnus Magnusson and Hermann Palsson
(Penguin, 1960) p. 73

3GO

ness, are deliberately omitted from the introductory sketch of
»
u
also indicates a
ollu
i
har6gorr
phrase
the
addition,
Gunnarr. In
mental resistance or stubbornness, Gunnarr's unassailable determination
to follow his own mind, even when his friends and counsellors
advise otherwise.

This introductory sketch provides the necessary ground for a
further feature of Gunnarr's nature which is never mentioned
explicitly in the saga, that is, Gunnarr's instinctive desire to
live up to society's expectations of him.

This is by no means a

feature peculiar to Gunnarr, among men who appear either in this
saga or in others.

Hrutr manifests it when he acknowledges the

need to pay dsvifr compensation for Porvaldr (see above, p.347)
and when he declares the good sense of giving ]?6rarinn presents;
Hallbjorn, Otkell's brother, insists on defending Otkell when he
is attacked by Gunnarr (p. 137 "ok er bat skomm, ef ek sit hja");
and the Porvaldssons in Islendinga Saga determine not to surrender to
Sturla Sighvatsson because it would not make a very good story of
their defence (tslendinga Saga, vol. 1, p. 352: £eir me6 engu moti
/
til frasagnar). But Gunnarr's
litit
vasri
upp gefast, sog6u, at £>a
case is different in two respects: public expectation of him is
created and fostered by his own physical strength and abilities, and
it has an almost exaggerated influence on his behaviour, leading him
to take many ill-judged decisions.

These ill-judged decisions can be traced throughout his career
as follows:
1.

Alien, op. cit., p. 147, has also remarked Gunnarr's hastiness of
decision, but only cites two instances: his marriage to Hallger6r
and his refusal to leave Iceland. This second example I consider
an indication of Gunnarr's resignation rather than his impulsiveness
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1 Gunnarr offers arguments against involving himself in
Unnr's claim for her dowry from Hrutr until she challenges
his courage, when he acquiesces at once:
"Enda er sa engi i minni
sett, at gangi i petta mal,
ef pu hefir eigi prek til."
"£>6ra mun ek," segir hann
(p. 58)

"Indeed there is no one in my
family to undertake this case
if you haven't the courage for
it." "I will dare it," he says

The imprudence of this interference is implied but not
criticised by Njall:
"Pat er mikit vandamal,"
segir Njall, "ok mikil
haetta, hversu ferr." (p. 59)

"It is a very awkward case,"
says Njall, "and there is great
danger however it goes."

2 After his sojourn abroad, Gunnarr fails to appreciate
Njall's warning of other men's envy (p. 84), and rides
to the alping against Njall's advice when Kolskeggr
argues that this will increase Gunnarr's honour. His
protestation that it is not his nature to vaunt himself
is proved false by the magnificent attire he wears to
the ping:
varu peir sva vel bunir, at
engir varu peir par, at
jafnvel vaari bunir, ok foru
menn ut or hverri bu6 at
undrask pa (p. 85)

they were so well attired that
there was no one there that was
so well attired, and men came
out from every booth to marvel.

3 It seems that Gunnarr persists in his offer of marriage
to Hallger6r because of a sense of honour, even though he
becomes doubtful about her nature (p. 87) and Njall
reacts strongly against his decision, foreseeing trouble
(p. 87).
4 Gunnarr's self-consciously off-hand acceptance of the
slave from Otkell indicates that the gesture is intended
to dissociate him from Otkell's meanness in not selling
Gunnarr any hay.
5 When he becomes aware of Hallger6r's theft of cheese by
means of this same slave, he is quick to offer an honourable compensation to Otkell (p. 126), once he knows that
the theft has become public knowledge.
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6 Gunnarr is roused to wrath against Otkell and Skamkell,
not because of the accident in which Otkell wounds him,
but because Skamkell has rumoured it that Gunnarr wept,
a serious slight to his manliness (p. 136). Yet Gunnarr
advises his own shepherd not to be too sensitive to
these rumours, showing that he acts in spite of sound
judgment.
7 Gunnarr is reluctant to accept the challenge to the
horsefight until the challengers refer to his reputation
among others:
"I?eir menn varu" segja peir,
"er pat maeltu, at engi myndi
pora at etja vi6 varn best."
"]?ora mun ek at etja," segir
Gunnarr (p. 148).

"There were those men," they
say, "who said that none would
dare to set theirs against our
horses." "I will dare to set
mine," says Gunnarr.

8 Gunnarr becomes involved in Asgrimr Elli6a-Grimsson's
flawed legal case because he is outraged by injustice and
because, as he says, Njall would expect him to help
Asgrimr: "ok myndi pat Njall aetla ok Helgi, vinr minn,
at ek mynda hafa nokkura vorn i rn.ali me6 per, Asgrimr,
ef peir vaeri eigi vi6." (p. 152).
9 Gunnarr becomes annoyed with E>orgeirr Otkelsson because
E>orgeirr seduces Gunnarr's kinswoman. Just as his involvement
in Unnr's case, this animosity indicates that Gunnarr's sense
of responsibility includes his family's as well as his own
reputation (p. 174-).
10 After being outlawed for killing Porgeirr, Gunnarr refuses
the support of Njail's sons, not because he wishes to spare
their lives, but because he does not wish to be held
responsible by others for their deaths:
"Eigi vil ek bat," segir Gunnarr,
"at synir pinir se drepnir fyrir

"I do not wish," says Gunnarr,
that your sons be killed for

minar sakir, ok att bu annat at

my sake, and you deserve otber-

mer." (p. 184)

wise from me."

The reputation Gunnarr is so anxious to maintain is clearly menaced
in the saga by the envy of other men, in particular that of Skamkell
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and Otkell, the horsefighters, and Mor6r Valgar6sson, whose envy is
explicitly remarked: Hann 6funda6i mjok Gunnar

fra Hli6arenda

The author also draws attention to this envy in two

(p. 119).
other ways:
1

He remarks upon it dramatically through the warnings of Njall

(p. 84) and 6lafr pa (p. 174);
2

In the narrative, the author points by repeated instance to public

acknowledgment of Gunnarr's prestige, which indicates clearly the
source of other men's envy:
a) After Unnr's case has been won: Haf6i Gunnarr ina mestu
soem6 af malinu (p. 68),
b) At Helgi Njalsson's wedding, Gunnarr is numbered among
the prominent guests: Gunnarr var at veizlu peiri ok margir
a6rir inir beztu menn (p. 74).
c) Gunnarr's finery sets him apart at the alping as an
object of awe (p. 85).
d) Gunnarr's wedding is clearly a subject of general
discussion and its magnificence is evident in the great
number of guests he invites, including the envious M6r6r
Valgar6sson:
at
be
it
knew.

Skyldi betta bod vera at
Hli6arenda ok skyldi fara
fyrst leyniliga, en bo kom
bar, er allir vissu.(p. 87)

The feast was to be held
Hli6arendi and it was to
secret at first, but yet
came about that everyone

Gunnarr haf6i marga fyrirbo6smenn, ok skipa6i hann
sva sinum monnum...(p. 88)

Gunnarr had invited many guests
and he arranged men thus...

e) Gunnarr wins credit from the case between himself and
Otkell over the theft from Kirkjubasr instigated by Hallger6r: Gunnar hafdi mikla soem6 af malinu (p. 133).
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f) Gunnarr wins credit from the case over Otkell's death:
Sitr Gunnarr nu heima i soem6 sinni (p. 146),
g) Gunnarr gains credit from the case between him and the
horsefighters, for whom M6r6r Valgar6sson is spokesman.
Here the envy itself is explicitly mentioned: 6fundu6u
motstodumenn hans mjok hans soem6 (p. 166).

Even in Gunnarr's last hour, envy plays a critical role, again
provoked by Gunnarr himself when he reaches out to retrieve an
arrow from his roof, exposing a golden armband in the process:
"Hond kom par ut," segir
Gizurr, "ok var a gullhringr ok tok or, er la
a pekjunni." (p. 188)

"An arm came out there,"
says Gizurr, "and there was
a golden armband on it and
it took an arrow which lay
in the thatch."

This symbol of wealth and success provokes his assailants anew even
as it informs them he is out of ammunition.

The complications introduced by other men's envy of Gunnarr's
prestige are fatally exaggerated by Gunnarr's dependence upon
physical strength as an answer to his problems.

This dependence

is revealed as increasing by the fluctuations in his temper among
states of fragile restraint, resignation, and violent reaction:
1 Physical response: Gunnarr wins Unnr's case for her by
challenging Hrutr to single combat, just as Hrutr had
once challenged M6r6r, even though Njall is ready with
a legal solution (p. 66).
2 Physical response: Gunnarr vaults over the table at Njall's
feast as a means of releasing the tension he feels because of
Hallger6r's argument with Bergbora and her challenge to his
courage: Hann spratt upp ok ste fram yfir bor6it (p. 91).
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3 Resignation: Gunnarr abandons as futile any attempt to
discuss with Hallger6r her conduct toward his friends:
Gunnarr ri6r til pings ok sa, at eigi var gott or6um vid
hana at koma (p. 92).
4 Restraint: Gunnarr carefully controls his temper when he
hears in public about the first killing Hallger6r instigates:
Gunnarr hallmaelti ekki Hallger6i fyrir sendimanninum (p. 94);
but he berates her when he gets home in private: Gunnarr
kom heim af pingi ok ta!6i a Hallgerdi (p. 95),
5 Restraint: Gunnarr deliberately treats Hallger6r with
cold disdain after the death of Kolr as a defence against
her temperamental onslaughts:
hon geisa6i mjok. Gunnarr
gaf eigi gaum at pvi (p. 99).

she fumed greatly. Gunnarr
paid no attention to that.

6 Violent outburst: Gunnarr flies into such a rage when he
overhears Sigmundr's ribaldry about Njall and his sons that
his whole household are frightened: Gunnarr var rei6r mjok...
En sva sto6 beim af honum mikil ogn, at engi por6i bessi
or6 at herma (p. 113).
7 Resignation: After Sigmundr's death, Gunnarr makes no attempt
to claim compensation and he ignores Hallger6r's promptings
(p. 118).
8 Violent outburst: Gunnarr slaps Hallger6r when she reveals
her part in the theft from Otkell:
Gunnarr reiddisk...ok lystr
hana kinnhest (p. 124).

Gunnarr became angry...and
strikes her a box on the ear.

He is provoked by her contemptuous use of the word "karl"
in reference to him ("er pat ekki karla at annask urn matrei6u"
p. 124), an implicit insult to a man of his status; by the
fact of the theft itself; and by the humiliation he feels
before his guests. The cost of this slap is not measured
until Gunnarr's last hours, when Hallger6r takes her revenge
by refusing him a strand of hair to replace his bowstring (p. 189X
9 Resignation: Gunnarr at first tells no one about it when
Otkell wounds him, showing the same lethargy he did. over
Sigmundr's death and only securing legal witnesses at the
instigation of his brother Kolskeggr (p. 135).
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10 Violent outburst: Gunnarr reacts against Skamkell and
Otkell with sudden violence when he hears of Skamkell's
rumours. After this killing he releases residual tension
by a leap from his horse after a burst of fast riding and
then comments on his own behaviour in a calmer frame of
mind with a mixture of puzzlement and distaste:
"Hvat ek veit," segir Gunnarr.
"hvart ek mun pvi ovaskari ma6r
en a6rir menn sem mer pykk.ir
meira fyrir en 66rum monnum at
vega menn." (p. 139).

"What I want to know," says
Gunnarr, "is whether I am a
less manly man than others
because it is more distasteful
to me than to others to kill men."

11 Restraint: When the horsefighters use dirty play against
him, Gunnarr responds only to disarm them and shows remarkable
constraint in the face of their threats and Skarphe6inn's
promptings:
Gunnarr var kyrr, sva at
honum helt einn ma6r, ok
maelti ekki or6, bat er
afatt vaeri (p. 151).

Gunnarr was calm, so that one
man restrained him, and he
spoke no word that was abusive,

12 Physical response: Gunnarr solves Asgrimr's flawed case
by challenging his opponent to single combat, as he did
Hrutr over Unnr's dowry case (p. 152).

13 Violent outburst: Ambushed by the horsefighters, Gunnarr
reacts in cool self-defence until his brother Hjortr is
killed; then he hurls himself at the enemy like a berserk:
Gunnarr ser petta ok varpar
ser skjott til hoggs vi6
Austmanninn ok hoggr hann
i sundr i mi6ju (p. 159).

Gunnarr sees this and hurls
himself at once into combat
with the Easterner and cuts
him through in the middle.

Njall had foreseen this violence earlier (p. 149).
14 Violent outburst: Ambushed again by the horsefighters
together with £>orgeirr Otkelsson, Gunnarr is more aggressive
in his defence, killing men from a distance with arrows and
attacking Porgeirr with noted fury during the hand to hand
combat: Gunnarr snysk at honum skjott af mikilli rei6i (p. 176).
Gunnarr's comment after this encounter shows a much greater and
more deliberate tendency toward violence than he expressed
after Otkell's death:
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"Standa munu nokkurir bans
makar a gotu minni, a6r en
ek hrce6umsk pa," segir
Gurmarr (p. 177).

"Several as good as he would
have to stand in my way before
I became frightened," says
Gunnarr.

15 Resignation: After being sentenced to exile, Gunnarr
irrationally refuses to leave Hli6arendi and clings to the
familiar, which, in his weariness with trouble, becomes
transformed in his eyes:
"Fogr er hli6in, sva at mer
hefir hon aldri jafnfogr
synzk, bleikir akrar ok
slegin tun, ok mun ek ri6a
heim aptr ok fara hvergi."
(p. 182).

"Fair is the hillside, fairer
than it has ever seemed to me
before, sun-bleached crops and
new-mown meadow, and I will
ride back home and not go."

This same resignation is evident, but without the adornment
of poetic vision, in Gunnarr's inexplicable failure to go
west to Olafr pa as he had agreed: Gunnarri potti bat
fysiligt fyrst ok jata6i bvi, en pa er at kom, vildi hann
eigi (p. 183).

These itemisations do not and are not intended to capture the
interweaving of the evidence they marshal.

Rather, they demonstrate

that the inner qualities attributed to Gunnarr and others associated
with him in the saga have been calculated by the author and revealed
in ways which account for the shape of the narrative.

Readers very familiar with Njals Saga will have missed here a
mention of Gunnarr's early journey abroad.

This episode has been

omitted from discussion until now because it forms an almost
separate interlude in Gunnarr's career.

In the straightforward

viking world he travels, Gunnarr's quick decisiveness, authority,
and physical strength are the guarantees of a fine reputation and a
smooth and steady passage.

The author has thus introduced the

episode to make an implicit contrast between a simple social world in
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which Gunnarr thrives and the more complex society of Iceland in which
he later encounters one trouble after another.

The style of these viking passages is as significant as their
position.

Gunnarr's adventures are told in a remarkably flat fashion

lacking the excitement and appeal conveyed, for instance, in the
scenes of Hrutr's journey abroad by the livelier quality of the
description and drama (see in particular, pp. 17-18).
difference is, I believe, deliberate.
the viking world has no

This stylistic

It suggests to the reader that

special attraction for Gunnarr and so exerts

no special pull on him when he is exiled abroad after killing Porgeirr
Otkelsson.

A comparable artistic intent is evident in the placing of certain
details after Gunnarr's death.

It becomes ironically clear from the

repeated tributes to him made by other saga figures - tributes that
often enshrine him as the highest standard of manhood and courage that Gunnarr has only managed to secure his precious reputation by dying:
a) In the words of his opponent, Gizurr hluti:

"his defence will be recalled
as long as the land is inhabited."

"mun hans vorn uppi, me6an
landit er byggt." (p. 191).
I

b)

In the wide public notice and regret at his death:

Vig Gunnarrs msltisk ill fyrir urn allar sveitir, ok var hann
morgum monnum mjok harmdau6i (p. 191).
c)

In the words of Jarl Hakon to !>rainn Sigfusson:

"I have seen many Icelandic
"set hefi ek marga islenzka
menn ok engan hans maka." (p. 198) men and none his equal."
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d)

In the Jarl's favour toward E>rainn:

...en bat fannsk a jafnan,
at jarl vir6i mikils Gunnar ,
bvi at hann setti ba har61iga
aptr alia, er a Prain
leituou (p. 201).

...and it was always evident
that the jarl regarded Gunnarr
highly, because he checked
severely all those who showed
hostility to krainn.

e) In Runolfr's reference to Gunnarr as an absolute standard
against which to measure the Njalssons: "eigi se beira maki,
siz Gunnarr at Hlidarendi lezk." (p. 230)

f) In Flosi's measurement of Kari against Gunnarr: "sa ma6r 5 ,
er naest gengr Gunnari at Hli6arenda i ollum hlutum." (p. 335)
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VII

Literary verisimilitude in Njals Saga
The dependence of the shape of the narrative on the saga figures'

inner natures, as evident in the above tracing of Gunnarr's career,
lends the accounts a quality of authenticity.

In the saga, the reader

recognises motives, actions, and reactions which resemble those
encountered in his own life.

But this quality of authenticity is both

produced and qualified by the author's sustained and calculated
artistic control.

Scarcely bound by a thin basis of historical fact,

he is free, for instance, to introduce sudden reversals in the direction
of the action, based upon the inner natures he himself has attributed
to the saga figures.

One instance of such a reversal has already been

mentioned in the analysis of Hallger6r's second marriage when £>jostolfr
provokes his own dismissal from H6skuldssta6r.

Others are plain in

Gunnarr's decisions to accept the slave from Otkell, and later, not to
leave Hli6arendi.

Such deliberate artifice does not convey the

authenticity of Islendinga Saga, nor is that the author's intention.
Instead, it provides a literary verisimilitude, the fictional semblance
of authenticity.

This is nowhere more apparent than in the chapters

presenting the burning at Bergporshvall.
1.

Clearly the careers of Hallger6r and Njall might be traced in a
similar fashion. Gunnarr's career is representive here.
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VIII

The burning at Bergporshvall
Individual acts in this passage in Njala may resemble actual

incidents, but within the context of the whole burning account, and
compared to Sturla's Flugumyrarbrenna, the literary and fictional
qualities can be recognised.

The most staring evidence of this lies

in the different use each author makes of dreams
as has been mentioned (see above, p.350 ).

and prophecies

Other more subtle distinctions

between the two accounts emerge from close reading.'

For instance, in his account of the warnings before Flugumyrarbrenna, Sturla conveys the seemingly accidental way in which people
fail to take hints or forget to give them.

Gizurr fails to appreciate

Ari's nearly naked warning:
"Efa aldri pat, Gizurr," segir
hann, "at ver komum at finna
pik, ok eigi skulum vit Kolbeinn gron, frandi minn, vera
me6 Eyjolfi, ef eigi komum
ver at finna pik." (p. 484)

"Never doubt it, Gizurr," says he
"that we shall come to visit you,
and my kinsman, Kolbeinn gron and
I shall not be with Eyjolfr if we
do not come to visit you."

Gizurr also misses Hrafn's more oblique declaration of the impending
threat: .. .maelti varu6armalum til Gizurar,

ba6 hann g#ta sin vel. (p. 483)

A third man, to whom Hrafn has revealed the burners 1 plans in detail,
simply forgets to tell Gizurr: Hrafn haf6i varat hann vi6 6fri6inn,
en honum haf6i or hug Ii6it at segja Gizuri Porvaldssyni. (p. 487)
Nevertheless, Gizurr is well supported with men because of the wedding
feast at Flugumyrr, a fact Sturla has refused to alter in order to
give the aborted warnings a greater significance than they actually had.
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In Njala the warnings are not only repeated but explicit and
understood.

Apart from visions and prophecies, Njall is told of

Flosi's plans by his old mistress Hro6ny (p. 319) and Grimr and
Helgi hear of the gathering of their enemies from some beggar women,
gossiping types (p. 324).

Yet no effort is made to gather support

for a defence, or to leave Bergporshvall for some safer place, or
even to send away the women and children.

No pragmatic steps are

taken whatsoever, even though the reader can see that there was
easy opportunity.

This absence of pragmatic action

is deliberate and indicates both

artistic control and the element of fiction.

This extends to the attack

itself when Njall insists that they all go inside, against the advice
of his sons.

No such choice is, of course, open to those at Flugumyrr,

who are surprised from their sleep by the attack.

The reason Njall

gives - that their house is as strong as Gunnarr's was (p. 326) is the weakest reason he could choose, since Gunnarr's house did not
in fact protect him.

His assailants wrenched off the roof.

V/hat is

more, they had no intention of burning him in the house, as have Flosi
2
and his men. Bar6i Gu6mundsson suggests that Njall makes them go
inside in order to work an atonement for his sons' killing of Hoskuldr
£>rainsson.

Gu6mundsson bases his supposition on Njall's later remark:

1.

For an instance of a saga figure taking steps to avoid an impending
attack after being warned, see Chapter Six, below, p.390.
cr Islendinga Saga, p. 325, where it tells of Sturla Sighvatsson's
departure from Sau6afell.

2.

Bar6i Gu6mundsson, Hofundar Njalu (Reykjavik, 1958) p. 234
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"Trui6 per ok bvi, at gu6 er
miskunnsamr, ok mun hann oss
eigi bas6i lata brenna bessa
helms ok annars." (p. 329)

"Have faith also that God
is merciful, and he will not
let us burn both in this world
and the next."

His interpretation would indeed fit well with the evidence that Njall
uses the opportunity to take vengeance on his sons for Hoskuldr
£rainsson's death.

He himself had declared that he loved Hoskuldr

best:
"Ek vil y6r kunnigt gera,
at ek unna meira Hoskuldi
en sonum minum." (p. 309)

"I want to make known to you
that I loved Hoskuldr more
that my own sons."

And it is Njall's gift of the ambiguous silkislae6ur which causes the
breakdown of peace negotiations at the albing after the killing (p. 312).
This interpretation and Gu6mundsson's both allow that Njall was willing
to sacrifice the lives of other innocent people for his purposes.
figure within the house at Flugumyrr holds such an attitude.

No

It serves

in Njala to unite the burning with previous events and it emphasises
that the figures bring their fate upon themselves, but such a calculated
fullness of meaning and relevance makes the scene seem artificial.

Yet another instance of deliberate structuring occurs when Bergbora
refuses to leave her husband and makes her dramatic protestation of
loyalty:
"Ek var ung gefin Njali, hefi ek bvi heitit honum, at
eitt skyldi ganga yfir okkr
b«6i." (p. 330)

"I was married young to
Njall, - I have promised
him that one fate should
happen to both of us."
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Groa at Flugumyrr is not invited to come out by the burners, so she
has no opportunity to make a similar declaration.

But when Gizurr

tells her he expects her to survive and gives her tokens, she does
not protest against their separation, though her emotion is recorded.
Her behaviour is more believable than Bergbora's, the context is
entirely different: Groa...segir, at eitt skyldi yfir par ganga
ba6ar (fsl. s. p. 4-90).

Here Groa means that she and her daughter-in-

law, Ingibjorg Sturludottir will live or die together, but unlike
Bergbora's prophecy, Groa's fails, for she herself does not survive the
conflagration and Ingibjorg does.

Groa's efforts to preserve life, both Ingibjorg's and that
of her nephew, whom she tries to save before her own death, contrast
markedly with Bergbora's readiness to let her grandson die with her
2
at his request. Gu6mundsson has remarked that it is difficult to
decide which is more preposterous in the Njala scene, Bergbora's
acquiescence or the child's wish to die with her.

Certainly the child's

explicit declaration of loyalty has an edge of artificiality about it,
especially coming so soon after Bergpora's refusal to part from Njall:
"Hinu hefir pu mer heitit,
amma," segir sveinninn, "at
vit skyldim aldri skilja, ok
skal sva vera." (p. 330)

"You have promised me, grandmother," says the boy, "that
we should never part, and so
it shall be."

But 'preposterous' is not entirely fair, since actual people, even
children, are sometimes willing to share death with those they love.
Ingibjorg Sturludottir is a good example; at Flugumyrr she refuses
to leave the burning house without Groa and must be carried out by a
!

See Chapter Six, below, p. 487.

2.

Bar6i Gu6mundsson, op. cit. p. 228-229.
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kinsman.

But again the style there in Islendinga Saga is reticent,

almost matter of fact compared to the assuredly fictional dramatic
emphasis of the Njala passage.

Other dramatisations in the account of the burning in Njala
possess a similar contrived quality: Skarphe6inn's use of Erainn
Sigfusson's tooth to wound Grani; the death of Helgi Njalsson dressed
as a woman; the conversation between Njall and Bergpora and Flosi,
pregnant with heroic gesture; Kari's escape, decorated by dialogue;
the ritual dance of Skarphe6inn and Grimr to stamp out the flames
when it is too late to make any difference; the verse attributed to
Skarphe6inn after his death and recited from the gutted remains of
the house; and the ironic narrative juxtaposition of one burner's
morbid curiosity to see who has died in the fire with the report that
Kari has survived.

There are no parallel passages in the Flugu-

myrarbrenna, no exchange of pithy statements between the burners and
the burned, no delight in powerful blows struck; no balance between
the separate conversations of those outside the house and those within
or about to go in.

On the other hand there are distinctive features of

the Flugumyrr account which make it more authentic.

Sturla emphasises

the passage of time and the changing light as the Njala author does
not;

he extends his focus over a wider 'range, covering general and

specific action, both inside and outside, and including the deeds of
less significant participants as well as the prominent ones; he
provides extensive factual detail about the dead and the destruction
of property; and he reveals the deepest emotions of several participants
and hints at his own.
next chapter.

These features are considered in detail in the

They are mentioned here to point out more precisely the

literary quality of the Njala account.
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IX Conclusions
No attempt is made in this chapter to include all the stylistic
and structural features of Njala, but only a selection has been
presented, sufficient to demonstrate the principal ways in which the
saga is distinct from historical writing of the same century.

Clearly

the extent of the difference depends upon the historical saga compared.
Islendinga Saga, intended by its author to be as authentic a representation
of what happened as possible, differs greatly.

The contrast between the

burning at Bergporshvall and the Flugumyrarbrenna has shown this.
Between Njals Saga and Heimskringla there are differences in the
degree of fiction.

Snorri, too, is a keen dramatist, but for the most

part he bases his dramatisations on known events, whether traditional
or historical, and he is less concerned with the subtle operation of
saga-figures' natures in the network of events than he is with
rationalising events into a coherent and orderly series.

The Njala author differs from all the historians in the nature of
relationship to the saga material.

He is not deliberately impartial

as is Sturla in writing tslendinga Saga, nor diplomatically restrained
as Sturla in writing Hakonar Saga.

Nor is he dependent for his

aloofness upon separation in time from the events told, as are the
authors of Heimskringla and Knytlinga; the author of Sverris Saga
is, of course, not aloof at all.

In Njala, the historical events which

precede the author's account by more than two hundred years form only
a thin basis of the saga.

The detail and immediacy of the narrative
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depend not on historicity but on invention and artifice, and it is
this which determines the author's aloofness.

He may evoke an

emotional response in his readers, but as a conscious artist he does
not participate in their response.

This relationship with his

material distinguishes him and his work from Sturla and Islendinga
Saga, where the emotional power over the reader reflects the effect
of actual events upon actual people, often including the author
himself.

It would not do justice to the evident literary sophistication
of Njals Saga to attribute to its author only one intention in writing
it.

Easily identified are the Christian and legal emphases and the

insight into women, to name only a few.

Gu6mundsson has argued that the

entire saga is a thinly disguised vindication of I>or6r Porarinsson, who
appears in such a negative light in the contemporary sagas, ?>6r6ar Saga
Kakala, frorgils Saga Skar5a, and Islendinga Saga.

But this interpretation

does not allow for the author's emotional distance from the narrative, and
in any case, it seems more plausible that E>6r6r would write something
explicitly defensive.

Nevertheless, the feuds in Njala may have been

intended, at least in part, as an implicit analogue to the feuds of
the thirteenth century.

The climax in a burning supports this view,

although, as has been shown, the relationship is by no means imitative.
The complexity of the saga structure and style easily accommodate
many analyses and interpretations and much of the readers' joy in the
saga lies in the rich suggestiveness and abundant invitations to
speculate which the author provides.
1.

See Peter Foote, "The Audience and Vogue of the Sagas of Icelanders Some Talking Points" in Iceland and the Mediaeval World - Studies in
Turville-Petre and J.S. Martin
Honour of lan Maxwell, eds.
(Australia, 1974), pp. 17-25.
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Appendix A

Dreams, prophecies, and visions in Njals Saga and their
systematic fulfilment in the saga.

Chapter

1

Hrutr remarks Hallger6r's "thief's eyes"; she later
steals from Otkell through the slave Melkoff.

Chapter 10

Hrutr prophesies that Hallger6r will cost Hoskuldr
money through her marriage to Porvaldr: in chapter 12
Eorvaldr is killed and Hoskuldr must pay his father
compensation.

Chapter 13

Hrutr warns Glumr against harbouring Ipjostolfr: in
chapter 17 Pjostolfr kills Glumr.

Chapter 22

Njall tells Gunnarr exactly what will happen when he
assumes the disguise of Hawker-He6inn: in chapter 23
all this is fulfilled.

Chapter 23

Hoskuldr dreams of a great bear with two cubs that come
to his house and Hrutr's:

this is fulfilled by Gunnarr's

visits incognito, accompanied by two men.
Chapter 24

Hrutr prophesies trouble for Gunnarr and that he will
later turn to Hrutr and Hoskuldr as friends: in chapter
33 Gunnarr seeks their permission to marry Hallger6r and
only reaps trouble from the marriage.

Chapter 32

Njall prophesies envy of Gunnarr: instances of this
occur in chapters 66 and 70:
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Chapter 33

Njall prophesies that Hallger6r will be the cause of
trouble when s,he comes to the district; she will menace
their friendship, and Gunnarr will always have to pay
for her misdeeds: this is fulfilled, first through her
feud with Bergpora, then through her provocation of
insults against Njall, and .finally, through the payments
Gunnarr makes for her deeds.

Chapter 36

Kolr prophesies that he will lose his life for killing
Svartr at Hallger6r's instigation: in chapter 37 Kolr is
killed by Atli.

Chapter 36

Njall prophesies that Hallger6r will cause Gunnarr worse
trouble: the feud between her and Bergbora continues,
involving the death of Gunnarr's kinsman.

Chapter 40

£>6r6r has a vision in broad daylight of the killed goat
in the hollow: this is an omen of his own imminent death.

Chapter 40

As I?6r6r faces his killers, he prophesies that Skarphe6inn
Njalsson will avenge him on Sigmundr: Skarphe6inn kills
Sigmundr Lambason, Gunnarr's kinsman, in chapter 45.

Chapter 40

Njall prophesies that Skarphe6inn will soon have a
part in the feud: in chapter 45 the Njalssons kill
Sigmundr.

Chapter 41

Prainn Sigfusson prophesies that the Njalssons will
avenge E>6r6r's death: they do so in chapter 45.
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Chapter 42

Rannveigr warns Sigmundr that he will lose his life if
he takes another of Hallger6r's baits: the Njalssons
kill him.

Chapter 43

Njall tells Skarphe6inn he will soon be involved in
the feud: he kills Sigmundr.

Chapter 44

Gunnarr tells Sigmundr his ribald mocking of .Njall and
his sons will cost him his life: it does.

Chapter 48

Hallger6r promises to pay Gunnarr for the slap he gives
her over the theft from Otkell: in chapter 77 she
refuses him a plait of her hair to restring his bow
during the attack on their farm.

Repeated prophecies emphasise the malign role of Skammkell in
the theft case against Gunnarr, and the fate that he, Otkell, and
Hallbjorn will meet because of it:

Chapter 49

Gunnarr prophesies that Skammkell will pay for his
part in the quarrel with Otkell.

Chapter 49

Hallbjorn, Otkell's brother, forecasts trouble because

of Skammkell and also forecasts Gunnarr's anger.
Chapter 50

Hallbjorn forecasts that they will regret their
journey to summon Gunnarr at Hli6arendi.

Chapter 50

Gunnarr promises to pay Skammkell back for his part
in the lawsuit.
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After the wound from Otkell's spur and the mockery

Chapter 53

of Skammkell, Gunnarr promises to meet Skammkell
next with his halberd.

These prophecies are fulfilled:
1 In chapter 50, when Skammkell by his lies tries to
prevent settlement of the case with Gunnarr and so
raises hostility to a greater pitch.
2 In chapter 53, when Skammkell spreads the rumours that
Gunnarr cried when struck by Otkell's spur.
3 In chapter 54, when Gunnarr kills Otkell and Skammkell
with his halberd.
Chapter 50

Njall says the quarrel with Otkell will turn out to
Gunnarr's credit: in chapter 51, Gunnarr wins the
legal case.

Chapter 53

Runolfr says he will never see Otkell again.

Otkell

is killed on his way home from visiting Runolfr.
Chapter 55

Njall says Gunnarr will get credit from the case but
it will start more killings, and he warns Gunnarr not
to kill twice in the same family: Gunnarr kills Porgeirr
Otkelsson in chapter 72 and is himself killed as a
result in chapters 76-77.

Chapter 58

Hildigunnr the Healer says the horsefight will bring
more trouble on her kinsmen who challenge Gunnarr:
they die at his hands in chapters 62, 63, and 72.
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Chapter 58

Njall forecasts more hatred and enmity over the
horsefight: this follows in chapters 59, 62-63, and 66-71.

Chapter 61

E>6r6r tne Norwegian prophesies his own death: he is
killed in chapter 63.

Chapter 61

£>6rir prophesies that frorgrimr must leave the country
or be killed: he stays and Is killed in chapter 77.

Chapter 62

Gunnar dreams of being attacked: he is ambushed in
chapter 63.

Chapter 69

Njall sees fetches of Gunnar's enemies: in chapter 72
Gunnarr is ambushed.

Chapter 72

A stream of blood appears on Gunnarr's halberd, a
death rain: he is ambushed in chapter 72 and kills
three men.

Chapter 73

Njall tells Gunnarr to keep the settlement after the
ambush or die: Gunnarr breaks it and is killed in chapter 77,

Chapter 75

Njall forecasts danger for Grimr and Helgi on their
voyage abroad and trouble afterwards: from this
journey their conflict with Prainn Sigfusson arises.

Chapter 75

Njall forecasts that his sons will become the centre of
trouble after Gunnarr's death: this proves to be the case

Chapter 81

Kolskeggr dreams he is chosen to be a "knight of God":
in chapter 81 he is baptised and lives and dies in
Byzantium.
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Chapter 85

Helgi sees by second sight that the Scots have killed
the steward of Jarl Sigur6r of the Orkneys and has
stopped messages over the Pentland Firth to the Jarl:
in chapter 85 this vision proves true.

Chapter 87

Three people prophesy that misfortune will arise because
of Hrappr: these premonitions are fulfilled when his
involvement with Prainn Sigfusson leads to 5>rainn's
conflict with the Njalssons and to jprainn's and Hrappr's
deaths in chapter 92.

Chapter 88

Jarl Hakon forecasts that Hrappr will bring Prainn's
destruction: X>rainn is killed in chapter 92.

Chapter 92

Runolfr prophesies that the trouble which arose over
Hrappr in Norway will bring l>rainn death from the
Njalssons: they kill Iprainn in chapter 92.

Chapter 99

Njall advises Lytirigr to leave the district after killing
Hoskuldr Njalsson, as there is danger from someone who
will rise up in the district to menace him: in chapter
106 Amundi Hoskuldsson kills Lytingr (Amundi presumably
lived at Hoskuldr's farm at Holt; see chapter 98).

Chapter 109

FlSsi forecasts disaster in the estrangement between
Hoskuldr Hvitanessgo6i and the Njalssons: in chapter
111 Hoskuldr is killed by the Njalssons.

Chapter 111

Njall forecasts his own death: in chapter 129 he dies
in the burning at Bergborshvall.
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Chapter 115

Flosi forecasts evil after Hoskuldr's death: the
burning ensues.

Chapter 118

&6rhallr Asgrimsson prophesies that he will prosecute
for Njail's death: in chapter 145 he does so.

Chapter 118

Njall is uneasy about the case over Hoskuldr's
killing: in chapter 123 the settlement breaks down.

Chapter 124

Hro6ny foretells that Ingjaldr will live to be a man
of honour if he does not join the burners: in chapter
130 Ingjaldr defends himself bravely against the burners
after the burning.

Chapter 124

The old woman foretells that the chickweed will be used
in the burning of Njall and Bergbora: it is used as
kindling by the burners in chapter 129.

Chapter 125

Hildiglumr has a vision of the "gandrei6" and great
disaster is forecast: the burning ensues.

Chapter 127

There are three ominous prophecies and visions at
Bergporshvall prior to the burning - Bergbora tells
her family that the meal she is serving them will be
their last; Njall has a vision that the gable ends of
the house have collapsed and that there is blood all
over the table and the food; and Bergbora prophesies
that Grimr and Helgi will arrive home that evening
although they are not expected: all prove true.
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Chapter 129

Skarphe6inn prophesies that Kari will avenge them:
Kari escapes the burning house in chapter 129 and
in the course of time avenges those who were burned
to death.

Chapter 129

The burners who see Kari jump from the house mistake
him for one of Skarphe6inn's flaming brands: metaphorically
this is true, as Kari will avenge Skarphe6inn.

Chapter 133

Flosi's dream of the calling of the names of some of
the burners is interpreted as foreshadowing their deaths:
these men are killed by Kari, with help from ]?orgeirr
]>6risson and Bjorn hviti.

Chapter 139

Snorri go&i foretells the course of the case against
Flosi: this is borne out in chapters 14-1-45.

Chapters 156,
157

Six dreams, visions, and ominous occurrences are
recorded prior to or during the Battle of Clontarf,
including Dorru6r's gruesome vision of the women
weaving in a house (see beU^i*,, p. ^t-40): in chapter
157 these are fulfilled by the battle and by the death
of King Brian.

Chapter Six

A New Critical Assessment of Sturla Por6arson's

'Islendinga Saga'

I

Introduction
It appears from the nature, scope, and arrangement of the saga

material, that Sturla E>6r6arson, at the end of his life,

achieved

several objectives in writing Islendinga Saga:
a) He establishes a more comprehensive and detailed history
of events in Iceland in the first two thirds of the thirteenth
century than he was able to offer in Hakonar Saga (see above,
Chapter Four, pp.277ff). Although there is evidence of
selection, Sturla does not limit the focus of his material
to those who wielded power and influence.
b) He makes his record as impartial as possible, showing
both the faults and the virtues of the major protagonists;
this is particularly evident in his account of the career
of Gizurr !>orvaldsson.
c) He conveys the infectiousness of the conflicts during
this period by refusing to impose an order not suggested
by the events as they arise and by this means reproduces
their complex interlocking and passionate impetus in his
narrative.
d) He captures in his record the actuality of individual
happenings, whether he is recording a private exchange
charged with emotion, such as that between Sighvatr
Sturluson and his son, or a brutally violent physical
confrontation, such as the &orvaldssons' attack on Sau6afell, or an event in which physical violence and private
emotion are present in dramatic juxtaposition, such as the
Flugumyrarbrenna, the saga climax.
1.

This is a widely held view. See Jon Johannesson, Sturl. 2, p. xxxix,
where a survey of critical opinion is offered.
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These stylistic and structural features of the saga were intended
by the author and set it apart from the works of other thirteenth
century historians discussed in previous chapters.

All the writers

of those sagas, in structuring their material, impose conventional
literary controls, even though they choose to do so in different ways
and to different extents.

In Sverris Saga, the focus is on the eccentric

figure of Sverrir himself in the context of his political career and
especially its military manifestation; in Knytlinga Saga, the author
champions the Danish Christian monarchs of the past, elaborating
aspects relevant to that theme and treating other kings more briefly;
in Heimskringla, Snorri controls the wealth and variety of his
subject matter by imposing upon it a tight, logically simplified
V

and contrived pattern in order to suggest causal relationship between
events; in Njals Saga the author is equally concerned to give every
incident and every figure a clear purpose in the development of
occurrence, but makes motives and causal linking of events depend
upon the inner natures of people; in Hakonar Saga, Sturla's
earlier work, there is no thematic selection, since this is primarily
a diplomatic record: the royal figure of Hakon is the most dominant
and a strict chronology provides order.

To communicate the experience of the Sturlung age, its chaos and
disruption, not from one man's but from a nation's point of view,
Sturla had to write and structure his saga in an unconventional way.
He does so by sacrificing outright any tidy, superficially coherent
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pattern of events and by emphasising the very features of his age
which would have proved

intractable had he attempted to use the

saga models offered by his contemporaries and immediate predecessors:
namely, the impulsiveness of human behaviour within individual incidentS
the passionate impetus to action; the complex interlocking of events;
the diversity of human response to actual occurrences.

Though he could not follow the same structural model, Sturla was
most helped in his task stylistically by the experience of writing
jiakonar Saga.

The serious spare style observed there (see above,

Chapter Four, pp.322ff), most noticeable in the scenes of high emotion,
is made with all its bare intensity the common style in Ijslendinga Saga.
This style lends itself perfectly to impartial reporting because of its
very reticence, and to the reflection of an equivalent reticence in
the emotional lives of the people.

At the same time, its spare and

serious qualities capture the direct and merciless violence of the
period, the waste and devastation of lives and property, and in contrast,
the private acts of love, courage, and honour that appear almost
unexpectedly and often in strange quarters in the midst of barbarism
(see below, pp. 468-9).

In this chapter the structural and stylistic features of the saga
are critically examined and parallels and contrasts are drawn with
the analyses offered in previous chapters.

On the basis of this, a new

assessment is offered of the position of Islendinga Saga in thirteenth
century Norse historical writing.
1.

Finnur Jonsson has noticed this in Den Oldnorske Litteraturs Historie,
Volume II, p. 727: Stilen er helt igennem klar, jaevn og rolig,
uden alt glimmer og prunk.
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II

Evidence of selection in Sturla's comprehensive account

A The comprehensiveness of Sturla's account is deliberate
Islendinga Saga is not a biographical saga as are most

other

thirteenth century historical sagas (frorgils s. skar6a; ]?6r5ar s.
kakala; Gu6mundar s. go6a; Hrafs s. Sveinbjarnarsonar).

Sturla does

not restrict the focus to the activities of a single hero and his
associates, as in &6r6ar s. kakala or ftorgils s. skar5a, where the
pace is sometimes relaxed within that limited focus in order to
include many scenes emphasising the hero's generosity, prowess, and righteousness.

2

Sturla's spare and at times staccato style keeps the pace moving

quickly and forces the reader ahead, with no more guidance, preparation,
or explanation, than the participants in the events can have had themselves, into a narrative which seems to overflow with happenings and
3
Yet close examination of the
figures from all levels of society.
progression of events does not betray an uncontrolled inclusiveness.
Without imposing structure, Sturla deliberately included all the incidents
and figures important to the complex anatomy of events that he is
tracing, even though these incidents and figures may seem of slight
significance in themselves and their relevance may not be immediately

Instances of this organising power of Sturla's are too many
4.
to be enumerated here, but consider, by way of example, the importance of

apparent.

Brandr Jonsson and his petty quarrels to the shape events take in the
life of his greater cousin, Sturla Sighvatsson.
1.

One might dispute, for instance, that Haukdaela frattr and Svinfellinga
Saga in the Sturlunga Saga collection are biographies, although their
subjects are much more restricted than that of Islendinga Saga.

2.

See Eor6ar s. kakala in Sturl. 2, chapters 22, 29, 30, 33, for
examples of this.

3.

See below, section ~N> pp.423 ff.

1.

Something more of it can be seen below in section IV.

for instances.
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Brandr is the son of Steinunn Sturludottir, the sister of Snorri
Sturluson and the aunt of Sturla Sighvatsson.

He appears first in

the saga for the year 1222 (pp. 294-95) when he joins his brothers on an
unsuccessful raid on £>orvaldr Vatnsfir6ingr, whose brother has fathered
a child on one of Brandr's sisters-in-law.

The Jonssons stir up the

Hrafnssons to break off their good relations with E>orvaldr an<3 form a
new alliance with the Jonssons, but this soon ends in disagreement.
£orvaldr then ambushes the Jonssons and Brandr escapes to stay with
Sturla Sighvatsson at Sau6afell (p. 296).

In 1228 (p. 319), Brandr

obstinately resists Snorri Sturluson's attempts to get money from him
because of an old lawsuit against Brandr's mother and he is dragged
captive south to Snorri by Snorri's son Jon (p. 324).

When Snorri

yields the case and restores their friendship, Brandr returns north
to Vi6idalr where he is maimed in a fight with some men led by
Porsteinn Hjalmsson of Brei6abolsta6r after cheating some local farmers
over a purchase of meat (p. 324).

Running parallel to Brandr's seemingly unimportant troubles are
Sturla Sighvatsson's own quarrels with Snorri Sturluson and Porvaldr
Vatnsfir6ingr.

These reach their climax in 1228 (pp. 322-323) when

E>orvaldr is burned by the Hrafnssons, who pretend Sturla Sighvatsson is
with them in the attack.

l>orvaldr's sons believe Sturla Sighvatsson

is to blame and attack his farm at Saudafell early in 1229 (pp. 325328).

But Sturla is not there, warned by the wife of a family friend

that 6fri6arfylgjur are in the district.

Brandr's quarrel, it now

emerges, has probably saved Sturla's life, for he takes the opportunity
2
to go north to settle it (p. 325).
1.

For an analysis of this passage, see below, pp. 464 ff ^

2.

The full extent of Sturla Por6arson's control over the interlocking of
incidents is evident from the detailed tracing of a longer series of
events presented below, pp.423 ff.-
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B

Sturla deliberately avoids repeating existing sagas
It is Sturla's practice to omit from his material any which has
Mkl^-vuu" $fax&s

already been narrated in other sagas, notably*~Sturlu Saga, Hrafns s.
Sveinbjarnarsonar, Gu6mundar s. go5a, Porgils s. skar6a, and &6r6ar
s. kakala.

Such a practice is not uncommon among saga writers.

The

writer of Knytlinga Saga refers to Norwegian sources for detailed
accounts of events not essential to his own work;

Heimskringla

ends in the year 1177 so as not to encroach on the material already set
down by Abbot Karl in Sverris Saga.

But in each of these cases, the

coherence of the saga is not disrupted, because no internal threads
are left untied, while in fslendinga Saga the loose ends stare off the
pages from beginning to end.

What, for instance, was the argument

that gave rise to the enmity between Einarr £orgilsson and the Sturlungs
at the beginning of chapter 1?

(See Sturlu Saga).

Who is £orvaldr

Snorrason Vatnsfir6ingr and how did he become so powerful and arouse
the hostility of Hrafn's sons?

(See Hrafns s. Sveinbjarnarsonar).

What happened to Kolbeinn Arnorsson and Oraskja Snorrason, who disappear
from the saga without a trace?

(See ]?6r6ar s. kakala).

And what

did E>6r6r Sighvatsson and Porgils B66varsson do during the years
1245-124-8 and 1252-1258 respectively?
frorgils s. skar6a).

(See &6r6ar s. kakala and

Sturla &6r6arson may expect his audience to

know the answers to these questions from their familiarity with other
2
perhaps intending
sagas that came to be in the Sturlung collection,
that fslendinga Saga should be part of some such collection from the
beginning.
1.

See above, Chapter Three, p. 202.

2.

See Jon Johannesson, Sturl. 2, especially p. xxxv
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C

Sturla is reticent about specific subjects
Although Sturla attempts to be impartial in his accounts, giving both

sides of a matter wherever possible, on some subjects about which he
must have been fully informed he is reserved.

Particularly touching

is his delicacy in telling about his father's unsuccessful first
marriage in 1188 and his subsequent mistress:
Eor6r bar eigi au6nu til
at fella pvilika ast til
Helgu, sem vera atti, ok
kom pvi sva, at skilna6r
beira var gerr. En &6r6r
tok pa til sin Hro6nyju
I>6r6ardottir, er atti Bersi
inn au6gi Vermundarson, ok
helzt beira vinatta lengi.
(p. 231)

E>6r6r did not have the fortune to
feel such love for Helga as he
ought, and it turned out that
their divorce was arranged. But
E>6r6r then took as his mistress
Hro6ny I>6r6ardottir who had married
Bersi Vermundarson the wealthy, and
their affection continued for a long
time.

Sturla never mentions E>or6r's relationship with Hro6ny again, although
it evidently continued, since Sturla's record of £>6r6r's second
marriage suggests it was one of convenience (Tok hann vi6 henni mikit
fe, p. 232).

It is also reported that E>6r6r was able to arrange for

Hro6ny's sister Herdis'. marriage to his brother, Snorri Sturluson, in
1197 (p. 237).

More evocative still is Sturla's reticent handling of Porvaldr
Gizurarson's short marriage to Jora the bishop's daughter, a relationi
ship strangled by some obscure clerical decree (p. 230). Here,
without violating discretion or the dignity of the people involved
by offering any factual explanation, Sturla conveys very simply the
pain of Eorvaldr's resignation to the decree of separation, through
the force of the prefix in allmikit and the interjection of b_6:
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En at Ii6num tiu vetrum
skyldi pau skilja, hvart
peira vaeri pat pa blitt
e6a stritt. En pau unnust
allmikit, ok po jatar
Porvaldr pessu. (p. 230)

But after ten years they must
part whether that seemed to them
happy or hard. But they loved
each other very much, and yet
Porvaldr agreed to it.

Especially remarkable as evidence of selection is Sturla's
reticence about his own role in the events he records.

He is often a

participant and the reader might well expect his versions here to be
full of detail and direct discourse involving the author.
reverse is true.

But the

Sturla usually mentions himself only in passing

(pp. 303, 315, 320, 331, 346, 362, 387, 369, 391, 401, 409) or
without any close attention to him himself (pp. 376, 378, 382-384, 385,
396, 381-384).

His most active role is in 1241 (chapters 148, 156, 157,

165) when he is involved with Greekj a against Snorri Sturluson's
opponents and killers, led by Gizurr Porvaldsson.

But here his point

of view is not given directly, nor is any of his discourse recorded
apart from one verse (p. 469).

Elsewhere in the saga his direct speech

is rare and brief and the function of his remarks is always connected
with some other figure; he is merely a commentator, never an orator.
1.

In chapter 129, pp. 413, he and Klaengr speak together briefly, as
observers of a encounter between Sturla Sighvatsson and Gizurr
£orvaldsson. In chapter 134, p. 422, he interprets for Sturla
Sighvatsson an ominous dream which he himself has had before
Orlygssta6r, but Sturla Sighvatsson attempts to diminish its
significance with a generalisation "oft ver6r sveipr i svefni."
This exchange emphasises Sturla Sighvatsson's refusal to recognise
that the odds are against him in his final conflict with Gizurr.
The last piece of direct discourse Sturla I?6r6arson contributes to
the saga is in chapter 189 at the battle at 5>vera, as he fights
alongside &orgils skardi. Sturla is foremost in the fighting, but
a question from Porgils makes this forwardness appear rash
rather than brave:
Porgils maelti vi6 hann, hvi
hann faeri sva ovarliga.

Eorgils spoke with him, why he
advanced so recklessly.

Sturla's reply is no longer complete in existing manuscripts:

(continued overleaf
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The one touch of personal irony comes very late in the saga,
in chapter 197.

This opinion functions as part of the candid portrait

of Gizurr Eorvaldsson, showing up his faults as well as his strengths
with the ironic use of the phrase "in fogru heit":
]?a var Hrafni Oddssyni skipa6r
Borgarfj6r6r, en tekinn af Gizuri
jarli, en jarl haf6i skipat adr
Sturlu I?6r6arsyni. &6tti Sturlu
pa eigi efnd vi6 sik af Gizuri
jarli pau in fogru heit, er fram
varu maelt vi6 hann. (p. 528)

Then Borgarfjor6r was assigned
to Hrafn Oddsson and received
from Jarl Gizurr, but the jarl
had previously assigned it to
Sturla &6r6arson. Sturla then
thought that Gizurr's fair
promises, which were previously
made to him were not fulfilled.

Continued from previous page:
Sturla svarar: "Lat mik sja
fyrir bati minum (frae)ndi,
sem au6it ma ver6a, e6a ser
...(G)anga ekki eftir beim,
pvi at beir eru..."

Sturla answers: "Let me see to my
own boat, kinsman, as it may fall
to my lot, or...not to pursue them,
because they are..."

I>orgils answers in action as well as indirect speech, which, combined with
the praise stanza which follows, places the focus entirely on E>orgils,
emphasising his bravery rather than Sturla's:
E>orgils hljop fram til bans ok
segir, at beir skyldi ba6ir
saman vera.

Porgils ran forward to him and says
that they should both be together
(in their fate).

is more
The glorification of a warrior's boldness, here Porgils',
characteristic of frorgils s. skar6a than Islendinga Saga. Petur
Sigur6sson op, cit. pp. 121-12M-, has suggested that the present
Islendinga version of the Pvera battle is a combination of material
put together by the compiler from the Porgils s. skar6a version and
from Sturla &6r6arson's original account. Certainly there are several
near or exact correspondences between the existing text of Islendinga
and Eorgils s., as well as some discrepancies of fact which, according
to Jon Johannesson, (Sturl. 2, pp. xxxvi-xxxvii), indicate Sturla's
corrections. Compare Islendinga Saga, Sturl. 1, pp. 517-519, with
forgils s., Sturl. 2, pp. 189-192, of Johannesson's edition of
Sturlunga Saga.
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Sturla'g attempt to keep his own figure in such low profile in
the saga is the most self-conscious instance of his characteristic
approach to his material: how can he give an authentic picture of
himself?

A fuller view of Sturla £or6arson as a participant in

thirteenth century Icelandic events can only be obtained in the
biographical saga of his relative, &orgils skar6i.
1.

See frorgils s. skar6a, chapters 12, 14, 17, 21, 23, 31, 39, 41, 43
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III

Impartiality and design: the career of Gizurr torvaldsson i
Islendinga Saga
Gizurr Porvaldsson's prominence in the events of the saga is

almost certainly historically accurate and not a reflection of Sturla
Por6arson's partiality for the man, for which there is otherwise
little evidence.

Sturla emphasises Gizurr's powerful vital force

by selecting for the saga the events of Gizurr's life which expose
the intensity of both his savagery and his tenderness.

These are

recorded without explicit moral judgment and without omitting
evidence of Gizurr's ambivalent or questionable behaviour.

As well as the extremes of Gizurr's nature, Sturla has chosen
to record such events and anecdotes concerning Gizurr which suggest
that his life had a design to it, the quality of a living legend.
In addition, Sturla has taken advantage of Gizurr's historical
importance by using his figure in the saga as a bold streak dominating
the intricately ' woven cloth of the narrative.

This design does

not appear to be imposed, but rather to emerge from Gizurr's career
as it progresses in the saga account.
Sturla's skill.

This is the

measure of

Only once in the saga does he openly declare his

awareness of a shape to Gizurr's life, when he points to its
chronological symmetry:
1 Bjorgyn var Gizuri jarlsnafn
gefit a fyrsta ari ins fimmta
tigar konungsdoms Hakonar. &a
skorti Gizurr jarl vetr a fimmtugan. En ba skorti hann vetr
a fertugan, er hann gekk su6r,
vetr a britugan, er 6rlygssta6afundr var, vetr a tvitugan, er
hann ger6ist skutilsveinn. (p. 524)

1.

In Bergen Gizurr was given the
title of Jarl in the forty-first
year of Hakon's reign. Jarl
Gizurr was then one year short
of fifty. And he was one year
short of forty when he went south
(to Rome), a year of thirty at
the time of the battle at Orlygssta6r, a winter of twenty when
he was made a member of the
king's retinue.

Robert J. Glendinning, Traume und Vorbedeutung in der Islendinga Saga
Sturla Thordarsons (Frankfurt, 1974), p. 245, has also recognised this
as a special merit of Sturla's approach.
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Because it is unique in the saga, this annalistic summary is a significant
/

indication of the design intended for Gizurr's career as the author
conceived it.

Gizurr is brought into prominence in the saga events only
gradually, yet his early years, from his birth in 1209 until his
father's death in 1235, receive more attention than those of any
other saga figure, and it is in the accounts of these years that Sturla
establishes the design of Gizurr's life.

His naming at birth is

the first of these accounts and suggests that Sturla has allowed
popular traditions to provide the shape of the early years.

For

even though the passage includes a direct statement by E>orvaldr Gizurarson
which lends the passage an apparent authenticity, it is quite possible
that the anecdote is apocryphal and grew out of public speculation
and discussion about Gizurr's destiny.
name for his son as it

Porvaldr chooses an ancestral

might impart to the child some of the integrity

of its previous bearers:
"Munn ek son minn lata heita
Gizur, ]pvi at litt hafa £)eir
aukvisar verit £ Haukdaelasett,
er sva hafa heitit her til."
(p. 250)

"I will let my son be called
Gizurr, because seldom have they
been weak among the kin of the
Haukdaelir who have been called
that up until now."

He has already discarded the name Kolbeinn because he does not deem it
fitting or propitious that his son should be named after Kolbeinn Tumason,
who had died a violent and unshriven death fighting against the bishop
1.

Another passage in the saga which reveals Sturla's willingness to
incorporate such popular traditions is the report of Sturla Sighvatsson's public penance in Rome, p. 364: "Hann var leiddr berfeettr a
millum allra kirkna £ Romaborg ok ra6it fyrir flestum hofu6kirkjum.
Bar hann £at drengiliga, sem likligt var, en flest folk sto6 uti
ok undra6ist, bar6i a brjostit ok harma6i, er sva fri6r ma6r var
sva hormuliga leikinn, ok mattu eigi vatni halda bae6i konur ok
karlar."
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in 1208 (p. 246).

This account may well be based in fact, but it

also has an edge of literary convention.

Apart from Gizurr's brief appearance at the alping in 1221, Sturla
does not mention him again until 1223, chapter 50.

The first part of

this chapter, in which Eorvaldr Gizurarson presents his children,
including Gizurr, to Sighvatr Sturluson, is thought to have been
2
But
added to the saga by the compiler of the Sturlung collection.
the second half of the chapter is not disputed as Sturla's and records
a conversation between Sighvatr and Eorvaldr which further emphasises the
foreboding over Gizurr's adult career.

Sighvatr asks f>orvaldr to

ensure with him that their sons maintain their friendship, a request
suggesting that Sighvatr is still troubled by the veiled threat he
senses in Gizurr.

Sturla E>6r6arson conveys f-orvaldr's

concern at the

request by details of his actions:
Porvaldr leit ni6r fyrir sik
- ok heldr ahyggjusamliga.
(p. 300)

Porvaldr looked down before him
- and rather anxiously,

His words, as recorded here, are prophetic:
"Gastt mun, me6an vi6 lifum
ba6ir."

"It will be protected as long
as the two of us are alive."

1.

Parallel passages include the Heimskringla account of the naming
of Magnus 6lafsson after Charlemagne (Hkr. 2, pp. 209-10) and the
Laxdaela account of the naming of Kjartan after his grandfather
Myrkjartan, former king in Ireland (Laxdsla Saga, chapter 28).

2.

Sturl. 1, p. 562, and Petur Sigur6sson, op. cit., pp. 34 35.
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Three years after Porvaldr's death in 1235, Gizurr attacks and kills
Sighvatr and his son at Orlygssta&r.
of convention about it.

This conversation too has a ring

The reader will recall how in Lcmdjola Sag»,

K-^artgffi and Dolli only bocomo irreconcilable onoinioD after tho death
of 6lafr pa, and how in Heimskringla Magnus blindi and Haraldr gilli
only become mortal enemies after the death of King Sigur6r Magnusson.

1

Gizurr's consistent closeness and self-control throughout the
saga make his acts of violence seem more vicious for their calculation.
He lacks entirely the impulsiveness which give his rival, Sturla
Sighvatsson, a certain magnetism.

The author, however, has provided

some evidence in the saga that Gizurr's self-control was partly determined
by his father, which explains why Gizurr only becomes involved in conflict
after ]?orvaldr dies.

Up until then, Gizurr takes no decisive role in

any major quarrel in Iceland, even though Sturla ]>6rdarson mentions
three times that he appeared at the albing with considerable strength
of numbers:

1.

Var bar fyrir Gizurr Porvaldsson me6 mikit fjolmenni, ok
vissi engi, hvarum hann aetla6i
at veita. £>orvaldr, fa6ir hans,
var a pingi ok var beggja
vinr. (p. 334)

Gizurr was there with a large
company and none knew whom he
intended to support. &orvaldr,
his father, was at the ping and
was a friend of both sides,

Gizurr E>orvaldsson haf6i ok
mikit fjolmenni, ok vissu
myndi ,
menn ovistf hvarum hann
,--,_,_
veita, pvi at hann let vel til
hvarra tveggja. (p. 359)

Gizurr Porvaldsson also had a
large company and men were unhe might, support,
certain whom
'
rc
T- S^C^xA tvi'wM&efe-.
T_
because he w&e well disposed to
either-side.

For this parallel, see Hkr. 2, pp. 107 ff.
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Gizurr Porvaldsson haf6i
tvau himdru6 maniH ok let
til allra skipuliga...
Eorvaldr Gizurarson gekk
til Gizurar, sonar sins,
ok ba6 hann hvarigum veita,
- kva6 bat vaenst til fri6ar,
ef hann misjafna6i eigi me6
beim, fyrir bvi at a6r
var litill Ii6smunr, ok
haf6i Snorri bo nokkuru
meira. (pp. 374-375)

had twoGizurr Eorvaldsson
•
hundred men and leopt them all' in
O3s4e¥> . . . ^orvaldr Gizurarson
went to Gizurr, his son, and
asked him to support neither side
- he said it was the best hope
for peace if he did not make them
unequal, because there was otherwise little difference between
the forces, although Snorri had
slightly more men.

The correspondences between these three statements are deliberate.
Through them, Sturla suggests that E>orvaldr's influence was behind
Gizurr's aloof neutrality and they indicate the common recognition of
Gizurr's latent power, a recognition out of which the contemporary
legend could grow.

In his account of one further Incident prior to Porvaldr's death,
Sturla Por6arson has selected the details to reveal the close and
calculating nature which will determine Gizurr's behaviour after he
receives full power and is released from his father's restraining
hand.

The incident occurs in Norway where Gizurr is in attendance

at King Hakon's court together with his brother-in-law Jon murt
Snorrason, in 1231.

When the two men return drunk one evening to

their common quarters and find the beds unprepared, Jon - and not
Gizurr, who appears more self-controlled - flies into a rage at
the servants and strikes one of his companions, 6lafr, with a stick
for speaking in the servants' defence.

After the blow, Gizurr inter-

venes by physically restraining Jon, an action capable of two
interpretations: either he is attempting to stop the fight and only
gives 6lafr the chance to strike Jon back using a weapon because he
is somewhat fuddled by drink, or he deliberately holds Jon under
(Slafr's blow.

The author does not interpret:
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Jon tok ski6u ok^slo til (3lafs,
en Gizurr tekr Jon ok heldr
honum. &a fekk 6lafr handoxi
ok hjo £ hofu6 Joni. (p. 343)

j6n took a stick and struck
at 6la.fr, but Gizurr seized
JonJrestrained him. Then
Olafr got a handaxe and struck
Jon in the head.

The effect of the blow is hardly noticeable at first, but nevertheless
Jon accuses Gizurr of apparent treachery:
Var6 pat eigi mikit sar
asyndum. Hann Jon brast
vi6 hart ok spur6i, hvi
Gizurr heldi honum undir
hogg.
In Sturla's account, Gizurr gives no explanation, but instead, falls
upon the trap door of their sleeping loft as soon as Olafr has made
his escape.

This action may also be interpreted as treachery.

Does

Gizurr mean to prevent Jon from chasing Olafr or merely to separate
}\
the combatants? (Gizurr fell a hlemmim fyrst). Gizurr does, however,
join Jon in pursuing the fugitive when he realises Jon's wound is
serious, and this seems to prove his faith to Jon, although the
ungenerous might interpret this as an attempt to allay suspicion of
earlier betrayal.

Jon, having run about with the wound unattended

in a Norwegian January, continues to be careless of treatment, drinks,
bathes, and subsequently dies a week later:
Jon geym6i sin litt, for i
ba6 ok drakk inni fyrst.
Slo pa i verkjum, ok Iag6i
hann ni6r. Hann anda6ist
Agnesarmessu.
Clearly Jon's carelessness makes the wound fatal and he did bring it
on himself by striking first.

Yet Gizurr played a responsible part,

though the motives of his inscrutable behaviour are not revealed by
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Sturla.

This ambiguity is deliberately sustained, for Sturla does

not dispel it later in chapter 82, when Gizurr is reported as having
exonerated himself before Jon's father, Snorri Sturluson.

Gizurr

swears there that he h-aotriod to separate Jon from (3lafr* in A-

w

Ah* •&*>*»+ tf>r\V*lr'

Ok a beim fundi sor Gizurr
fimmtardomsei6, at hann
hef6i i engum ra6um verit
me6 6lafi um vig Jons
ok hann vildi ba rettum
skilna6i skilja i alia
sta6i. (pp. 345-346)
The matter is not pursued any further by Jon's relatives, but Sturla
]>6r6arson, in recording indirectly Snorri Sturluson's reply to
Gizurr's oath, allows by his phrasing the interpretation that Snorri
did not believe Gizurr, though he declared he. did:
Let Snorri ser bat allt vel
skiljast, er Gizurr sag6i.
(p. 346) 1

Immediately after this passage, Sturla records the break-up of
Gizurr's marriage with Snorri's daughter, Ingibjorg, implying by the
juxtaposition of the incidents that relations were not smooth between
Gizurr and Snorri's family and so encouraging further speculation
The problem is never resolved
i
in the saga, but the tension between Gizurr and Snorri only ends in

about Gizurr's part in Jon's death.

1241 with Snorri's death (p. 454) at Gizurr's command.
1.

Petur Sigur6sson op. cit., p. 17,. interprets this statement as being
sincere, yet subsequent events suggest that tension between Gizurr
and Snorri was not eased.
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Gizurr is shown to embark on a carefully planned struggle for
total power as soon as he gains control of the go6ord at his father's
death in 1235 (p. 402).

Sturla &6r6arson marks this struggle with

three vicious executions of Gizurr's rivals.
an open rivalry with Sturla Sighvatsson.

The first is the result of

The excuse for this declaration

of what must have been a long latent hostility, is a quarrel over
some land among pingmen of each in 1237.

Initially, the two chieftains

agree to settle this dispute amicably, but when Sturla prepares to enter
Gizurr's area with a company of men in order to meet and make the
settlement, Gizurr sends him word that all is settled.

But Sturla

insists on the journey just the same, betraying in the saga account
his suspicion of Gizurr and his pique at Gizurr's audacity:
Sturla kva6 Sunnlendinga ekki
skyldu visa ser sem hjor6 i
haga, hverigri lausung sem
peir slasgi a sik. (p. 412)

Sturla declared that the Southerners
should not herd him and his men
about like a flock of sheep in a
pasture, whatever deception they
might practice on them.

At their meeting Sturla Sighvatsson displays his suspicions by taking
Gizurr prisoner and making him swear to go abroad, only after accompanying
Sturla and his men further south to make the settlement.

In response

to Gizurr's query why he has taken him captive, Sturla first pugnaciously
tells-^not to doubt his intentions of becoming the most important man in
Iceland:

i
...hann aetla6i ser meira
hlut en 65rum monnum a
Islandi. (p. 414)

.. .he intended for himself a
greater part than other men
in Iceland.
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Yet Sturla ]?6r6arson also records that Sturla Sighvatsson openly
declared his fear of Gizurr as an opponent:
"En mer bykkir sem ba se
allir yfirkomnir, er bu
ert, bvi at ek uggi bik
einn mann a islandi, ef
eigi ferr vel me6 okkr."
(p. 414)

"And it seems to me that all is
mastered when you are, because I
fear you of all men in Iceland if
things do not go well between us."

The prophetic nature of this remark is, of course, extremely ironic,
since very shortly his most significant role will be as Gizurr's
victim.

The battle at Orlygssta6r at which Sturla Sighvatsson and his father die
in 1238 and the climax of Gizurr and Sturla's rivalry, is discussed in
connection with the bond between Sturla and Sighvatr.

But in the

present context it is necessary to look ahead to that account in
order to demonstrate the implicit contrast the author makes there
between Sturla Sighvatsson and Gizurr, his executioner.

The focus on

the wounded Sturla is remarkably close, attracting the reader's sympathy
by the emphasis on Sturla's helplessness and on the support he receives from
those around him, even though they have just wounded him cruelly.

In

particular, the author's minute attention to every movement of Hjalti's
assistance, marked by the repetition of "ba", forces the reader to follow
each stage of this death.

Yet there is no effusiveness in the telling;

dignity is preserved by reticence:
Sturla var ba brotinn af m«6i
ok blo6ras. Hann studdi ba
hondunum a her6ar Hjalta,
ok gengu beir sva ut af
ger6inu. Hjalti tok ba
annarri hendi aftr a bak

Sturla was by then worn out from
exhaustion and bleeding. He propped
his arms on Hjalti's shoulders and
they went like that then out of the
enclosure. Hjalti then put his arm
behind Sturla's back and so supported
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Sturlu ok studdi harm sva.
Sturla kasta6i ser pa ni6r,
er hann kom skammt fra ger6inu.
Mal hans var pa oskyrt, ok
potti Hjalta sem hann beiddist
prestsfundar. Hjalti gekk pa
i braut, en yfir honum sto6
(5lafr totr, magr Flosa prests.
Hann skaut skildi yfir Sturlu,
en Jatgeirr Teitsson, magr
Gizurar, kasta6i buklara
yfir. hann. (p. 435)

him. Sturla cast himself down
when he came a short distance from
the enclosure. His speech was by
then unclear and Hjalti thought he
requested the services of a priest.
Then Hjalti went away and 6lafr tottr,
the in-law of the priest Flosi, stood
over him (Sturla). He drew his
shield over Sturla and Jatgeirr
Teitsson, Gizurr's in-law, threw
a buckler over him.

What is particularly significant about these attentions is that
all are administered by Gizurr's men after Sturla has sought quarter
from them, and not by Sturla's own men.

Hjalti promises him quarter,

at least on his own behalf: "Gri6 skaltu af mer hafa," sag6i Hjalti
(p. 435).

When Gizurr himself comes upon the scene Hjalti is still

away searching for the priest, and it may be argued that Gizurr did
not know quarter had been offered to Sturla.

On the other hand,

Sturla I?6r6arson's account suggests that he did not even question
why his own men were protecting Sturla Sighvatsson.

Rather, he appears

to have cast away their defence of him without a word, along with
Sturla's armour:
kom Gizurr til ok
kasta6i af honum hlifunum
ok sva stalhufunni. (p. 435)

Then Gizurr arrived and threw
the covers off him (Sturla)
as well as his steel cap.

Then, speaking only a few curt words of determination, with an undertone of satisfaction, he ruthlessly executes the helpless Sturla, and
with an astonishing ferocity:
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Hann mas It i: "Her skal ek at
vinna." Hann tok brei66xi
or hendi P>6r6i Valdasyni ok
hjo i hofu6 Sturlu vinstra
megin fyrir aftan eyrat mikit
sar ok hljop litt i sundr.
J>at segja menn peir, er hja
varu, at Gizurr hljop ba6um
fotum upp vi6, er hann hjo
Sturlu, sva at lofti sa
milli fotanna ok jar6arinnar. (p. 435-436)

He spoke: "I will do the work
here . " He took a broadaxe out
of E>6r6r Valdasson's hand and
struck a great wound into
left side of Sturla's head
the ear, but it split apart little,
Those men who were nearby say that
Gizurr sprang up with both feet
when he struck Sturla, so that
the air was seen between his feet
and the ground.

Gizurr's remarkable leap into the air emphasises the implicit
contrast between Sturla and Gizurr, the one passively helpless in
the gentle hands of Gizurr's men, the other isolated in a deliberately
vicious assault on his defenceless victim.

The author caps the

contrast with the precise measurement of the wound Gizurr has
inflicted, as if this is the measure of an antipathy he has loosed
with calculation on Sturla:
Var alltsarit sva mikit, at
stinga matti i premr fingrum.
(p. 436)

The whole wound was so great
that three fingers might be
inserted.

According to Sturla &6r6arson's record, the careful and calculating
Gizurr is only onca a killer himself, the killer of Sturla Sighvatsson.
1.

Here at his death, Sturla Sighvatsson is a figure attracting sympathy
and even pity from the saga reader, sympathy dependent to some extent
upon earlier dramatic presentations of him in private conversations
with his father. The rash, volatile, and often gullible nature
attributed to him in those passages make his role in violent
confrontation less culpable than Gizurr's more carefully calculated
participation. Nevertheless, the saga author does not omit from
his narrative those incidents which reveal a barbarousness equal to
Gizurr's.
At the Grimseyjarfor, for instance, in 1222, a reprisal taken against
the bishop's men for the killing of Tumi Sighvatsson, Sturla Sighvatsson returns to the churchyard after leaving Aron Hjorleifsson for dead,
and has two priests gelded out of ruthless spite for his :brother's death:

"Foru peir Sturla pa heim
til kirkjugar6s. Varu
par teknir prestar tyeir ok
geldir, Snorri ok Knutr."
(p. 292)

(continued overleaf
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continued from previous page:
Later, in 1236, during Sturla's dispute with 6raekja Snorrason, Sturla
captures 6ra2kja and tortures him in a brutal fashion, comparable to
his treatment of the priests. It is noticeable in the saga account
that one of Sturla's assistants refuses to carry out the tortures, while
the others appear deliberately to inflict as little damage as possible.
6raekja himself behaves most creditably and with a demonstration of
Christian faith which implicitly passes judgment on his oppressor:
£>eir skoru6u af spjotskafti ok ger6u af hael.
Ba6 Sturla hann (&orsteinn) bar me6 Ijosta
ut augun. En ]>orsteinn
lezt eigi vi6 bat kunna.
Var ba tekinn knifr ok
vafi6r ok eetlat af meir
en bverfingr. draskja
kalla6i a ]?orlak biskup
ser til hjalpar. Hann song
ok £ mei6slunum baenina
Sancta Maria, mater domini
nostri, Jesu Christi.
E>orsteinn stakk i augum
knifinum upp at vafinu.
En er bvi var lokit, ba6
Sturla hann minnast Arnbjargar ok gelda hann.
Tok hann ba brott annat
eistat. (p. 395)

They trimmed a spear-shaft and
made a sharp-pointed peg from it.
Sturla told him (E>orsteinn) to gouge
out his eyes with it. But E>orsteinn
said he did not know how. Then a
around
knife was .taken and wrapped
.
,-.
*
, t* PtfVrt- UZrf kyTe/
an d*» estimated at more than a fingers
breath, draekja called upon Bishop
l>orlakr to help him and he also sang
during the torture prayers to St
Mary, the mother of our Lord, Jesus
Christ. Porsteinn stuck the knife
in his eyes up to the top of the
wrappings. And when that was finished,
Sturla then told him ((Sraekja) to remember
Arnbjorn, and castrated him. He cut
away one testicle.

There is nothing heroic about Sturla's behaviour, nor does Sturla I>6r6arson
brush past the grim actuality of the deeds.
Between these two scenes of torture is the account of Sturla's attack upon
the sons of E>orvaldr Vatnsfir6ingr in 1232, where Sturla is mercilessly
insistent that neither of the i>orvaldssons be granted quarter, though
others would clearly support such a concession:
. . .ba sendi Sturla ]?orkel
prest til fundar vi6 ba
bra6r ok ba6 ba skriftast
ok buast vi6, ef beir vildi
verjast, - segir, at ba
mun eigi gri6a kostr."
(p. 351)
...sag6i Sturla,'at eigi
barf gri6a at bi6ja, bvi
at engi munu fast. Ok
saski6 at fast.'
"Eigi munum ver at
saekja," sag6i Halldorr,
'ok eru menninir mjok
unnir nu. 1
'Ver6a munu ba a6rir til,'
segir Sturla, 'bo at ber
gangist hugr vi6 or6 beirra.'.
Ger6i Sturla sik ba rei6an.
(p. 354)
(continued overleaf
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At the other two executions for which he is responsible, Gizurr does
not strike the blows himself, yet the accounts in Islendinga Saga mark
a quality of grim mercilessness similar to his own killings, so that
it appears as if his henchmen have adopted his style in becoming his
instruments.

The first of these executions is the murder of Snorri Sturluson in
12M-1.

Gizurr carries this out on instruction from King Hakon in a

letter which demands Snorri be forced to go abroad or be slain.

The

author makes plain, however, that Gizurr does not hesitate over the
possible alternatives.

He assumes without enquiry that Snorri will

refuse to go abroad and determines to seize him at his farm, Reykjaholt:
continued from previous page:
Halldorr meelti i bvi, er
Hermundr hjo: 'lilt hogg
ok omannligt. 1
Sturla svara6i: ']?at var
gott hogg ok drengiligt.'
Sturla ba6 &6r6r ba ni6r
leggjast.
Hann ger&i sva ok signdi
sik. Ok i bvi er hann
Iag6ist ni6r, hjo £>ormo6r
urn bverar her6ar honum, ok
var6 bat mikit sar.
Sturla maelti: 'Hogg bu
annat.'
Hann ger6i sva, ok kom
bat utan a halsinn.
Sturla maelti: 'Hogg bu
it bri6ja, ok er ilia
unnit at go6um dreng. 1
Eirikr birkibeinn breifa6i
i sarit ok maelti: 'Eigi barf
nu meira vi6, at fullu mun
betta vinna. 1 (p. 356)
The details preserved in this account are similar to those in the account
of Gizurr's execution of Por6r Andreasson (p. 53M-). Sturla i>6r6arson
may have recorded exact facts, but he may have intended the comparisons by
his selection in each case. Clearly he does not present Sturla Sighvatsson as any less barbarous than Gizurr.
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Sag6i Gizurr, at hann vildi
me6 engu moti brjota bref
konungs, en kve6st vita,
at Snorri myndi eigi
6nau6igr utan fara.
Kve6st Gizurr pa vildu til
fara ok taka Snorra. (p. 453)

Gizurr said that he would under
no circumstances disobey the
king's letter and said he knew
that Snorri would not go abroad
uncompelled. Gizurr said he
wanted to go and seize Snorri.

The author leaves it open to the reader to detect in these decisive
remarks a tone of gleefulness and to recognise in Gizurr's
willingness to comply with Hakon's demands not a genuine sense
of duty to the king, but a personal desire to eliminate Snorri.

The

letter is a convenient excuse.

Under attack, Snorri appears almost as helpless as his nephew
Sturla Sighvatsson was at Orlygssta6r.

Surprised by night in the

building where he is sleeping, he is presented making a hurried and
rather pathetic attempt to hide in the cellar of a small adjoining
building:
En hann hljop upp ok or skemmunni
ok i in litlu husin, er varu vi6
skemmuna. Fann hann par Arnbjorn
prest ok tala6i vi6 hann. Re6u
beir pat, at Snorri gekk i
kjallarann, er var undir loftinu

But he ran up out of the sleeping quarters and into the little
outhouses next to the sleeping
quarters. He found the priest
Arnbjorn there and talked with
him. They decided that Snorri

par i husunum. (p. 454)

go into the cellar which was under
the upper room in the outbuildings.

Gizurr soon encounters the priest and questions him, but the priest
will not divulge his secret.

Gizurr attempts to cajole him with

reasonableness, a tactic recorded here to indicate the cold calculation
behind his perfect self-control.

It is quite easy to imagine that

he smiles at the wit of his own treachery when he suggests with
condescension that his intentions are peaceful: Gizurr kva6 pa eigi
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saettast mega, ef beir fyndist eigi. (p. 454)

Once Gizurr's men

have found Snorri, Gizurr does not attend the execution.

But the

author's silence about him does not exonerate Gizurr, rather it
encourages an impression of Gizurr's ruthlessly postured detachment.

The death itself is only briefly told, but by its brevity Sturla
conveys the merciless efficiency of the henchmen as well as the stark
ineloquence of Snorri's cowardly and hopeless protest:
Simon knutr ba6 Arna hoggva hann.
"Eigi skal hoggva," sag6i Snorri.
"Hogg bu," sag6i Simon.
"Eigi skal hoggva," sag6i Snorri.
Eftir bat veitti Arni honum banasar, ok ba6ir beir Porsteinn
unnu a honum. (p. 454)

Simon knutr told Arni to strike
him. "You shall not strike,"
said Snorri. "Strike," said
Simon. "You shall not strike,"
said Snorri. After that Arni
gave him his deathwound and both
Porsteinn and Simon struck at him,

The other execution scene occurs at the very end of the saga, as
if to crown the sequence.

1

The victim here is E>6r6r Andreasson,

who like Sturla Sighvatsson and Snorri, had been at times both ally
and opponent to Gizurr and at this time has been plotting to take
Gizurr's life.

I>6r6r is captured in 1264 by a ruse at a meeting

1. Petur Sigur6sson op. cit. (p. 141) points out that this passage does
not flatter Gizurr and he does not think it could have been written
This view does not contradict my own that
by a friend of Gizurr's.
Sturla strove to write impartially; he was allied with Gizurr at
the time of the incident. But Petur Sigur6sson also believes that
Sturla did not write chapter 200. He suggests it was added by the
compiler from information from a separate pattr about the Andreassons' opposition to the jarl. Johannesson argues that there are
later additions to Sturla's work in chapters 198-199 (Jon Johannesson, Stur. 2, pp. xxxvii-xxxviii), but he inclines to the view
that chapter 200 is Sturla's own (p. xxxviii). Nothing conclusive
can be said about this at present. When I write here as if the
passage comes from Sturla's hand, I do so only to point out that
it contributes to the design of Gizurr's career evident in the
rest of the saga and it is wholly consistent stylistically with
passages known to be Sturla's.
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called ostensibly to work out a settlement between Por6r and Gizurr.
Gizurr keeps him prisoner overnight, but declares his decision by
morning that he will have £or6r executed.

When £>6r6r is led out

after being shriven, he at first asks Gizurr to forgive him, perhaps
hoping for mercy:

E>6r6r maelti ba: "Pess vil ek
bidja bik, Gizurr jarl, at bu
fyrirgefir mer bat, er ek hefi
af gert vid bik." (p. 534)

Then 5>6r6r spoke: "I will ask
this of you, Jarl Gizurr, that
you forgive me that which I
have done to you."

Gizurr's reply in the saga is both unrelenting and mocking ift its
explicitness, as if Gizurr is amused at &6r6r's predicament:
Gizurr jarl svarar: "I?at vil
ek gera, begar bu ert dau6r."

Jarl Gizurr answers: "I will
do that when you are dead."

Against this promise of doom, £>6r6r makes a wild leap for freedom.

The record of this attempt dignifies ]?6r6r's last moments with

bravery; it also marks a pattern among Gizurr's victims: the first
was wounded and passive; the second made a frightened verbal protest;
the last makes a futile struggle to escape and dies with dignity,
making a cross of his body (p. 534).

Gizurr stands aloof though not

so distantly as at Snorri's execution, for he guarantees £>6r6r's
death with an action chillingly thorough and a stony command to
the henchman:
Gizurr jarl breifa6i i sarit ok
ba6 hann hoggva annat, ok sva
ger6i hann. (p. 534)

Jarl Gizurr felt in the wound
and told him to strike again,
and he did so.
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After this incident, Sturla £or6arson delays the end of Jslendinga
Saga only to remark a subsequent calm in events:
Nu varu kyrr ti6indi henna vetr
eftir her a Island!. Sat
Gizurr jarl heima a Sta6.
(p. 534)

The news was peaceful the following
winter here in Iceland. Jarl
Gizurr sat at home at Sta6r.

This statement concludes Gizurr's quarrel with the Andreassons, the
sequence of his grim executions, and the eighty years of conflict
and violence recorded by the saga.

The statement also places Gizurr's

figure with symbolic finality, the checkmate to the independence of
the Icelandic republic.

If these were the only accounts of Gizurr in Islendinga Saga, he
would indeed appear a legendary figure and rather a black one.

For

although no moral judgment is pronounced upon him, there is much in the
manner of telling which encourages the reader to judge Gizurr for
himself.

Sturla E>6r6arson balances this portrait, however, by

several saga accounts which reveal a tender element in Gizurr's
nature, especially towards his family and friends.

The bond between

him and his father has already been mentioned (see above, p. 399 ),
a bond different in nature but comparable in strength to that between
Sighvatr Sturluson and his son Sturla (see below, pp. 4149 ff^ ).

But

the most extensive evidence of Gizurr's tender nature is provided
in Sturla's account of the Flugumyrarbrenna.
(pp. 488 ffj.

This is discussed below

Here Gizurr is not repellent; his words and actions strongly

attract the reader's sympathy; and the tragic elements in the account
create by the end a cumulative pathos which reaches its climax in
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Gizurr's violent and involuntary outburst of tears after the burning.
Sturla conveys the actuality of the man and deliberately balances
the conventional and legendary elements in the design of Gizurr's
career in the saga.

This career, as Sturla represents it, depends upon

the careers of other men, great and small: Sturla Sighvatsson, Snorri
Sturluson, E>6r6r Andreasson, and the participants at Flugumyrarbrenna.

This interdependence suggests that no separate Gizurar Saga
2
can have existed. Petur Sigur6sson also argues the non-existence
3
of Gizurar Saga, refuting B.M. Olsen, but their controversy is
concerned primarily with availability of sources and the interpretation
of ambiguous factual discrepancies between certain passages in
Islendinga Saga and Hakonar Saga.

Except for Petur Sigur6sson's

reference to the absence of any evidence of insertion in the FluguH.
myrarbrenna account, neither scholar uses literary arguments. To
my knowledge, the design in the Gizurr material and its importance to
the structural integrity of Islendinga Saga are first demonstrated
in this dissertation.

Although Sturla's selective record of Gizurr's career contributes
to the structure of the saga, it does so without reducing the complexity
of connections between events.

It acts, as has been said, as a bold

streak dominating the weave, providing an element of pattern where
there is otherwise an intricately and continuously connected, but
unpatterned, series of events.
1.

Gunnar Benediktsson, op. cit. p. 182, though he does not trace Gizurr's
career in the saga or remark on its design, mentions that the presentation
of Gizurr in the Flugumyrarbrenna account contrasts with the repugnance
of the man as portrayed elsewhere in the saga: "Vi6 sjaum hann £ nyju
Ijosi an alls misraemis vi6 basr myndir, sem a6rar frasagnir Islendingasogu
syna okkur af honum, svo olikar sem bser bo eru."

2.

Petur Sigur6sson, op. cit., pp. 24 ff

3.

Bjorn M. Olsen, Urn Sturlunga, in Safn til Sogu Islands, Volume III
(Reykjavik, 1902), especially pp. 320-384

**.

Petur Sigurdsson, op. cit., p. 114
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IV

Sturla conveys the passionate impetus, complexity, and infectiousness of events

Motives to action and the consequent pattern of events are not
often easy to predict in life, nor to determine and understand with
hindsight, especially at times of great upheaval and violence.

Even

at the distance of decades, historians are still trying to interpret
the events which led to and became the great wars of this century.
The conflicts in thirteenth century Iceland were not on so large a
scale, but their causes and development were no less easy to interpret by contemporaries.

Sturla, therefore, instead of imposing

an interpretive order of his own, attempts to capture the way the
progression of events appeared to those living at the time.

To this

end he refuses in his accounts to simplify the complex interlocking
of events or to cut away from the mesh of individual figures' motives
for their involvement and actions.

Scholars have not recognised that this approach to the material
is a deliberate narrative practice of Sturla's.

Jon Johannesson

concludes, without instance, that the saga is unfinished on the
grounds that the connection of events is weak and unclear:
Yfirsyn skortir vi6a hja honum,
ok samhengi er oft har61a oljost.
En flestir beir gallar geta
veri6 sprottnir af bvi, a6
sagan hafi veri6 frumdrog fremur
en fullkomi6 verk.
Gunnar Benediktsson

2

has stated, also without instance, that parts

of the saga are chaotic, containing detail with no significance for
the narrative thread; this he suggests, is the fault of the compiler
1.

Jon Johannesson, Sturl. 2, p. xl

2.

Gunnar Benediktsson, op. cit., p. 177
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Nokkrir hlutar bokarinnar eru
ruglingslegir fro61eiksmolar,
sem gatu veri6 i sinu gildi
sem fro61eikur a peirri ti6,
en eru nu truflandi i heildarfrasogninni, daufir og an
sambands vi6 meginbaetti
sogunnar. Ver6ur a6 lita a
pa sem aosenda safnandanum
e6a minnisgreinar sem hann
hefur hripa6 upp i flyti,
en aldrei unni6 ur.
Robert Glendinning,

when discussing Sturla's aims in writing tslendinga

Saga, has suggested that the only framework in the saga is supplied by
the role of the principal families in events; the material is otherwise
incoherent:
Ganz offensichtlich wollte Sturla &6r6arson zweierlei mit
seiner Saga erreichen: ein moglichst ausfuhrliches und vollstandiges Tagebuch der Bevolkerung Westislands schreiben,...
und zugleich die Geschichte der eigenen Familie .als den
zentralen Baupfeiler, als den Sinntrager seines unfangreichen und an sich wenig zusammenhangenden Stoffes vorlegen.
English scholars have criticised the author's methods as careless:
Great and small happenings are seen without sufficient
perspective, and every farmer in Iceland seems to intrude
on his canvas.^
...a mass of detail is occasionally lavished on an insignificant incident... the humour and boldness with which Snorri
disregards all useless facts...Sturla does not possess.
1.

Robert Glendinning, Traume und Vorbedeutung in der Islendinga Saga
Sturla Thordarsons (Frankfurt, 1974), p. 228

2.

Bertha Philpotts, Edda and Saga (London, 1931) p. 220

3.

Gu6brandur Vigfusson, Prolegomena to Sturlunga Saga (Oxford, 1878)
volume 1, p. cvii
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The carelessness these English scholars attribute to the author
belongs rather to the saga figures themselves.

only

I can point to

one case in the saga where a man is shown to involve himself in a
dispute after conscious reasoning and on the basis of an abstract
principle.

Jon Loftsson, when asked to support E>orvaldr Gizurarson

in the case of compensation for Einarr Porgilsson, points out that he
has no emotional incentive himself, since his relationship with Einarr
was not of a nature to create it:
"Pat eitt var vinfengi okkart
Einars, at mer er fyrir pa sok
engi vandi a pessu mali."
(p. 230)

"Given the state of our friendship, Einarr's and mine, I feel
no obligation in this case."

However, he agrees to support the case for the sake of justice and to
preserve the social and political hierarchy:
"En po pykkir mer i ovasnt
efni komit, ef pat skal eigi
retta, er skillitlir menn
drepa ni6r hofdingja, ok vil
ek bvi heita per minni Ii6veizlu um petta mal, pa er
til pings kemr."

"And yet it seems to me that
matters are come to a hopeless
pass if justice cannot be
achieved when men of little
integrity slay chieftains, and
I will therefore promise you my
support in that case when it comes
to the ping."

This record of Jon's statement shows that Sturla was not incapable
of presenting the clear reasoning behind the actions of the saga
figures where it was obvious and probably common knowledge.

Evidence

of clear ratiocination in Sturla's work has also been remarked
in the speeches in Hakonar Saga (see Chapter Four, 307 ff.).

But

when Sturla records in Islendinga Saga the issue of large political
controversies, he makes motives plain without explicit statement such
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as is attributed to Jon.

For instance, in one specific manifestation

of the far reaching struggle between clergy and chieftains, the evident
catalyst is Kolbeinn Tumason's jealous determination to achieve
supremacy:
Hann kaus vi6 ra6 vina sinna
Gu6mund prest inn go6a Arason
til biskups...0k varu pau
or6tok margra manna, at
Kolbeinn vildi pvi Gu6mund til
biskups kjosa, at hann pottist
pa ra6a bas6i leik monnum ok
kennimonnum fyrir nor6an land.
(p. 238)

He chose with the advice of his
friends the priest Gu6mundr
Arason the good to be bishop...
and it was the talk of many men
that Kolbeinn wanted Gu6mundr
to be chosen because he intended to
control both laymen and clergy
in the north.

a er Gu6mundr biskup kom ut
. . .Var biskup allt minni
Iei6ingama6r ok ra6gjarnari
en sva sem Kolbeinn aetladi.
(p. 243).

When Bishop Gu6mundr came back
from abroad...The bishop was
altogether less the easily led
man and more ambitious than
Kolbeinn had anticipated.

These statements reveal that the motivation for the subsequent disputes
between Gu6mundr and Kolbeinn is a complexity of greed for power and
reaction against clerical assertiveness.

In accounts of localised occurrences, there is considerable
evidence that Sturla deliberately refused to attribute motives to the
saga figures.

In some instances, this may be because he was unsure

of the motive behind a person's behaviour, as in chapter 5 (1195)
when Porgils Skeggjason is blinded by Gu6mundr Steinsson.

From

what Sturla says, Gu6mundr's blow was entirely accidental:
stakk Gu6mundr oxinni a bak
ser, sva at hann leit eigi til,
ok kom £ auga Porgilsi, ok
var6 hann einsynn. (p. 233)

Gu6mundr swung his axe over
his shoulder without looking
behind him and it struck
£>orgils in the eye so that
he became one-eyed.
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What remains unclear is why I>orgils is directly behind Gu6mundr, who
is walking with Porgils' daughter after church.

Does he pursue the couple

in anger or with the friendly intention of joining their stroll?
Hana leiddi Gu6mundr Steinsson
a gotu fra ti6um. £>orgils
hljop eftir peim.
bar at...(p. 233)

En er hann

Gu6mundr Steinsson accompanied
her along the path after the
service. Porgils ran after them,
But when he reached them...

Nothing has been said to suggest that enmity already existed between
Gu6mundr and ]?orgils an d the reader may only speculate about Eorgils1
motive.

The incident is important to the narrative because the enmity

it produces fuels a dispute already existing between Hamundr Gilsson
and Eor6r rau6r, friends of Porgils and Gu6mundr respectively.

This

dispute leads to violence and eventually draws in many of the powerful
chieftains, including the Sturlungs.

Elsewhere, the absence of any explicit motivation in some of
Sturla's reports suggests that impetuous behaviour was the result of
uncontrolled, passionate reaction to circumstances.

In 1191, for instance,

(pp. 231-232), the four Sturlusynir - £>6r6r, Sighvatr, Snorri, and
Sveinn - still young men, catch a thief at the bath at Sslingsdalr
while they are on a journey to Saurbasr.

With no regard for the proper

legal procedure, they decide to hang the culprit, but are foiled in
their plans by Hallr Arason, who lets the thief escape.

£or6r

Sturluson then gives his anger full vent, insisting on an attack on
Hallr, in spite of his mother's efforts to prevent it:
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V16 pat var6 £>6r6r Sturluson
sva rei6r, at hann^ba6 ganga
at beim. Gu6ny, mo6ir bans, ^
belt honum ok fleiri^menn. I>a
eggja6i hann br#6r sina, Svein

At that, Poror Sturluson became
so angry that he called for an
attack on them. Gu6ny, his
mother, restrained him along
with more people, Then he egged

ok Sighvat.

on his brothers, Sveinn and Sighvart,

(p. 232)

Yet as soon as a man is killed in the quarrel, £>6r6r's anger flares down
again, as suddenly as it was sparked:
Ear va

Amundi Bergsson bann

mann, er P>6rhallr bet.

En er

Eor6r vissi pat, pa ba6 hann
ba Svein haetta atsokninni, ok
var sva gert. (p. 232)

There Amundi Bergsson killed the
man called Porhallr.

And when

£>6r6r knew that, then he asked
Sveinn to stop the attack. And
that was done.

This incident makes no causal connection with subsequent events in the
saga, but the impulsive response of the Sturlusons is characteristic
of the way people behave during the period; all are ready to take the
law into their own hands.

But there are few men in the saga who seem

capable of recovering their sobriety as quickly as E>6r6r does here.

Even where a saga figure does have a premeditated plan of action,
Sturla does not reveal it to the reader in advance, but only allows
it to emerge through the actions of the participants.

In his record

of Eyjolfr Karsson's trip from Vi6idalr in 1216, Sturla achieves this by
a consumate control over narrative pace and detail, although his selection
only acquires significance as the events unfold.

Initially, the pace

is extremely swift, but it is nonetheless essential that the reader
follows the geographical pattern of Eyjolfr's movements which Sturla
traces so briefly:
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En eftir pat recbst Eyjolfr
Karsson vestr i fjor6u ok
fekk Herdisar Hrafnsdottur
Sveinbjarnarsonar. Henni
fylg6i heiman land at
Stokkum a Rau6asandi.
E>a er Eyjolfr var a Eyri
me6 magum sinum, fystist
hann at fara nor6r £ Vi6idal
at erindum sinum. Hann haf6i
sveit manna. Sveinbjorn,
magr bans, var vi6 honum.
E>eir foru nor6an Haukadalsskar6 ok dvoldust fyrir nedan
gar6 i Snoksdal. (p. 264)

And after that Eyjolfr Karsson
moved west in the fjords and
married Herdis Hrafnsdottir
Sveinbjarnarsonar. The estate
at Stakkar in Rau6asand went
with her as her dowry.
When Eyjolfr was at Eyrr with
in-laws, he became
his
eager to go north to Vi6idalr
on his business. He had a company
of men. Sveinbjorn, his brotherin-law, was with him. They went
from the north from Haukadalsskar6
and paused below the enclosure
at Snoksdalr.

This provides the narrative framework for what follows.

For those with

the geographical knowledge Sturla evidently assumes, it is clear that
after Eyjolfr moved from his home in Vatnsdalr west to Stakkar at the
northwest tip of Brei6afjor6r, he visited his brother-in-law at Eyrr
mid-point on the south coast of Brei6afjor6r and then journeyed back
to Vi6idalr on business with a large company, including his brother-inlaw.

On the road home through the mountain pass Haukadalsskar6, which

leads from HrutafjorSr into Brei6afjor6r, Eyjolfr and his men make a
stop below Snoksdalr, ostensibly to get horses for the last stage of
the joruney back to Eyrr.

From this, the attentive reader will anticipate some act of
vengeance from Eyjolfr, because

Sturla has previously mentioned

Snoksdalr (p.264)as the home of Porarinn Grimsson, a man who had
supplied the Mi6fir6ingar with food, weapons, and men for their confrontation
with Eyjolfr and the Vi6idaelir (pp. 262-263).

But the precise nature

of Eyjolfr's intentions are kept mysterious as long as possible
and the facts provided are puzzling.

First, Sturla mentions that

Eyjolfr calls the priest from the farm, but without declaring any
reason:

121

sendi Eyjolfr heim eftir
Gelli presti Hoskuldssyni,
er par song. (p. 26M-)

Then Eyjolfr sent to the homestead
for the priest, Gellir Hoskuldsson,
who chanted mass there.

Eyjolfr then holds a private conference with one of his men, whom he sends
with three others up to the farm, ostensibly to ask for horses, which
would be needed for the return journey to Eyrr:
Eyjolfr kalla6i a tal vi6 sik
&orberg, fylg6armann sinn, ok
tala6i vi6 hann einmasli. Si6an
ba6 hann pa fara heim ok bi6ja
E>6rarin bonda hrossa ut a
Holmlatr. Peir aetlu6u at fara
lit a Eyri ok pa6an vestr a
skipum. (p. 26M-)

Eyjolfr called ]?orbergr, his
follower, to talk to him, and
spoke privately with him. Then
he told him to go to the homestead
and ask for horses from out at
Holmlatr from Porarinn, "the farmer.
They intended to go out to Eyrr
and from there west by ship.
(i.e. back to Stakkar)

The substance of the secret parley only becomes evident when the four
men attack and fatally wound Porarinn, as well as a deacon visiting
at the farm who tries to defend him, as the farmer indicates where the
horses are.

When this has been accomplished, Eyjolfr sends the priest

back to the farm and rides off:
En peir forbergr sneru ofan
til mots vi6 Eyjolf ok sog6u
presti, at bonda peetti mal,
at hann kaemi heim. Ri6u
peir Eyjolfr a brott.
(p. 265)

And i>orbergr and the others turned
back to meet Eyjolfr and they
told the priest• • it
to be
• -» seemed
- ^,
the farmer's^
that he c&me
home. Eyjolfr and his men ride
away at once.

It would seem from this that Eyjolfr originally called the priest away
because he did not want him involved in the fighting and to ensure
that there would be a priest for the man he meant to kill.

This

implicit motive is consistent with Eyjolfr's background and subsequent
actions.

He was the son of a monk (p. 262) and later became an ardent

and fearless supporter of Bishop Gu6mundr.
1.

See below, pp.

431-33.
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Sturla's presentation of this incident offers the reader the
view of a contemporary witness not in Eyjolfr's confidence, a man
such as Eyjolfr's brother-in-law, Sveinbjorn Hrafnsson.

Though he

is present at the killing of &6rarinn, he is not said to strike
any blows and he later swears he was not privy to the plan of attack:
Sveinbjorn swore an oath that
Sveinbjorn vann eiS, at hann
hef6i eigi vitat vigit. (p. 265) he had not been a party to the
killing.
Eyjolfr, however, is held liable for the plot, a decision which Sturla's
account justifies:
En Eyjolfr gait fyrir £at, er
honum varu fjorra6 kennd. (p.

But Eyjolfr paid because the plan
was attributed to him.

265)

Sturla's control of his material even in this minor incident shows
that he has perfect command of the motives and reasoning behind the
1
actions of the saga figures, even though he regularly refuses to
explain them.
1.

Incidents not tightly woven into the complex sequence of events in the
saga are rare. Two such incidents occur in chapter 141 where the style
is more leisured and reasoning is better supplied than in the main
stream of Sturla's narration. The first incident concerns the killing
of Kolbeinn Arnorsson's uncle., Vermundr Tumason, by the son of his
neatherd, a man he had dismissed on a charge of theft - a charge the
narrative neither refutes nor supports. Kolbeinn has the neatherd's
son pursued and killed in turn, and no further repercussions are
mentioned in Islendinga Saga. Perhaps the incident is meant to
indicate Kolbeinn's unopposed authority in the north.
It is more difficult to fathom Sturla's reason for recording the
other incident, which forms an interlude between the killing of
Vermundr Tumason and the revenge taken by Kolbeinn. In a dream,
Gu6mundr Gunnarsson is told of the killing of Geirr that same night
at Hornskarpr (p. 441). Neither of these men appear anywhere else in
Islendinga Saga or in Sturlunga Saga as a whole. Perhaps Sturla
included the passage as further evidence of the spreading of violence
to all levels of social importance and the troubled nature of people's
subconscious minds during the period. Johannesson makes no comment
in his notes to the text, nor does Sigur6sson in his book.
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It can also be demonstrated, by tracing the connections between
events for any given period of the narrative, that Sturla's control
extends to whole series of events and that he provides all the
information necessary to follow the connections and human motives,
except where such information is provided by other sagas.

What he

does not provide - and it is this which has misled Philpotts, Vigfusson, and Johannesson - is the explicit assistance for a reader engaged
in pursuing the sequence of events which is offered in other sagas
in the Sturlung collection.

In E>6r6ar s. kakala, for instance, the

author carefully reminds his reader that a figure has appeared before and
in what circumstances, even when the figure in question has only been
absent for a single chapter.

Chapters 12 to 15 of E»6r5ar s. provide

two examples of this:
Chapter 12

Asbjorn Gu6mundarson sendi hann E>6r6r nor6r til
Steingrimsfjar6ar ok ba tuttugu saman. (p. 26)

Chapter 14

Asbjorn Gu6mundarson for til Steingrimsfjar6ar, sem
ver gatum fyrr. (p. 27)

Chapter 13

Setti hann (Kolbeinn) ba Brodda, mag sinn, hof6ingja yfir skipali6inu. Skipti hann ba Ii6inu
i tva sta6i, en hann aetla6i sjalfr at fara landveg. Var bat ba eitt i or6i at ey6a Vestfjor6u.,
(p. 27)

Chapter 15

Nu er bar til mals at taka, er Kolbeinn Arnorsson haf6i sent ba Brodda til Vestfjar6a. (p. 29)

In Islendinga Saga, Sturla usually omits reminders and directions
of this kind.

He offers all the necessary facts, but only once; he

does not summarise the essentials of previous actions or conflicts
even when they have repercussions on events much later in the narrative
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The reader, therefore, unless possessed of an astonishing memory,
must continually go back over the pages of the saga, just as
contemporaries must have consulted their memories, in order to
account for the direction events are shown to take.

The saga reader

in this way apprehends like a contemporary the rapid infectiousness
and swift branching of occurrences, even though there is no confusion
in the mind of the author himself.

To demonstrate this, a detailed

analysis is now offered of three of the interlocking series of events
for the years 1199 to 1237.

Although the material has been somewhat

simplified and arranged in sequence here, the years and page numbers
provided in the margin indicate how the various threads reappear in
the saga narrative.

1

The Rise of factions for and against the Bishop of Holar

1199

a)
(p. 237)

Sigur6r Ormsson at Svinafell quarrels with

Saemundr Jonsson over property in Si6a.

Scemundr's

father had held this in trust, but the heirs live
in Sigurdr's territory.

(p. 237)

b)

Sigur6r Ormsson refuses a settlement on the

advice of Kolbeinn Tumason and Sighvatr Sturluson,
his relatives by marriage |Sigur6r Ormsson had
married twice into Kolbeinn Tumason's family,
first his half-sister, then his mother;

Sighvatr

Sturluson had married Kolbeinn's sisterA , and places
his own agent at Si6a.
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(p. 237)

c)

Sasmundr Jonsson has the agent killed and summons

Sigur6r Ormsson to an assembly at which he is outlawed, because he is outnumbered by Saemundr.

Both

Sighvatr Sturluson and Kolbeinn Tumason are prevented
from attending and supporting Sigur6r because the
roads are impassable.

The Bishop of Skalholt later

arranges a fair settlement but honour goes to Saemundr
Jonsson.
(p. 238)

1201

Kolbeinn and Sighvatr are greatly displeased.

d)
(p. 238)

Kolbeinn Tumason arranges for a bishop whom he thinks

he can control to be elected to Holar. \The sequence of
events implies that Kolbeinn has learned from c) above
to beware the power of bishopsj .

(p. 239)
1202

Kolbeinn brings his mother and Sigur6r Ormsson north
to manage the Holar estates.

(pp. 239240)

The bishop later sends

Sigur6r Ormsson to raise an establishment at &vera,
a place of special importance to Sigur6r because his

1203

father had died there as a monk.

Soon after this

the bishop moves Sigur6r to M66ruvellir.

This

sequence of events suggests that something of the
basis for the rift that develops between Sigur6r
and the bishop may be that Sigur6r resented being
moved from Pvera so soon.
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1205

e)
(p. 244-)

Violent quarrels arise when the bishop condemns

and opposes Kolbeinn, Sigur6r Ormsson, and Hallr
Kleppjarnsson for vicious injustices, especially
against clerics.

1206 (p. 245)

Hallr and Sigur6r make peace with the bishop temporarily,

1208

f)
(pp. 246248)

In renewed attacks on the bishop, Kolbeinn is

killed.by a stray stone.

Sigur6r Ormsson and Arnorr,

Kolbeinn Tumason's brother, secretly desert Hallr
* (p. 249)

Kleppjarnsson, who then makes lasting peace with
the bishop.

12091211

g)
(pp. 250255)

After continued persecution by Sigur6r Ormsson

and Arnorr Tumason, the bishop goes to stay with
Hallr Kleppjarnsson.

1213

Bishop Gu6mundr and Arnorr Tumason go abroad separately
(p. 260)

at the request of the Archbishop of Ni6aros, £orir.
Arnorr goes to discuss a settlement with the bishop
at Ni6aros.

Subsequent events now show that Hallr has Sigur6r Ormsson's
relatives - Sighvatr Sturluson and Kolbeinn's two nephews (see 2. d
below) - ranged against him.
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2

Tumi Sighvatssorvs go6ord
a)

1203
(p. 243)

to his fosterson Tumi Sighvatsson, still a child.

b)

1211
(p. 258)

Sigur6r Ormsson has given a go6or6 in the north

Sigur6r Ormsson and Arnorr Tumason ask Sighvatr

Sturluson to come north and take over this go6or6.
Sighvatr stays with Sigur6r Ormsson in Eyjafjor6r.
This puts Sighvatr in a position to become involved
in local quarrels there.

c)

1211
(p. 257)

In Eyjafjor6r there is animosity between Hallr

Kleppjarnsson and Kalfr Guttormsson, arising from
lawsuits (for example, over the rights to a dead
whale) and exacerbated by mocking verses against
Kalfr.

d)

12111212

Kalfr secures Sighvatr Sturluson's tacit approval

and support and ambushes and kills Hallr Kleppjarnsson,
(p. 258)

Kalfr is accompanied in this by the two nephews of
Sighvatr Sturluson's wife and of Kolbeinn Tumason
[it would seem because Hallr had supported the bishoj^J
Kalfr is outlawed by Hallr's brother, \No assistance
from Sighvatr is mentioned].
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e)
(p. 287)

Tumi Sighvatsson demands the northern go6or6

from his father, Sighvatr, who refuses it, not
wishing to lessen his power in the north.

Tumi

then drives the bishop from Holar and settles
there "as if it were his patrimony" - sva sem bat
vasri hans f66urleif6.

(pp. 287288)

f)

The bishop's supporters, including Eyjolfr

Karason [see 3 below], Aron Hjorleifsson, "'"and
The life of Aron Hjorleifsson and his role in events in thirteenth
century Iceland is related in considerable detail in Arons s.
Hjorleifsson, including a much longer account of the Grimseyjarfor than in Islendinga Saga. (See Jslendinga Saga, Sturl. 1, pp.
290-293; Arons s. , Sturl. 2, pp. 244-252), though the two accounts
do not contradict each other in the facts. It is widely held that
Arons s. is the younger of the two sagas (See Johannesson, volume 2,
pp. xlix-1) and it has been suggested on the basis of certain late
verses included, as well as the use of certain terms suggesting a
post-republican author, that Arons s. was written as late as
1350. (Kurt Schier, Sagaliteratur (Stuttgart, 1970), p. 66,
suggests a more cautious 1340, but this in no way weakens
Johannesson's argument). Johannesson has also remarked on the
artificial quality of the amplification of detail in Arons s.
compared with Sturla E>6r6arson's more spare and seemingly
authentic account. The Arons s. writer approaches both narrative
and discourse in a significantly more leisurely fashion, forfeiting
the immediacy of the Islendinga Saga version and at the same time
introducing a distinct hagiographical element. In the Grimseyjarfor
account, for instance, Sturla's report of the bishop's participation
is kept very brief:
Isl. s. p. 290: Biskup gekk til kirkju ok nokkurir prestar me6
honum. Eyjolfr Karsson var mest fyrir biskupsmonnum.
Sumir menn skriftu.6ust vi6 biskup, a6r beir gengu of an.
Isl. s. p. 291: Aron fekk ba sin vapn einhverjum beira felaga,
en gekk eftir vapnum Tumanautrum ok for i.

En er harm kom at kirkjugar6i, gekk biskup a mot honum
ok spur6i, ef hann vildi skriftast.
Aron kva6 eigi torn at bvi.
"Ver go5r vi6 fataka menn," segir biskup - "en sjast
munum vit enn."
Aron kva6 sik dreymt hafa, at biskup Ieg6i yfir hann
skikkju sina urn nottina.
Aron hljop i vik eina, ok varu beir bar ellifu til
varnar.
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continued from previous page:
In the corresponding passages in Arons s_. both the more leisurely
treatment and the clerical element are plain. These features impose an
interpretation on events from which Sturla J>6r6arson abstains:
Arons s. p. 245: Gu6mundr biskup stendr upp ok gengr til kirkju me6
klerkum sinum, en talar nokkurum fogrum or6um fyrir monnum sinum
ok po faum, bvi at eigi var tomsfund til at msla sva margt gott
sem hann myndi vilja.
Arons s. pp. 245-246:

Selr nu af hondum sin vapn peim monnum, sem

honum (Aroni). potti likligastr til, at vel myndi neyta. Snyr hann
nu heim ok mastir Gu6mundi biskup i kirkjugar6inum ok klerkasveit
hans med honum, ok kve6r Aron biskup, en hann svarar honum bli61iga,
bvi at hann elska6i Aron meir en alby6u mann, sem si6an bykkir
nokkur raun hafa a borit. For nu Aron skjott ok vapnar sik
me6 oruggi brynju ok go6um hjalmi ok sterki hlif. It fjor6a vapn
var mikit sax - sem stor sver6, ok var pat it agaetasta vapn.
Aron snyr skjott ut.
Er nu biskup enn fyrir honum ok laetr vel yfir pessum tiltekjum, "ok vil ek nu, sonr minn, at pu gangir til skriftar vi6 mik."
"Ekki er nu torn til bess, herra," segir Aron, "bvi at eigi
mun bykkja of bykkskipat til varnarinnar, ok er jafnan munr undir
mannsli6i."
"Vel er slikt maelt," segir biskup, "en po skyldir pu sem trumestr
vera, sonr minn, ok vertu sem bezt vi6 fataka menn."
Nu blezar biskup hann ok maelt i: "Sva segir mer hugr um,at bu
komir hart ni6r af Sturlungum, en bo vaentir mik, at vit sjaipst
enn si6ar_._n
Ok bykkir bat or6in in mesta spasaga, pvi at pat potti pa £
mestu olikindi fyrst i sta6 ok sva jafnan si6an.
Nu ferr Aron Iei6 sina ok kemr til manna sinna, en Gu6mundr
biskup var eftir heima ok ba6 Aron vel fara.
The common details are underscored in each case. Though this is only
one small instance, the stylistic differences between the two Grimseyjarfor accounts are characteristic of all passages where the
sagas relate the same events. In this context the versions of the
attack on Tumi Sighvatsson at Holar make an equally illuminating
comparion (fsl. s., pp. 287-288);(Arons s. pp. 243-244).
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Einarr skemmingr [the brother of the man, Hafr,

1222_

estate for his

who manages Hallr Kleppjarnsson's
widow and sons (see 2. g below)
(p. 288)

surround and

capture Tumi and his men, including

one of the

nephews °f Kolbeinn Tumason who was at the killing
of Hallr.

Einarr skemmingr is the only man

prepared to kill Tumi.

The nephew of Kolbeinn

is also killed.
(Einarr skemmingr dies of a nose-bleed a few months
later.)

So in the killing of Tumi Sighvatsson animosity against his father
is shown to play a large part, because people in Hallr Kleppjarnsson's
circle think that Sighvatr dealt treacherously in the quarrel between
Hallr and Kalfr:
I?eir menn, er eigi varu vinir Sighvats, maeltu bat, at
hann hef6i eigi heilliga farit i skiptum peira Kalfs
Guttormssonar ok Halls, (p. 289)

g)

1222
(pp. 289290)

Hafr, brother of the man who killed Tumi Sighvats-

son, is mysteriously killed, probably by Gunnarr kumbi,
who had a grudge against Hafr, at Sighvatr Sturluson's
instigation.

1232 (p. 338)

h)

Another man, the itinerant Jon Birnuson, suspected

of the killing of Hafr, vows on his deathbed ten
years later that he was innocent of Hafr's killing.
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3 The Role of Eyjolfr Karsson
a)

1216
(p. 262)

Eyjolfr Karsson, in Vatnsdalr, provokes a feud

with the house of Gisli Bergsson at Reykir in
Mi6fjor6r, by paying attentions to a widowed
daughter of Gisli.

(pp. 262263)

Mocking verses are composed

against her protective relatives in Mi6fjor6r by
the men of Vi6idalr, who support Eyjolfr.

(p. 263)

b)

The Mi6fir6ingar and Vi6daelir meet in violent

confrontation at Mel in Mi6fjor6r.

Snorri

Sturluson, the local go6i, is present but unable
to stop the fighting, which is eventually achieved
(p. 264-)

by a local farmer.

Snorri later arranges a

temporary settlement.

(p. 264)

c)

Eyjolfr marries in the west and on his way back

there from doing business in Vi6idalr, he has
Porarinn Grimsson killed at Snoksdalr, a man
who had supplied the Mi6fir6ingar at Mel.
(See above, pp. 419 ff.).

(p. 265)

d)

The case against Eyjolfr for the killing is

handled by i>6r6r Sturluson because his brother,
Sighvatr, who is the go6i, is north in the go6or6
of Sigur6r Ormsson. (see 2. b)
Sighvatr resents the interference.
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e)
(pp. 265266)

The enmity between Eyj6lfr and Gisli Bergsson

and his men flares up repeatedly until Snorri
Sturluson settles them again.

(p. 266)

Eyjolfr then

moves out to Flatey and is joined there by Aron
Hjorleifsson, the estranged foster-brother of
Sturla Sighvatsson.

1218

f)
(p. 272)

On their return from abroad (See 1. g above),

Arnorr Tumason, Kolbeinn Tumason's brother,
abducts Bishop Gu6mundr from Holar and imprisons
him in a tent, intending to force him to go

1219

abroad again.
(pp. 272273)

Outraged by this, Eyjolfr Karsson

has the bishop rescued.

The events of 3. d,e,and f attract to Eyjolfr the animosity of
Sighvatr Sturluson and his sons, which now has direct issue.

12191220

g)
(pp. 273275)

Eyjolfr accompanies the bishop in his travels

about the north and is present when the bishop is
attacked at Helgasta6r by Arnorr Tumason and

1220

Sighvatr Sturluson and his sons.
(pp. 275276)

Sighvatr has

recruited among the men from Eyjafjor6r a son
'•
.[_
of Gisli Bergsson, Gu6mundr, whom he incites
against Eyjolfr, reminding him of the battle
at Mel.

(p. 277)
!

(See above, 2. a, 2. b).

Eyjolfr

receives quarter from Arnorr Tumason.

Gu6mundr Gislason lives at this^time at Hvassafell, below Eyjafjor6r
and just north of the Djupadalsa River.
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h)

1221

Eyjolfr is with the bishop again on Malmey after

the bishop has been driven from Holar by Tumi

(p. 287)

Sighvatsson (See above 2. e).

Eyjolfr is not

named as one of the bishop's men who refused to
attack Tumi at Holar in revenge.

(pp. 288 and
290)

i)

(See above 2. f)

Eyjolfr and Aron Hjorleifsson accompany the

bishop along with others to Grimsey after Tumi
Sighvatsson is killed.
(pp. 290293)

Aron escapes, but Eyjolfr

is killed when Sighvatr Sturluson and his son
Sturla make an attack there in revenge for the
death of Tumi.

These three interlocking sequences take place before the author
was born and during his early childhood (he was only seven years old
at the time of the Grimseyjarfor) so that his command of the material
is all the more remarkable.

During Sturla's adult life, power became concentrated in the
hands of fewer chieftains and the issues more sharply polarised, so
that the interlocking of sequences in the narrative is correspondingly
less complex.
alter.

Nevertheless, Sturla's form of presentation does not

He persists in refusing to offer the reader explicit guidance

in following the sequence of events; he does not tell us the geography
of people's movements; he leaves motivation inexplicit where none
seems to have been known; and he continues to include localised
quarrels where these can be seen to lead to more serious disputes
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among the most prominent chieftains.

All these features are evident

in Sturla's presentation of the origins of the conflict between
Gizurr £orvaldsson and Sturla Sighvatsson:

a)

1228
(pp. 323324)

Kolr inn au6gi Arnason, a foster-brother of

Andreas Sasmundarson Jonssonar, living at Kolbeinssta6r, has been attacked (the reason is not given)
by Dagstyggr Jonsson, the son of a small farmer
living on Snorri Sturluson's land.

Dagstyggr is

then harboured by Snorri.

b)

1231
(p. 343)

Dagstyggr is killed, after leaving the assembly

at Reykjaholt, by the east-fjorder, Brandr, who
was hired by Ormr Jonsson Svinfellingr for the
purpose.

Ormr has been asked by Kolr Arnason to

arrange this exchange for payment.

|_0rmr Jonsson

is not related to Saemundr Jonsson] .

(p. 344)

c)

Sighvatr Sturluson and the Sturlungs threaten Ormr

at the assembly with their superior strength in
numbers, forcing him to grant self-judgment to
Snorri Sturluson, who demands forty hundreds.

Ormr

sarcastically says he will pay for the insult
Snorri thinks he has suffered, but not for Dagstyggr,
who was an outlaw.
fine.

Kolr Arnason promises to pay the
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1232

d)
(p. 359)

Ormr Jonsson establishes a friendship with

Snorri Sturluson and Snorri willingly gives up
the claim for Dagstyggr's death.

Kolr Arnason

then gives the forty hundreds to Ormr as a
gift.

This would appear to settle things satisfactorily for all, except
that Ormr's graspingness stirs up further disputes and draws in
Sturla Sighvatsson.

1237

e)
(p. 409)

Ormr Jonsson claims 100 hundreds from Kolr

Arnason in payment for the killing of Dagstyggr.
He asks Sturla Sighvatsson for help in claiming
this and it is said that they intend to share
the money.

(p. 409)

f)
Kolr expects support from his foster-brother
Andreas Ssmundarson.

(p. 410)

Andreas'

half-brother, Bjorn Saemundarson,

visits Sturla Sighvatsson at SauSafell.

Bjorn

thinks he has a claim to half Kolr's money
and agrees to let Sturla have what he wants,
but no legal arrangement is made.
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Bjorn Saemundarson then suggests to Ormr Jonsson
that Sturla Sighvatsson may intend to have all
of Kolr's money for himself.

g)

Andreas Saemundarson refuses to involve himself

with Kolr against Sturla.

Kolr then asks
Bjorn

Bjorn Samundarson to take over his case.

attempts to bribe Sturla Sighvatsson into yielding
Sturla is

in the case or giving it up altogether.

insulted by the bribe and declares it has aggravated
Kolr's case.
1238 (p. 411)

Sighvatr Sturluson warns Sturla that Kolr's money
is dirty money.

This sequence of events, e-g, is reported very briefly but is
sufficient to show that Bjorn Ssmundarson is an unscrupulous
manipulator.

Sturla Sighvatsson's reaction in g is consistent with

his hot-headed nature as presented elsewhere in the saga.

(See below,

pp. 458, 462).

h)

1238
(p. 410)

Sturla Sighvatsson sends word to Gizurr l>orvaldsson

that he will be coming south with Ormr into Gizurr's
territory to collect Kolr's money.

Gizurr agrees

to meet him east of the river Olfusa, near Gizurr's
farm at Reykir.
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(p. 412)

i)

Sturla Sighvatsson rides south with a force of

300, but Gizurr sends a messenger to meet him
below Hrafnabjorg, just below Olfusvatn, to report
that Kolr, Bjorn, and Ormr are settled and to tell
Sturla he need not come, but should turn back.
Sturla is incensed, suspecting treachery, and
sends to Gizurr to meet him west of the Hvita
at Apavatn.

(pp. 412413)

j)

At Apavatn, Sturla takes Gizurr prisoner by

a ruse and forces him to swear to go abroad.

Gizurr

is kept in custody by Ormr Jonsson, but sends
(pp. 415416)

secretly to his friends urging them to gather a
force and come to meet him at Ormr's farm at Skal.

(p. 415)

k)

While still in the south, Sturla Sighvatsson

orders Kolr to pay Ormr the 100 hundreds and takes
in trust Kolr's money.

Sturla is to have 30

hundreds of Kolr's payment to Ormr for himself.

1)

Sturla sends a man to confiscate Kolr's oxen,

but Kolr, assisted by Bjorn Saemundarson, lets
all the oxen escape from their pen so that Sturla's
man leaves empty-handed.
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Kolr is only mentioned once more in the saga when he is killed
for no declared reason by Arni beiskr in 1241 (p. 453).

Arni has not

been mentioned before this, but subsequently becomes one of Gizurr
Porvaldsson's men and is killed during the Flugumyrarbrenna (p. 491).
Though not resolved, the dispute over Kolr's money now fades from the
narrative as the more serious dispute between Sturla Sighvatsson and
Gizurr Porvaldsson takes predominance.

Presumably Sturla Sighvatsson

is too preoccupied with this to disturb Kolr any longer.

(p. 415)

m)

Sturla returns to his district in the west while

forces gather against him in the north and south.
(p. 416)

Kolbeinn ungi Arnorsson gathers men in the north
including the sons of Saemundr Jonsson - Bjorn,
Andreas, and two of their brothers - who are
forced to join by Kolbeinn's threats.

(p. 416)

Gizurr E>orvaldssonfs friends come to him at Ormr
Jonsson's farm at Skal and Ormr somewhat reluctantly
lets him go. I Clearly his refusal would not have
availed him at all against Gizurr's men_j .

(pp. 417419)

n)

Kolbeinn's and Gizurr's forces join together but

do not attack Sturla Sighvatsson before dispersing
again north and south.
(p. 419422)

(p. 420)

o)Sturla gathers forces and goes north into Kolbeinn's
district, but Kolbeinn leaves the district without
confrontation.
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After establishing the narrative framework with characteristic
brevity,

Sturla deliberately reduces the pace, reflecting here

the historical significance of the confrontation at 6rlygssta6r
and its importance to the design of the saga (See above, pp. 404 ff. ,
and below, pp. 471 ff. ).

(pp. 423439)

p)

Kolbeinn and Gizurr gather forces in the south

and attack Sturla Sighvatsson in the north at
Vi6ivellir in an enclosure called 6rlygssta6r.
Sturla Sighvatsson and his father Sighvatr are
killed there.

Sturla's record of this sequence of events not only reproduces
the infectiousness of impassioned disputation and conflict.

In

addition, it offers the unmistakable suggestion that a certain
moral slackness has become rife.

From the less powerful such as Kolr,

Bjorn, and Ormr, to the most influential such as the Sturlungs and
Gizurr, most of the saga figures do not seek to achieve their ends
in the first resort by legal means or even by straightforward physical
force, but through hired henchmen, threats, bribery, double-dealing,
and treachery.

Indeed, the ends themselves are often petty and

despicable, such as the greed for Kolr's money.

Sturla £>6r6arson

has reported the repeated instances of such morally questionable
behaviour without passing judgment.

It is his deliberate accumulation

of evidence which invites the reader to judge for himself.

Other

kinds of human responses to events are considered in the next section.

1.

For another instance, see above, pp.

419-20.
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Sturla's use of dreams and prophecies

V

While isolated dreams appear frequently in Islendinga Saga,
Sturla £>6r6arson has selected for thematic purposes several
formidable dreams which he records in concentrated groups before
some of the major occurrences in the narrative.

2

For instance,

before Arnorr Tumason and his men attack Bishop Gu6mundr in 1209
(pp. 251-54), Sturla includes two horrifying dreams which clearly
anticipate the grim work of Arnorr's vicious vengeance: the
violating of church sanctuary, the blood-spattering of the church
itself, the gruesome maiming of captives and clerics. The cir3
cumstances of these two dreams are sparsely told: "E>at dreym6i
mann i Skagafir6i.. ."; "En i Vestfjor6um.dreym6i mann..." (p. 251).
Yet the dreams themselves are elaborate, having verses as their
core.

In both, the anonymous dreamer comes upon a house and looks

in to see a strange vision.
1.

Glendinning, op. cit. , has already made an admirable and extensive
study of the dreams in Islendinga Saga. I have therefore kept my
own discussion to a few points which bear directly on the argument
of this chapter. Glendinning has demonstrated the fictional
qualities and occasional literary parallels in many of the
dreams incorporated by Sturla &6r6arson into Islendinga Saga.

2.

Some of the dreams included in Johannesson's edition of the saga
are believed to be later interpolations and not Sturla's work,
for example, the eighteen dreams on pp. 424-28 and Jorei6r's
dreams, pp. 519-22. See Glendinning, op. cit., pp. 186-92, 246.

3.

This is characteristic of many of the dreams in Islendinga Saga.
Among the notable exceptions are Sturla Sighvatsson's two dreams
(pp. 422, 430) and Gizurr ]?orvaldsson's dream (p. 429) before
the battle at Orlygssta6r.

4.

This conventional motif also appears, for instance in a dream in Njals
Saga, although the dream does not correspond to those in tslendinga"
Saga in its other elements: "Hann gekk til dyngjunnar ok sa inn i glugg
einn, er a var, ok sa, at par varu konur inni ok hof6u vef upp faer6an."
(p. 454)
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In the first dream, two women in the house rock back and forth,
like rowers, while blood rains down on them through the roof.
of them chants a verse about the blood-rain,

One

valkyries, and cursing:

all omens of death:
Roum vit, ok rourn vit,
rignir blo6i,
Gu6r ok Gondul,
fyr guma falii.
Vit skulum ra6ask
i Raftahlio,
par munum blota6ar
ok bolva6ar. (p. 251)

In the second dream, two hooded men are observed in a small room
also rocking back and forth and here bumping the walls so hard that
they almost bring them down.

They chant a verse responsively,

forecasting dishonourable deeds:
Hoggvask hart seggir,
en hallask veggir,
ilia eru settir,
pas inn koma hettir.
Verk munu upp innask,
pas aldir finnask,
- engr es a somi, a efsta domi. (p. 251)
The frequency of stark images such as these, at once homely and repellent,
2
gives the cumlative effect of horror.
1.

For a non-verse reference to blood in a dream believed to be Sturla's
work, see p. 403: "Kona for fyrir Ii6inu, mikil ok illilig, ok haf6i
duk i hendi ok a rauftrefr ni6r ok blsddi or."

2.

Compared with the dreams of Sverrir and St dlafr (see above, Chapter
One, Appendix A), the elements of the dreams in Islendinga Saga are
often coarse and pagan, for example, the woman with the foul smell in £>orgr£mr
Hauksson's dream (p. 320); the valkyries (p. 251); and the larded sausage
that Sturla Sighvatsson dreams he eats (p. 332). In view of this, it is
difficult to agree with Glendinning, op. cit., p. 228, that the saga dreams
raise the Sturlung family into a higher field of vision (sie...in ein
hoheres Blickfeld zu heben") and illuminate them from a perspective beyond
that of time ("so dass der wechselvolle zeitliche Ablauf der Ereignisse
gleichsam von einer ijberzeitlichen geistigen Konstante her beleuchtet
wird.")
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Before the battle at Orlygssta6r, Sturla records a longer run of
nine dreams to suggest an epidemic of nervous apprehension in the
district: two dreams, p. 403; one dream, p. 417; one dream, p. 418;
one dream, p. 419; one dream, p. 421; one dream by Sturla Sighvatsson, p.
422; ending in a seemingly invented dream of Gizurr's, p. 429, and one of
Sturla Sighvatsson's about which no details are given, p. 430.

By

including these waves of dreams before the most terrible killings,
Sturla I>6r6arson indicates that the nerves of the districts are raw
and measures the price of conflict in terms of widespread fears,
anxieties, and superstitions.

Elsewhere in the saga, dreams are mentioned but not illustrated,
showing Sturla's deliberate selection: "Margir varu a6rir draumar
sag6ir a benna tima, bo at her se eigi rita6ir, beir er ti6indavsnir bottu vera, sva at a6rir fyrirbur6ir." (p. 421).

Selection is

also evident where Sturla has omitted any dreams, as for instance before
the Flugumyrarbrenna.

Whether or not he has left out dreams which

occurred, the omission here is particularly apt as a literary technique.
Any manifestations of superstition would have diminished the
concentrated actuality Sturla has built into the existing record.
1.

Although
in Njals
Clontarf
general,

2.

See below, pp.

2

groups of dreams and omens appear before some of the events
Saga - the burning at Bergborshvall and the Battle of
- their significance is always very specific rather than
as in fslendinga Saga.
473 ff.

These examples illustrate the features of Sturla's use of dreams
which sharply distinguish it from that of the author of Njals Saga.
Whereas in the family saga the author always names the dreamer,
even when he has no other role in the saga," Sturla is often
unspecific.

And whereas the dreams in Njals Saga contain emblematic

elements which correspond exactly to the details of the events they
2
foretell, the elements of the dreams selected for Islendinga Saga
seem to spring from folk superstition and have no precise correspondence
to an event.

These features make the dreams in tslendinga Saga seem

less literary and more believable, whether they are all authentic or
not.

Sturla's selection of prophetic statements is clearly governed by
his attempt to present his time authentically, again distinguishing
his approach from that of the author of Njals Saga.

Lj.

For instance,

many of the predictions in Islendinga Saga do not come true: E>orvaldr
Vatnsfir6ing#r repeatedly declares (pp. 320, 321) that the Hrafnssons
will not be his killers, and yet they burn him to death (p. 322);
Sturla Sighvatsson brags that he expects greater things for himself
5
than other men in Iceland in order to cow Gizurr, but he will be
1.

See Chapter Five, above, pp. 350-51.

2.

Ibid.

3.

It is not possible to determine with any certainty the authenticity
of any of these dreams, although one might well suspect a dream is
not authentic if the imagery or symbolism seems very elaborate and
exotic:, if literary parallels are evident; or if correspondences
with the future seem very exact. This matter requires separate
study and cannot be considered here with any thoroughness.

H.

See Chapter Five, above, pp. 351.

5.

See above, p. 403.

killed by Gizurr at Orlygssta6r; during the Flugumyrarbrenna, Groa,
Gizurr's wife, vows to Ingibjorg Sturludottir that they will
share the same fate, but Groa later dies in the fire and Ingibjorg
is rescued; and Gizurr tells Groa that she will survive the fire
and he will not, and yet he does; Sturla Sighvatsson takes comfort from
a dream man's promise (p. 322) that Snorri Sturluson will be in his
coffin before Sturla will, and yet Snorri does not die until 124-1,
three years after Sturla's death.

Beside these ironic failures of foresight, Sturla provides cases
of genuine prescience: Sturla Sighvatsson leaves Sau6afell after being
warned that enemy fetches are in the district, and while he is away
the £orvaldssons attack and ransack his home;

2

Por6r Sturluson,

rightly guessing that he will not be the only man to be provoked by
his younger brother's recent accession of wealth, predicts Snorri
Sturluson's

death (p. 304-).

Other predictions fulfilled by saga events

seem to depend less upon foreknowledge than upon keen psychological
observation, as, for example, I?orvaldr Gizurarson's prediction that
3
after his death his son will quarrel with Sturla Sighvatsson; and

Bishop Gu6mundr's deathbed prediction in 1234 (p. 399), prior to
6rlygssta6r, that terrible strife is on its way.

By conserving a

variety of prophetic utterance, Sturla E>6r6arson gives full play to
the natural ironies in human expectations.
1.

Glendinning, op. cit. , pp. 84-88, includes this as one of the
examples of non-literary dreams in the saga.

2.

See below, pp. 464 ff.

3.

See above^ p. 393.
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VI

Sturla records with immediacy diverse human responses to actual
occurences

Sturla refuses to impose an artificially simplified structure on
events because it is his intention to present actual happenings
authentically.

The same purpose can be seen to govern his presenta-

tion of diverse human responses, collective and individual, to
His information and experience enable^ him to include

actual occurrences.

private encounters and the extremes of behaviour in violent confrontation.
Sturla's attention to these responses and the immediacy of his portrayal
distinguish his record from straightforward documentation or chronicling
of events, as well as from the more literary and imaginative historical
sagas of the century.

These qualities in his writing account for the

strength of the saga climax, the record of the Flugumyrarbrenna.

A

Private encounters
Sturla has chosen for dramatic presentation, scenes of private

encounter between some of the principal saga figures, especially
members of the Sturlung family.

Very often the nature of the bond

which Sturla reveals in one scene prepares the reader for each figure's
behaviour in subsequent encounters, with the same companion or a
different one.

The dialogues also disclose some of the private

feelings and tensions fostered by political issues.
1

Sighvatr and &6r6r Sturluson
The brotherly bond between Sighvatr and ]?6r6r Sturluson is an

instance of this.

Sighvatr is the younger brother and very deeply

attached to £>6r6r, as Sturla makes clear:
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For harm (Sighvatr) ut til Sta6ar,
bvi at pa var sva astu6ugt me6
peim brae6rum, at naer bottist
hvarrgi mega af 66rum sja.
(p. 231, for the year 1191)

He went out to Sta6r,
there was such a bond
affection between the
that it almost seemed
neither could bear to

because
of
brothers,
as if
lose

sight of the other.

This affection accounts for the length of Sighvatr's sojourn at Sta6r:
Ger6ust &r6r ba hof6ingi.
Sighvatr, bro6ir bans, var
me6 honum lengstum. (p. 232)

!>6r6r then became a chieftain.
Sighvatr, his brother, was with
him most of the time.

and for Sighvatr's attempt to take vengeance on Eorvaldr Gizurarson
when one of £>orvaldr's men attacks E>6r6r at the bing in 1195:
slost E>r6r rau6r a bak
I>6r6r Sturlusyni. . .ok beit
ekki...En er Sighvatr bro6ir
bans, sa hoggit, hljop hann
fram at Porvaldr Gizurarsyni
ok hjo til bans. En Halldorr,
fylg6arma6r hans, hljop fyrir
hann, ok hjo Sighvafr undan
honum fotinn, ok var6 pat
banasar (p. 234)

Then P>6r6r the red struck
Sturluson from behind...and it
did not bite...And when Sighvatr.,
his brother, saw the blow, he
dashed forward at £>orvaldr
Gizurarson and struck at him. But
Halldorr, a man of his following,
ran in front of him, and Sighvatr
struck his leg from under him and
that was his death wound.

In the following year, i>6r6r pays the compensation for Halldorr on
Sighvatr's behalf (p. 234).

When a bond so strong as this is severed by a dispute between
the brothers, a permanent weakness results.

Sighvatr, in 1209,

is party to a plan to attack Bishop Gu6mundr and asks E>6r6r to bring
men in support.

Sturla records their dialogue, in part in indirect

discourse in order to indicate I?6r6r's careful approach to the
subject:
1.

It seems most probable that t>6r6r is himself the source here,
being the author's father, though it is Sturla's art that
governs the form of presentation.
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E>6r6r spur6i, hverju hann
skyldi ra6a, ef hann fasri.
(p. 250)

I>6r6r asked what authority
he should have if he came.

If there is a note of jealousy in his question, a suspicion that Sighvatr
is about to over-step E>6r6r's rights of precedence as elder borther,
Sighvatr misses it.

The response recorded is free and almost jocular,

as if Sighvatr has invited £>6r6r to a day of sports instead of a
battle:
"Hvi muntu eigi ra6a bvi, er
bu vill," segir Sighvatr, "e6a
hve fjolmenntr muntu vera?"
(p. 250)

"Why shouldn't you have what
authority you please?" says
.Sighvatr. "And how many men
will you be?"

&6r6r's reply is terse in the extreme, making plain his dignified
aloofness from Sighvatr's off-hand attitude and showing his displeasure
that his contribution of men should make any difference to his
authority. All this lies implicitly between the lines of ]?6r6r's
three-word reply, in contrast to Sighvatr's more expansive remarks:
"Me6 fimrnta man," segir E>6r6r.

"With four men," says I?6r6r.

Sighvatr's reaction is one of youthful and indelicate indignation:
"Hvat skal mer bu heldr en
annarr ma6r, ef bu ert sva
famennr?" (p. 250)

"Why should you be more use to
me than another man, if you are
so thinly manned?"

With consistent curtness, &6r6r mocks Sighvatr's apparent sense of
his own power and lack of consideration for their brotherhood:
"i>u ser bat," segir E>6r6r,
(p. 251)

"You will see,"

says
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No verbal reply of Sighvatr's is given, but, according to Sturla Por6arson, Sighvatr rides off in a rage:
Sighvatr var ba rei6r ok
hljop a bak, ok skildi bar
me6 peim. (p. 251)

Sighvatr was then angry and
jumped on horseback, and they
separated there.

Sturla rounds off the encounter by attributing to I>6r6r the opinion
that the damage caused by the brothers' difference is irrevocable:
Ok sagdi £>6r6r sva, at si6an
potti honum aldri hafa or6it
fraendsemi beiri slik sem a6r.
(p. 251)

And E>6r6r said this, that afterwards their brotherly affection
seemed to him never as it had
been before.

Sturla seems to have included this dialogue to suggest that
the resulting rift underlies in part later differences between the
brothers in 1226 and 1227.

Sturla's presentation of such complexly

motivated enmity between brothers, given force by the strength of their
earlier affection, is in strong contrast with the conventional literary
presentation of such relationships, which is usually in terms of
extremes.

Brothers may be closely bound even to death, as for

instance Hallbjorn and Otkell (Nj. chapter 54) or the sons of
Njall in Njals Saga; or they may hate each other from childhood,
like Gu6mundr inn riki and his brother Einarr in Ljosvetninga Saga.
When enmity does spring up, the motivation is usually crude and
'3
2
enough.
common
were
s
Historically, however, serious conflict
simple.
Islenzk Fornrit, volume X

1.

Ljosvetninga Saga, ed. Bjorn Sigfusson.
(Reykjavik^ 1940) p. 29

2.

For instance, again from Njals Saga, M6r6r Valgar6sson, out of
jealousy^ sows the seeds of conflict between the Njalssons and
their foster-brother Hoskuldr £rainsson (chapters 107-111). And
in Heimskringla, when the two sons of Magnus berfarttr, King
Sigur6r and King Eysteinn, compare their respective merits with
petty but heated antagonism for each other, more serious disputing
seems inevitable, though none occurs (Hkr. 3, pp. 259-262)

3.

For instance, in tslendingabok, ed. Halldor Hermannsson (New York,
1930) p. 49, it is recorded that one brother burns another in
his farmhouse, though no motive is given.
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In the content of the dialogue between the Sturlusons, there
is also an element of irony.

Sighvatr Sturluson is young here,

careful neither of his words nor his tone, and somewhat explosive
in his reactions.

His defence of £>6r6r in 1196 revealed the same

volatile temperament.

But later in his life, when he has a son

even more hot-headed than himself, the roles are ironically reversed,
and it is Sighvatr who behaves and speaks with the most control,
mocking his son's conceit, though always with a wish to guide him.

Sighvatr Sturluson and Sturla Sighvatsson

2

Three conversations between Sighvatr Sturluson and his son
Sturla appear in Islendinga Saga: one for the year 1217 when Sturla
Sighvatsson is only eighteen, and two shortly before the death of
father and son at 6rlygssta6r in 1238.

These dialogues are totally

unparalleled in the other sagas discussed in previous chapters.
The substance of the exchange was probably available to the author
at first hand from both participants, his uncle and cousin, but the
presentation of their discourse is attributable to Sturla £>6r6arson.
He uses his characteristic curt style to suggest that the speakers
are terse and to weight their remarks with implicit meaning.

This

requires an intuitive rather than an intellectual understanding from
the reader, unlike the irony, for instance, in Sverrir's political
speeches in Sverris Saga.

2

1.

Jon Johannesson, Sturl. 2, p. xli, remarks the second dialogue as
one of Sturla's best: "...segir Sturla oft vel fra einstokum
atbur6um og pry6ilega, er honum tekst bezt upp. Ma sem daemi
nefna frasagnir bans af glettum Sighvats vi6 Sturlu, son sinn,
i 125. kap. Og af Flugumyrarbrennu."

2.

See above, Chapter One, pp. 35 ff.
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The first exchange occurs at the end of chapter 32.

Sturla

Sighvatsson has tried to take by force a sword belonging to the
farmer £orvar6r Ornolfsson, splitting J>orvar6r's skull with the butt
of his axe and apparently killing him.

When Sighvatr takes his son

to task, Sturla's reply is sarcastic and cheeky:
Sturla said he expected that
unfortunately he might not
be dead.

Sturla lezt aetla, at pvi
myndi verr, at hann myndi
eigi dau6r. (p. 261)

Sighvatr's response is one of impatience, castigating Sturla severely
and threatening to send him away:
tok Sighvatr a inum mestum
hrakningum vi6 Sturlu, ok
het hann honum brottfor.
(p. 261)

Sighvatr then began to berate
Sturla fiercely and threatened
to send him away.

The exchange ends here after Sturla's elder brother Tumi makes a
brief remark in Sturla's defence.

The narrative then jumps ahead

to early morning when Sturla is described up and walking about,
behaviour implying that he is restless with anxiety over the
The frequent full stops in the writing set in relief

incident.

each statement and capture the early morning atmosphere when the
sound of a footstep or a whisper is magnified by the intensity of
the surrounding silence:
Snemma urn morgininn var Sturla
a fotum ok gekk eftir golfi.
Sighvatr spur6i, hverr par
v«ri. Sturla nefndi sik.
Sighvatr ba6 hann ganga i
lokrekkjuna til sin. (pp.
261-262)
*
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Early in the morning Sturla
was afoot and went across the
floor. Sighvatr asked who
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1.

This restlessness is in keeping with his behaviour in later incidents
below.
and 452
at moments of tension. See pp.458

2.

This treatment resembles the first part of a bed-chamber exchange
between Hakon and his queen in Hakonar Saga, both in style and in
the atmosphere evoked. See Chapter Four, p. 323.
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The narrative is broken here by a brief statement by Sighvatr
which completely alters the reader's interpretation of the scolding
he gave Sturla the previous evening and proves the relationship
between father and son to be deeper and more interesting than first
supposed:
"Ekki pykkir mer petta sva
ilia sem ek laet, ok mun
ek urn klappa eftir. En pu
lat sem pu vitir eigi."
(p. 262)

"This does not seem as bad to
me as I implied and I will
make it good. But you pretend
you do not know."

This suggestion that the scolding was completely postured, part of
a carefully planned diplomacy to insure an easier reconciliation with
£orvar6r, shows that Sighvatr has softened overnight.

It appears,

that he wants to protect this boy from the wrath and ill-will of
the enemies he creates for himself and yet is not wholly displeased
with the spunk and aggression Sturla has demonstrated, misdirected
and childish though it was.

That the author is able to imply so much

by so succinct a selection and disposition of discourse and detail
is one of the principal strengths of his art.

This record of the early encounter demonstrates how the family
is put first without any sense of responsibility to any larger body
like the district or the Icelandic people;xdoes not seem necessary,
especially when selfish family interests can be dressed over and
disguised.

The private exchange between father and son is proof to

the reader that Sighvatr does not compensate Porvar6r out of a sense
of justice, but in order to pacify public opinion.

There is no
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single figure in the whole of the saga who does not share such an
inward-looking attitude, including Sturla &6r6arson himself.

But

as he writes Islendinga Saga, he shows by such scenes as this
that he recognises in the bond between the participants a threat
to both individual and ultimately national morality.

Sighvatr Sturluson's affection for his son Sturla and pride in
the young man's growing power, how ever come by, present a prominent
example of a man who follows his emotional instincts, supporting
and even encouraging his son, though he himself knows the

young

man's quest for power is careless and governed neither by diplomacy
nor long-term strategy.

In the second encounter recorded between

father and son, Sturla &6r6arson makes clear that Sighvatr has astutely
diagnosed the weakness in Sturla's character, his childish covetousness and his tendency to rush into action without proper consideration.
The author does not report this exchange disinterestedly, setting
it down because it is there to be set down.

He weaves his own

reticent insights into his version of the conversation and stamps
the passage with his art.

1

Sturla I?6r6arson begins by presenting the warmth of Sighvatr's
greeting to his son when Sturla Sighvatsson arrives victorious at
his father's farm after a sizeable battle against ]?orleifr £or6arson
1.

Sigur6ur Nordal, Sagalitteraturen in Nordisk Kultur Litteratur-Historie
(Oslo, 1953) p. 227, has commented on the extent of Sturla's artistic
contribution to certain conversations in Islendinga Saga; "Nogle
af de samtaler, hvor Sighvatr Sturluson optrsder er f. eks. glimrende
fortalt, og man kan naeppe betrag^ den som noget n^jagtigt referat
af hvad der blev sagt."
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at B«r In 1237.

(Sturla and ^orleifr had fallen out over the

mutilation of Grekja Snorrson (p. 395) in 1236):
He received him very cordially,

Hann tok vi6 honuin allvel.
(p. 407)

The emphasis of "allvel" indicates the warmth of Sighvatr's response,
yet the word order suggests a split second of suspense about how
Sighvatr will react, as if Sturla Sighvatsson is not sure whether his
father approves of his attack on B«r.

The author adds at once that Sighvatr

had much to say about the incident, but that his words are not uncritical:

ok var margtaladr urn bardagann
i Bas ok bo me6 eljaraglettu
nokkuri. (p. 407)

and indulged in much talk
about the battle at Baer, and
yet with some jesting sarcasm.

This introduction to the exchange conveys the full warmth for the son
superceding all else and suggesting an affection independent of the
son's actions; there is also in "margtala6r" an

indication of

Sighvatr's sincere interest in his son's activities.

But in the

ensuing dialogue, Sighvatr's remarks are presented as sarcastic, and
though neither harsh nor bitter, reveal his reservations about
Sturla Sighvatsson's behaviour.

Sighvatr's first remark belittles the significance of Sturla's
victory at Bar.

He asks off-handedly if Sturla has had any battles

recently:
"Hefir bar enn bardagi hja
y6r verit, frsndi?" (p. 407)

1.

"Has there been further
fighting involving you and
your men, kinsman?"

This unusual word is rare and appears to have been used here in a
deliberate attempt to characterise the tone of the scene.
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The use of "fraendi", as opposed to any more endearing epithet like
"sonr minn 11 indicates Sighvatr's aloofness,

a clue to his posturing,

as if to say implicitly "these remarks do not reflect my deepest
feelings for you."

It is difficult to determine whether Sturla

Sighvatsson realises his father is jesting with him or whether he
is only suspicious.

It is evident in chapter 32 in their exchange

about the wounding of ]?orvar6r and in other incidents later, that
Sighvatr very often pretends to be less knowing or less feeling
than he is, fo-r a particular end.

Here he appears to be trying to

force his son to recognise the flaws in his own character and to be
less headstrong and self-satisfied, not because Sighvatr disapproves
of Sturla's ends, but because he wants him to achieve those ends
by the safest and surest means.

At first Sturla seems as cool as his father.

He replies sparely

and in understatement to his father's query:
"Sva letum ver." (p. 407)

"So we thought."

In fact, he had fought at Basr with 750 men in his command.

Sighvatr, with equal off-handedness, supposes it was but a brief
skirmish:
"Skammt hefir bat el verit,"
segir Sighvatr. (p. 407)

"That snow-storm has been
brief," says Sighvatr.

That Sturla is somewhat grated by this is suggested by his dignified
4L

protest, keeping his words to/1 minimum, perhaps more in an effort ta
control himself than out of easy indifference to his father's opinion.
1.

This aloofness resembles his brother E>6r6r's towards him in their
conversation in chapter 23, when Sighvatr is a young man. See
above, p. 447.
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He must be aware that Sighvatr knows the details of the battle
already and is only playing a game with him with these questions,
but he is as yet uncertain what purpose the game serves:
"It didn't seem very brief
to us," says Sturla.

"Eigi potti oss allskammt,"
segir Sturla. (p. 407)

Sighvatr is presented raising sceptical eyebrows at Sturla's
conceit and with his next remark twisting the knife a little deeper
in the knowledge that he has his victim:

"Allmjok pykkist pu nu upp
hafa gengit," segir Sighvatr
r "pat er sva au6set." (p. .407)

"You think you've raised
yourself up very much now,"
says Sighvatr - "That is
also quite clear."

The last phrase in particular shows that Sighvatr considers Sturla's
pride unfounded, or so he pretends.

The first part of Sturla's

reply is strong in refusing to defend himself arid the smile the
author remarks is a fine touch, as if Sturla sees through his
father's game at last:
"Hvi mun eigi sva po?" kva6
Sturla ok svara6i vi6 brosu.
(p. 407)

"But why shouldn't it be so,"
said Sturla and answered with
a smile.

But the rest of his reply reveals that the jest has really needled him,
as if to say "what did I do to deserve this?":

"en ekki hefi ek par or6 a
gert." (p. 407)

"but I haven't put it in so
many words:"
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The author indicates that Sighvatr does not wish to win so
easily, having touched a sore point, and so draws back a little by
changing the subject, though not his tone.

Sighvatr recalls that

his son has made over the farm at Reykjaholt to £>orlakr Ketilsson
(this occurs at the end of chapter 124, p. 407), but by the hint
of surprise in the phrase "er mer er sagt" implies that this may
have been rash on Sturla's part:
"Bu muntu nu stla at efna,
fraendi, er mer er sagt, at
pu hafir af hondum latit
Reykjaholt." (p. 407)

"You must now intend to acquire
a farm, kinsman, for I am told :
that you have given up Reykjaholt."

He goes on to suggest that Sturla will be fussy about his choice of
estate, and, setting aside the bishop's seats - as if Sturla might
have coveted even those - he suggests with deliberate facetiousness
M66ruvellir, the homestead of Jon Ornolfsson, brother to that
i>orvar6r from whom Sturla had tried to take the sword in 1217; and
Oddasta6r, which had belonged to Saemundr Jonsson and was part of
Sturla's wife Solveig's inheritance.

Sturla remarks that neither

of these estates is presently available, but Sighvatr chooses to
ignore this detail.

He has Sturla thinking again and so changes

the subject to direct that consideration into other spheres...

In the remainder of their encounter, Sighvatr is shown to do most
of the talking, advising Sturla what help he will need to run his
establishment properly and which men will fill these posts best.
Sturla appears at first to take him seriously, though he ought to
have been alerted to a further jest by Sighvatr's "frasndi" in his
first remark on this matter:
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"Margs barf buit vi6, fraendi."
(p. M-07)

"The farm will need much
providing for, kinsman."

Sighvatr begins by recommending as manager and housekeeper, Sturla's
brother-in-law. Half dan Scemundarson , and his wife, Sturla's sister
Steinvor.

Sturla finds this agreeable:
"pessa er vist vel til fengit,"

"That is clearly a good
provision."

He does not appear to consider that Halfdan might object to being
a mere overseer on his father's former estate, and he misses the
point of his father's sarcasm.

Sighvatr therefore tries again,

next recommending Bjorn Saemundarson as a shepherd and Sturla's
brothers por6r and Marcus as retainers.

Sturla's reply is given

indirectly:
Sturla kva6 brce6rum sinum
bat vel mundu fara,(p. M-08)

Sturla said that would suit
his brothers well.

It is evident that he is still unaware that Sighvatr is teasing him,
though the indirect form of his reply suggests to the reader a certain
wariness growing on him, as if he speaks more quietly, less confidently.
When Sighvatr goes on to recommend B66varr I?6r6arsson from Sta6r and porleifr Pordarson

as workmen, the reticence of Sturla's reaction shows

that he doubts his father's sincerity, as well he might, given that
is was porleifr whom he had just attacked at Basr.

He seems to be

evading involvement in the talk:
1.

The men were not brothers. B66varr was the son of por6r Sturluson,
uncle to Sturla Sighvatsson and father of the author, porleifr was
the son of Por6r B66varsson, whose sister was Sturla's grandmother,
Gu6ny B66varsdottir.
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Sturla let ser pa fatt
urn finnast ok lezt po
aetla, at peir V£eri ba6ir
vel hagir. (p. 408)

Sturla showed that he wasn't
very keen, but said he thought
they were both very skilled.

In a bid for a stronger reaction, Sighvatr next recommends as
grooms Loftr biskupsson and B66varr J>6r6arson,
above.

brother to £>orleifr

Neither of these men were Sturla's friends or allies and he would

be very blind to suppose they would serve him in such a capacity,

He

rebukes his father for the suggestion, appearing to realise just
now that Sighvatr has been pulling his leg all along:
"Engi van er mer bess,"
segir Sturla, "at allir
menn pjoni til nun, ok
er slikt barflausutal."
(p. 408)

"It is not my expectation,"
says Sturla, "that all men
should serve me, and such
talk is unnecessary."

But Sighvatr, seeing he has almost completely opened his son's eyes
to the jest and brought him right down off his high horse, persists
with one more recommendation, the men to serve as stewards.

These two

posts require very capable men and therefore those he mentions must
be men Sighvatr respects as worthy and resourceful, but they are
none other than Sturla's greatest rivals for power, Gizurr Porvaldsson and Kolbeinn ungi.

The author shows Sturla leaving the room

at this, and without a word, no doubt as much out of embarrassment
at having his gullibility exposed as in anger:
spratt Sturla upp ok
gekk ut. (p. 408)

Then Sturla sprang up and
went out.

The monosyllables - except for Sturla's name - capture perfectly
his quick and explosive reaction.

Sighvatr seems to have impressed

on Sturla that he must watch his swelling head and keep other men's
strengths in perspective, yet he has done so without being explicit
or sermonic.

His device is successful, at least for the moment, and
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when Sturla returns, Sighvatr is shown laughing off the joke and
talking of other things:
En er hann kom inn, bra
Sighvatr a gaman vi6
Sturlu - ok toku pa annat
tal. (p. 408)

And when he came in, Sighvatr
broke into jest with Sturla
and then they began another
topic of conversation.

Sighvatr appears from this account to know his son's limits as well
as his weaknesses, but it is the author who is able to communicate
this understanding to his readers with all the immediacy of the
original encounter.

Sturla E>6r6arson follows Sighvatr's concern for his son's meteoric
rise to power in the next few chapters and is particular to present in
brief dramatic passages Sighvatr's attempts to discover whether his
son is taking due care in his activities.

In chapter 127, Sturla

]?or6arson writes that Sighvatr and his son exchanged messengers
that spring (1238), indicating that Sighvatr either knew a great
deal about Sturla's plans or was trying to take a part in them:
Margar or6sendingar foru a
millum beira Sighvats ok
Sturlu, er a Iei6. (p. 410)

Much sending of messages went
between Sighvatr and Sturla
as the spring passed.

Yet when Sturla goes west to collect forces, Sighvatr's concern is
evident in his attempts to find out why he has gone:

Sighvatr kom nor6an i Dali,
me&an Sturla var vestr i
fjor6um, ok gisti a Jorva
ok let ser margt finnast urn
vestrfor Sturlu ok spyrr at,
hvi hann hef6i farit, en pat
kunni engi at segja. (pp.
410-411)

Sighvatr came from the north
into Dalr, while Sturla was
west in the fjords, and stayed
at Jorvi and showed much
concern about Sturla's western
journey and asked why he had
gone, but that no one was able
to say.
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Those he asks are said to suspect he knows more than he reveals:
Potti flestum sem hann myndi
gerr vita en beir, er hann
spur6i at. (p. 411)

Most thought he must know
better than those whom he
asked.

The author further emphasises Sighvatr's concern by reporting a
conversation between him and Mar kumbaldi:
Spyrr Sighvatr en urn fer6ina
Sturlu ok let sir margt urn
finnast, (p. 411)

Sighvatr asked further about
Sturla's journey and showed
much concern.

But Mar too is shown to assume Sighvatr knows the answer:
en Mar kva6 hann gerst mundu
vita. (p. 411)

but Mar said he must know
most.

Given Sighvatr's previous behaviour with Sturla, it is possible
he is dissembling ignorance.

Yet his dialogue with Mar reveals

that his son has been close about his plans in spite of the exchange
of messengers between himself and his father, and that Sighvatr's
curiosity is real.

This is made plain when he opens his heart to his

friend, revealing his deepest fear for Sturla, that the young man's
pride will be his downfall:
"Hve lengi man haldast ofsi
sja inn mikli, er Sturla
hefir umfram alia frsndr
vara?" (p. 411)
1.

"How long will this great
arrogance be maintained
which Sturla has beyond
all our kinsmen?"

Peter Foote notices similar character traits in Sturla Por6arson,
Sighvatr's father and the author's grandfather, as he is presented
in Sturlu Saga, also in the Sturlung collection. See "Sturlusaga
and its Background" in Saga-Book of the Viking Society, vol. 13,
p. 227
Gunnar Benediktsson, op. cit. p. 180, though he offers no detailed
analysis, has observed that the character of Sighvatr Sturluson
is consistently presented in Islendinga Saga: "Sighvatr er samkvsmur
sjalfum sir i gegnum alia soguna. Hann skilur^alvorudypi atbur6anna
fullum skilningi, en hefur gaska og gamansemi a vorum i hverjum
vanda."
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This is meant to be a hint to Mar, delicately but trustingly offered,
that Sturla's pride has in fact put a distance between father and son
Mar, however, is shown cautious in reply.

His answer is straight-

forward but diplomatic and it turns the matter back on Sighvatr:
"Pat pykkir likligt, at lengi
haldast fyrir pinar sakir ok
annarra fraenda ydvarra
gofugra. En po muntu sliku na?st
geta, bondi, ok vilda ek
heyra, hvers pu gastir til
e6a hversu per seg6i hugr
urn petta." (p. 411)

"It seems likely that because
of you and others of your
prominent kinsmen it will
continue long. But you must be
nearest such things, bondi,
and I would like to hear what
your guess is or what your mind
says about this."

There is something cool in that "bondi" and a suggestion in the first
statement that the speaker has no respect for Sturla Sighvatsson in
his own right.

Sighvatr clearly appreciates this implicit criticism,

for he at once withdraws his confiding appeal with a reply both evasive
and defensive of his son:
"Ekki kann ek til silks at
sja, en fa eru ohof alllangae.
En po ma vera, at petta se
langsett, ef han drepr eigi
bratt fasti, en ef hann drepr,
pa mun hann drepa eigi sem
minnst." (p. 411)

"I am not able to see ahead to
that, but few excesses are longlasting. And yet it may be that
this is long-lasting, if he does
not stumble over his own feet
soon; but if he falls, then he will
not fall a short way.

The author pursues Sighvatr's search for information closer to
its source in chapter 128 where he is shown approaching Sturla's wife
Solveig.

Her response, though not suspicious, is still negative:

Sighvatr spurdi hana at fer6um
Sturlu ok erindum i fjor6una
vestr. En Solveig kva6 honum
pat mundu eigi okunnara en
ser. (p. 411)

Sighvatr asked her about
Sturla's journey and errand
in the western fjords. But
Solveig told him that no one
could know less than she did
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At the sudden arrival of Sturla himself, Sighvatr succumbs to his
curiosity by asking him outright about his activities:
Sighvatr spur6i hann at
fer6um hans ok erindum
i fjorduna. (p. 411)

Sighvatr asked him about
his journey and errand
in the fjords.

His anxiety is evident when he loses his temper at Sturla's resistance
to his prying, but he only succeeds in driving his son out of his
presence, as he did with his sarcasm in chapter 125.

Here too,

Sturla returns when his own temper cools down:
En Sturla let ser fatt urn
finnast.^ Sighvatr var
styggr i talinu ok sag6i
bat eitt erindi verit
mundu hafa, er vera myndi
verra en ekki. Sturla
kva6 hann bat eigi munda
vita. 2 Spratt hann ba
upp ok gekk ut, kom inn
aftr ok settist i sama
sta6. (p. 411)

But Sturla pretended to be
little concerned. Sighvatr
was peevish in the conversation
and said that alone must have
been his errand which would
be worse done than not. Sturla
said he would not know about
that. Then he sprang up and
went out, came back and sat
in the same place.

No attempt is made here to change the subject as it was after
Sturla's explosive reaction to Sighvatr's jest in chapter 125.

The

questioning merely shifts from Sturla's past activities to his future
plans:
1.

This phrase was also used of Sturla in chapter 125, (see above, p. 458)
but the implications of the context differ.

2.

The repetition of this or similar phrases in the responses various
people make to Sighvatr, in the passages under consideration here,
demonstrates how very plain language can be used as effective
emphasis - in these cases to stress the tension and wariness
prompted by Sighvatr's curiosity, except in Solveig's case, where
significantly the author uses instead "mundu eigi okunnara".
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'VEtlar bu su6r um land?"
(p. 411)

"DO you plan to go south?"

Sturla is not informative but is at least committal:
"Maelt hefi ek pat." (p. 411)

"I have said that."

The father's hesitation about Sturla's likely plans is then disclosed,
for he knows the ignoble origins of the money,

but his expression of

concern is unfortunately censorial:
"E>ar hefir bu illt erindi, er
bu aetlar at deila um fe Kols,"
segir Sighvatr, "]?vi at par er
pat fe, er margr muni stort
illt af hljota, pvi at ilia
er fengit." (p. 411)

"You have a bad errand there
if you plan to quarrel over
Kolr's property," says
Sighvatr, "because that is
an estate over which many
must get great misfortune
because it is ill-gotten."

Sturla appears antagonised by what to him seems further meddling.

He

counters his father with the case of Snorri Sturluson's estate at
Reykjaholt, which to Sturla's mind promises less profit than Kolr's.
To this Sighvatr only remarks that Sturla will find Kolr's estate a burden
before Snorri's:
"Fyrr mun per bat bera en
betta," segir Sighvatr. (p. 412)

"Sooner will that burden you
than the other," says Sighvatr.

The author mentions nothing more of Sighvatr until the final and
fatal battle at 6rlygssta6r, except in chapter 134, where Sturla hears
that his father is coming south with four hundred men:
1.

See above, pp. 434
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Spur6i hann pa, at Sighvatr,
fa6ir bans, var kominn
nor6an i hera6 me6 fjogur
hundru6 mann (p. 422)

Then he learned that Sighvatr,
his father, was come from the
north into the district with
four hundred men,

and at the beginning of chapter 138 when Sighvatr and these men
actually arrive:

Sighvatr rei6 pa ofan me6
fjallinu me6 sitt 116.
(p. 431)

Sighvatr rode then down from
the fells with his troop,

But by this time the battle has begun and although Sighvatr is shown
to take an active and heroic part in the defence, he never sees his
son again before he dies.

The reader's understanding of the bond between father and son is
not acquired in a moment, but grows gradually out of Sturla E'ordarson's
accounts.

The bond itself does not develop or alter, but remains

constant from the first recorded exchange about the sword until its
mute testimony at Orlygssta6r.

These separate exchanges form a network

in the saga which continually refreshes the reader's insight, so that the
full depth of feeling behind the relationship of father and son can
only be appreciated in retrospect.

B

Representative passages of violent confrontation: Sau6afell and
6rlygssta6r
In 1229, the sons of Porvaldr Vatnsfir6ingr attacked Sturla

Sighvatsson's farm at Sau&afell during his absence, wrongly believing
that he had been at the burning of their father.

Sturla £or6arson' s
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record of their assault (pp. 326-328) leaves the reader with an
impression of waste and tragedy; this is characteristic of passages
of violent confrontation throughout the saga.

Such accounts almost

never present the happenings as heroic adventures and never glorify
the warrior for his eagerness, strength, or success in killing others.
Instead, the tone is sober and the emphasis is on the extremes of
participants' behaviour, often compellingly juxtaposed.

The Sau6afell account offers evidence of the attackers'
collective barbarism.

They appear so determined against Sturla

that they give no heed to the strength of those they oppose, and
have no scruples about using whatever means are necessary to succeed:
Var bat pa astlan beira at veita
ateongu, hvart er Sturla vasri
•
£•••-,
*
•
£'
•
=
fyrir famennari e6a fjolmennari,
ok saekja me6 vapnum basinn, ef
kostr vaeri, e6a me6 eldi.
(p. 326)

It was then their intention
to make an attack, whether
**y^ *g£***-**&* ****1
O-u
Sturla ieo. few men or many y
and to attack the farm with
weapons, if there was a chance
of that, or with fire.

The author shows that their fierceness is shared equally among all
and not merely instilled by the incitement of any man in particular:

'Sva var flokkr sa akafr, at
hverr eggja6i annan. Engi
var til latanna. (p. 326)

The troop was so fierce, that
each incited the other. None
was dissuasive.

The release of their violence is marked by the collective thunder of
their horses' hooves:
Ok er beir komu heim a hla6it,
var6 gnyr mikill af for
beira. (p. 326)

And when they reached the court.yard of the homestead, there was
a great din from their rush forward,
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To capture the attackers' impetuosity in the hall as they deal out
their blows indiscriminately, Sturla £or6arson uses successive coordinate clauses:

Nu gengu peir i skalann me6

Now they went into the hall with

hoggum ok bloti ok hjuggu pa
allt pat, er fyrir var6, ok

blows and cursing and struck all
that was in their way and ran-

ruddu hvarum tveggja megin
lokrekkju, ok ur6u engir menn
til varnar me6 vapnum. (p. 326)

sacked on both sides the bedclosets and there were no men
4o fond-ing with weapons Az> $

1

I

In addition, they loot the farmstead of anything of value, including
weapons and horses, before they leave next morning:
£>eir raentu ollu bvi, er peir
komu hondum a, ok bundu skjoldu
i klyfjar ok toku hross pau
611, er peir gatu nat. Pa var
nasr alljost, er peir varu
bunir. (p. 328)

They plundered everything which
they laid hands on and bound
shields on pack horses and took
all the horses they could catch,
It was then nearly broad daylight,
when they had finished.

An individual instance of ferocity is provided by a close
focus on one of the leaders, Por6r E>orvaldsson, who attacks Sturla's
bed-closet:
En er hur6in lyftist, gekk
E>6r6r i lokrekkjuna ok Iag6i

And when the door came free,
E>6r6r entered the bed-closet

i rumit. Pa fann hann, at
engi var ma6r i ruminu.

and struck into the bed. Then
he realised that there was no

(p. 326)

one in the bed.

The repetition of "i rumit" - "i ruminu" acts as a stop in the flow of
the narrative corresponding to the sudden halt in E>6r6r's attack
when he finds no enemy at the receiving end of his blow.

The pause

of his surprise and disappointment Sturla E>6r6arson further marks by
including here I>6r6r's later reflections on his own reaction:
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Ok sag6i hann sva si6an...
at bvi hef6i hann fegnastr
or6it, er hann kom at hvilunni
ok hann aetla6i, at Sturla myndi
par vera, en hinu ofegnastr, er
hann var eigi par. (p. 326)

And he said later...that he
became happiest when he came
to the bed and he expected
Sturla would be there, but
unhappiest, when he was not
there.

Por6r's angry frustration at the time of the incident is indicated by
the curt way in which Sturla describes £>6r6r's abandonment of the
bed-closet:
Sneri hann pa ofan. (p. 326)

Then he jumped down.

The author balances this brutality with evidence of the attackers'
self-consciousness once they realise that Sturla Sighvatsson is absent
and their raid a failure.

Their grisly threats to the women before

parting are postured and almost theatrical, showing that their initial
spontaneous frenzy has subsided:
They made at Solveig's bed
Peir gengu at hvilu Solveigar
with brandished and bloody
me6 brug6numok blo6gum vapnum
weapons and shook them at
ok hristu at henni ok sog6u,
at par varu pau vapnin, er peir her and said that there were
hof6u litat lokkinn a honum Dala-those weapons with which
they had dyed the locks of
Frey me6. (p. 327)
Dala-Freyr (i.e. Sturla).
Further instance of growing sobriety and distaste at their deeds is
offered in one man's reaction to the tale of Kristrun, the beggarwoman.

She claims that a small box he is about to confiscate contains

a salve need for a grossly wounded woman:
Ron (Kristrun farkona) sag6i
ok kona ba, er brjostin b«6i
varu af hoggvin, yfrit bungt
at tekna, bott bau noe6i
smyrslum beim, er til vaeri.
(p. 328)

She (Kristrun the travelling
woman) said there was also a
woman both of whose breasts were
struck off, very seriously ill
even though they got the salve
which was there (in the box).
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Patently horrified at this, the man surrenders the box at once and
quickly dissociates himself from the deed:
Let hann ba af hendr ok lezt
eigi vita, hvat hon seg6i.
(p. 328)

Then he dropped it and said
he didn't know what she was
talking about.

In fact, it seems Kristrun invented this gruesome story to save the
rings in the box which belonged to Sturla Sighvatsson's wife Solveig
and mother-in-law, Valger6r, correctly judging its effect on the man's
conscience.

Specific information about the dead and wounded is not extensive,
but further emphasises the ignoble and unprincipled behaviour of
the attackers as well as the helplessness of those who suffer at
their hands.

Snorri saurr, for instance, accepts their blows like

a martyr in order to save the life of the priest who shares his bedcloset.

There is no indication that he attempted to strike back,

and he was probably weaponless.

His words precede an immediate death:

"Saeki6 at oss inum 6laer6um
monnum, en Iati6 vera prestinn
i fri6i." Var pa sott at
Snorra, ok var hann sagr6r
til olifis. (p. 327)

"Attack the unlearned men,
but leave the priest in peace."
Then the attack was made at
Snorri and he was wounded to
death.

Another man, the servant &ormo6r valskr, is struck dead by a blow in
the chest as he emerges from the women's quarters to discover the
reason for the noise:
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Ok^pegar er hann kemr fram i
stettirnar, er hoggvit i fang
honum, ok var hann s«r6r til
olifis. (p. 327)

And when he comes out onto the
pavement he is struck in the
chest and wounded to death,

Though these are the only two deaths specifically mentioned, Sturla
indicates that the wounding and slaughter were general and that cries
of agony mingled with the shouts of the assailants:
Par var aumligt at heyra til
kvenna ok sarra manna, (p. 326)

It was wretched to hear the
women and wounded men.

As a counter to the violence of the account, Sturla includes one
instance of self-sacrifice made out of tenderness.

Arnger6r Torfa-

dottir, foster-mother of Sturla's new-born daughter, Gu6ny, as soon
as she is aware of the attack, runs to the child's bed and shields
her with her own body throughout the entire night.

A little later

in the account (p. 326) the author mentions that no blows were aimed
at that bed, as if the woman's love was an invincible charm:
I pat eitt rum kom ekki hogg, er
msrin Gu6ny la i. (p. 326)

In that bed alone where the
child Gu6ny lay, no blow came,

The other notable act among the Sau6afell women is Valger6r's
successful attempt to draw the attackers' attention away from her
daughter to herself, by casting bitter contempt on their deeds.
Sturla £orSarson includes her courageous outspokenness here, not
only as a contrast to the absence of bravery in the attackers'
brutality, but also to make explicit through her words the
insignificance and wasted effort of their raid:
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"Eigi munu6 per purfa her at
leita Sturlu undir tjold e6a
veggi at stanga, - ok er pat
mitt hugbo6, at til meira
dragi um y6ur skipti, a6r
Ietti,j3n pott per hafi6 her
unnit a konum ok verkmonnum."
327)
'

"There will be no need for you
to look for Sturla under the
bed hanging or to butt the walls,
- and it is my foreboding that
there will more significant
results from your quarrels before
they are over than yeu have^Wfa**'"
u "- ^|i^v7omen and workmen."
IJ

Sturla £or6arson indicates that they feel the justice of her sarcasm
by mentioning that they swear to persevere until they have Sturla's
head and then move off to extend their search throughout the entire
house.

He marks their departure with an undeniably bitter understatement:
Gengr P>6r6r ba ut, ok varu
engar vinattukve6jur at
skilna6i. (p. 328)

E>6r6r then went out and there
were no friendly words at parting,

The account is then closed by a final fact about the foggy
conditions, suggesting that the attackers' getaway is hidden even
though it is broad daylight and functioning also aesthetically, as
a cloak laid upon the wreckage they abandon:
Foru beir ba Iei6 sina.
Var ba boka mikil um
hera6it, en bokulaust um
fjoll. (p. 328)

Then they went on their way.
There was thick fog over the
district but it was clear on
the fells.

The image draws the mind back to the beginning of the chapter, where
the splendour of Sau6afell is described:
At Saudafelli varu ba hybyli
go6, skali tjalda6r allr ok
skipa6r skjoldum utan a tjoldin,
en brynjur varu fyrir framan
kvennarekkjur. (pp. 325-326)

At Sau6afell there was a fine
homestead, the hall entirely
hung in tapestries and shields
arranged upon the tapestries,
but the bernies were just outside the women's quarters.
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The careful selection and placing of facts to provide design
is also apparent in the account of the battle at 6rlygssta6r in which
the author creates the impression that Sturla Sighvatsson is certain
of his end.

Whereas Gizurr Porvaldsson appears keen and confident

after his alleged

wholesome dream that his uncle, Bishop Magnus,

has promised him support, Sturla awakes clearly troubled and sickened
by his dream the night before the battle: p
Sturla vakna6i , ba er skammt
var sol farin. Hann settist
upp ok var sveittr urn andlitit.
Hann strauk fast hendinni urn
kinnina ok maelti : "Ekki er
mark at draumum." (p. 430)

Sturla woke when it was shortly,,
after sunrise. He sat up and thci!v t' perspiration over hio face.
He rubbed his cheek hard with his
hand and said: "There's nothing
in dreams."

The sense of physical malaise is maintained by the recording of the
detail that Sturla went to the privy and then lay down:
Si6an sto6 hann upp ok gekk
til salernis ok Illugi prestr
me6 honum. En er hann kom aftr,
la hann litla hri6j (p. 430)

Then he stood up and went to
the privy and the priest Illugi
with him. And when he came back,
he lay down for a little while^

while the fastidiousness of his prayer betrays his apprehension:
Sturla gekk ba til kirkju
ok tok rollu or pussi sinum
ok song Agustinusbsn, me6an
lidit bjost. (p. 430)

Then Sturla went to the church
and took a scroll from his girdle
and chanted the prayer of Augustine
while the host prepared.

There is a suggestion, too, that he anticipates failure when he refuses
to carry a shield specially reserved for him:
1.

This dream seems contrived and is reminiscent of Manjgus Glafsson's
dream in the Heimskringla (see above, Chapter Two, pp.^ \bt-<*<?
Gizurr's remark is also conventional: "Betra bykkir mer dreymt
en odreymt." (p. 429). Compare, for instance, Sverrir's dreams,
Chapter One, Appendix D , p. 126 a especially dreams 2 and 3.

2.

Glendinning, op. cit. , pp. 240-41, suspects literary borrowing from
Havar6r Saga for these gestures, from Atli's dream.
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Einn skjoldr var lauss, er a
var markat crucifixum. Sa
var Sturlu a>tla6r, en harm
tok eigi vi6. (p. 431)

A shield lay loose which was
marked with a c^hcifix. It
was intended for Sturla but
he did not take it with him.

Sturla £or6arson seems to be suggesting that Sturla Sighvatsson feels
himself unworthy of the insignia when he is going to his death.

This presentation is balanced by the rather different reaction
of Sturla Sighvatsson's father.
recklessly, as if hurrying toward

At the outset, Sighvatr too advances
certain death:

Ma6r maelti til hans, sa er
gekk or kvinni: "Gakktu eigi
bar fram, Sighvatr, bar eru
ovinir fyrir." Hann svarar
engu ok gekk sem a6r,(p. 433)

A man spoke to him as he was
going from the pen: "Don't rush
out there^Sighvatr, your enemies
are out there." He answered
nothing and advanced as before.

But later, when he is down and threatened, he is understandably anxious
2
to talk his way to quarter, even though his plea is ignored:
Sighvatr mslti: "Hofumst or6
vi6, - ber munu6 nu ra&a
skiptum varum."
Pa hljop at Einarr dragi ok
hjo i hofu6 Sighvati, ok var
bat aerit banasar... (p. 434)

Sighvatr spoke: "Let's discuss
it - you must now decide our
differences."
Then Einarr dragi ran up and
struck Sighvatr in the head and
that was sufficient for a death
wound.

Glendinning, op. cit. , pp. 212-13, connects this cross and Sturla
Sighvatsson's refusal of the shield with a dream the author himself
tells to Sturla Sighvatsson before the battle at 6rlygssta6r (p. 422).
In this dream Sturla i>6r6arson notices a large cross up on a mountain
crag,just before an avalanche of stones, all of them small but one,
which causes several fatalities among the dreamer's companions.
Einar (Slafur Sveinsson, The Age of the Sturlungs (Ithaca, N.Y., 1953),
pp. 77-78, remarks several instances in fslendinga Saga where men are
tempted to beg for their lives after capture in battle, even though
they fought bravely. He offers as a contrast the gallant behaviour
of Sighvatr's eldest son Tumi, killed by the bishop's men at Holar
in 1222 (Sturl. 1, p. 228).
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Other incidents during the 6rlygssta6r battle some of them
already mentioned (see above, pp. ^ 0 4 ff. ) are reported with equal
seriousness and immediacy.

Sturla Por6arson says nothing of the

importance of the attackers' victory or their satisfaction at success,
but ends with a long, sobering list of the casualties, 57 men in all,
a poignant admonition to his readers of the senseless waste of lives.

The emphasis on the tragedy of such violence is consistent throughout the saga

but reaches its climax at the burning of Gizurr fcorvalds-

son's farm at Flugumyrr in 1253.

In this account immediacy is heightened

by details presenting the preparation for the attack, the reactions
of onlookers, private exchanges among the attacked, the

setting and

the quality of light, and the aftermath. 2

C

The climax of the saga: the Flugumyrarbrenna
Sturla 5>6r6arson had both motive and means for the special

attention he gives in the saga to the Flugumyrarbrenna.

The event

has national significance because the object of the attack is Gizurr
E>orvaldsson, King Hakon's agent in establishing Norwegian royal control
over Iceland.

But Sturla had a personal interest in the burning as well:

1.

See, for instance, the killing of the Eorvaldssons in 1232,
chapters 84-85; the attack on Grimsey, chapter 44; Kolbeinn
Tumason's attack on the bishop, chapter 21.

2.

Gunnar Benediktsson, op. cit. , p. 178, points to the masterly
presentation of scenes from this happening: "1 allri peirri
frasogn munu vandfundin smida-lyti."
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he was allied with Gizurr at the time, even though his own family are bent
on taking vengeance on Gizurr for the killing of Sturla Sighvatsson; and
his daughter was then staying at Flugumyrr, having just been married
to Gizurr's son Hallr as a token arid incentive to the new rapprochement between Gizurr and Sturla.

In fact, Sturla himself had only left

Flugumyrr the morning before the attack.

These associations gave him

easy access to first-hand accounts from participants on both sides
of the conflict.

1

He has used these facts to convey the happening

with dramatic reality and from diverse points of view and to give vent
to his own intense feeling about the incident.

2

Sturla provides all the basic historical information, yet the
informative nature of the facts is subordinated to their emotionally
evocative function.

Rather than merely listing the men in the

attacking party and stating the total, Sturla carefully records the
number and time of arrival at the rendez-vous of each group.

This

. 3
practice not only emphasises the swelling of the force, but, by
its precision and repetitive structure, conveys the controlled tension
of the men.

The leader, Eyjolfr Eorsteinsson, spurred on by the

mockery of his wife (p. 481), sends his first summons to his fellow
supporter of E>6r6r kakali Sighvatsson, Hrani Ko6ransson.

Hrani

leaves Flatey on Monday evening ("a6ra nott vikunnar", p. 484) and
arrives at Eyjolfr's farm, M66ruvellir, with seven men on Tuesday:
1.

Petur Sigur6sson, op. cit., p. 114, remarks this as well.

2.

Jon Johannesson, Sturl. 2, p. xli, comments on the quality of the
writing very briefly. See above, p. 449, note 1.

3.

Petur Sigur6sson, op. cit., p. 37, remarks the lengthy listing of
See also,
participants as a characteristic practice of Sturla's.
above, Chapter Four, p. 319.
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ok kom a M66ruvellu i dagan
ok peir sjau saman. (p. 484)

and came to Modruvellir at
dawn and they (were) seven
altogether.

Sturla then lists the seven men who accompany Hrani, beginning with
the phrase:
Eessir menn varu me6 Hrana.
(p. 484)

These men were with Hrani,

A list of Eyjolfr's men follows, but is so structured as to
imply that four of the men, including Eyjolfr himself were already
at Modruvellir when Hrani arrived and that the others came one by
one or in separate groups later.

Sturla creates this impression by

referring to individuals as the fifth or sixth, and by pausing after
listing the members of an arriving group to add their numbers to the
total.

The reader thus imagines them arriving at Modruvellir all

during the day, until what began as a handful of men becomes a sizeable raiding party:
These men were with Eyjolfr:
Pessir menn varu me6 Eyjolfi:
Asgrimr, his brother, Kolbeinn
Asgrimr, brodir hans, Kolbeinn
gron and Ari Ingimundarson, the
gron ok Ari Ingimundarson,
fimmti Eirikir Brandsson, setti fifth Eirikr Brandsson, the
sixth Ingjaldr skart Eyjolfsson,
Ingjaldr skart Eyjolfsson,
the two Kvistungar, Steindorr
Kvistungar tveir, Steindorr
and Jon, the brothers Hamundr
ok Jon, beir brae6r Hamundr
ok Kollgrimr - ok eru nu tiu -, and Kollgrimr - and now there
Porgeir kati, 6feigr Eiriksson, are ten -, E>orgeirr kati,
Andreas Brandsson, Jon af Bakka 6feigr Eiriksson, Andreas
Brandsson, Jon of Bakki and Ljotr
ok Ljotr, sonr hans, - ok eru
nu fimmtan...ok eru nu tuttugu; his son - and now there are fifteen,
and now there are twenty...and now
...ok er nu halfr bri6i tigr.
there are twenty-five.
(pp. 484-485).
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Finally, when Sturla has named everyone who comes to M66ruvellir, he
gives the total, including Hrani's group, and also mentions how they
were equipped:
Tveir menn foru ins fimmta tigar,
ok varu prir tigir manna i hringbrynjum - ok tvennar treyjur me6.
(p. 485)

Forty-two men came and thirty
(of them) were in ring mail
and two with jerkins,

The speed with which this gathering takes place (in less than one
day) indicates that the men must have been ready for the summons.

Their

commitment is implied in the way in which they subordinate their
individuality to the group and become mere numbers.

But Sturla makes

plain that such singleness of purpose is not universal.

Several men

met on the way to Flugumyrr decline to join the attackers, notably
Bjorn, the brother of Kolbeinn gron (Hann vildi pat vist eigi (p. 485)),
and Porvar6r from Saurbasr:
Leitat var ok vi6 Porvar6r or
Saurbas, ok var par pvert nei
fyrir. (p. 485)

E>orvar6r from Saurbaer's aid
was sought also and it was
flatly refused.

When these men turn back, Porleifr Fagrdaell goes with them:
1.

It is curious that this total is incorrect. After he says "ok
er nu halfr pri6i tigr", i.e. twenty-five including Eyjolfr,
Sturla mentions only nine more men, making thirty-four. Adding
Hrani's party of seven this comes to forty-one. Someone has
been left out of the naming.
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]?orleifr sneri aftr me6
peim. (p. H85)

Eorleifr turned back with
them.

The indirect presentation of the conversation avoids any show of
favour by the author for one side or the other.

Sturla displays an

equal neutrality and candour in reporting how Helgi £>orvaldsson,
Gizurr's second cousin, attempts to run along the fells to warn Gizurr,
but abandons the effort abruptly when he cannot keep up to the riders:
Toku peir pa at ri6a mikinr....
treystist hann pa eigi, at
hann gaeti fylgt peim. Var
pa mjok sva i dagsatr. Sneri
hann ba bratt aftr.

Then they began to ride hard,
He did not believe he could
keep up with them. It was
then advanced evening. He
turned back at once.

The adverb "bratt" here suggests that Helgi has washed his hands of
the whole business, overcome with sudden terror and perhaps too
ashamed to let anyone know of his abortive attempt at a warning.
Sturla does not mention any attempt on Helgi's part to gather men to
assist Gizurr.

Yet he must have talked about his run later, for

clearly Sturla has learned of it and there can have been no witness.

Sturla is also candid about the second thoughts of some of
Eyjolfr's men during their journey.

Not even Eyjolfr's threats can

persuade £>orvaldr kampi Sveinsson to continue after a stop to place spies:
1.

The "peim" seems to mean here the whole group Eyjolfr has just met
at 6xnadalshei6r. The four men mentioned by name are probably
the leaders whose men will turn back with them. Only one of these
four is not mentioned as refusing to accompany Eyjolfr, Gu6mundr from
Hrafnagil, but he is not mentioned anywhere in the burning account
and appears only later, in chapter 176 (p. M-98), when he offers
Gizurr Eorvaldsson-and his men hospitality during their pursuit of
of the burners. This later opposition to Eyjolfr indicates that Gu6mundr
must have turned back with others here at Oxnadalshei6r.
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a

Par var fyrir Porvaldr kampi,
ok heita6ist Eyjolfr vi6 hann,
en ekki var at honum gert.
(p. 485)

Porvaldr kampi was in. frront and
Eyjolfr threatened him but te-*
no avail. w^A2> ^u^^~ 'V"t> ^"*/vv-

The reader may interpret from his stubbornness that Porvaldr is
either cowardly or sceptical of the ethics of the plan.

Either way,

his desertion is not flattering for Eyjolfr.

The trapped feeling of the others is recorded after Eyjolfr's
announcement that they may have to resort to burning Gizurr in his
farm:
Margir varu beir menn bar, er
ba botti hvart tveggja illt,
Hvarf
at fara ok hverfa aftr.
ok engi aftr, sa er bar var
kominn. (p. 485)

There were many men there who
thought both choices ill, to go
on or to turn back. But none
turned back who had come that
far.

Caught up unwittingly into events which they cannot oppose as
individuals, the dilemma of these men will be familiar to most
readers, so that Sturla's record of it heightens the authenticity
of his account.

He records, too, that they seek release for the

conflict they feel in the customary way, through action: they spur
their horses.

In the word "allgott", Sturla suggests that they

take the best path for their horses'* and for themselves as they
ride down swiftly over the heath, breaking the stillness of the
evening with the thunder of the horses hooves, afterwards recalled
by the local people:
1.

Flosi remarks a similar dilemma before the burning at Bergborshvall
in Njals Saga, op. cit. , p. 329: "Eru nu tveir kostir til, ok er
hvarrgi go6r, sa annarr at hverfa fra,^- ok er bat varr bani -,
hinn annarr at bera at eld ok brenna ba inni, ok er bat storr
abyrg6arhlutr fyrir gu6i."
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Nu taka peir a rei6^mikilli,
ok yar allgott at ri6a ofan
eftir hera6inu. Hafa menn
pat ok a or6i haft si6an,
hversu skjott pa bar at, peir
er grun hof6u af rei6inni.
(p. 485)

NOW they begin hard riding and
it was very good riding down
along the district. Men have
also reported since how quickly
it happened, those who had some
suspicion of the ride.

Sturla's silence on the matter suggests that those who were aware
of the expedition made no attempt to help or even warn Gizurr and that
his popularity was not overwhelming in the district.

On this subject,

Sturla's moral neutrality gives way briefly to marked irony when he
describes a little later how Gizurr's neighbours, observing the
flames against the night sky, run to tell each other, but take him no
help:
Sau menn pa eldinn pa6an
ok vida urn hera6it. Hljopu
menn hvarvetna saman, pa er
visir ur6u, en engir sva,
at beim yr6i at gagni, er
fyrir ur6u vandrae6inu.
(p. 486)

Men then saw the fire from
there and widely throughout
the district. Everywhere men
ran together, when they became
aware of it, but none of them
in such a way that it was of
any use to those who were in
trouble.

In the account of the attack itself, references to the passage of
time constantly recur in terms of the changing light during Tuesday
evening, night, and Wednesday morning.

These combine with other details

to create visual effects and to measure human endurance against the
dark and the half-light of dusk and early morning.

Many of the men,

drawn into action from their beds, fight only in their linen, and
the women, too, are described wearing night dress.

The smoke and

heat are said to tire them and the night time setting implies that
these conditions are exaggerated by lack of sleep:
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Gizurr gekk i anddyrit sy6ra,
ok var honum ba erfitt mjok
bae6i af reyk ok hita ok var
fiat i hug at leita ut heldr
en vara lengr inni sv#ldr...
Hann var i linkl«6um ok i
brynju, stalhufu a hof6i,
sver6it Brynjuabit i hendi.
Groa var ok i nattserk
einum. (p. 490)

Gizurr went into the south
porch, and it was then very
difficult for him both from
smoke and heat and it was then
in his mind to make his way out
rather than be suffocated inside
any longer...He was in his linen
and a bernie, a steel helmet on
his head, the sword Brynjuabit in
his hand. Groa was only in a
night dress.

The author repeats how they fought long into the night in spite of this
oppression of fire and smoke:
5>eir bor6ust lengi naetr...
beir bor6ust lengi nastr...
(p. 488)
Ok ]pa bor6ust beir enn lengi,
(p. 489)
and that even during lulls in the attack they were as tense and alert
as opponents in a tug-of-war:
ok toku hvildir sem vi6
skinnleik. (p. 488)

and they took rest as in
the hide-pulling game.

So Sturla insists upon their perseverance in a trial encapsulated by
the darkness, with no respite for anyone but death, until at dawn the
night and the attackers depart together:
var i dagan. Stigu
brennumenn ba a bak ok
ri6u ut or gar6i. (p. 493)

Then it was daybreak. The
burners jumped on horseback and
rode out of the enclosure.

Throughout the three chapters recording the attack, the focus
shifts between groups of men and individuals, both inside and outside
the farm house.

Except for the passage about Gizurr's narrow escape
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(pp. 492-493), attention never dwells very long in one place,
producing a swiftly moving narrative to match the pace of action.

The

serious and radical nature of the participants' activity is suggested
by the plain diction Sturla uses and by his refusal to break his
concentrated documentation with much dialogue.

In addition, the sheer

length to which this piece of writing is sustained forces the reader
to persevere with the burning account even as the participants persevered
with the burning.

In several places Sturla heightens authenticity by including
explicit testimonies of eye-witnesses to the fierceness of the fighting:
beir menn hafa sagt, er bar
varu, at eldr botti af
hrjota, er vapnin maettust.
(p. 488)

those men who were there
have said that fire seemed
to spring out where weapons
clashed.

or to the bravery of the defence:
Ok sva sag6i Porsteinn
Gu6mundarson si6an, at
hann kva6st bess hvergi
komit hafa, at menn hef6i
jafnfrsknliga varizt.
(p. 488)

And so said forsteinn Gu6mundarson later, that he declared he
had never experienced men
defending themselves so bravely.

Ok allir haf a vorn ba agaett,
er var6 a Flugumyri, bae6i
vinir ok ovinir. (p. 488)

And allhold that defence excellent which was at Flugumyrr, both friends and enemies
(of the defenders).
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For the passage about Gizurr's escape, it is clear that Gizurr
himself is the informant
Sturla attempts to convey.

and that it is the suspense he felt which
This is the only place in the account which

might be described as adventure, but it is the adventure of escape,
almost of comic escape, rather than the adventure of warriors.

The

suspense depends upon Sturla's meticulous presentation of detail which
forces the reader to see everything through Gizurr's eyes and concentrates
attention upon Gizurr's reactions.

We first follow his gaze around the

skyr-room as he sizes up the position of various barrels and
recognises a good hiding place:
Gizurr sa, at bar var ker
i jor6u hja litit, ok var
i syra, en skyrkerit sto6
bar yfir ofan ok hu!6i
mjok syrukerit, bat er i
jor6unni var. E>ar var rum
bat, er ma6r matti komast
i kerit. (p. 492)

Sturla then reminds the

Gizurr saw that there was a
barrel an the ground beside
a little one ^and sour whey
was in it, but the skyr
barrel stood over and in front
of it and much hid the sour whey
barrel, which was on the ground.
There was room enough for a man
to get into the barrel.

reader of the scantiness of Gizurr's clothing

for an October night, so that the following reference to his reaction
as he steps into the barrel, amounts to wry understatement:
...ok for Gizurr bar i
kerit, bat er i jor6unna
var, ok settist ni6r i
syruna i linkl«6um
einum, ok tok honum syran
i geirvortur. Kalt var i
syrunni. (p. 492)
1.

...and Gizurr got into the
barrel which was on the ground
and sat down in the sour whey
in only his linen, and the sour
whey reached up to his nipples.
It was cold in the sour whey.

See Petur Sigur6sson, op. cit., p. 114, for a discussion of other
individual sources, including the author's daughter.
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The orders which Gizurr overhears given to the searchers - that each
of them is to give one blow, but not hastily, so that they may see
how he reacts - focuses the source of danger for him and for us.

At

the same time, the precise intentions of his enemies reveal the depth
and bitterness of their desire for vengeance and indicate that the
search will be thorough and diligent.

Gizurr's apprehension when

they enter the skyr-room is therefore well founded.

The intensity

of his concentration is suggested by the minute details with which
Sturla records the searchers'entrance, words, and actions.

They

bring in lights for the search:
Nu komu beir i burit
me6 Ijosi ok Ieitu6u
allt. (p. 493)

Now they came into the store
room with lights and searched
all around.

They approach the barrel in which Gizurr hides, thrust in spears and
fall to arguing - here is the comic element - about whether or not
anything is there:
E>eir komu at kerinu, er
Gizurr sat i kerinu, ok
16g6u £ kerit brir menn
med spjotum e6a fjorir.
E>eir braettu um. S6g6u
sumir, at fyrir yr6i, .
en sumir ekki. (p. 493)

They came to the barrel where
Gizurr sat in the barrel and
three or four men thrust into
the barrel with spears. They
fell into disagreement. Some
said /that they hit something,
but some not.

They search the room twice:
Tvisvar leitudu beir um
burit, ok for sva i
hvart tveggja sinn.
(p. 493)

Twice they searched the store
room and it went the same way
both times.
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Interspersed with these details, Sturla records Gizurr's thoughts
and actions in order to hold the perspective to Gizurr's and to draw
out the suspense fully by delaying the outcome.

Gizurr gently deflects

the spear points as they graze him:
Gizurr haf6i lofana fyrir
kvi6i ser sem hogligast,
at beir skyldi sem sizt
kenna, at fyrir yr6i.
Hann skeindist a lofunum
ok sva. framan a beinum a
Varu pat
skofnungunum.
litil sar ok morg. (p. 493)

Gizurr protected his stomach
with the palms of his hands as
gently as possible so that they
should be as little aware as possible
that they struck anything. He was
grazed on the palms of his hands
and the skin of his shins. They
were small wounds, but many.

According to what appears as his own testimony, Gizurr is so completely
absorbed by his danger, that he forgets his discomfort from the cold,
an authentic reaction:
Sva hefir Gizurr sagt
sjalfr, a6r beir kaemi
i burit, at harnskalf
af kulda, sva at svagla6i
i kerinu, en er beir komu
i burit, ba skalf hann
ekki. (p. 493)

So has Gizurr said himself,
that before they came into the
store room, he shivered with
cold so that it swilled in the
barrel, but when they came into
the store room, then he didn't
shiver.

After the second search, the author lifts the suspense abruptly
with a sudden acceleration in pace, so that the departure from the
skyr room merges into the general departure of the attackers:
Eptir pat gengu peir i brott
ok ut ok bjuggust i braut.
Gengu menn ba til gri6a,
peir er lifs varu... Pa
var i dagan. Stigu
brennumenn ba a bak ok
ri6u ut or gar6i. (p. 493)

After that they went away and
prepared to depart. Then men
received quarter, those who
were still alive...Then it was
daybreak. The burners jumped
on horseback and rode out of
the enclosure.
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Sturla adds one more brief moment of tension by recording that the
last man to leave sees a man being helped into the church and suggests
the burners go back, suspecting correctly that it is Gizurr.

But

nothing comes of this threat to Gizurr's safety:
VW&OXA <^w

Var6 ok ekki af, at beir
sneri aftr. (p. 493)

And it did not happen that
they turned back.

Gizurr recovers from his ordeal in the church, warmed between the
thighs of a woman:

ok verm6i su kona hann a
laerum ser,.. .Orna6i
honum bratt. (p. 493)

and this woman warmed him
between her thighs...he became
warm quickly.

In his final remark on Gizurr's condition, Sturla balances the two
extremes of the ordeal, cold and fire:

Hann var hass or6inn mjok
af reyk ok kulda. (p. 493)

He had become very hoarse
from smoke and cold.

Although Sturla's account of the preparation, attack, and
escape scene, all contribute to the actuality and the immediacy of the
Flugumyrarbrenna passage, we are most gripped by the concentration on
personal encounters between various people in the farmhouse.

These

scenes reveal loyalty and tenderness in marked contrast to the violence
and destruction surrounding them.

The first of these encounters

occurs towards the end of chapter 172 (p. 490), just after Eyjolfr
Porsteinsson has had his men set fire to the house.
1.

Gizurr and his

Notice that nothing gratuitous has been brought into this presentation
of Gizurr's escape; there is no suggestion that the escape is
miraculous. This contrasts with Sturla's presentation of some
of King Hakon's narrow escapes. See above, Chapter Four, p.279
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wife Groa meet at the south door to escape the heat and smoke and are
joined there by Ingibjorg Sturludottir.

Sturla's brief description

of her betrays his fatherly hand as he takes obvious pride in her
young womanhood:
Hon var ba brettan vetra
gomul ok var b«6i mikil
vexti ok skorulig at
sja. (p. 490)

She was then thirteen years
old and was both very tall
in stature and imposing to
see.

He also touches with detail her naivety in keeping with her all her
wordly wealth, it seems in a child-like attempt to behave as a married
woman:
Pa kom bar til Grou i
anddyrit Ingibjorg Sturludottir ok var i nattserk
einum ok berfastt... Silfrbelti
haf6i vafizt urn fastr henni, er
hon komst or hvilunni fram,
var bar a pungr ok bar i
gull hennar morg, haf6i
hon bat bar me6 ser.
(p. 490)

Then Ingibjorg Sturludottir
came to Groa in the porch and
was only in a night dress and
barefoot...Her silver belt
had wound itself about her
feet as she got herself out of
the bed, and there was a purse
and much of her gold in it
which she had with her.

Before shifting the focus away from Ingibjorg, Sturla mentions
Groa's reception of the girl, which has poignant significance later
in the account.

Here Groa promises her new daughter-in-law that they

will share the same fate, but in Groa's death this prophecy will
2
fail, as will Gizurr's prophecy that he and not his wife will die.

As Gizurr parts from Groa for the last time, Sturla says nothing
specific about her response, but notes Gizurr's observation that she
was greatly moved:
1.

Petur Sigurdsson, op. cit., p. Ill, has commented on this passage
to the same effect, but more briefly.

2.

See above, p.
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Gizurr fann ba a Grou, at
henni fannst mikit um
skilna6inn beira. (p. 490)

Gizurr then observed of Groa
that she was greatly moved at
their parting.

The plain language here is reminiscent of that Sturla used in Hakonar
Saga where the queen hears of her father Skuli's death:
Ok fannsk monnum mikit til
ok drottningunni einna
Hakonar Saga
mest.
(p. 236')—————————

And men were greatly moved
and the queen most of all.

Both instances display a reticence, not because the author disdains
or fears deep feeling, but because he respects it and does not wish
to undervalue it or his own sincerity

with effusiveness.

The narrative returns to Groa and Ingibjorg at the beginning of
chapter 173.

Here it is important to bear in mind an earlier passage

in chapter 172, in which Gizurr gla6i refuses quarter when he is
denied permission to bring another man probably Gizurr with him.

It

appears Ingibjorg has witnessed this act of loyalty, for Sturla shows
that she tried to imitate it.

When called out by her relative, Kolbeinn

gron, she refuses to go unless Groa is allowed to go with her.

Even

when Groa makes the excuse that she must stay and search for her young
nephew, Ingibjorg remains adamant, and must be carried out by Kolbeinn:
Kolbeinn gron hljop inn i
eldinn eftir Ingibjorgu ok
bar hana ut til kirkju.
(p. 491)

Kolbeinn gron dashed into the
fire after Ingibjorg and carried
her out to the church.
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Though Kolbeinn was one of the first of the burners to be killed by
Gizurr in revenge, he may have been able to tell the author his
version of this incident before his death.

In any case, Ingibjorg

herself is the obvious source for his information.

The most intensely emotional of these personal encounters occurs
in chapter 174-, where Sturla records Gizurr's reactions to the bodies
of his wife and son on the day after the burning.

Gizurr is met by

his friend Pall Kolbeinsson as the charred bodies are borne out on
shields.

Characteristically, Sturla makes no attempt to soften the

grisly horror of the spectacle:
£>a var borinn ut a skildi
fsleifr Gizurarson, ok var
hans ekki eftir nema bukrinn
steiktr innan i brynjunni.
Pa fundust ok brjostin af
Grou, ok var bat borit ut
a skildi at Gizuri. (p. 494)

Then was borne out on a
shield fsleifr Gizurarson,
and there was nothing left of
him except his torso roasted in
the armour. Then was found also
the breasts of Groa and that was
carried out on a shield to Gizurr.

In Sturla's account, Gizurr seems at first strong, almost stoic:
J>a maslti Gizurr: "Pall
frasndi," segir hann,
"her mattu nu sja Isleif,
son minn, ok Grou, konu
mina." (p. 494)

Then Gizurr spoke: "Pall,
kinsman," he says, "here
now you may see isleifr, my
son, and Groa, my wife."

But Sturla makes plain by his imagery that the horror and the loss
overcome Gizurr suddenly and fiercely:
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Ok fann Pall, at hann leit
fra, ok stokk or andlitinu
sem haglkorn vferi . ^

And Pall noticed, that he
looked away, and there sprang
out from his face (tears) as if
they were hailstones.

This evocative image is set in sharp relief by the abrupt
transition in the next sentence of the saga to a matter-of-fact
statement of the material losses resulting from the conflagration
A Flugumyri brann mikit fe,
er margir menn attu, peir
er par varu. (p. 494)

At Flugumyrr much property
was burned which many men
possessed, those who were
there.

Most emphasised are Gizurr's material losses and those of Ingibjorg
Sturludottir, her wedding gifts.

It is the final moment in the Flugumyrarbrenna account that is
probably most often overlooked, being deceptively plain and brief,
yet betraying the author's primary personal interest.

His statement

begins with the details of Ingibjorg's activities after the burning
in a tone comparable to the matter-of-factness of the list of losses.
But he cannot constrain himself from closing with words expressing
a father's concern, looking back to his earlier description in which
he mentions her extreme youth:
1.

In a different context, this image also occurs in Viga-Glums Saga,
ed. G. Turville-Petie (Oxford, 1940) pp. 13-14. It may have been
in the back of Sturla's mind as he wrote.
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Ingibjorgu bau6 til sin eftir
brennuna Halldora, dottir
Snorra Bar6arsonar, frasndkona hennar, er pa bjo i
Odda. For hon pangat ok
forunautar hennar me6
henni. Var hon mjok
preku6, barn at aldri.
(p. 494)

Halldora, the daughter of Snorri
Bar6arson, her kinswoman who then
lived at Oddi, invited Ingibjorg
to stay with her after the burning.
She went there and her companions
with her. She was quite exhausted,
but a child in years.

The impact of the Flugumyrarbrenna account is not dependent
upon an intellectual fascination, either with content or with style,
but upon its immediacy and authenticity.

Jon Johannesson has said

that the theme of Islendinga Saga is "urn fjorbrot pjo6veldisins"
the breaking up of the life of the republic.

Sturla's Flugumyrar-

brenna conveys that theme through his presentation of individual
participants1 responses and reactions to crisis.

The cumulative

pathos of the happening characterises the whole period the saga records.
1.

Jon Johannesson, op. cit., vol. 2, p. xli
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VII

Conclusions

In one of his T.S. Eliot memorial lectures, V/.H. Auden suggests
that prose works may be arranged according to the tendency of their
authors towards fictional or factual narrative:
When we compare works of literature, we find that we can
assign them positions along as it were, a spectrum,
according to the part played in their composition by the Poet
and the part played by the Historian. This spectrum is
continuous, except that one can perhaps observe a critical
point, on the one side of which the work is written in verse,
and on the other side in prose.
A work dominated by the Poet presents a created or Secondary world,
while the Historian offers a view of the actual or Primary world,
according to Auden's schema.

Taking as his context the whole of

prose literature in every language, he quite justifiably cites
Njals Saga and Islendinga Saga as works in which the Historian is
dominant.

2

But if the context of Auden's spectrum is restricted to

thirteenth century Norse prose, the two sagas cease to be closely
positioned.

Instead they occupy opposite extremes of the spectrum,

since Sturla E>6r6arson offers in Islendinga Saga a view of actual
happenings, while the author of Njals Saga has created a mere semblance
of actuality.

Along the line of the spectrum defined by these

extremes, it is then possible to range the other Norse sagas discussed
in this dissertation and to represent the whole diagramatically, though
without assigning precise points to each of the sagas:
1.

W.H. Auden, "The World of the Sagas" in Secondary Worlds T.S. Eliot
Memorial Lectures (London, 1968) p. 52

2.

Auden does not mention that of the two sagas, only tslendinga Saga
is a contemporary record.
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Representation
f •,
-,
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..
... Representation
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Isl
Hak
Sv
Hkr
Knyt
N]
,/.,
of the
^_____________________________X of the
Primary World
' Secondary World
Hakonar Saga, although restricted to events relating to King Hakon, is
nevertheless nearest to Jslendinga Saga in its factual fullness.
Sverris Saga follows after as another contemporary king's saga for
which actual events have been selected and in this case undoubtedly
adjusted by the writer or his source (King Sverrir) to emphasise the
adventure of the king's political and military career.

Heimskringla

is placed next because, although it contains much that is clearly
fictional, the writer takes a more rational approach and includes
a greater variety of figures and historical occurrences than does
Knytlinga Saga.

This interpretation of the history of Danish kings

is so narrow and stylised that the world it presents approaches a Secondary
world more closely than any of the other historical sagas considered
here.

The image of the spectrum might also be used to advantage to
arrange these thirteenth century sagas between sets of extremes
other than factuality and fiction, though not without extensive
preliminary study beyond that offered here.

What this dissertation

has attempted to make plain is that any such literary exploration
must depend upon close, comparative analysis.
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APPENDIX A

Decisive events in Jslendinga Saga

1183

The saga begins.

1185

Einarr I?orgilsson dies.

1201

Bishop Gu6mundr Arason chosen.

1208

Attack on Bishop Gu6mundr by Kolbeinn Tumason at the see.

1209

Further attack on Bishop Gu6mundr by £>orvaldr Gizurarson,
Arnorr Tumason, Sighvatr and Snorri Sturluson, E>orvaldr
Snorrason.

1217

Sturla Sighvatsson tries to take the sword from Miklagar6r
by force.

1218

Arnorr Tumason captures the bishop and treats him roughly.

1219

Eyjolfr Karsson rescues the bishop.

1220

Arnorr Tumason and Sighvatr Sturluson attack the bishop at
Helgusetr; the bishop goes to stay with Saemundr Jonsson.

12201221

Quarrel between Bjorn Porvaldsson and Loftr Palsson,

1222

Tumi Sighvatsson killed at Holar by the bishop's men,
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1222

Sturla Sighvatsson and Sighvatr Sturluson avenge Tumi;

Eyjolfr Karsson is killed.
Saemundr Jonsson dies at Oddi.
Alliances among Snorri, £>6r6r, and Sighvatr Sturluson,

Sturla Sighvatsson, and Porvaldr Vatnsfir6ingr are
tense and shifting.

sons kill Porvaldr Vatnsfir6ingr by burning,

1227

Hrafn Sveinbjorn's

1228

Attack on Sturla Sighvatsson's farm at Sau6afell by the
sons of Eorvaldr Vatnsfir6ingr in revenge for their

father's death,

1231

Kolbeinn ungi Arnorsson takes up the quarrel with the bishop
after his father Arnorr Tumason and uncle Kolbeinn Tumason;
this is settled.

1232

Sturla Sighvatsson attacks and kills the E>orvaldssons.

12331234

Kolbeinn Arnorsson and (5raekja Snorrason are at odds
with Sighvatr Sturluson-, this is settled by the bishop;
Snorri Sturluson and Graskja plan to attack Kolbeinn Tumason,

a.234

Death of Bishop Gu6mundr.

1235

Kolbeinn Arnorsson goes abroad and leaves Sighvatr Sturluson
in charge of his estate.
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1235

torvaldr Gizurarson dies.

1236

Sturla Sighvatsson takes over Snorri Sturluson's estates;
Snorri goes to the south of Iceland; 6ragkja is
captured by Sturla Sighvatsson and maimed.

1237

E>6r6r Sturluson dies; Sturla Sighvatsson attacks Porleifr
of Ba=r (followed by private conversation in which Sturla's
father reproves him for his recklessness) because of
enmity arising out of the maiming of

1238

Battle at Orlygsstadr: Gizurr ]?orvaldsson and Kolbeinn
Arnorsson vs. Sturla Sighvatsson and Sighvatr Sturluson
- both father and son are killed.

1241

Kolbeinn Arnorsson and Gizurr &orvaldsson kill Snorri
Sturluson ostensibly on King Hakon's orders; draekja is
tricked by Gizurr and forced to go to Norway.

12431245

Omitted from fslendinga Saga (recorded in I>6r6ar Saga kakala and
Svinfellinga Saga).

1248

1253

Eyjolfr Porsteinsson attacks Gizurr Porvaldsson in vengeance
for 'his father-in-law, Sturla Sighvatsson: Flugumyrarbrenna.
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1255

Eyjolfr porsteinsson kills Gizurr's agent Oddr Porarinsson
while Gizurr is in Norway; Eyj6lfr Porsteinsson is killed
by Porgils skar6i.

1258

Gizurr Porvaldsson returns to Iceland.

12621263

Break in the manuscript, see above, p. 4?(, 4i3
KJfYU/iuA-fK tojfrr£ ttvtaKwv*.

1264-

Gizurr tricks the Andreassons after their attack on him
and has Pordr Andreasson executed; the saga ends (Although
this part of the saga only occurs in one of the manuscripts^,
it seems to be part of the intended design of Gizurr's
career in the saga.

See above, /p.

412.
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Index of terms used in descriptions of persons in:

Biskupa Sogur - B
Hakonar Saga - H
Heimskringla - Hkr 1, 2, 3
Islendinga Saga - I
Knytlinga Saga - K
Njals Saga - N
Sverris Saga - S

The descriptions selected for this index are the formal portraits
of kings, bishops, and other major figures, except in the case of
Islendinga Saga, for which it has been my aim to include all personal
descriptions.

For the most part, the descriptions occur when a figure

is first introduced; in some cases, the portrait is set at the end
of the saga, for example in Sverris Saga and Hakonar Saga.

Beside

each term the names of figures so described ar$ given together with
the key letter and page number of the text where the description occurs,

The figures included in this index are:
Biskupa Sogur:

Arni
Aron Hjorleifsson
Gizurr
Isleifr
Jon
Klaengr

Magnus
Pall
E>orlakr inn helgi
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f>orlakr Runolfsson
E>orvaldr vidforli

Hakonar Saga:

Hakon Hakonarson

Skuli Bar6arson

Heimskringla:

Erlingr skakki
Eysteinn Haraldsson
Eysteinn Magnusson
Hakon inn go6i
Hakon her6ibrei6r
Hakon Jarl
Haraldr gilli
Haraldr grafeldr
Haraldr harfagri
Hara'dr Sigur6arson
Ingi Haraldsson
Magnus blindi
Magnus Erlingsson
Magnus Olafsson
(5lafr Haraldsson
6lafr kyrri
dlafr Magnusson
6lafr Tryggvason
Sigur6r Haraldsson
Sigur6r Magnusson
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tslendinga Saga:

Arnorr Tumason
Atli Hjalmsson
Bjorn torvaldsson
Einarr (no patronymic given)
Eyjolfr Karsson
Gizurr Porvaldsson
Gu6mundr Arason
Gunnarr kumbi
Halla-Geirr Fagranessma6r (no patronymic given)
Jon Markusson
Kolbeinn Arnorsson
Oddr l?6rarinsson
Ormr Jonsson
Sighvatr Sturluson
Skumi inn litli
Snorri Loftsson
Snorri Sturluson
Snorri Porvaldsson
Saemundr J6nsson
Tanni Bjarnarson
f>6r6r Heinreksson
E>6r6r t>orvaldsson
f>orkell Magnusson
Pormo6r Hjalmsson
E>orsteinn Gellisson
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Knytlinga Saga:

Eirikr Sveinsson
Gormr inn gamli
Haraldr Gormsson
Haraldr Sveinsson
Knutr Sveinsson

Sveinn Haraldsson
Sveinn tllfsson

Njals Saga:

Bergpora +
Gunnarr
Hallger6r +
Hildigunnr +
Hrutr
M6r6r
Njall
Skarphe6inn
Pjostolfr

Sverris Saga:

Erlingr skakki
Magnus Erlingsson
Sigur6r Haraldsson
Sverrir Sigur6arson

+

These are the only women who receive formal descriptions in the
sagas under discussion.
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I

Terms descriptive of physical appearance or constitution

allbrekligr Hkr2.4 <5lafr Haraldsson
andlit

Hkr3.331

Ingi Haraldsson (fegrstr i andlitit)

1351 Por6r Porvaldsson (vel fallinn i andliti at 66ru)
1351 Snorri Loftsson (vel farit i andliti)
S194 Sverrir (vel farit andlitinu)
1516 Oddr Porarinsson (vel andlitsfarinn)
atgorvima6r Hkr3.278 Magnus blindi
augu B15M- Jon (eyg6r ma6r bezt)
Hkr3.203 Clafr kyrri (eyg6r ma6r bezt)
B66 Gizurr (bjarteyg6r)
Hkr3.256 Eysteinn Magnusson (blaeyg6r)
N53 Gunnarr (blaeyg6r)
1516 Oddr l>6rarinsson (blaeyg6r)
B76 Magnus (fagreyg6r)

B127 Pall (fagreyg6r)
Hkr2.4 (5lafr Haraldsson (fagreyg6r)
K54 Knutr Sveinsson (fagreyg6r)
B127 Pall (fasteyg6r)

1351 &6r6r &Orvaldsson (fasteyg6r)
Hkr3.4 (5lafr Haraldsson (eyg6r forkunnarvel)
H235 Skuli Bar6arson (eyg6r forkunnarvel)

1351 Por6r &orvaldsson (eyg6r mjok)
Hakon (eyg6r mjok ok bo vel) cf. also eyg6r vel
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B66 Gizurr (opineyg6r)
1351 Eorsteinn Gellisson (opineyg6r)
Hkr3.256 Eysteinn Magnusson (nokkut opineyg6r)
S194 Sverrir (rau61itu6 augun)
IH02 Gizurr I>orvaldsson (snareyg6r)
N53 Gunnarr (snareyg6r)
K54 Knutr Sveinsson (snareyg6r)
Hkr2 . M-. Olafr Haraldsson (snareyg6r)
Hkr3.267 Haraldr gilli (svarteyg6r)
N70 Skarphe6inn (eyg6r vel)
1351 E>6r6r Heinreksson (eyg6r vel)
baraxla6r Hkr2.M-12 Erlingr skakki
bjartan likam Hkr3.203 Olafr kyrri (in death)
bra6gorr Hkr2.4 Olafr Haraldsson (at ollum broska)
brei61eitr Hkr2.^ Olafr Haraldsson
S19M- Sverrir
bringubreidr 1351 Atli Hjalmsson
digr

1352 &orkell Magnusson
Hkr2.4 Olafr Haraldsson

dokklita6r Hkr3.331 Eysteinn Haraldsson
cf. also dokk bar
eljunarma6r mikill vi6 vas ok vokur S194 Sverrir
cf. also section II
ernligr N302 Skarphe6inn
fagr Hkr3.256 Sigur6r Magnusson (ekki fagr)
farinn vel 1357 Jon Markusson "well proportioned"
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fegra mann Hkr3.203 <5lafr kyrri (engi ma6r hafa set)
feiknligr N30M- Skarphe6inn
fimleik S104 Magnus Erlingsson (umfram alia menn at fimleik)
fothvatastr N70 Skarphe6inn
fotlangr H357 Hakon (ekki fotlangr)
fotleggrinn skammr S19M- Sverrir
fotr Hkr3.331 Ingi Haraldsson (tregliga matti hann ganga einn saint,
sva var visinn annarr fotrinn) cf. also utskeifr
fraligr Hkr3.267 Haraldr gilli
frammynntr 1351 &6r6r Heinreksson "with protruding mouth"
freknottr mjok 1351 E>or6r Heinreksson
fri6r Hkr3.385 Hakon her6ibrei6r (fri6r synum)
S104 Magnus Erlingsson (fri6r ma6r sunum)
Hkr2.3 (3lafr Haraldsson (fri6r synum)
Hkr3.256 6lafr Magnusson (fri6r synum)
Hkr3.256 Eysteinn Magnusson (fri6astr synum)
Hkrl.213 Hakon Jarl (allra manna fri6astr synum)
N29 Hallger6r (kvenna fri6ust synum)
Hkrl.94- Haraldr harfagri (fri6astr synum)
N238 Hildigunnr (kvenna fri6ust synum)
K54 Knutr Sveinsson (manna fri6astr)
KB3 Sveinn tflfsson (allra manna fri6astr)
fraekn S19M- Sverrir
1351 Snorri Eorvaldsson (fraeknligr)
Hkrl.333 Clafr Tryggvason (fraeknleik i orrostum)

cf. also munnr
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folleitr N70 Skarphedinn (also N298, N299, N301, N302, N30U)

glottir vi6 tonn N299 Skarphe6inn
gorvastr i mail Hkr3.330 Sigur6r Haraldsson
gorviligr Hkr2.3 6lafr Haraldsson (snimma)
hagr 1269 Snorri Sturluson (hagr a allt bat er hann tok hondum til)
B127 Pall (hagr a hvivetna bvi er hann gjor6i)
N238 Hildigunnr (hog^)
cf. also section II
halslangr Hkr3.267 Haraldr gilli
har
"hair"

B154 Jon (bleik a har)
Hkr3.256 Eysteinn Magnusson (bleikharr)

Hkr3.267 Haraldr gilli (dokkharr)
N29 Hallger6r (fagrhar)

Hkrl.94 Haraldr harfagri
K5M- Knutr Sveinsson (fagrharr)
B127 Pall (fagrharr)
1351 Por6r J>orvaldsson (fagrir lokkarnir)
N30M- Skarphe6inn (greitt harit aptr um eyrun)
Hkr3.331 Ingi Haraldsson (gult har)
Hkr3.203 Olafr kyrri (gult har sem silki ok for afar vel)
Hkr3.256 Eysteinn Magnusson (hrokkinharr)

B127 Pall (hrokkinharr)
Hkr3.331 Ingi Haraldsson (hrokk mjok)
Hkr3.33Q Sigur6r Haraldsson (jarpr a har)
Hkr3.256 Sigur6r Magnusson (jarpr a har)
N70 Skarphe6inn (jarpr a har) also N301
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1351 £>orsteinn Gellison (Ii&a6ist harit)
Hkr2.4 (5lafr Haraldsson (Ijcssjarpr a har)
H235 Skuli BarSarson (Ijossjarpr a har)
1351 E>ormo6r Hjalmsson (Ijoss jarpr a har)
1351 E>or6r E>orvaldsson O-^oss jarpr a har)
Hkr3.107 Magnus tflafsson (Ij6ss a har)
1351 Snorri 5>orvaldsson (Ijoss a har)
N53 Gunnarr (harit mikill ok for vel ok vel litt)
N29 Hallger6r (sva mikit harit at hon matti hylja sik med)
also N44 (harit tok ofan a bringuna tveim megin,
ok drap hon undir belti ser)
N85 (harit tok ofan a bringu henni ok var
bas6i mikit ok fagrt)
1351 Snorri ]?orvaldsson (rettharr)
1351 E>6r6r Heinreksson (skrofhasrSr - hrokkinh^r6r)
N70 Skarphe6inn (sveipr i harinu)
Hkr3.330 Ingi Haraldsson (har heldr punnt)
H235 Skuli Bar6arson (her6r manna bezt)
K54 Knutr Sveinsson (haer6r mjok)
H357 Hakon (haerdr vel)
har
"tall"

Hkr3.M-12 Erlingr skakki (har ma6r)
Hkr3.256 6lafr Magnusson (ma6r har)
1351 !>6r6r ^orvaldsson (har ma6r)
Hkr3.384 Hakon her6ibrei6r (har ok mjor)
H235 Skuli Bar6arson (heldr har ma6r)
Hkrl.213 Hakon Jarl (ekki har ma6r)
cf. also vaxinn
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bar i setunni S194- Sverrir
H357 Hakon (heldr bar i sessi)
har6gorr i ollu N53 Gunnarr
cf. also section II
har61igr N298 Skarphe6inn
harr "hoary" Hkr3.M-12 Erlingr skakki (ger6isk harr mjok)
her6ibrei6r H357 Hakon
Hkr3.384 Hakon her6ibrei6r
1351 £>6r6r E>orvaldsson
herdum Hkr3.330 Ingi Haraldssou (knyttrvar hann a herdum ok a bringu)
herma6r mikill K29 Haraldr Gormsson
K5H Knutr Sveinsson
Hkr3.107 Magnus 6lafsson
K32 Sveinn Haraldsson
Hkr3.412 Erlingr skakki (herma6r inn mesti ef 6fri6r var)
Hkrl.213 Hakon Jarl (herma6r inn mesti)
K72 Haraldr Sveinsson (engi var hann herma6r)
N7Q Skarphe6inn (hermannligastr)
N304 Skarphe6inn (allra manna hermannligastr)
bjo ba6um hondum ok skaut N53 Gunnarr
Hkrl.333 Olafr Tryggvason
cf. also skjota
hljop meira en hae6 sina N53 Gunnarr (me6 ollum herklaeSum ok eigi
skemmra aftr en fra fyrir sik)
hraustasti K63 Sveinn Olfsson
1272 Skumi inn litli (hann var hraustr)
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hofu6it Hkr3.412 Erlingr skakki (bar halt hofu6it nokkut)
horund S19M- Sverrir (fegrstr a)
horundsljoss B127 Pall
illiligr N301 Skarphe6inn
illmannligr N30M- Skarphe6inn
ibrottama6r mikill Hkrl.213 Hakon Jarl
Hkr2.4 dlafr Haraldsson
Hkrl.333 (5lafr Tryggvason
B680 Arni (akta6i mjok ymisligir ibrottir)
1516 Oddr E>6rarinsson (bezt at ibrottum)
klae6a Hkr3.412 Erlingr Skakki (forneskju klas6abuna6)
Hkr3.267 Haraldr gilli (lett klaeddr)
Hkr3.267 Haraldr gilli (stutt kl«6i)
knaligr 1352 5>ormodr Hjalmsson
1351 Porsteinn Gellison
knar 1379 Einarr bondi
1262 Eyjolfr Karsson
knyttr Hkr3.330 Ingi Haraldsson cf. her6um
kvikligr B80 Klaengr
la.gr ma6r 1351 Porsteinn Gellisson cf. vaxinn
langleitr Hkr3.412 Erlingr skakki
Hkr3.267 Haraldr gilli
B72 E>orlakr Runolfsson
leika Hkrl.333 (5lafr Tryggvason (Hann lek at brimrhandsoxum, sva at
jafnan var eitt a lopti, ok hendi &
me6al kaflann)
cf. also Gylfaginning, chapter 2 (lek at
handsoxum ok haf6i vii som a lopti)
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lettari a ser H357 Hakon (hverjum manni lettari a ser)
Iima6r vel IM-02 Gizurr ]?orvaldsson
B76 Magnus
Hkr3.203 <5lafr kyrri
B127 Pall

S10M- Magnus Erlingsson (ok fagrliga)
litbjartr B127 Pall
Iitgo6r H357 Hakon
X
litill ma6r 1351 Sriorri Loftsson
cf. also vaxinn
Ii6mannligastr B154 Jon
Ijoss £ andliti H235 Skuli Bar6arson
Hkr2.if (5lafr Haraldsson
Ijosjarpr B72 Porlakr Runolfsson
1516 Oddr Porarinsson
cf. also har "hair"
Ijosleitr Hkr3.107 Magnus tflafsson
Ijoslita6r Hkr 3.412 Erlingr skakki
N53 Gunnarr
K54 Knutr Sveinsson
mestr Hkr 1.94- Haraldr harfagri (allra manna)

K63 Sveinn dlfsson (hverjum manni meiri)
mi6mjor S104 Magnus Erlingsson
mjor Hkr 3.256 fllafr Magnusson
Hkr 3.384 Hakon her6ibrei6r (har ok mjor)
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mikill madr N298 Skarphe6inn, also N304
1352 £ormo6r Hjalmsson
cf. also vaxinn
mikilleitr i andliti H357 Hakon
munnr 1351 I?6r6r Hreinreksson (frammynntr)
Hkr3.330 Sigur6r Haraldsson (munnljotr ok vel at 66rum andlitsskopum)
S10H Magnus Erlingsson (nokkut munnljotr)
N70 Skarphedinn (nokkut munnljotr)
nef N53 Gunnarr (hafit upp £ framanvert)
1351 £>6r6r Heinreksson (langnefja6r)
N70 Skarphe6inn (Ii6r a nefi)
1351 Atli Hjalmsson (nefljotr nokkut)
1351 Por6r Porvaldsson (nefljotr)
K5M- Knutr Sveinsson (nema nef hans var £>unt ok eigi lagt ok nokkut bjugt)
N53 Gunnarr rettnefja6r
nytr B265 J>orlakr helgi
B90 Porvaldr vi6forli
naersynn 1351 5>6r6r Heinreksson
ogurligr (ef hann var rei6r) H357 Hakon cf. also section II
ogaefusamligr N298 Skarphe6inn. also N30Mraddmadr mikill B127 Pall
rammr at afli B66 Gizurr
rau61itu6 £ augun S194 Sverrir cf. augu
rettleitr Hkr3.107 Magnus Olafsson

H235 Skuli Bar6arson
rjo6r i andlitinu Hkr2.4 dlafr Haraldsson
ro6i i kinnum N53 Gunnarr
roskleik

Hkrl.298 Hakon Jarl (£ar me6...roskliek i orrostum)

samago6r 1352 Atli Hjalmsson
skapat skegg S194 (optast) cf. also skegg
skartsma6r mikill S104 Magnus Erlingsson
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skarpleitr Hkr3.412 Erlingr skakki
N70 Skarphe6inn. also N299, N304
skegg S192 Sverrir optast skapat skegg cf. skapat
N57 Njall (ox eigi skegg)
skjota N53 Gunnarr (skaut manna bezt af boga ok haf6i allt pat, er hann
skaut til)
Hkr2.4 dlafr Haraldsson (kunni vel boga ok syndir vel, skaut manna
bezt handskoti)
Hkrl.333 6lafr Tryggvason (skaut ii spjotum senn)
skjotligr Hkr3.267 Haraldr gilli
N302 Skarphe6inn (skjotligr til karlmennsku)
skjott N53 Gunnarr (va skjott me6 sver6i at prja pottu a lofti at sja)
cf. vega
skorungr mikill Hkrl.94- Haraldr harfagri
N57 Bergpora (kvenskorungr mikill)
N238 Hildigunnr
sterkr N53 Gunnarr

Hkr3.118 Haraldr Sigur6arson
N6 Hrutr
Hkr3.330 Sigur6r Haraldsson
S10M- Magnus Erlingsson (heldr sterkr ma6r)
B154 Jon (sterkr at afli)

K54 Knutr Sveinsson (sterkr at afli)
Hkr2.4 dlafr Haraldsson (sterkr at afli)
S194 Sverrir (sterkr at afli)
1516 Oddr Porarinsson (ekki matti hann sterkan kalla at afli)
Hkr1.213 Hakon Jarl (vel sterkr)
K63 Sveinn Olfsson (hverjum manni meiri ok sterkari)

Hkr1.94 Haraldr harfagri (sterkastr)
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styrkr N53 Skarphe6inn
N30 J>j6stolfr
sundrger6amadr S104- Magnus Erlingsson
Hkrl.333 <5lafr Tryggvason (sundrger6ama6r mikill)
svartr ma6r Hkr3.331 Eysteinn Haraldsson
1351 Snorri Loftsson
1351 E>orsteinn Gellison
sasmiligr hofdingi S19M- Sverrir
syndr sem selr N53 Gunnarr
N70 Skarphe6inn

Hkr2.4 dlafr Haraldsson (syndr vel)
songma6r mikill B127 Pall
tanngar6rinn N70 Skarphe6inn (la hatt tanngar6rinn)
tiguligr H357 Hakon
B53 fsleifr
Hkr3.203 (Slafr kyrri
B66 Gizurr (i yfirbrag6i)
trollsligr N298 Skarphe6inn
utskeifr nokkut H357 Hakon
vakrari H357 Hakon (hverjum manni vakrari)
vapndjarfastr Hkr3.118

Haraldr Sigur6arson

K54 Knutr Sveinsson
S104 Magnus Erlingsson
Hkr3.107 Magnus Glafsson
vapnfimastr 1516 Oddr E>6rarinsson
vapnfoerr Hkr3.118 Haraldr Sigurdarson
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vaskligr ma6r 1397 Einarr bondi
Hkr3.330 Sigur6r Haraldsson
1262 Eyjolfr Karsson (vaskasti um alia hluti)
1351 E>6r6r Heinreksson (vaskasti um alia hluti)
vaxinn B66 Gizurr (bolsvexti)
1353 Pormo6r Hjalmsson (ferstrenrfri vexti)

Hkr2.267 Haraldr gilli (grannvaxinn)
H235 Skuli Bar6arson (grannvaxinn)
Hkr3.412 Erlingr skakki (har6vaxinn)
S104 Magnus Erlingsson (har6vaxinn)
B76 Magnus (helldr har ma6r vexti)
S104 Magnus Erlingsson (helldr har ma6r a voxt)
1351 Atli Hjalmsson (lagr a voxt)
S194 Sverrir (lagr a voxt)
1352 ]?orkell Magnusson (lagr a voxt)
Hkr3.331 Ingi Haraldsson (litill var hans uppvoxtr)
1272 Skumi inn litli (eigi sva ungr sem hann var litill vexti)
B80 Klaengr (me6al ma6r vexti)
B127 Pal (me6al ma6r vexti)

B72 Pcxrlakr Runolfsson (me6al ma6r vexti)
1402 Gizurr Porvaldsson (me6alma6r a voxt)

Hkr3.107 Magnus <5lafsson (me6alma6r a voxt)
Hkr2.3 dlafr Haraldsson (me6alma6r a voxt)
1351 Snorri Porvaldsson (har me6alma6r at jofnum aldri)
Hkr3.331 Eysteinn Haraldsson (heldr har me6alma6r)
Hkr3.256 Eysteinn Magnusson (ekki har medalma6r)
H357 Hakon (ekki har me6alma6r)
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Hkr2.4 6lafr Haraldsson (ekki bar me6alma6r)
K5M- Knutr Sveinsson (mestr vexti)
B619 Aron Hjorleifsson (mikill ma6r vexti)
1262 Eyjolfr Karsson (mikill ma6r vexti)
B66 Gizurr (mikill ma<5r vexti)
N53 Gunnarr (mikill ma6r vexti)
B15M- Jon (mikill ma6r vexti)
1526 Oddr ]>6rarinsson (mikill ma6r vexti)
Hkr3.256 Sigur6r Magnusson (m.ikill ma6r vexti)
N70 Skarphe6inn (mikill ma6r vexti)
Hkr3.203 (3lafr kyrri (ma6r mikill a allan voxt)
Hkr3.330 Sigur6r Haraldsson (ger6isk ma6r mikill)
N6 Hrutr (mikill ok sterkr)
H357 Hakon (vaxinn mjok a pann hatt sem verit haf6i Sverrir konungr)
1351 I>6r6r Heinreksson (ri6vaxinn "shakily built")
1351 Atli Hjalmsson (vel vaxinn)
H357 Hakon (vel vaxinn)
HkrS.SS^ Hakon her6ibrei6r (vel vaxinn)
Hkr3.203 (5lafr kyrri (vel vaxinn)
Hkr3.256 Sigur6r Magnusson (vel vaxinn)
1351 Snorri Porvaldsson (vel vaxinn)
vega N53 Gunnarr (va skjott me6 sver6i at prja potta a lofti at sja)
Hkrl.333 (5lafr Tryggvason (Hann va jafnt ba6um hondum)
vigr vel N6 Hrutr
N70 Skarpbe6inn
N30 £jostolfr
N53 Gunnarr (manna bezt vigr)
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vsenn "handsome" N6 Hputr
B53 Isleifr

1351 Snorri frorvaldsson
B80 Klaengr (vaenn ma6r at aliti)
B127 Pall (vaenn ma6r at aliti)
N57 Njall (vaenn at aliti)
N53 Gunnarr (vaenn at yfirliti)
B15M- Jon (vaenstr)

B72 £orlakr Runolfsson (ekki vaenn ma6r)
vaenn til

"promising" 1271 Bjorn Porvaldsson (vaenn til hof6ingja)
1311 Sighvatr Sturluson (vaenn til hof6ingja)

S19M- Sverrir
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II

Terms descriptive of personality and mental qualities

afskiptalitill 1102 Gizurr Porvaldsson
cf. oafskiptasamr
agastr Hkr3.256 Sigur6r Magnusson
K61 Sveinn IJlfsson (agatr konungr)
akaflyndr S194 Sigurdr Haraldsson
akafama6r mikill 1271 Bjorn &orvaldsson
IH02 Gizurr torvaldsson
Hkrl.333 dlafx1 Tryggvason
algjorr at ser (um alia hluti) B66 Gizurr
allskorugr B72 ^orlakr Runolfsson (ne allskorugr)

cf. also skoruligr

astsaell K194 Eirikr Sveinsson
Hkr3.256 Eysteinn Magnusson
S10M- Magnus Erlingsson

cf. vins^ll

S194 Sverrir and Sigur6r Haraldsson
K61 Sveinn Olfsson
athugasamr S19M- Sverrir
atkvae6ama6r K72 Haraldr Sveinsson (litill atkv«6ama6r um pa hluti er
purfa potti)
au6igr at fe N53 Gunnarr
N57 Njall (vel au6igr at fe)
I2M-3 Ormr Jonsson (vel au6igr at fe)
au6ra6r B265 5>orlakr helgi
B90 I>orvaldr vidf orli
au6veldr B265 E>Orlakr helgi
B90 &orvaldr vi6forli
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bli6r H357 Hakon
Hkrl.333 6lafr Tryggvason
H235 Skuli Bar6arson
Hkr3.203 <5lafr kyrri (bli6ma6r)
K19H Eirikr Sveinsson (bli6r vi6 vini sina)
1351 ]?6r6r £>orvaldsson (bli6r vi6 vini sina)
bli6meeltf 1402 Gizurr E>orvaldsson
Hkr3.331 Ingi Haraldsson
K63 Sveinn Olfsson
bcenahaldsma6r B72 Porlakr Runoxfsson
djarfr Hkr2.4 6lafr Haraldsson
S194 Sverrir
djupvitr Hkr3.118 Haraldr Sigur6arson
drengr go6r N57 Bergbora
N238 Hildigunnr
drenglyndr N57 Njall
drengr inn bezti 1287 Arnorr Tumason
drjugli^ti til radagerdar IM-02 Gizurr Porvaldsson (inn)
einar6arma6r mikill 1287 Arnorr Tumason
eljunarma6r mikill vi6 vas ok vokur S19M- Sverrir cf. section I
fafro6r

S194 Sigur6r Haraldsson

fagror6r 1351 Snorri t>Orvaldsson
falatr B619 Aron Hjorleifsson
K72 Haraldr Sveinsson
B265 torlakr helgi
B90 Porvaldr vi6forli
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falyndr S19H Sverrir
B265 £orlakr helgi
B90 ]?orvaldr vi6forli
famalugr optast Hkr3.203 6lafr kyrri
famaeltr Hkr3.256 Sigur6r Magnusson
farma6r mikill B66 Gizurr
faskiptinn vi6 almenning B680 Arni
fastor6r S194 Sverrir
fastu6igr Hkr3.25& Sigur6r Magnusson
fegjarn Hkr3.278 Magnus blindi
Hkr3.331 Eysteinn Haraldsson
Hkr3.330 Sigur6r Haraldsson (fegjarnastr)
femildr N53 Gunnarr cf. also mildr af fe
fimari Hkrl.333 dlafr Tryggvason (hverjum manni var hann...fimari)
f jolrae6r S19M- Sigur6r Haraldsson
forsagnir 1269 Snorri Sturluson (haf6i inar beztu forsagnir a ollu bvi
er gsra skyldi)
forsjall B72 E>orlakr Runolfsson
framgjarn IM-M-2 Halla-Geirr Fagranessma6r

framligr 1352 E>Orkell Magnusson
fri6samr Hkr3.203 6lafr kyrri

fro6r Hkr3.256 Eysteinn Magnusson (at ollu fro6r)
B76 Magnus (margfro6r)
fraendrikr 1402 Gizurr E>orvaldsson
frsndraekinn B76 Magnus
B72 Porlakr Runolfsson
fullr«6asamr B76. Magnus
gagnor6r N70 Skarphe6inn

.18

gildr ma6r 1289 Gunnarr kumbi
gla6r SI 04 Magnus Erlingsson
Hkr3.203 (5lafr kyrri
Hkr3.256 (5lafr Magnusson
Hkrl.163 Hakon go6i (allra manna gla6astr)
Hkr3.256 Eysteinn Magnusson (gla6astr)
Hkrl.333 (5lafr Tryggvason (gla6astr)
gle6ima6r mikill Hkrl.212 Haraldr grafeldr
Hkr3.412 Magnus Erlingsson
go6gjarnastr B66 Gizurr
go6r vi6 alby6u 1516 Oddr Porarinsson
grimmr Hkr2.M-12 Erlingr skakki
Hkr3.278 Magnus blindi
K194 Eirikr Sveinsson (grimmr vi6 ovini sina)
Hkrl.333 (5lafr Tryggvason (allra manna grimmastr)
grimmligr ef hann var rei6r H357 Hakon
gofgastr i mali Hkr3.330 Sigur6r Haraldsson
gorviligr snimma Hkr2.3 (5lafr Haraldsson
hagr B127 Pall (a hvivetna bvi er hann gjor6i)
1269 Snorri Sturluson (a allt bat, er hann tok hondum til )
N238 Hildigunnr
hamingjumadr mikill K54 Knutr Sveinsson
har6gorr i ollu N53 Gunnarr
har6ra6r Hkr3.412 Erlingr skakki
N6 Hrutr (har6ra6r vi6 ovini sina)
harmdau6i S195 Sverrir
K194 Eirikr Sveinsson (mjok harmdau6i)
H235 Skuli (morgum manni harmdau6i)
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heilhuga6r B72 Porlakr Runolfsson
heilra6r B72 £>orlakr Runolfsson
N57 Njall
heitfastr 1351 Snorri l?orvaldsson
hir6pru6r S19M- Sverrir and Sigur6r Haraldsson
hlutdeilinn 1351 Snorri Porvaldsson (ohlutdeilinn)
hly6inn B265 &orlakr helgi
B90 Eorvaldr vi6forli
hogvaerr 1238 Gu6mundr prestr
N6 Hrutr
N57 Njall
hofi B619 Aron Hjorleifsson (med hofi)
hugatlatr Hkr3.412 Erlingr skakkr
H357 Hakon
hugpekkr Hkr3.256 Eysteinn Magnusson
Hkr2.4 6lafr Haraldsson
B265 Porlakr helgi
B72 P>orlakr Runolfsson
B90 ]>orvaldr vi6forli
hverfra6r S194- Sigur6r Haraldsson
haevsrskastr H235 Skuli Bar6arson
haegr vi6 folkit K72 Haraldr Sveinsson
haettr S19M- Sverrir and Sigur6r Haraldsson (voru peir mestir vinir hvorrutveggja
er kunnuzstir vora)
hogvaerr 1238 Gu6mundr Arason
N6 Hrutr
N57 Njall
ilia til fraenda sinna N70 Mor6r
illgjarn i ra6um N70 Mor6r
irskan Hkr3.267 Haraldr gilli (mjok buna6 irskan)
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jafningi N53 Gunnarr (engi Vceri bans jafningi)
kappsamr B619 Aron Hjorleifsson
Hkr2.H dlafr Haraldsson
katr Hkr3.278 Haraldr gilli
Hkr3.384 Hakon her6ibrei6r
K19M- Eirikr Sveinsson (katr vi6 vini sina)
H357 Hakon (hverjum manni katari)
kennimannskapar B72 ]?orlakr Runolfsson
knar 1379 Einarr bondi
1262 Eyjolfr Karsson
1516 Oddr Porarinsson (knasti)
kurteiss 1351 Snorri £>orvaldsson (kurteiss i fer6)
1351 Snorri Loftsson (kurteiss urn bendr sinar)
N53 Gunnarr (kurteisastr)
B127 Pall (kurteisastr)
H235 Skuli Bar6arson (kurteisastr)
kvennama6r mikill Hkrl.290 Hakon Jarl
S10M- Magnus Erlingsson
HkrS.M-12 Magnus Erlingsson
Hkrl.290 Hakon Jarl ("hann var 6si6ugr um kvennafar")
kyrrlatr S194 Sverrir
K72 Haraldr Sveinsson (kyrr vi6 folkit)
k£rr B154 Jon (bas6i gu6i ok go6um monnum)
ksnleikr Hkrl.298 Hakon Jarl (bar me6...kaenleik at fara me6 rikdominum)
Iatgo6r H357 Hakon
leika S104 Magnus Erlingsson (botti gott at leika) cf. also section I
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leikinn Hkr3.278 Haraldr gilli
Hkr3.412 Magnus Erlingsson
Hkr3.38H Hakon ber6ibrei6r (leikinn ok haf6i ungmennis a°6i)
Hkrl.333 tflafr Tryggvason (leikinn mjok)
lettlatr Hkr3.278 Haraldr gilli
Hkr3.M-12 Magnus Erlingsson
lettr B154 Jon
linr B154 Jon
B72 &orlakr Runolfsson
litillatr Hkr3.278 Haraldr gilli
B76 Magnus
S10M- Magnus Erlingsson
Hkr3.256 (5lafr Magnusson
Hkrl.333 (5lafr Tryggvason
K63

Sveinn Olfsson

B72 E>orlakr Runolfsson
Hkr3.256 Eysteinn Magnusson (lltillatastr)
Hkrl.163 Hakon go6i (lltillatastr)
Hkr3.38M- Hakon her6ibrei6r (i mail)
Ii6manligastr B154 Jon
Ijufr B76 Magnus
Ia>r6r vel B127 Pall
I«rdomsma6r B80 Klsngr
log H358 Hakon (let ba setja log ok landsrett)
Hkr3.256 Sigur6r Magnusson (belt vel login)
Hkrl.163 Hakon go6i (Iag6i mikinn bug a lagasetning)
I6gma6r mikill N57 Njall
malrae6inn Hkr3.203 6la.fr kyrri
malsnjallr B80 Klsngr
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B76 Magnus
H235 Skuli Bardarson
Hkrl.163 Hakon go6i (malsnjallastr)
cf. also snjallr
mata6ist jafnan einmaelt S194 Sverrir
mildr af fe Hkr3.256 Sigur6r Magnusson
HkrS.107 Magnus tflafsson (mildasti af fe)
cf. also femildr
miskunsamr B72 Porlakr Runolfsson
mislyndr S194 Sigur6r Haraldsson
mjuklatr B72 t>orlakr Runolfsson
mjukastr 1516 Oddr ^orarinsson
namgjarn B265 £>orlakr helgi
B90 E>or\eldr vi6forli
nytr B265 P>0rlakr helgi
B90 Porvaldr vi6f orli
cf. section I
nsinr B127 Pall
oafskiptasarnr B72 Porlakr Runolfsson
cf. also afskiptalitill
oeirinn Hkr3.330 Sigur6r Haraldsson
ofsama6r mikill 1311 Kolbeinn Arnorsson
ofstopama6r mikill Hkr3.330 Sigur6r Haraldsson
ogurligr ef hann var rei6r H357 Hakon cf. section I
ohlutdeilinn 1351 Snorri Porvaldsson
omalugr K72 Haraldr Sveinsson
or6illr 1262 Tanni Bjarnarson
or6snjallr Hkr2.4 6lafr Haraldsson
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ordspakr Hkr3.256 Eysteinn Magnusson
orrustuma6r mikill Hkr3.118 Haraldr Sigur6arson
6by6r Hkr3.278 Magnus blind! cf. also by£r
ra6snjallr Hkr3.256 Eysteinn Magnusson
Hkr3.118 Haraldr Sigur6arson
ra6ugr S19M- Sverrir
ra6uandr S19M- Sverrir
refsingasamr Hkr3.256 Sigur6r Magnusson
rettlatr K63 Sveinn Olfsson
rikr Hkr3.412 Erlingr skakki
K29 Haraldr Gormsson
Hkr3.118 Haraldr Sigur6arson
Hkr3.256 Sigur6r Magnusson
K32 Sveinn Haraldsson
K195 Eirikr Sveinsson (enn rikasti konugr)
K33 Sveinn Haraldsson (enn rikasti konungr)
romrinn 1402 Gizurr 5>0rvaldsson (mikinn romrinn)
S19M- Sverrir (sva mikill yfir malinu, J>o at hann ]petti eigi hatt
,
tala, ]Da skildu bo allir, bo at fjarri vaeri)
sam%o6r 1352 Atli Hjalmsson
si6r S10M- Magnus Erlingsson (mjok i si6 ungra manna)
cf. hasttir and leikinn
si61atr Hkr3.256 Sigur6r Magnusson
B72 Porlakr Runolfsson
sigrsaell K54 Knutr Sveinsson
K61 Sveinn dlfsson (ekki var hann sigrsaell)
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sinkr Hkr3.331 Eysteinn Haraldsson
Hkr3.330 Sigur6r Haraldsson (sinkastr)
skald 1269 Snorri Sturluson (hann ger6isk skald gott)
B80 Klaengr (skald mesta)
skaphor6 N29 Hallger6r
N57 Bergpora (nokkut skaphor6)
Hildigunnr (skaphor6ust)
skapmikill 1351 ]?6r6r I?orvaldsson
skappru6r B619 Aron Hjorleifsson
skapstorr I4M-2 Halla-Geirr Fagranessma6r
Hkr3.278 Magnus blindi
skjotligr Hkr3.267 Haraldr gilli
skjotr i skilningum B72 t>orlakr Runolfsson
skjotor6r N70 Skarphe6inn
skjotra6r Hkr3.107 Magnus <5lafsson
N70 Skarphe6inn
skrautligastr B76 Magnus (allr manna skrautligastr i ollu yfirbrag6i
ok latgaeti)
skynsamr Hkr3.331 Eysteinn Haraldsson
B72 Porlakr Runolfsson
skyrr B619 Aron Hjorleifsson
skyrt or6takit S194 Sverrir
skoruligr B619 Aron Hjorleifsson (allt skoruligr)
B80 Klasngr

Hkr3.256 Sigur6r Magnusson
B76 Magnus (skoruligastr ollu yfirbrag6i)
cf. also allskorugr
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skorunglyndr Hkr3.107 Magnus Clafsson
cf. section I skorungr
snjallmaeltr Hkr3.107 Magnus tflafsson
snjallr H357 Hakon

S194 Sverrir (snjallastr)
Hkr3.256 Eysteinn Magnusson (inn snjallasti)
S10M- Magnus Erlingsson (snjallr £ mail)
Hkr2.4 tflafr Haraldsson (snjallr i mail)
K63 Sveinn Olfsson (snjallr i mail)
Hkr3.330 Sigur6r Haraldsson (snjallastr i mail)
B76 Magnus (malsnjallr) cf. malsnjallr
snaefyupligr Hkr3.256 Sigur6r Magnusson
spakr Hkr3.412 Erlingr skakki (at viti)
Hkr3.213 Hakon Jarl (at viti)
spekingr Hkr3.256 Eysteinn Magnusson (at viti)
K54 Knutr Sveinsson, Sveinn Haraldsson., Haraldr Gormsson,
Gormr (J)eir varu engir spekingar at viti)
Hkr3.118 Haraldr Sigur6arson (mikill at viti)
124-2 Ormr Jonsson (mikill at viti)
Hkrl.298 Hakon Jarl (J)ar me6 speki...at far me6 rikdominum)
sta6festr B76 Magnus
S19M- Sverrir
stilltr vel N53 Gunnarr
S19 1* Sverrir
N70 Skarphe6inn (longum vel stilltr)
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storgjofull Hkrl.333 (5lafr Tryggvason
stjorn K72 Haraldr Sveinsson (sto6 litil stjorn af honum)
stjornsamr Hkr3.412 Erlingr skakki
Hkr3.118 Haraldr Sigur6arson
S104 Magnus Erlingsson
K63 Sveinn Olfsson
storra6r S19M- Sverrir
S194 Sverrir and Sigur6r Haraldsson
storvitr Hkrl.163 Hakon go6i
K54 Knutr Sveinsson (ekki var hann storvitr)
cf. vitr
sundrger6rma6r S104 Magnus Erlingsson
Hkrl.333 (Slafr Tryggvason (sundrger6rma6r mikill)
s«miligr hof6ingi S194 Sverrir
tala6r H357 Hakon (vel tala6r a J)ingum)
H235 Skuli Bar6arson (vel tala6r a J)ingum)
K72 Haraldr Sveinsson (ekki tala6i a J)ingjum ur6u a6rir mjok at hafa
tungu fyrir honum)
Hkr3.256 Sigur6r Magnusson (ekki tala6r mjok)
talhly6inn S194 Sigur6r Haraldsson
tf6raekinn B265 Porlakr helgi
tillagago6r N6 Hrutr (inna staerri mala)
trur B265 Porlakr helgi
urns till! B15M- Jon (me6 go6u umstilli)
ungmenni Hkr3.38M- Hakon her6ibreidr (haf6i ungmenni s6i)
SIO^ Magnus Erlingsson (mjok i si6 ungra manna)
cf. hagttir, leikinn, si6r
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vakrari H357 Hakon (hverjum manni vakrari)
varu6igr S194 Sverrir
veglatr H357 Hakon
Hkr3.412 Erlingr skakki
Hkr3.256 Sigur6r Magnusson
vi6rma5lis 1351 Por6r ^orvaldsson (go6ar
'

/xr

vigr N53 Gunnarr (manna bezt vigr)
N6 Hrutr (vigr vel)
N70 Skarphe6inn (vigr vel)
N30 I?jost6lfr (vigr vel)
vingo6r Hkr3.256 Sigur6r Magnusson
vinfastr N53 Gunnarr
vinir S194 Sverrir and Sigur6r Haraldsson (hugir vi6 vini enn stri6ir vi6
uvini)
cf. also bli6r and katr
vinavandr N53 Gunnarr
S19M- Sverrir (vinvandr)
vinsasll K195 Eirikr Sveinsson
1402 Gizurr l?orvaldsson
1238 Gu6mundr Arason
Hkr3.278 Haraldr gilli
S10M- Magnus Erlingsson (vinsaall oc astsasll vi6 lanzfolkit)
Hkr3.256 (5lafr Magnusson
H235 Skuli Bar6arson (vinsaellasti; vinsaell)
K61 Sveinn Olfsson
Hkr3.384 Hakon her6ibrei6r (vinsasll var hann vi6 alpy6u)
Hkr3.331 Ingi Haraldsson (vinsaall vi6 alpy6u)
B53 Isleifr (vinsffillastr)
Hkr3.107 Magnus dlafsson (vinsasllastr)
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vir^r B66 Gizurr (mikils vir6r hvar sem hann kom)
vitr Hkr3.331 Eysteinn Haraldsson
1402 Gizurr £>orvaldsson
Hkrl.94 Haraldr harfagri
1367 Jon Markusson
H357 Hakon (vitraztr bas6i til laga ok ra6agjor6ar)
H6 Hrutr (vitraztr)
Hkrl.163 Hakon go6i (storvitr)
K5M- Knutr Sveinsson (ekki var hann storvitr)
bekkiligr B76 Magnus
B154 Jon (bekkiligsti)
bekkr B15H Jon
bokkago6r B72 Porlakr Runolfsson
bolinmo6r K63 Sveinn Olfsson
by6r B76 Magnus
Hkr3.256 Sigur6r Magnusson (ekki by6r)
Hkr3.278 Magnus blindi (6by6r)
orlynd N29 Hallger6r
orr Hkr3.278 Haraldr gilli
S10M- Magnus Erlingsson
K54 Knutr Sveinsson (orr ma6r)
Hkr3.331 Ingi Haraldsson (orr af fe)
1516 Oddr ^orarinsson (orr af fe)
K63 Sveinn Olfsson (manna orvastr)
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